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WITH EMPHASIS ON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT APPLICATIONS

]
:
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'

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this handbook is to aid qualified persons in evalu-

ating the effects of human error on the availability of engineered safety

features and systems in nuclear power plants. The handbook expands the

human error ar.alysis presented in WASH-1400 and includes principles of

human behavior and ergonomics, analytical procedures, mathematical models,

and human error probabilities derived from related performance measures

and experience. The derived probabilities should be adequate to determine

the relative merits of different configurations of equipment, procedures,

and operating practices within a plant, and for gross comparisons among

plants. Limitations of the handbook and cautions to be observed in its

use are explicitly stated.
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FOREWORDi

!
The idea for this handbook came from Dr. W. E. Vesely, Division of

Systems and Reliability Research,* Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research,
i

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commisrion. Dr. Vesely, the current project
,

: monitor, and Dr. M. C. Cullingford, the previous project monitor, also

of the Division of Systems and Reliability Research, provided guidance

i
'

and encouragement for this work. Dr. Vesely's technical contributior.s

] aided us materially. Much of Chapter 6, " Unavailability," was written by

Dr. Vesely..

Special thanks are due Mr. Jens Rasmussen, Electronics Branch, Risf

National Laboratory, Denmark, for his critical reviews, and to Mme. Annick,

|
Carnino, Atomic Energy Commission, France, and Mssrs. A. E. Green and A. J.

,

Bourne, National Centre of Systems Reliability, United Kingdom Atomic

Energy Authority, England, for their comments and encouragement. Mr.

|
J. M. Wiesen, Manager, Reliability Analysis Department, and Drs. Richard R.

'

Prairie and Robert G. Easterling, Statistics, Computing, and Human Factors

{ Division, all of Sandia National Laboratories, made substantial contribu- '

tions to the quantitative aspects of the handbook. A special paper by Dr.
i
j Easterling is included as an appendix to Chapter 7, " Dependence." We

.

express our thanks to Barbara J. Bell, of Sandia's human factors group,

| for her technical review of the entire draft.
i

Thanks are also due to several participants of the 1979 IEEE
1

Standards Workshop on Human Factors and Nuclear Safety (Schmall, 1980)
:

who reviewed early drafts of some chapters and an advance copy of the

handbook. The present draf t has benfitted materially from their techni- l
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| '

I

*Formerly Probabilistic Analysis Staff.
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As noted on the title page, this is a draft for public review.

Please send your comments to A. D. Swain, Division 1223, Sandia National |

|

Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 87185. Your comments will be considered

for the final version of this handbook to be prepared in 1981. Please

forward your comments by March 1, 1981.

One comment we anticipate is the need for a workboot to present a

step-by-step procedure for conducting a human reliability analysis of

operations in nuclear power plants. We are preparing such a workbook for

use by teams of reliability analysts without human factors training who

are conducting risk assessments of nuclear power plants (NPPs) under the

NRC's Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP). The IREP will

include an evaluation of a selected sample of operating NPPs in the U.S.

The most significant differences between this copy and the advance

copy of March 1980 are as follows:

1. The handbook has undergone a detailed review to improve the
;

comprehensibility of the technical material and to correct errors. How-

ever, we can almost guarantee that some errors remain.

2. There were several changes in uncertainty bounds, but only

relatively minor changes in the estimates of nominal human error prob-

abilities (HEPs).

3. The number of references has been increased, including refer- i

1

ences to basic tasks with experimental data on which some of our state-
1

ments about human performance are based.

4. Chapter 6, " Unavailability," has been revised, including new

examples, and its presentation has been simplified.

| S. An appendix has been added to Chapter ll, "Unannunciated Displays,"
1

to illustrate calculation of mean and median numbers of trials to detection j

of a deviant display. |
'
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6. Chapter 13, " Valving Operations," has been completely reorganized,,

{
but very few of the HEPs have been changed, and these only slightly.

!

7. A section on arithmetic calculations has been added to Chapter

14, " Task Procedures."

8. The section on valves in Chapter 20, " Derived Human Error Prob-

abilities and Related Performance Shaping Factors," has been changed to

reflect changes in Chapter 13, and values in the last section (Graphic

Representation of HEPs) have been changed to reflect the changes in

nominal HEPs and their uncertainty bounds.

9. In Chapter 21, " Examples and Case Studies," the calculations

in the section on Bounding Analysis have been changed to reflect the

changes in HEPs and uncertainty bounda made throughout the handbook.

|

!

l

|
t

|
,

i
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Chapter 1. Introduction

j Purpose of Handbook
i

PART I. BASIC CONCEPTS

l

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Handbook

The primary purpose of this handbook is to present methods, models,

and estimated human error probabilities (HEPs)* to enable competent

analysts to make quantitative or qualitative assessments of occurrences

of human errors in nuclear power plants (NPPs) that affect the avail-

ability or operational reliability of engineered safety systems and

components. A second purpose of the handbook is to show the user how

to recognize error-likely equipment design, operating policies and

practices, written procedures, and other human factors problems so that

improvements can be considered. Many studies have indicated that in com-

plex man-machine systems human error has often been the overriding contri-

bution to actual or potential system failures (e.g., Shapero et al, 1960;

Meister, 1962; and Meister and Rabideau, 1965). Analyses of NPP operations

indicate that NPPs are not exceptions to this general finding (WASH-1400;

Rasmussen, 1976; and Rasmussen and Taylor, 1976). Finally, accidents

such as those at Brown's Ferry and Three Mile Island (TMI) clearly show

that humans have acted not only as accident initiators and accident prop-

agators, but also as accident mitigators in NPPs.

It is our intent that this handbook assist utilities to evaluate the

role of operating personnel in existing power plants, enable designers of

*Certain terms are defined in the glossary. These terms are underlined
the first time they appear in the text. The meanings of all abbre-
viations are listed in the abbreviations section at the end of the
handbook.
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future plants to avoid major human factors problems, and provide a quanti-

tative base for the assessment of human errors in NPP safety, effective-

ness, and efficiency.

Although the handbook is oriented towards engineered safety features

(ESFs), the models, procedures, and estimated HEPs are relevant to all

aspects of NPP design and operation where there is an interaction of

people with plant systems and equipment. Most of the material in this

har.lbook is also applicable to human factors aspects of other large

proces.s plants; e.g., chemical plants, oil refineries, and other power-

generating plants.

,

Relationship of Handbook to WASH ~'_400

Sandia National Laboratories personnel were involved in the reli-

!

ability analyses performed in WASH-1400. (The authors of this handbook

were the human reliability analysts for that study.) The human reli-

ability assessments appear in various volumes of WASH-1400. Section 6.1,

" Human Reliability Analysis," in Appendix III, Failure Data, describes

in general terms how the estimates of HEPs for various system safety

tasks were derived and incorporated into the system fault trees.

Since WASH-1400 presents only summaries of the human error analyses,

it is sometimes difficult for readers to understand how the various

HEPs were developed. To utilize human reliability principles more fully

in plant design and operations, more information is needed than that

given in WASH-1400. Particularly, information is needed thst can be

applied to specific problems in NPPs. In this handbook we define the

concepts involved, the data employed, and the calculations used in |

applying human error analyses to system evaluations (of reliability or |

l

_ _____ --- . _ ,
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availability) in NPPs. It f r. intended that the methodology and estimated
l

HEPs, presented should apply to NPPs in general, not only to light water

reactors (LWRs), the subject matter of WASH-1400.

Limitations of the Handbook

The state-of-the-art in human reliability analysis is barely beyond

~*s infancy. Until recently, many system reliability or system safety

analysts did not attempt to quat. 'te effects of human performance.

Even today, numerous system reliability and system safety analyses omit

human error analyses, or they make unrealistic simplifying assumptions

concerning the probabilistic nature of human error. Neither of these

approachas is satisfactory as either can lead to erroneous and possibly

dangeroua conclusions in risk assessment studies. Experience in military,

space, and commercial man-machine systems indicates that the human has a

major role in both accident propagation and mitigation. Despite limita-

tions in the coverage and accuracy of human performance estimates, use

of the models and estimated HEPs in this handbook can lead to realistic

risk assessments and reliability analysis in general.

Human performance is difficult to predict because of its variability.

Any given operator in an NPP differs from all other operators, and will

frequently show remarkable variability in behavior from day to day and

i from moment to moment. The human performs more different functions, in
!

! more dif ferent ways, under more different conditions, than ary other
'

single element in a system. He has more interfaces, he a- ,to a greater
i
!

variety of inputs, he provides a greater variety of outputs, and the

possible relationships between his inputs and outputs are even more

varied.

|
.

_.
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Despite this, variability, it is possible to predict, within error

bounds, the reliability of a human involved in a task for which he is

adequately trained. It is even possible to estimate grossly the vari-

ability.among differently trained and experienced humans performing that

task. The reader must bear in mind that the error bounds may be broad.

Therefore, the user of this handbook should not expect his estimates of

| error probabilities to be precise.

l
The reader must also understand that, if inexperienced in analyzing

human performance, his estimates could have broader error bounds than

those stated. The most frequent mistake made by those who are not experi-

et ced in human performance analysis is to ignore the various types of

int errelationships that exist among operators (including supervisors),

between operators and equipment, and between operators and operating con-

ditions, including the various formal and informal feedback pachs that )
modify human behavior. Another mistake is to assume that people will

always do what they are told to do (either by oral directions, by written

instructions, or by plant policy). If either of these mistakes is made,

the analyst's estimates of HEPs are likely to be too optimistic, and he

.

will ignore certain behaviors that could have serious impact on the system.

If the user is aware of the difficulty of estimating failure probabilities

of equipnent but believes that human behavior is easier to understand and

predict, he, too, will be subject to unjustified optimism.

The more the user of this handbook knows about human behavior in

systems, especially in nuclear power systems, the more accurate his identi-

fication of human events and estimation of HEPs are likely to be. There

is no substitute for experience in any systematic endeavor, especially in
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one with as large an element of subjectivity as human reliability analysis.

In our opinion, the best human reliability analyses will be those per-
| |
1 formed by teams of experts in v rious areas, specifically including highly

qualified human factors personnel.

;

| Jens Rasmussen, a Danish authority in the human reliability field,

describes a handbook like this as analogous to a handbook for surgery to

be used by a ship's captain: quite a bit can be done with such a handbook,

! but some thir.gs require an expert -- a surgeon in one case, a human reli-

ability analyst in the other. This handbook will often be misused by the
i

naive analyst sc that human errors will be assessed as insignificant when

i they actually are significant. This view is pessimistic, but there are

no easy ways to estimate the effects of human errors on NPP safety, and
1

3
the best estimates will be only approximate.

, On the more optimistic side, approximations are adequate for most
i

human reliability estimates. If the user realizes that estimates of HEPs r

! are made with a sizeable range of uncertainty and that his final estimate

of human influence is based on such uncertainty, he will be less likely

. to err in his evaluations.
]

Another limitation of the handbook is that we were unable to develop

models and estimate HEPs for all NPP tasks. Our emphasis is on the kinds

of tasks that we addressed in the UASH-1400 study -- calibration, main- |

tenance, and selected control room tasks related to the availability of

ESFs. We have not studied certain other tasks such as the use of com-

puter systems and video readouts, or those involved in refueling, plant,

security, plant evacuation, emergency communications, and plant chemistry,
i
! Finally, the HEPs and models are based on studies and observations in

existing, conventional LWR plants, such as Surrey, Peachbottom, Dresden,

. . - . , - . ---
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Zion, Calvert Cliffs, and San Onofre, which provide commercial power.

Some newer plants may incorporate human factors improvements which could

make some of our estimates too pessimistic. Despite these limitations,

the user will be able to apply much of the material to tasks not speci-

fically considered in this handbook, since there can be considerable

similarity in human factors aspects of different plants despite differ-

erences in equipment and other engineering aspects.

The scarcity of objective and quantitative data on human performance

in NPPs is a serious limitation. Most of the HEPs in this handbook are

what we call derived data. In some cases, they are extrapolations from

related (sometimes only marginally related) performance measures. In

other cases the HEPs represent our best judgment based on our experience

in complex systems (including NPPs) and on our background in experi-

mental and engineering psychology. This necessity of relying on judgment

is a regrettable state of affairs, but a start needs to be made, and this

handbook is a first step towards what is really needed -- a large data

bank of human performance information directly related to NPP tasks.

A final point, which some may consider a limitation, is that the

handbook does not deal with malevolent behavior. This is a handbook

about hunan errors made by people who intend to do the correct thing but

sometimes fail in this intent. Malevolent behavior is not due to error:

it is deliberate behavior calculated to produce a harmful effect. )
1

!

Organization of the Handbook I

In addition to five major parts divided into chapters, this hand-

book consists of prefatory sections, references, equations, a glossary,

_ _ _ _ -_.
- _
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.

and abbreviations. The detailed table of contents serves as an index.

Part I, " Basic Concepts," consists of this chapter (1) and two others.

Chapter 2 presents the basic definitions of terms, including a cate-

gorization of types of errors that one can expect in NPPs, fossil fuel

power plants, or any man-machine system. Chapter 3 presents some philo-

sophy and guidelines for viewing the human in a system context, including

a discussion of factors that influence human performance in a system.

Chapter 3 also lists principles of good human factors design, along with

NPP examples of conformance with and deviation from these principles.

Part II, " Method for Analysis and Quantification of Human Perfor-

mance," consists of three chapters. Chapter 4 presents the analytical

methods used to identify the tasks and task elements to be used in the

human reliability model. Chapter 5 presents the human reliability model,

the related probability tree diagramming, and a general procedure for per-

forming a human reliability analysis. The relationship of human reli-

ability analysis to system reliability studies and to other types of

event and fault trees is discussed. Chapter 6 briefly describes the use

of the HEPs to estimate the unavailability of systems and components due

to humen~ error.

Part III, ":tuman Performance liodels," consists of Chapters 7 through

18, which present models developed from available experimental literature,

interviews with and observations of NPP personnel in the U.S. and in

Europe, and the experience of the authors. The human performance models

address those time relationships in operator behavior that are important

in estimating recovery factors either for human-initiated failures or

for the detection of nonnormal plant situations. The models are prciarted

,

_
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+

as mathematical statements, with uncertainty bounds when appropriate.

These models involve considerable extr'apolation from available data and |

experience, and should be regarded as hypotheses. It is hoped that

these models will be subjected to rigorous testing in laboratory and

plant settings so that appropriate modifications can be made.

Part IV, "An Interim Human Performance Data Bank," consists of two
I'
|

chapters. Chapter 19 discusses the sources of the HEPs and the models in
|
' the handbook. Chapter 20 consolidates the HEPs from the preceding chap-
4

tera for convenient reference.

Part V, " Application of the Handbook and Concluding Comments," con-

sists of two chapters. Chapter 21 presents some case studies to illus-

trate task analysis and the application of the human performance models,

j HEPs, and the human reliability technique to NPPs. Chapter 22 presents

concluding comments, including an assessment of current human reliability

analysis techniques and apparent trends.

It is intended that there will be a companion volume to this hand-

book entitled Human Performance Data Related to Nuclear Power Plant

Operations that will include a compendium of human performance data from
;

i the fLles of the Sandia National Laboratories' Human Factors Group.

These data will be catalogued according to a taxonomy of human actions'

related to NPP tasks. Also to be included are three data banks of derived

human performance data. These are the AIR Data Store (Munger et al, 1962;

Payne and Altman, 1962; Payne et al, 1962; and Smith and Payne, 1962), j

the Bunker-Ramo Data Bank (Meister, 1967), and the Aerojet-General Data

Bank (Irwin et al, 1964a and b; and Meister, 1964). These data banks,

though developed in the 1960s, are still useful. They are out of print;
I

1

i

I

. _ , . . . _ -, . _ . , , - - . _ . - . -
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hence the decision to include them in the companion volume. The companion

volume will also describe the kinds of human performance data that would be
;
'

most useful for human reliability analyses of NPP operations. A number

of suggestions for collecting and collating such data will be included.

How to Use this Handbook

In writing this handbook, it was not possible to follow a step-by-

step sequence from the first to the last page. The subject matter is com-

plex and the procedure highly iterative. We suggest that the user read

through the entire volume, paying particular attention to the mechanics

of human reliability enalysis described in Part II and illustrated in

examples throughout the handbook, especially in Chapter 21. The user
I should work out some of these examples for himself because unless he

develops skill in probability tree diagramming, especially in its repre-

sentation of the conditional probabilities of events, the likelihood of

his performing a satisfactory human reliability analysis will not be

very high.

The many examples of how human behavior and performance are esti-

mated under various situations in NPPs constitute a " scenario-oriented"

approach. We hope that the user can develop a " feel" for how humans

behave, since precise approaches do not as yet exist for modeling human

behavior in all its complexities and with all its interactions. The

handbook presents basic principles, guidelines, a reasonable amount of
!

modeling, a set of human performance data, and nunerous examples to

assist the user in performing a human reliability analysis. In this,

! sense, this document is not like the usual handbook in which one can

look up some set of data and apply it directly to a problem. Because of.
i

!

- .
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1

the diverse backgrounds of those interested in human reliability in NPPs,

much of the handbook is tutorial. Some of the human factors information

will seem elementary to those with a background in human factors tech-

nology, and some of the information on reliability technology will seem

elementary to those with a background in that area. We have tried to
,

integrate the information so that practitioners of both technologies

will have sufficient guidance to function as part of a team of human

reliability analy'ts.

Once the user has developed a facility for probability tree diagram-

|

ming and understands the limitations and rationale for the estimated HEPs '

in the handbook, he should find that the summary tables and information

in Chapter 20 will be all that he need consult for solving most human

reliability analysis problems for NPP operations.

1

I

l

!

l

|
l

|
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Human Engineering -
Human Factors Engineering - 1

Human Factors - Ergonomics |

CH APTER 2. EXPLANATION OF SOME BASIC TERMS

Although the glossary defines all specialized terms used in the hand-

book, this chapter elaborates on some that require additional discussion.

The order of presentation of the terms in this chapter was chosen to

facilitate their development:

2*6*

Human Engineering - Human Factors Engineering - Human Factors -
Ergonomics.................................................... 2-1

Man-Machine System and Interfaces................................ 2-2
Human Reliability.....,.......................................... 2-2
Human Reliability Analysis ...................................... 2-3
Human Reliability Model.......................................... 2-4
Human Error...................................................... 2-4
Categories of Human Error........................................ 2-8
Human Error Probability.......................................... 2-9
Basic, Conditional, and Joint Probabilities...................... 2-11
Uncertainty Bounds............................................... 2-11
Unavailability because of Human Error............................ 2-12
Variability of Human Performance................................. 2-13
Humac Tolerance Limits........................................... 2-16
Performance Shaping Factors...................................... 2-18
Dependence, Independence, and Coupling........................... 2-19
Human Error Consequences and Recovery Factors.................... 2-20
Error-Likely Situations and People............................... 2-21
Accident-Prone Situations and People............................. 2-21
Populational Stereotypes and Expectances......................... 2-23
Stressors and Stress (Physiological and Psychological)........... 2-23
Types of Nuclear Power Plant Tasks............................... 2-24
Task Taxonomy.................................................... 2-24
Task and Link Analysis........................................... 2-25
Transients....................................................... 2-26

! L0CA............................................................. 2-27
| Displays......................................................... 2-27

,

Manual Controls.................................................. 2-28 l
'

Continuous and Discontinuous Tasks............................... 2-28
|
,

I

Human Engineering - Human Factors Engineering -
Human Factors - Ergonomics

All of the above terms describe a discipline concerned with designing
i

l machines, operations, and work environments so that they match human

|

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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lluman Reliability

'

capacities and limitations (Chapants, 1965, p 8). The first three terms

are used nost widely in the United States. The last term is used primarily
1

in other countries, but is being used more frequently in the United States.

People working in the human factors area are often called human

factors specialists or engineering psychologists. In Europe, the term

ergonomists is used. In this handbook, these terms are interchangeable.

Man-Machine System and Interfaces

|

The term man-machine system denotes a system in which people have a
i

monitoring and/or control function. The term man is used in the generic j

sense. The term man-machine interface refers to points of interaction

between people and components in a system. Thus, a display, a control,

or any other item a person observes or operates is a man-machine interface.

Human Reliability

Evans (1976) notes that the popular definitions of reliability and

availability are as follows:

1

Reliability is the probability of successful performance of |

a mission. |
l

| Availability is the probability that the system or component
i

is available for use when needed.

.

Meister (1966) defines human reliability as "the probability that a job
|

| or task will successfully be completed by personnel at any required

stage in system operation within a required minimum time (if the time

requirement exists)." We borrow from Evans and Meister to define human

reliability as the probability of successful performance of the human

- - - .
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activities necessary for cither a reliable or an available system.* We

include in this definition the probability that a system-required human

act, task, or job will be completed successfully within a required time

period, as well as the probability that no extraneous human actions detri-

mental to system reliability or availability will be perform?d. This

definition is in keeping with Green and Bourne (1972, p 1) who note that

"... the quality of a man's performance and also the time at ::hich or

in which he performs may be a measure of his reliability in association

with any particular task."

Human Reliability Analysis

Human reliability analysis is a method by which human reliability is

estimated. The method commonly used in solving practical human reli-

ability problems is the one described in this handbook in Chapter 5.

In carrying out a human reliability analysis it is necessary to identify

those human actions that can have an impact on system reliability or

availability. The most common application of human reliability analysis

is the evaluation of human acts required in a system context. The con-

sideration of extraneous human actions is also important. The human in

a system may not only fail to do what he is supposed to do, or fail to do

it correctly, but he may also do something extra that could degrade the

; system. The latter is the weak link in human reliability analysis. It

|

[ is not possible to anticipate all undesirable extraneous human actions.
|

| The best anyone can do is identify those actions with the greatest potential
l
i

!

*ln other applicatons, other measures of human performance (e.g., interval
or ordinal numbers) can be used to define human reliability, but in this;

handbook we use probabilities only.
!

I
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*
,

|

l for degrading system reliability and availability. The assignment of

probability estimates to extraneous actions is very difficult and uncer-

tain. Often tha best we can do is estimate very broad ranges of HEPs that

we believe include the true probability in question.

Human Reliability Model

'

A model of a system is an abstraction that reproduces symbolically
!

(s!mulates) the way in which the system functions cperationally (Chapanis,

| 1961). In thia handbook the term human reliability model denotes a sche-

matic representation or abstraction of human events and related systew

events and their interactions in a man-machine system. When probability

values are assigned to the elements in the model, the resulting mathe-

matical expressions provide estimates of the probabilities of achieving

(or not achieving) certain combinations of events in the system.
1

l

Human Error
|

,

The 1975 issue of Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary defines an

error as "an act involving an unintentional deviation f rom truth or

! accuracy." This definition is close to the one employed in this hand-

book. Several of the other definitions in the dictionary connote blame

or fault on the part of the person who makes the error. In this hand-

book we define human error as any member of a set of human actions that

exceeds some limit of acceptability (Rigby, 1970). Thus, an error is

merely an out-of-tolerance action, where the limits of tolerable per-

formance are defined by the system. There is no connotation of blame

or fault. If human errors are analyzed with the same objectivity as are
|

I

j other out-of-tolerance system components, successful corrective or

!

i
-
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preventive action can be taken. If errors are judged to be due to char-

acteristics of the person who makes them, the resultant emotional atmo-t

|

sphere will mitigate against a rational determination of appropriate cor-

rective action.

It is convenient to distinguish between errors whose primary causal

factors are related to the design of the work situation and errors whose

primary causal factors are related to some human characteristic. The term

situation-caused error (SCE) is used for the former; human-caused error

(HCE) is used for the latter. Ergonomists have long recognized that most

errors in a well-defined work situation such as an NPP are due to SCEs

and that relatively few are due to HCEs. This is hardly surprising. l
l

People who make an inordinately large number of HCEs don't last very

long on a job.

The thrust of this handbook, therefore, is toward presenting methods

and techniques to identify and quantify the effects of SCEs. An approach

that emphasized HCEs would not be cost-effective. Although people do

sometimes deliberately fail to do the right thing, the most effective

approach to error analysis is to look for the SCEs involved. If main-

tenance personnel failed to follow a written procedure step by step, the

HCE approach would result in blaming the individuals for the failure,

citing them for such vague characteristics as " poor motivation" or

" carelessness." In an approach that emphasized SCEs one would want to

know why the written procedures were not used. In actual applications,

it is nearly always found that the procedures are inconvenient to use

because they are not written in accordance with ergonomics principles.

On the other hand, if it were found that one individual persistently

refused to follow procedures that were well-written while other

.
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2-6 Human Error

maintenance personnel did use the procedures in the intended manner,

errors made by that individual would be classified as HCEs. The offending

person could be told, with justification, that correct use of the pro-

cedures was a necessary condition for continued employment.

In the human f actors field, the SCE approach to error analysis

is commonly used. The primary causal factors behind most human errors

in a well-structured work situation such as an NPP are more closely

related to such system elements as operating procedures, equipment

design, and management practices than to the individual characteristics

of trained personnel. Recognizing this fact, we have named this tech-

nique the Work Situation Approach (WSA) (Swain, 1969c, 1980a).

By ccnvention, the definition of human error normally excludes male-

volent behavior but does include intentional. errors. These latter occur

when the operator intends to perform some act that is incorrect but that

he believes to be correct or to represent a superior method of performance.

An erroneous belief in the correctness of a procedure often results from
,

some misinterpretation or failure to understand an order. The operator's

belief that his way is better than the prescribed way can result in a

I
deliberate violation of standard operating rules. Examples of such errors

1

include (1) not using written procedures in the intended manner because I

they are poorly designed (an SCE) or because the operator is truly lazy
,

l

l (an HCE), (2) deliberately loosening some equipment tolerances (setpoints)

because management has harshly penalized operating personnel for shutting

the reactor down when it turned out to have been unnecessary (an SCE for

the operator, an HCE for management), and (3) venting low-radioactive con-

tainment pressure to the atmosphere because the operator is not willing

to wait for the automatic safety features to respond to the increasing
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i

4

,

containtment pressure (an SCE if training is inadequate, an HCE if the

operator is merely impatient). Intentional errors also include out-of-

tolerance behavior arising from a disorganized emotional state; e.g., an

operator who blindly operates switches on a panel when a major accident
'

occurs. Such behavior is rare, but can occur.
:

i Most errors are unintentional -- the error just happens; it was not

! /

! intended. Examples include (1) spilling coffee over the control board

(which might be classified as a combination HCE, violation of rules, and

| SCE, if there is no convenient, safe place for the operator to place his

coffee cup, (2) inadvertent tripping of the reactor when an operator sits
,

on the edge of the control panel (an SCE because this behavior should
i

|
have been anticipated and guarded against, but also an HCE because this

behavior is clearly inappropriate and operators know this), and (3) acti- :

4
'

f vating an incorrect control because the intended control is located near-

by and the labels for the two controls are very similar in appearance (an

SCE).

It is important not to equate an error with its consequences. Some-

times a single human error will result in undesirable system consequences,

j Often it will not; for example, the spilled cup of coffee lands on the

! floor instead of on a control panel. However, this error had the potential

to cause damage to the control panel. It was just luck that nothing un-

| toward occurred-except for a messy floor. We would call this error a no-
!

! cost error. No-cost errors are important--they are signals that preventive
|

action should be taken promptly to reduce the possibility of serious conse-.
|

|
1quences.

,

4

i
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2-8 Categories of Human Error ,

| Categories of Human Error
:

A person in a system can make an error if he does something in-,

!
: correctly, fails to do something he should, or fails to do something in

,

time. It is convenient to think of five major categories of human error:

(1) An error of omission - a person fails to perform the task or *

part of the task (e.g., a step).

{ (2) An error of commission - a person performs the task or step !

incorrectly.

, (3) An extraneous act - a person introduces some task or step that
i

should not have been performed. I

i,
t

(4) A sequential error - a person performs some task or step out '
,

i of sequence.

(5) A time error - a person fails to perform the task or step

within the aliotted time, either too early or too late.I

i

i The latter three categories are errors of commission but are liated sepa-
|
k rately because their causal factors are frequently different.

From a systems point of view, any one of the above behaviors is con-4

I

i
sidered an error only when it reduces or has the potential for reducing

1
; system reliability, system safety, or the likelihood that some other

system success criterion will be met. Obviously, a person in a system
1

ii performs many extraneous acts; e.g., smoking a cigarette, scratching his
p
' nose, and the like. In a system context, these behaviors are not con-

sidered errors unless they have potential for degrading the system in

| some manner. Sometimes an error can result in an undesirable consequence
.

; (i.e., an unrecovered error), but generally, just by chance or because
t

3

of recovery factors in a well-designed system, no serious loss to the

system will occur (i.e., the error is a recovered error).
:

;

!

i
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2-9 Human Error Probability

Human Error Probability

In the human reliability technique described in this handbook, the

basic measure of human performance is the human error probability (HEP).

The HEP is the probability that when a given task is performed an error

will occur. There are many ways to estimate the HEP; some are statistical

and some are nonstatistical (i.e., judgmental). We will use the term

human error probability to represent any estimate.

The most useful information f e human reliability analysis is

actuarial data; i.e., HEPs which consist of the known number of errors

of a given type divided by the number of opportunities for that error

to occur. This is expressed as:4

HEP . number of errors of a given type
number of opportunities for the error

Our HEP is the measure defined by Green and Bourne (1972, p 22) as Pg =;

N/n, where Pg is the proportionate number of failures, N is the total

number of failures, and n is the total number of events. In our earlier

reports, including Section 6.1 of WASH-1400, we used the term human

error rate (HER) interchangeably with human error probability. Although

our use of HER was correct, it is not used 11 this handbook to avoid con-

fusion by those who believe that the term rate must be associated with

time.

If a data-based estimate is not available, an estimate derived from

information on similar tasks can be used. Similarity is judged in terms

of the correspondence of behavioral variables. Two physically dissimilar

items of equipment might be similar in terms of the human behaviors

i

involved in their operation, calibration, or maint aance. Therefore, an

|

|

|
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observed HEP for one of these items of equipment might be used as the
lestimate of the HEP for the same task on other items of equipment.

The probabilities most often used in human reliability analysis can

be classified as demand probabilities; that is, the probabilities that

given human actions will be performed and performed correctly when re-

quired. If time limitations are imposed on the performance of a task,

one probability of interest is the probability that the task will be com-

pleted correctly within the allotted time. If required, the HEP per hour

can be obtained. For most availability calculations, the interest is in

the probability of at least one error (for a given task) per hour. In

availability estimates, the HEP per hour is estimated even though the

task may be performed with a frequency of much less than once per hour.

Some sample calculations are prasented in Chapter 6.

The reliability of a task; i.e., the probability of its successful

performance, is generally expressed as: 1 - HEP. Thus, when we speak of

the reliability of performance of a human task, we are thinking of the

probability of successful performance per demand. When we speak of the

error probability, we mean the probability of unsuccessful performancej

per demand, or task unreliability, which is 1 minus task reliability.

The terms, human error probability, human failure probability, or task

failure probability are often used interchangeably with human unreli-

ability. (The same can be said for human success probability, task

success probability, and human reliability.)
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2-11 Bnoic, Ccnditional, cnd
Joint Probabilities

Uncertainty Bounds

t

i

Basic, Conditional, and Joint Probabilities

Three types of probability are important in performing an analysis.

These are the basic human error probability (BHEP), the conditional human

error probability (CHEP), and the joint human error probability (JHEP).
*

BHEP is the probability of a human error on a task which is con-

sidered as an isolated entity, unaffected ay any other task. If the task

is the first in a series of tasks, there is no ambiguity in this defini-

tion. If the task in question is not the first task and its outcome may

be dependent upon the outcome of other tasks, the BHEP would be that prob-

ability conjectured to exist if no other tasks were involved.

CHEP is the probability of human error on a specific task given

failure, or success, on some other task. Two tasks are independent if the

CHEP is the same regardless of whether success or failure occ'urred on the

other task; otherwise, they are dependent.

JHEP is the probability of human error on all tasks which must be

performed correctly to achieve some end result. This is the probability

of most interest in reliability work and is determined by using both

BHEPs and CHEPs.

Uncertainty Bounds

When an estimated HEP for a task or a human action is presented in

the handbook, it is usually followed in parentheses by a range expressed

as a lower acd upper HEP bound. These error bounds (called uncertainty

bounds) reflect uncertainty that arises from two sources. One source is

associated with variability due to people and conditions. The other source

is the uncertainty in our assessment of the error probabilities. Thus,

.

_
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2-12 Unnveilability bscause
of Human Error

!

the expression .01 (.002 to .02) means that our best estimate of the HEP

(i.e., nominal HEP) is .01 and that we believe it is unlikely that the
i

> '

HEP would in any case be lower than .002 or higher than .02. By unlikely ;

we mean that there is only about a 10% chance that an HEP could be lower

than .002 or higher than .02. That is, on a distribution of HEPs that

represents our assessment of the relative likelihood of various values of

the HEP, .002 represents the lower 5th percentile and .02 represents the

upper 5th percentile. It is obvious that other analysts could propose

other values for point estimates and bounds.

Unavailability because of Human Error

Availability was defined as the probability that a system is avail-

able for use when needed. Its converse, unavailability, is one minus

availability. In NPPs, any errors of operation, maintenance, or cali-
,

bration can result in the unavailability of some safety-related system
,

or component for some period of time. This unavailability ~ontinuesc
i

I until someone discovers that the system or component is not operative,
I

or until its condition causes other changes to the plant that lead to;

the discovery. In addition, other system events can cause some ESF to

be unavailable, and this unavailability may be displayed on some meter

or result in some other visible change in the plant. Plant personnel

then have the opportunity to note this change and take steps to restore

the unavailable ESF to its normal operating condition.

The role of human performance in the unavailability of ESFs is

discussed in Chapter 6, " Unavailability."

I|
1

l

1

s 2
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2-13 Variability of Human
i Performance

Variability of Human Performance

As mentioned in Chapter 1, variability is a characteristic of human;

: performance. Humans never do anything exactly the same way twice. Of
|

| course, most human variability is of no consequence to a system. For

example, the fact that Operator A takes 2.3 seconds to respond to an

i annunciator one time and 3.1 seconds the next time usually does not

; matter to the system. As long as the variability of the human perfor-
1

* mance is within limits defined as acceptable for system operations, no

error has occurred. It is only when the response'is outside the system-
'

specified human tolerance limits that an error has occurred. The narrower

I

the limits, the more likely it is that an error will occur. Thus, humani

i

! variability can contribute to human error, and the larger the variability

; the larger the HEP will be for most situations.

We define three classen of human error: random, systematic, and
,

J sporadic. In the paragrap shich follow we treat these errors sepa-
.

rately; in the real world a given human output may include one, two, or

(infrequently) all three categories.

Random errors are out-of-tolerance actions that follow no predict-

! able pattern but occur when the variability of behavior results in per-

formance that is beyond system-acceptable variability. An example of
,

randon error can be illustrated by the case of a length of pipe that is

measured many times by an individual, in which the values resulting7

I
from many measurements are distributed about an average according to

|
some probability distribution. The average of all measurements may or

; may not be the true length of the pipe, but the measurement average is

; not far off the true average. If the natural variability of the
i

.
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; 2-14 Variability of Human
Performance

:
a

'

j individual is such that some of his measurements are outside the vari-

|

] ability of measurements accepted by the system as tolerable, these measure-
i

| monts would 've considered random errors.
|

Random error probabilities can be reduced either by reducing the!

i

variability of performance or by enlarging the acceptable tolerances.

Random errors can occur when the skill of the operator is not adequate

,1 that, even with generous system tolerances, his variability is suchj

!
that some of his performances are unacceptable. Random errors can also

occur even with the small variability in performance of skilled operators

if the system tolerance limits are extremely tight or if the operators

cannot control some significant factor such as high stress. Normally,

more random errors occur among novices than among skilled operators in a

well-defined operational setting such as an NPP. Under high levels of
i

stress, greater variability in performance can be expected and the random

i error probability will increase, even among skilled personnel. (Stress is

q discussed in Chapters 3 and 17.)
1

Systematic errors are out-of-tolerance actions characterized by a

dispersion pattern offset from a desired norm; that is, there is a con-

!
sistant bias. This would occur with the pipe measurements if the measuring

1 device were miscalibrated. If the bias is large, the error will be large

even if the variability is small.

|
~

Systematic errors can occur as a result of a bias in conjunction with

random variation in that one or more of the person's acts may be outside

of the established tolerance limits. For example, a calibration techni-

cian may deliberately intend to adjust certain setpoints on the high

| side to minimize the possibility of a trip. We expect a certain small

.

9
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2-15 Variability of Human

'

Performance

j amount of variability in the adjustment he makes. Since he is biasing

his adjustmen,ts in one direction, occasiona'1.y his natural variability

may result in a setting that is actually beyond the safe limit for a

setpoint.

As in the above example, systematic errors are most likely when an

operator is concerned with only one limit of a range of acceptability.

This often occurs in inspection tasks, and is called inspector flinching.

For example, the inspector may " fudge" his performance to be on the

safe side. Thus, a safety-oriented pressure vessel inspector may reject

acceptable welds that are close to the minimum limits even though they

are within the range of acceptability. In effect, his bias has raised

the mean value of acceptable welds. Conversely, a production-oriented

inspector may accept welds that are slightly below the minimium. Ilis

bias would displace the lean value of acceptable welds in the opposite

direction.

Systematic errors can also occur when an operator is not given

adequate feedback on his performance, as when he is trying to adjust

some parameter but his controls and displays have an imperfect relation-

ship to this parameter. Such a relationship occurs when there is a lag

between a control adjustment and the parameter being controlled; for

example, as when red adjustment is dont manually and there are feedback

lags.

Biases can exist in tools and instructions and can also result from

the operator's personality, training, or experience. Providing an operator
1

with specific and timely feedback of his performance is usually the best

way of controlling systematic errors that are not built into the system.
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2-16 Human Tolerance Limits

- Sporadic errors are infrequent actions that are outside the toler-

! ance limits, despite small variability in performance, as when a skilled

! marksman occasionally fires a " wild" shot. This outlier is a sporadic

error; its occurrence is a surprise to all concerned. Those errors made

by skilled operators are generally sporadic errors. Therefore, when

they occur, it is usually pointless to insist that the skilled operator

I be more careful (the HCE approach). Such errors often occur when a person

is distracted; e.g., a step in a maintenance procedure is skipped becaose
'

the maintenance technician is interrupted by a phone call and then resumes

the task at the wrong place. Since sporadic errors occur infrequently |

and are often made by well-trained and experienced workers, it is diffi-
,

!

eult to determine the causes. The best prevention is to collect data from

large numbers of operators, to analyze the conditions under which sporadic

errors were made, and to correct the conditons.

Human Tolerance Limits

Since human error is defined as an out-of-tolerance response, limits

1

nust be placed on human responses to keep the variability of human behavior

within acceptable tolerances. These limits, referred to as human toler-

ance limits, are employed in NPPs, as in any work situation. Several

types of tolerance limits are used. The following list arranges toler-

anee limits from the most effective to the least effective:

| Barrier Limits physically prevent or limit unacceptable performance.
;

!

For example, stops on a hoist prevent the object being raised from

crashing into the roof, even if the operator keeps his finger on

the FAST UP button. A plastic guard over a TRIP button reduces the J
:

chances of unintentional (spurious) trips by guarding against inad- )

vertent activation of the switch.

_ _ . . _ -. _ , _ . _ _ _ _ _ . - .
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2-17 Human Tolsrenes Linits

Fixed Limits are clearly and permanently established limits. An example

is the use of green (acceptable) and red (unacceptable) patches on

instruments. Detents on switches make it difficult to leave the

switch between functional positions. Lines on the plant floor

define safe passageways.

Empirical (or Measurement) Limits are checked by observation or measure-

ment during or after performance. For example, a meter indication

is checked to see that it is within tolerances. A setpoint is

adjusted until a meter reads a desired value. A sample of con-

tainment atmosphere is used to measure radioactivity level. A hole

is drilled and then measured to see if it is within tolerance.

Reference Limits are standards to be comparad with an output in time of

doubt. Examples are: samples of jurt barely good welds and just

barely bad welds that are provided for verification purposes.

Caution Limits are given by warnings, signs, or other indications.

These are not among the most effective human tolerance limits

because they are often not present while an action is being per-

formed, or, if present, they are a familiar part of the worker's

environment, and no longer are attention-getting signals.

Conventional Limits are those instilled by training or custom, but they

may not be otherwise reinforced in the work situation. For example,

reliance may be placed on " good shop practices" such as: "Put tools

away," " Cut away from your body," or " Don't lean against the control

board."

Forensic Limits are argumentative (subject to debate) and are often de-

fined after some incident has occurred to assess blame. For example,

when an accident occurs, it is often argued that the person involved

t

i

i

|
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in the accident should have known that his performance was likely

to have caused the accident, and it is concluded, after the fact, |

that he exceeded the limits of safe performance. This reasoning is

i

usually circular, and cannot be considered an effective human toler-
.

ance limit.

The above tolerance limits are listed in decreasing order of effective-
|

ness, but this listing also repress *ts very closely the order of increasing

frequency of application. Although Conventional Limits are probably the

most commonly used, the frequency of human error can generally be reduced j

most effectively by using tolerance limits from the top of the above

list.

Performance Shaping Factors

Many factors affect human performance in a complex man-machine system

such as a nuclear power plant. Some of these performance shaping factors

are external to the person in the system, and some are internal. Human

reliability is affected by the entire work environment, especially the

| equipment design and the written or oral work proceduras. The individual,

i
himself brings to the job certain skills, motivations, and expecta-'

I

tions that influence his performance. Psychological and physiological

stresses result from a work environment in which the demands placed on

the operator by the system do not comform to his capabilities and limita-

tions.

To perform a human reliability analysis, an analyst must under-

stand those performance shaping factors (PSFs) that are most relevant

j and influential in the jobs studied. Chapter 3 discusses several of the

PSFs that influence the reliability of nuclear power plant personnel.

-__
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2-19 Depandance, Indapandence,
and Coupling

Dependence, Independence, and Coupling

Dependence between two tasks refers to the situation in which the

probability of failure on one task is influenecJ by whether a success or

{ failure occurred on the other task. In WASH-1400 the term coupling was
.

i

used, whereas in this handbook we use the term dependence. Complete

dependence between two tasks means that if failure occurs on one, failure

will occur on the other with certainty. Similarly, if success occurs on

one task, success will occur on the other. (It is possible that the,

i

100% correlation may be negative, but for the usual situations, the;

correlation will be positive as stated.)

Zero dependence between two tasks means that the probability of

failure or success on one task is the same regardleet of whether failure4

i

or success occurred on the other. In human reliability analysis the

assumption of zero dependnece, although it may be unjustified, is often i

assumed for convenience in situations in which the analysis is not mate- ,

rially affected.

To illustrate the concept of dependence, consider a situation in

which two tasks (task "A" and task "B") are performed by the same person
,

in succession. Let task "A" be the calibration of one gauge and task "B"
i

be the calibration of a second dissimilar gauge. Assume, ideally, that

human error data are availab'i on a very large number of results on the

calibration of the two gaugeA. Further, assume that the BHEP on both
|

| tasks is .05.
l

Complete dependence would pertain if the probability of failure on

task "B" given failure on task "A" was 1 and the probability of failure

on task "B" given success on task "A" was zero. Zero dependence would
|

.

- s
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and Recovery Factors

pertain if the probability of failure on task "B" was .05 regardless of

whether failure or success had occurred on task "A." Some level of inter-t

mediate dependence would pertain if, for example, the probability of
i

failure on task "B" given failure on task "A" was .20 while the probabil-

ity of failure on task "B" given success on task "A" was .0A.

In this handbook, five levels of dependence are used: zero depen-

dence (ZD) (i.e., complete independenec), low dependence (LD), moderate

dependence (MD), high dependence (HD), and complete dependence (CD).

These are discussed in detail in Chapter 7.

Human Error Consequences and Recovery Factors

As noted earlier, errors may not result in any serious consequences

to a system. In WASH-1400, it was shown that most human errors would

not materially reduce the availability of ESFs. Some errors may be no-

cost errors; for example, an error that causes no damage or does not

lower the availability of any ESF. For example, an incorrect switch is

manipulated, but the operator immediately realizes his error and returns

the switch to its proper positon before it has an adverse impact on the

system.

Other errors could adversely affect some component or part of an ESF,

but the adverse impact is prevented or compensated for by other components

or systeme, or even by other human actions taken at a later time. We call

these preventive or compensatory factors recovery factors. Human redundancy

is a recovery factor: a calibration technician makes an error, but a com-

panion checking his work catches the error and it is corrected. Such an

error is also a no-cost error.

.

- _ .
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2-21 Error-Likely Situations
and People

Accident-Prone Situa-
tions and People

Error-Likely Situations and People

So.ne work situations are obviously eicor prone (error likely) in the

sense that the ergenomics are so poor that errors are likely to occur;

hence, error-likely situations (ELSs). ELSs involve demands on humans

that are not compatible with their capabilities and limitations. In the

United States if a toggle switch is installed so that the up position is

0FF, errors are likely because in this country we expect the opposite

arrangement. If one is required to read and remember a 7-digit number

for even a few seconds, while he also has some other task to do, errors

in recall are likely.

Sometimes a person is characterized as error-likely. In an NPP, a

t .fy error-likely person would soon be recognized and would be retrained,

reassigned, or discharged. Although chronic error likeliness in people

qualified, trained, and experienced in a job is not common, we are all

error-likely from time to time. Anyone emotionally upset is usually more

likely to make errors. If one is fatigued from unusually long hours of

work or has not had enough sleep, certain types of errors are relatively

likely. Error likeliness in people who have had adequate training in a

job is usually tewporary.

i
'

Accident-Prone Situations and People

Accident proneness is a special case of error-likeliness. The
l

i
| cecident prone situation (APS) is one that fosters human errors likely
|

to result in injury to people or damage to equipment and facilities.

An accident-prone person is one who has statistically "more than his

[ chare" of accidents when compared with others having the same degree
l

of exposure to opportunitias for the same types of accidents.

a
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) 2-22 Accident-Prone Situa-
tions und People'

!
|

]
A familiar example of an APS is a slippery floor. For example, a

l leak in a condensor system in a boiling water reactor (BWR) wet the
i
3 floor, increasing the chances of someone's slipping while walking across
i

it. When this temporary problem was cleared up, the APS no longer existed.

Accident-proaeness in individuals is not a very useful concept, as
<

it has at times been used to justify an HCE approach to solving safety
|)

problems. Although there are people who seem to be chronically accident-'

3
j prone (for example, the class of male drivers in the United States under.

25 years of age), studies of work situations show that accident-prone
,

I
people in industry are rare. Carefully controlled studies show that acci-

f dent proneness in people, when it does occur, is most often due to tempo-
| -

1 rary conditions such as illness or emotional disturbances.

! In the early 1900s, the concept of the accident prone individual in

industry arose in part because faulty statistical analyses were used that

did not incorporate concepts of statistical significance. Subsequent
i
i anal ~ses of these early data showed that certain individuals were stigma-

tized as accident prone when the number of accidents they experienced was
i

| not significantly greater than the number expected due to chance alone
1
i

.

(Mintz and Blum, 1961). Even when chance can be ruled out, it may be
i

found that people seeming to have "more than their expected share" of

accidents are those who ha"e the greatest exposure to the risk of acci-
j
1

! dents.
j

l Taking all of the above factors into consideration, most modern
1

j '.rdustrial safety specialists conclude that it is more cost-effective to

i ita t for APSs than to look for accident prone people. The emphasis in.

!

| this handbook is on techniques for identifying APSs and ELSs and for eati-
I

! mating their potential impact on the availability of ESFs.
I

:
,

s
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2-23 Populational Stereotypss
and Expectances

Stressors and Stress:

(Physiological and
Psychological)

Populational Stereotypes and Expectances

A populational stereotype is the way in which members of a popula-

tion expect things to behave especially with respect to directional move-
'

<

ments. In the U.S. we expect the "UP" position of a light switch to tusu

the lights on. In Europe, the opposite populational stereotype holds.

I Populational expectance is a type of populational stereotype that

refers specifically to displays which do not involve directional movement.

For example, in the U.S. the letters "H" and "C" on water faucets stand

for " hot" and " cold." In Mexico, a different populational expectance

holds for the letter "C" -- it stands for "caliente," which means hot.

Any design that violates strong populational stereotypes or expec-

tances will result in a relatively high HEP. Even with extensive training,

it is difficult to change a populational stereotype completely. Under

stress, we tend to revert to our populational stereotypes.

Stressors and Stress (Physiological and Psycholegical)

Montaigne, a French essayist in the late 1500s, noted, " Men under

stress are fools, and fool themselves." Although he was probably thinking

primarily about psychological stressors, we can think of stressors as sny
i

[ external or internal forces that cause bodily or mental tension, or stress.
I

Stress is the human response to a stressor. Thus, in an NPP there can

be physiological stressors such as fatigue, discomfort, constriction of
i

movement, or high temperature, as well as psychological stressors such

as task speed, distractions, monotonous wock, threats from supervisors,

|
and emergency situations.

|
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'Plant Tasks
Task Taxonomy

Chapters 3 and 17 present discussions of steess, including its4

i
facilitative and disruptive effects. ;

'

i

I

Types of Nuclear Power Plant Tasks

The handbook includes data and procedures relevant to many tasks in

existing NPPs. Tasks of special interest, because of their potential

impact on the availabLlity of ESFs, are control room operations, pre-

ventive and corrective maintenance procedures, and calibration procedures.

Normal control room operations (including startup, shutdown, power

level control, and the operator's participation in calibration and testing) !

are also of interest, especially to the extent that these operations

affect ESF availability. Control room operations in response to tran-

sients and after other abnormal conditions (p 2-26) are of special interest

since human error frequencies can be inflated under the stressful condi-

tions involved.

Also of special interest are calibration and maintenance procedures

that involve the adjustment of setpoints and the removal and restoration

of ESC components after maintenance. Uncaught human errors here may

result it. the unavailability of ESFs for relatively long periods of time.

I

Task Taxonomy

There have been several attempts to develop a useful task taxonomy
!

(Chanbers, 1969, Fleishman et al, 1968, 1970). While these classifi- |
! I

cations of human tasks are useful for psychological research, they are

not very useful for human reliability analysis because they refer pri-
1

| marily to human variables. The approach taken here is to categorize

the data on human behavior in terms of combinations of equipment and
l
l

I
1
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2-25 Task and Link Analysis

; task variables, a classification scheme developed earlier (Swain, 1956).

This categorization is readily seen in Chapter 20 in which all of the

human reliability data in the handbook are summarized. For example, when

one is performing a human reliability analysis of NPP operations, the

usual procedure is to provide estimated HEPs for tasks identified in a

system fault tree analysis. Thus, the fault tree analysts identify a

particular man-machine interface which has important implications for,

say, the availability of some ESP. This interface might be a valve

which may be placed in the wrong position for maintenance or may not be

; restored to its normal position after maintenance. Our primary search

term is " valves." Secondary search terms are related to type of valves

(manual or motor-operated) and human behavior terms such as " change" and

" restore." Additional search terms are stated in terms of PSFs such as
,

" level of stress," " skill level," " type of feedback to operator," and so

on.

At this time we have not worked out a detailed search scheme (tax-

onomy) that would enable the user to choose key words and identify quickly

the tasks and HEPs most relevant to a specific analysis. This is subject

matter for the planned companion volume mentioned on p 1-8 and titled

Human Performance Data Related to Nuclear Power Plant Operations. For

the time being, Chapter 20 and the detailed table of contents provide the

best sets of search terms.

Task and Link Analysis

Chapter 4 presents an analytical procedure called task analysis.

This technique is used to identify the relevant human elements in tasks4

and to identify the ELSs and APSs in these tasks.

. .

_,
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2-26 Trenoients

Task analysis is an analytical process for determining the specific

behaviors required of the human components in a man-machine system. It

involves determining the detailed performance requLred of people and equip-

ment, and the effects of environmental conditions, malfunctions, and other

unexpected events on both. Within each task, behavioral steps are analyzed

in terms of the perceptions, decisions, memory storage, and motor outputs

required, as well as in terms of the expected errors.

The data from a task analysis can be used to establish equipment

design criteria, operating sequences, written procedures, and require-

i ments for selection and training of personnel. Task analysis is the most

commonly used tool of the human factors specialist, and is required for
)

| a human reliability analysis.
i

Link analysis is a special form of task analysis. It depicts the

pathways among different parts of a system that are generated by peoplea

walking about and communicating with each other.

I

Transients

A transient is any departure of some NPP function from established

normal limits. Thus, it is an abnormal operating condition rather than

a normal operating condition. It may be anticipated in the sense that it

occurs with sufficient frequency that the operating staff is not unduly

surprised when it occurs and a set of procedures is available for the

response. It may be unanticipated in the sense that it is a rare or even

unplanned-for event that generally evokes a reaction of surprise and dis-

belief.

Transients may occur with or without a reactor trip (or scram).
'

Anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) can pose problems for

- - - - -- --
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2-27 LOCA
Displays

operating personnel, who may have to interpret display readings and decide

whether and when to trip the reactor manually.

LOCA

A loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) is a transient in which there ,is
Ia loss in the primary coolant system. The severity of a LOCA may range

from the extreme (i.e., a guillotine break in one of the very large pipes)

to a very small leak. The possibility of a LOCA has important implications

for human reliability. In WASH-1400, the very conservative assumption ;

was made that a "large LOCA" would involve the most severe conditions

even though such a break has never occurred. It was judged that human

reaction to such a condition would involve an extremely high level of

psychological stress. For smaller LOCAs, initial human stress levels are

assumed to be lower than for the very large LOCA. However, even small

LOCAs can build to situations in which operating personnel manifest high

stress.

Displays

A display is any instrument or device that presents information to

any sense organ (visual, auditory, or other). In NPP3, displays are

annunciated or unannunciated. Annunciated displays usually consist of

j panels of legend indicators (often called tiles) associated with an

auditory signal. Unannunciated displays in NPPs include meters, digital
!

readouts, chart recorders, graphs, indicator lights, computer printouts,

and video presentations.

|
t

:
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2-28 Manual Centrols |
Continuous and Discon- I

tinuous Tasks i

Manual Controls

Manual controls are those components with which the human enters his

inputs to a system. Types of controls in NPPs include switches (rotary,

toggle, and other), pushbuttons, levers, knobs, cranks, connectors, and

tools. Manual controls may be continuous (e.g., a rod control lever)

or discontinuous (i.e., discrete); e.g., a two-position rotary switch for ;

a remotely operated motor-operated valve (MOV).
I
I

Continuous and Discontinuous Tasks

Manual control tasks may be either continuous or discontinuous (i.e.,

discrete). Continuous tasks involve some sort of tracking activity in

which the operator monitors some continuously changing situation. The

control action in a continuous task can be either continuous (as in rod

control) or discrete (as in stopping a pump when water level reaches some

point). A discontinuous (or discrete) task is one in which each task

element is a discrete step (e.g., calibration).

1

J

l

|

J

!

l
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3-1 Ch. 3. Psrformancs
Sh ping Fcetoro

The Human as a System
Component

CHAPTER 3. PERFORMANCE SHAPING FACTORS

This chapter describes many of the factors that affect human reli-

ability in NPP operations. The purpose is to outline some of the quali-

tative aspects of human performance as a background for the quantitative

models presented in Part III. Because of the lack of data and the limi-

tations in our experience, not all of the performance shaping factors in

this chapter are represented in the quantitative models,

The Human as a System Component

A fundamental assumption in human reliability analysis is that the

human can be treated analytically, much as are other components in a man-

machine system. This assumption has led some to the conclusion that the

human functions are like any other system component. Considering the

greater variability of human performance, such a conclusion is invalid.

Still, human failures can be studied objectively and quantified, as can

any other component failure.

Figure 3-1 depicts the human as a component that receives inputs,

acts on these inputs, and produces outputs. As shown, the human is part

of a closed-loop system, since information about his outputs is fed back

to his sense organs to become another input. Thus, the human is able to

discriminate any significant difference between his actual output and the
,

desired output. This is the classical representation of the human as a

system component (often called a " black box").

!
|

. _ _ _ _ _ . .-
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3-2 Figure 3-1

|
|
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Figure 3-1. Iluman Operator in a Feedback System

.
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3-3 The iluman so a System
Cocponent

The manner in which the human perceives, thinks about, and responds

to the inputs he receives depends on what are called performance shaping

factors (PSFs). The PSFs determine whether human performance will be

highly reliable, highly unreliable, or at some level in between. In the

present state of human reliability technology, it is not possible to

assign weighting factors to each of these PSFs or to develop an equation

for the relative influence of all of the PSFs on the performance of a

given task. One reason for this limitation is that many of the PSFs

interact, and the interaction effects are usually complex. Despite the

current limitations in quantifying their effects, we must carefully

consider all the relevant PSFs in evaluating task reliability.

In the human performance models presented in Part III, the estimated
,

ilEPs and uncertainty bounds are based in part on the judged influence of

different combinations and levels of PSFs. If the user knows that the
|

relevant PSFs are particularly good for a given situation, the calculated
,

error probability should be assumed to lie closer to the low end of the

range by some factor, say a factor of 2. Thus, if the calculated HEP

is .001 (.0001 to .01), it could be modified to .0005 (.0001 to .01).
1

!
The uncertainty bounds are unchanged. Conversely, if the PSFs are partic-

,

ularly unfavorable for human reliability, the HEP could be modified to
!

.002 (.0001 to .01). Note that the factor of 2 is for example only;

depending upon the quality of the PSFs, the user may elect to apply some

other factor. If the PSFs are average for the industry, no change would
,

be made.

!
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3-4 C1socos of Parformance
Shaping Factors

Classes of Performance Shaping Factors

'

Table 3-1 presents the PSFs that must be evaluated when performing

a human reliability analysis (Swain, 1967a, 1980b). In general, PSFs are

divided into three classes: (1) the external PSFs, those outside the indi-

vidual, (2) the internal PSFs, those that are a part of the individual
,

himself, and (3) stresses and stressors.

External PSFs

In general, the external PSFs are those that define t.he work situations

of the operators, technicians, maintenance personnel, engineers, clerks,

and othere who keep the NPP performing reliably and safely. The external

PSFs fall into three general categories: Situational Characteristics,

Task and Equipment Characteristics, and Job and Task Instructions. Situa-

tional Characteristics include PSFs that are often plant-wide in influence,

or that cover many different jobs and tasks in the plant. Task and Equip-

ment Characteristics include PSFs that are restricted to some given job

or even to a task within a job. Job and Task Instructions include PSFs

connected with the instructional materials used in jobs. Although

instructions are really task characteristics, they are singled out because
|

they represent an area in which a relatively small investment in time and

money can result in substantial improvement in human reliability.

Internal PSFs

It is a truism that every human component in a man-machine system is

a unique element. Each person comes to the job with certain skills,

abilities, attitudes, and a host of other humsn attributes. It would be

very convenient if one could select or develop standardized people for

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .~
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Table 3-1. Performance Shaping Factors

EXTERNAL STRESS 0RS INTERNAL

TASK AND EQUIPMENT
SITUATIONAL. CHARfCTFRISTICS CHARACTFRISTICS PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESSORS ORGANISMIC FACTORS

ARCHITECTURAL F' ATURES PERCEPIUAL REQUIREMENTS [UDDENNESSOFONSET PREVIOUS TRAINING /EXPERI-
QueLITY OF ENVIRONMENT: MOTQR KEQUIREMENTS URAT ON OF STRESS ENCE

lEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY, ibPEED, STRENGTH, F[ASKPEED STATE OF CURRENT PRACTICE
AND AIR QUALITY VRECISION) ASK OAD OR SKILL

LIGHTING CONTROL-UISPLAY OIGH EOPARDy RISK PERSONALITY AND INTELLI-
10lSE AND YlBRATION RELATIONSHIRS IHREATS (OF rAILURE, GENCE VARIABL5S
JEQREE OF bENERAL ANTICIPATORY KEQUIREMENTS

[jECISION-M ]NG
MONOTONOUS,p)GRAplNG,pTIVATIONANQATTITUDESLOSS OF J0

LLEANLINESS NTERPRETATION UE NNQWLEDGE OF KEQUIREDWORK HOURS /MORK BREAKS l OR MgANINGLESS WORK rERFORMANCE STANDARDS
AVAILABILip/ ADEQUACY OF LOMPLEKITY INFORMATION LONG, UN[VENTFUL VIGI- PHYSICAL CQNDITION

$PECIALt0VIPMENT, LOAD) LANCE rER10gS ATTITUDES MSED ON
100LS, AND SUPPLIES jARROWNESSOF{ASK CONFLICTS OF n0TIVES lhFLMENCE QF FAMILY

MANNING PARAMETERS REQUENCY AND KEPETI- ABOUT JOB PERFOR- AND UTHER UVTSIDE
ORGANIZAT]ONAL dTRUCIURE TIVENESS MANCE rERSQNS OR AGENCIES(E.G., AUTHORITY, HE- TASK LRITIGALITY REINFORCEMENT ABSENT GROUP IDENTIFICATIONS T'

SPONSIBIL11Y, LOMMUNI- LONG- AND 5HORT-TERM OR NEGATIVE *
CATION LHANNELS) MEMORY SENSORY UEPRIVATION

ACTIONS BY SUPERVISORS, CO- CALCULATIONAL REQUIRE- DI TRACT 10NS (NOISE,
WORKERS, UNION K[ PRE- MENTS LARE, MOYEMENT,
SENTATlXES, AND KEGU- FE[DBACK (KNOWLEDGE OF LICKER, LOLORJ
LATORY rERSONNEL KEStiLTS) INCONSISTENT LUEING

REWARDS, REC-0GNITION, CONTI UITY (DISCRETE
BENEFITS VS ONTINUOUS) PHYSIOLOGICAL STRESSORS

TEAM TRUCTU$E
JOB AND IASK INSTRUCTIONS MA 3- CHINE INTERFACE ]URATION OF STaESS

-ACTORS: -ATIGUE
PROCEDURES REQUIRED )ESIGN OF P IME 'AIN OR DIgCOMFORT

(WRITTEN OR NOT ;QUIPMENT, EST UNGER OR IHIRST s
WRITTEN) ;QU I PMENT, NU- EMPERATURE WTREMES *

WRITTEN OR ORAL COMMUNI- FACTURING [QUIPMENT, AplATION $
CATIONS JOBAIDS, 100LS, 6-r0RCE LXTR[MES

*
CAUTIONS AND WARNINGS rlXTURES AT OSPHERIC rRESSURE w
WORKMgTHODS tXTREMES j.
PLANT r0LICigS (SHOP OXYGEN INSUFFICIENCY

rRACTICES1 VIBRATION
MOVEMENT CONSTRICIl0N
LACK OF PHYSICAL LXER-

CISE

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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I

work in NPPs. Since this is not possible, an attempt is made to select;

!

workers who can develop acceptable levels of performance; the interna 1__i

PSFs determine the potential level to which the individual can be devel-

oped. However, the methods employed to train the worker and to maintain

or improve hii proficiency are external PSFs established by the utility.,

As will be seen, there is ample room for improvement in the development

and maintenance of skills, especially those skills related to coping with

unusual events in NPPs.

Stressors

Because of its importance, stress, an internal PSF, is listed as a

separate class of PSFs. Stress, either psychological or physiological,
I

can arise when there is a mismatch between the external and the internal
4

| PSFs. For example, if the perceptual requirements of a task impose too

many demands on a worker, performance will suffer because of excessive

task loading, a psychological stressor. A well-designed man-machine

i system is one in which the task demands are consistent with the worker's
I

! capabilities, Ilmitations, and needs. To the extent that this consistence

is not achieved, human errors and adverse effects on motivation and
,

attitudes can be expected.
,

"

Situational Characteristics
1

Architectural Features

Situational characteristics refer to PSFs that apply to more than

one task. The first situational characteristic listed in Table 3-1 is

architectural features. By this term we mean the general work area or

1

areas. A control room, a room of equipment to be calibrated, the room

:

i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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housing the turbine and generator---all have certain architectural features

that can af fect hunan performance either favorably or adversely.

One familiar example in NPPs with both favorable and adverse impacts

is the large control room which houses the operating panels for two or

three reactors. One positive aspect is the fact that, in an emergency,

centralized control is facilitated and it is more likely that sufficient

qualified personnel will be available to cope with the emergency even in

its earliest stages. A negative aspect is the generally high noise level,

the excessive number of people present at times, and the possibility for

confusion.

A problem in many control rooms arises from their sheer size.

Operators often have to walk several yards or more to read some display.

Because it is normal for people to avoid unnecessary effort, they try to

read the displays ' rom a disance and, consequently, make errors in their

readings (Seminara et al, 1976, p 4-27).

Quality of the Working Environment

The next four situational characteristics in Table 3-1 (temperature,

humidity, and air quality; noise and vibration; illumination; and degree

of general cleanliness) refer to the quality of the environment surrounding

the worker. NPPs generally provide a satisfactory environment, but, as

noted earlier, there are exceptions regarding the noise level and an
1

! excessive number of people in control rooms. There are certain areas;

e.g., the turbine room, where a high noise level is to be expected and

ear protectors should be worn. However, n h(/h noise level should not be

tolerated in the control room as it efe c2ase ;rritation and fatigue,

which may result in errors. The ,, cnc: ,, pears to be more psychological

than physiological, since noise levels in most c.introl rooms are well,

!

!
!
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belos the levels specified under the Occupational Safety and Health Act

(OSil A) . In an informal, unpublished study, we took measurements with a
|

sound larel. meter in various areas at Sandia National Laboratories where |
1

drafting and related support tasks are done. Ve found one consistent |

result: in any work area where the noise level was over 60 decibels, a

significar.t number of occupants complained that the noise interfered
'

with their concentration. Even though there are no physiological bases

for these complaints, the occupants were irritated and distracted by the

noise.

Methods for damping noise are well-known and will not be discussed

here. In one Swedish NPP, carpeting of the control room floor was

installed to reduce the noise level and thereby to reduce the physio-

logical stressor of noise. There were also psychological implications

inasmuch as this management action favorably impressed the operating
.

personnel, who saw this as an example of the company's concern for their

well-being.

Lighting for NPP tasks is of ten not adequate. For example, in some

control rooms, glare is such a problem that the ambient illuminatice. must

be reduced, sometimes to the point that errors in reading displays may

occur. In some areas in a plant, the lighting may be so poor that errors
!

in reading valve labels are possible.

A special problem for certain NPP tasks is that of exposure to

radioactivity and the requirement for wearing protective clothing when

performing certain tasks. (We list radiation as a physiological

stressor in Table 3-1, but it could also be listed as a psychological

| stressor or under quality of the working environment.) We have not
|

studied this problem in detail, but interviews with operating personnel

|
t

.________-_-__ --_-- - _ .
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- ~

indicate that the clothing is uncomfortable and that a primary motivation

of personnel in a " rad" environment is to get the job done as quickly as

possible and "get out of there." This motivation mitigates against the

highest levels of human reliability.

The degree of general cleanliness has a psychological impact quite

apart from any impact on plant equipment. A generally dirty and untidy

work environment may suggest to the worker that indifferent work per-

formance is tolerable. Although we cannot quantify the influence of this

PSF on human errors, it should be obvious that a clean and tidy work

environment is more likely to affect human performance positively than

the opposite kind of work environment. Although most NPPs maintain good

housekeeping practices, there are substantial differences among plants.

Work Hours and Scheduling of Work Breaks

There have been many studies of human performance as a function of

work hours and scheduling of work breaks. Most of these studies are

relevant to production jobs or other work where the work rate is paced

by the job. Much of the work in NPPs is self-paced except in response

to unusual situations, in which case the workers are fully aroused and

involved. The usual findings regarding work breaks are not applicable,

since most of the NPP operators, technicians, and other personnel are

relatively autonomous in performing their duties, and their efficic,cy

is not likely to be improved by a rigid schedule of rest periods.

However, there is an important question about the impact of work

hours that are longer than normal. This type of schedule occurs

fairly often, as wh6n someone stays on duty at the end of his shift to

fill in for someone on the next shift, or during plant shutdown and

i
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i

startup operations that require the presence of certain key personnel
,

throughout.
i

j There is special interest in the effects of extra work hours on the

!

probability that an operator will detect unannunciated indications of
I
i marginal or out-of-tolerance conditons, and on any decisions he may be
i

| re*uired to make, especially those related to nonroutine conditons. In
!

addition to the effects of the extra work hours, there can often be time
i

stress on personnel during nonscheduled reactor shutdown activities.

The time stress occurs because everyone is aware of the economic impact
:

of unscheduled hours of plant unavailability. It is known from military
.

studies that the effects of combined stress and fatigue are usually worse

than the sum of their separate effects.
I

j We made a literature search of the effects of work hours on visual
! |
| detection and decision-making with implications for the scheduling of work
.

hours for NPP personnel (Swain and Bell, 1980). This search clearly
,

1

; shows that the shape of the curve of performance vs hours for the
|

| evening and night shifts differs considerably from that for the day shift.
I
; This is especially true when personnel operate on a changing shift
i
I status. Most authorities ascribe this effect to the disruption of strong

sleep habits.

In a study of Swedish NPP operations (Axelsson and Lundberg, 1975),
!
J operators on other than the day shift reported greater fatigue and diffi-
,

culty in sleeping (including less hours of sleep). A review (Trumbull,

1966) notes the significant effects of losing even one night's sleep--

which is not uncommon in NPPs. This and other studies (Bloom, 1961;

, Grandjean, 1968) indicate that as fatigue increases (especially fatigue
!

due to loss of sleep), the detection of visual signals deteriorates j

i

:
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markedly, choice behavior demande more time and exhibits more error, and

reading rate decreases. Longer periods of sleep deprivation (from 50 to

60 hours) can lead to difficulties in mental arithmetic, i; 5111ty to

recall names and objects from recent conversation, and even to momentary

hallucinations.

Other studies (Grant, 1971, on drivers of British Railways loco-

motives; McFarland, 1971, on aircraft pilots; and Grandjean et al, 1971,

on Swiss air controllers) show that fatigue results in less attention

to certain types of signals: personnel develop their own subjective

standards of what is important, and as they become more fatigued, they

ignore more signals. Bartlett (1951) called this the " phenomenon of the

lowered subjective standard." Although these studies do not provide a

direct, unequivocal answer to the question of how the performance of

NPP personnel is related to hours on the job, some reasonable extrap-

olations can be made to the NPP situation.

As a practical matter, a person's subjective feeling of fatigue

does not predict the quality of his performance. There are large

individual differences in performance. Some people can perform well

even when tired; others feel that they are doing well although they are

not. Taking these findings into account, we offer the following

suggestions for scheduling work hours beyond the normal work time:

(1) Under no circumstances should one work in an NPP for over

16 straight hours.

(2) There should be at least a 12-hour break between work

periods for any individual.

(3) No one should work more than 60 hours a week.

|
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(4) No one should work more than 100 hours in any two consec-

utive weeks.

(5) Ensure that working an extra shift would not mean that one

has been without sleep for 24 hours. )

Availability / Adequacy of Special Equipment / Tools and Supplies

The effect of the availability or adequacy of special equipment and

tools and of supplies on job performance is often ignored in industry.

Generally, it appears that these items are located and managed in a way

to suit the toolcrib attendants rather than the people who will use them

on the job. This reversal of priorities can adversely affect job per- )
formance. For example, if much effort is required to obtain certain

tools, the worker will tend to make do with what he has, often to the

detriment of his work.

A positive application of this PSF has been observed in some NPPs.

Those who perform calibration tasks are provided with special carts with

all the test equipment, tools, and procedures needed for the job.

Because it is convenient to use the correct items, they are used.

Manning Parameters

The manning parameters refer to how many and what kinds of people

are used to perform which types of jobs. Much has been written on this

topic, but often one of the basic requirements for manning effectiveness

is not implemented. Our experience in developing manning tables for

technical jobs in military organizations indicates that unless manning

is based on a thorough task analysis of all the tasks to be performed by
1

an organization, there will be inadequacies in manning. People tend to
l

define jobs in general terms rather than fron. a careful analysis of task |

|
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i

demands. In NPPs there is a natural tendency to carry over the manning

practices from fosst' ""al power plants. While much of this carryover

is probably relevard, se know of no systematic study of NPP manning that

determines the extent to wh$ch NPPs have different manning needs.

We have observed differences between U.S. and European practices in

the type of people assigned to control room functions. In the U.S.,

operating personnel generally are not college graduates. Often they are

former fossil fuel plant operators or former operators of shipboard

reactors from the U.S. Navy. In Great Britain most control room operators

are graduate engineers or the equivalent. There are pluses and minuses to

'both practices. Using graduate engineers may have some advantages in

| coping with unusual events if their expertise is nectraary. On the other

hand, problems of boredom are accentuated with these personnel; daily,

task demands are not up to their capabilities and job expectations.

The use of technically trained noncollege personnel may involve less

risk of job dissatisfaction, but there is a question of how well these

personnel can cope with highly unusual events. We believe it is less a

question of whether college training is necessary than of how job-relevant

the training is. Certain obvious problems are addressed later in this

chapter.

Another difference between U.S. and European manning is illustrated

by the Swedish practice of having two separate job titles for operating

personnel. For Swedish NPPs there are two types of control room
,

operators called Reactor Engineers and Turbine Engineers. Neither is

a graduate engineer but both have training and backgrounds comparable

to that of U.s. operating personnel except for shipboard reactor experi-

4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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ence. However, problems occur because the reactor engineers regecd their

jobs as more prestigious than those of the turbine engineers. Also, the

usual path for promotion to shift supervisor is to advance from reactor

engineer, not from turbine engineer. In some cases, a lack of cooperation

has been observed between turbine and reactor engineers in which the former

have caused reactor trips when they decide to perform certain activities

without first checking with the reactor engineers. In the U.S., all

control room personnel are Reactor Operators (R0s) of various levels: an

unlicensed R0 (often called an Auxiliary Operator), an RO, and a Senior RO.

Because the pathway to advancament is clearcut in this case, the problems

experienced among operating personnel in the Swedish plants have not been

frequently reported in U.S. plants.

Organizational Structure and Actions by Others

A plant's organizational structure (e.g., authority, responsibility,

and communication channels) and actions by supervisors, coworkers, union

representatives, and regulatory personnel often fall into the sociological

realm. Some of these actions have technical impact and are therefore

appropriate to this handbook. Probably the most important area is admin-

isttative control of the status of safety systems and components.

When systems or components are removed from their normal operating

status for maintenance or other purposes, proper restoration procedures

( may not be carried out, or certain necessary safety systems or components

may not be available because of oversights or other errors. In NPPs con- 4

l,

siderabic reliance is placed on human intervention to avoid such problems.

| Therefore, the kind of administrative control in a plant is very important.

If administrative control is tight and the supervisors insist on rigid )

.

. _ _ _ _ _ - _
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| adherence to the control, it will be much less likely that some valve will
! be left in the wrong position or that some jumper will not be removed

after maintenance. Chapters 13 and .'.3 detail the importance of sound

administrative control in recovering from errors in system and component

restorssion.

Actions by regulatory personnel, especially by government regula-

tory personnel assigned to a given plant, will have a substantial effect

on plant personnel and practices. For example, plant personnel will

usually respond if an onsite federal inspector emphasizes good house-
;

keeping. If the inspector frequently queries operators on how they '!

would respond to hypothesized unusual events, the operators will tend

to think about coping with the unusual. On the other hand, if the

inspector spends most of his time checking paperwork, the plant will,

expend most of its effort to ensure acceptable paperwork. Thus, the

personality of the inspector has a strong influence on the " personality"

of the plant.

Rewards, Recognition, and Benefits

These PSFs have at least an indirect influence on the performance

of technical jobs. Industrial and social psychology textbooks discuss
i the importance of these factors. Although they may have an impact on

human reliability, they are outside the scope of this handbook.,

Task and Equipment Characteristics
i ,

The task and equipment characteristics are PSFs that are task-spe-

cific. These are the factors evaluated in performing a task analysis,

as described in Chapter 4. The following sections describe in general

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _
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I

terms the task and equipment PSFs listed in Table 3-2, and subsequent

sections deal with specific findings on these factors in typical LWRs.

Perceptual Requirements

The perceptual requirements of a task are determined by Liie task and

equipment features that convey information to the personnel. Almost all

of-the perceptual requirements placed on the personnel are visual --
i

reading meters, cha-ts, labels, etc. Auditory requirements are minor,

requiring only the ability to hear and recognize various alarms. The

crucial PSFs for displays are that they reliably convey the essential

information to the user, and that the display attract his attention (if

prompt response is required).

Motor Requirements

'Motor requirements refer to control, adjustment, connecting, or other

actions. Normally these are performed with the hands or feet. Speed of

movement is rarely a problem in NPPs, although the strength required to )

operate a control can be a problem in some maintenance work in which
l

"come-alongs" are needed to change the stntus of large manual valves. |

Generally, however, demands for muscular strength in NPP operations

appear to be well within the capabilities of the fifth percentile female |
1

operator (Hertzberg, 1972). Precision of motor response is not a problem

in NPPs, except for certain operations performed during refueling and

rod manipulations. Most of the human factors problems in the design of

controls in NPPs are related to the use of unnecessarily large control

| handles and to the poor location and labeling of controls.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _____ -.
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Table 3-2.* Task and Equipment Characteristics

| Perceptual requirements
!

Motor requirements (speed, strength, precision);

Control-display relationships

Anticipatory requirements

Interpretation1

|

; Decision-making
!

Complexity (information load)

Narrowness of task

Freqcts..j and repetitiveness
,

Task criticality

Long- and short-term memory

Calculational requirements

Feedback (knowledge of results)
,

Continuity (discrete vs conti.iuous)

Team structure
{

Man-machine interface factors:

Design of prime equipment, test equipment,
'. manufacturing equipment, job aids, tools

and handling equipment, fixtures
!

!

:!

1

| *From Table 3-1

-_ _ _ _ ,
- - . .. ._ . .. ..
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Control-Display Relationships

The relationships between controls and displays refer to the compat-

ibility of displayed information with the required movement of controls.

Certain displays lead to certain expectances as to how a control should

be moved. If the displays and their associated controls violate these
j

expectances, the probability of human error will be very high, especially

under stress (Fitts and Posner, 1967, p 25).

Anticipatory Requirements

These requirements refer to tasks in which a person has to be alert

for some signal while performing another activity that also requires

attention. Humans have definite limitations in this area. Man is

essentially a single-channel mechanism (Fitts, 1951); that is, he can
:

pay attention to only one thing at any instant in time. With practice he

can rapidly switch his attention among several stimuli (Gabriel and

'

Burrows, 1968), and it may appear that he is attending to several things

simnitaneously. Still, at any given moment he is attending to just one

stimulus.

The skilled control room operator ordinarily has ample capacity for

the tasks at hand. Under unusual conditions, however, he may be over-
!

i loaded---that is, there may be so many visual and auditory signals

competing for his attention that he is unable to divide his attention

among then in the nost effective manner. He will ignore some signals

either because he doesn't perceive them or because he has had to select;

|
'

the more important ones. The performance model for annunciated displays

refleets this effect of signal loading on operators (Chapter 10).

;

___ - . . _
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Interpretation Requirements

Interpretation requirements in NPPs are related to situations in

which the presented information requires some mental processing. This

means that the course of action implied by the infor.ation is not obvious,

and interpretation of the data is required. The more interpretation tFat

is required, the longer the response time and the 8reater the prob-

ability of error. Ease of interpretation (or minimization of the need

for interpretation) is achieved by an optimum combination of operator

training, design of displays, and design of written procedures. Less-

than-adequate implementation of these PSFs will increase interpretation

demands and thus increase human errors.

Decision-Making

The need to make decisions in a job can help keep the job interesting

and challenging. Without any requirement for decision-making, most ptople

become bored. Therefore, the best-designed jobs and tasks include the

need for a person to use his decision-making ability. Errors occur when

tra information presented to the decision-maker does not adequately

support the kinds of decisions he needs to make. If this happens, the

person making an incorrect decision is likely to be faulted even though
, he has responded logically to the information he had. For example, in
!

aircraft crash investigations a verdict of " pilot error" may be attrib-

uted to the pilot, without any attempt to uncover the factors that

led to the wrong decision (Pressey, 1976).
|

Complexity (Information Load)

The complexity of a job is a function of the amount of information

the worker must process and the amount of abstract reasoning or

__ _ __ - ____
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|
!

|
l visualization required. Obviously, errors will be frequent if the job

is too complex. Tasks in an NPP ordinarily are well within the capabil-

ities of the workers. The experienced operator understands the working

of the plant, and he processes information at a self-determined pace.

However, in some plants the emergency procedures (such as those for LOCAs)

introduce complexities that exceed the capabilities even of highly skilled

operators. (For an example, see p 21-11.)

As the information load on an operator increases, a point may be

reached at which the operator can no longer process information. As de-

scribed later in the discussion on stress, he has several ways of compen-

sating for overload, some of which can result in error. Some years ago,

it was believed that the concept of information theory (as described by

i Wiener, 1948; and Shannon and Weaver, 1949; and extended to psychology by

Attneave, 1959; Garner, 1962; Sheridan and Ferrel, 1974; and others) could

be used to quantify information load. In application to practical situa-

tions, however, the utility of information theory has been disappointing.

One reason is that the objective measure of information in tasks or task

elements cannot assess the meaning that the individual himself attaches

to each signal. For example, when shift change approaches, signals

related to this event are more compelling to some operators than to others.

Analyses of Licensee Event Reports (LERs) show that a disproportionate

number of errors of oversight occurs within an hour in each directfon of j

shift change.

!

|
Frequency and Repetitiveness |

The frequency and repetitiveness of human actions are PSFs that have
!

a dual relationship to human performance. Although the ability to perform

|

|
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|
,

reliably obviously increases wi' the frequency and repetitiveness of a

task, highly repetitive tasks became boring and few workers will do

; their best on such jobs. The optimal tradeoff between reliability and

! boredom in the design of jobs remains unsolved in many industries,

including nuclear power. Some calibration tasks, for example, involve

so much repetition that it is a tribute to the patience of the techni-

cians that so few errors are made. '

At the opposite extreme, if a task that is perforaed infrequently
.

!

must be performed correctly, frequent simulated practice is necessary

(as with fire drills). NPP emergency procedures are required at unpre-

dictable times and therefore should be practiced periodically.

Task Criticality

The criticality of a task as perceived by plant. personnel will

i affect how much attention they devote to the task. This is especially

true during periods of time stress or fatigue when one doesn't have the

time or the energy to perfcrm all tasks or task elements. A person at

work will naturally devote more of his attention to those tasks or

task elements that he considers most critical to the job. A person's

perception of what is critical is obviously influenced by instruction
!

| from his supervisor and by the "old hands" with whom he works. For

example, the operators' overriding concern with avoiding a solid pressur-

irer in the TMI accident is thought to have led to their failure to

detect other, more important conditions (Kemeny, 1979).

|

9
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Long- and Short-Term Memory Requirements
|

These requirements can of ten degrade human performance. Although j

long-term memory for facts is not one of man's outstanding capabilities,

he does have a good capacity for remembering principles, strategies,

contingencies, and other rules and their applications---provided that he

has been properly taught and has a chance to practice them occasionally

(Fitts, 1951).

Short-term memory is notoriously unreliable (Welford, 1976, p 101),

yet many jobs place unrealistic demands for short-term memory on per-

sonnel. Short-term memory is less reliable than long-term menory because

it lacks the long learning time and rehearsal associated with the latter.

An example is looking up a new telephone number from the directory and

keeping it in mind for the dialing process. Data from the Bell System

indicate that under these circumstances a probability of error of 5% can

be expected with the circular dial. If a person has to remember digits

(or other meaningless information) for more than a few seconds, errors of

1 to 5 percent can be expected. For reliable performance, people must be

supplied with properly designed forms on which to record data.

Calculational Requirements

The performance of even simple arithmetic accounts for many errors )
in technical work. This is in part because short-term memory is often

!

avolved, and the calculational aspect per se is associated with

relatively high HEPs. In one study (Rigby and Edelnan, 1968b), highly

Iskilled inspectors routinely calculating familiar arithmetic problems

involving staple addition, subtraction, and division made slightly more
I

than 1*. errors using paper and pencil. Our experience in industry shows I

.

_ _ __
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that the relatively high frequency of calculational errors is always

a surprise to those who design work operations. The typical " solution"

for these problems is to tell those who make calculacional errors to

be more careful, an HCE approach that rarely works for long.

t Feedback

| Feedback, a term borrowed from engineering technology, refers to the

knowledge of results that a person receives about the status or adequacy

of his outputs. Without the feedback loop shown in Figure 3-1 a worker

operates as an open-loop system and cannot perform complicated activities

reliably.
I

It is recognized that feedback has motivational as well as infor-

mational aspects; the motivational aspects are outside the scope of this

manual. The informational content of feedback provides a person with

. objective information on what he is supposed to do and whether he does
s

j it correctly, and with detailed information on when and how he failed

to do it correctly. Feedback must always be timely. In some cases;

'

delays of even a few seconds can seriously degrade performance (Miller,
! 1953a, Section IV), especially for certain continuous tasks (described
1

below).

Continuity (Discrete Versus Continuous) -

As defined on page 2-28, this term refers to the extent to which a

task is nondiscrete (i.e., involving continuous tracking activities),
!

or the extent to which each task element is a discrete step (e.g., as

in a typical calibration or maintenance procedure). In NPPs there are

a number of continuous tasks, and supplying power is a continuous
!

|

|
,
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process. In this sense, NPPs are considered to be a special type of pro-
| cess industry, distinct from manufacturing industries in which items are i

manufactured or assembled. Edwards and Lees (1973 and 1974) describe the

special human factors problems related to process industries. As they |

point out, process control is ma-a difficult by the following PSFs:

(1) Several disp'sy/ control variables interact.

(2) The process has a long time constant; i.e., a delay in

feedback.
1

(3) The important variables often must be estimated rather than

measured.

(4) Readings from widely separated instruments have to be
.

collated, and the operator has to rely on short-term memory.

(5) The basic process is often difficult to visualize.

All of these PSFs are found in the typical NPP control room.

Team Structure

This term refers to the combinations of people performing work that

must be done by two or more people. In this handbook we are not con-

cerned with the sociological aspects of team makeup, only with the techni-

cal aspects of people working in teams. One major technical aspect has

to do with the recovery factors made possible by having one person in a

position to observe another's work either during or after completion
.

1

of the work. The effects of these recovery factors are discussed more
|

fully in Chapter 15.

Another technical aspect has to do with dividing tasks among differ-

ent people to reduce task overload. An example i given (beginning p 21-
1

14) in which the addition of a second operator to control rooms in |

|
|

h
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cet'aia APPs is estimated to result in a substantial gain in human reli-

ability for a task to be performed under abnormal conditions.

.

Man-Machine Interface Factors

This final task and equipment PSF is a catchall category covering

all points of contact between the human and the hardware that were not

covered in the other categories. It includes test equipment, tools, I

handling equipment, etc. Although these items all affect performance,

they are not treated individually, since the general principles dis-

cuused in Chapters 11, 12, and 13 apply in most instnnees. Some of the

problems in the design of the man-machine interface are described below,

and provide some of the qualitative rationale for the human performance '

models and derived data presented in those chapters.

Some Ergonomics Problems in NPPs

This section describes sone examples of poor ergonomics observe.1

at various NPPs. The EPRI Review (Seminara et al, 1976), Raudenbush

(1971, 1973) and Swain (1975) present detailed eipositions of human

factors problems in the design of control rooms. The examples in this

section are based largely on our observations and interviews in several

U.S. and European plants.

Some of the ergonomics problems observed were:

1. Poor design and layout of controls and displays

2. Poor labeltng of controls and displays

3. Inadequate indications of plant status

4. Presentation of nonessential information

5. Inadequate labeling and status indications of valves
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Poor Design and Layout of Controls and Displays

Typically, the design and layout of controls and displays in NPPs

|
are not in accordance with recognized human factors practices. Controls I

and displays are not always grouped by function, nor are the functional
1

groups always clearly delineated. At many plants the operators have

applied colored tape to the panels in an attempt to delineate functional

groups. (For a formal method of using tapes on existing panels, see

Seminara, Eckert, et al, 1979; and Seminara et al, 1980.) At other plants

the operators have been prevented from applying such marking by management

policies that place aesthetics above the needs of the operators (Seminara

et al, 1977). The lack of functional grouping may partially explain the

tendency of operators to rely on one display instead of cross-checking

with other instruments that might indicate whether the first display is

operating properly. There are several LERs of operators relying on a

chart recorder indication and performing inappropriat9 actions because

of a stuck pen. In some incidents, operators apparently relied exclusively

on one display when other displays would have indicated the appropriate

actions required.

In many U.S. plants, the control room is roughly divided into three

areas: Engineered Safety Feature panels, Reactor Control panels, and

Balance of Plant panels. This does not mean that all the displays and

controls used in coping with safety-related incidents are located on one

|
panel. For exanple, in coping with a LOCA, the use of all three panel

areas is required. The layout of controls and displays only partially

supports the required operator activities. In one pressurized water reactor
l

(PWR), rod control is hindered by the location of the necessary display

|

|

I
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far off to one side of its related control, forcing the operator to

assume an awkward stance to read the display.

Several informal link analyses of control room activities have been

performed (Swain, 1975; " Human Reliability Analysis," Section 6.1, WASH-

1400, 1975; Seminara et al, 1977; and Seminara, Eckert, et al, 1979).

It is clear that the layout of NPP control rooms does not match the

1operating needs of control room personnel very well. Figure 3-2 shows a -

formal link analysis for a BWR control room operator for a 23-minute period,
I

and Figure 3-3 shows an expanded link analysis for an 8-hour shift for '

the same operator. The report from which these figures are taken (Axelsson

and Lundberg, 1975) notes that the layout of the control room makes for

considerable travel time and some reluctance on the part of operators to

perform all checking functions on a timely basis.

Perhaps the most serious deviation from accepted ergonomics practices

in the design of NPPs is the use of mirror-imaging of panels for a two-

reactor control room. This practice consists of reversing the layout of

the displays and controls from one set of panels to the other. (Fortu-

nately, the mirror-imaging does not go all the way and reverse the com-

ponents within a display or control.) Mirror-imaging aggravates the prob-

lems of inadequate panel layouts. Even highly experienced operators

report moments of confusion in this kind of work situation, though they
' are fully trained and experienced on both layouts.

j Poor Labeling of Controls and Displays

| The labels and legends used in NPPs are not always clear. In some

| plants, labels on controls and displays are taken from constructian
I

:

._____ -
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drawings with no attempt to develop labels useful to operating personnel.

For example, consider the labels of the switches in the ESF portion of

a panel shown in Figure 3-4. The labels of these switches describe their

functions, which is helpful to the operator. However, the numbers differ

so little that confusion among them is quite possible. The five switches

: immediately above these two rows are numbered: MOV-1864A, MOV-1885A,

MOV-1885C, MOV-1885B, and MOV-1864B. Obviously, the numbers assigned to

the switches provide no cues as to their locations on the panels.

In other plants; the possibilities for confusion and difficulties

in locating controls and displays relevant to safety activities are even

greater. For example, Figure 3-5 represents the lower ESF panel at one

PWR. Note the labels and how difficult it would be to find the correct

switch if it were not used frequently. We observed a highly skilled

operator go through<the LOCA procedures on the dynamic simulator which

had panels identical to these NPP panels. Even this skilled operator |

had trouble locating certain switches required to cope with the simu-

lated LOCA, and he described at length the greater problems experienced

by less-skilled operators, j

These difficulties prompted us to devise location aids similar to

i
the matrix used on road maps (Swain, 1975). Figure 3-6 shows how this I

location aid would be applied to the panel shown ir. Figure 3-5. Figure

3-7 shows the same scheme for the upper ESF panel, and Figure 3-8 shows

the location aid applied to an annunciator (ANN) panel. (This annunciator

panel is labeled 1; the others would be labeled 2, 3, etc.) The five

i

colors chosen can be discriminated even by persons with poor color

vision (Baker and Grether, 1954). They are yellow (33538), blue (35231),

white (37875), black (37038), and gray (36173). The 5-digit numbers
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are the Federal Standard 595A (1974) identification numbers for the pre-

ferred shades of lusterless paint (used to avoid glare).

As an example of how the location aids would be used, assume that

the operator had to locate Switch 8923B. Figure 3-5 shows how time-con-

suming such a search can be even with only one-fourth of the panel in-

cluded in the drawing. For Figure 3-6 the written instructions would

tell the operator to " turn on 8923B (L-Yellow 8)." (The L stands for

the " Lower" panel.) One can readily see how this system would help in

locating controls.

Although the personnel at the plant where this suggestion was first

made thought this idea a good one, we were told it was not implemented

because of management's objections that colored strips would ruin the

aesthetic quality of the panels. (Letters could be used, rather than

colored strips, with some reduction in location efficiency.)

In some plants, commonly accepted labeling conventions are violated.

For example, the schematic in Figure 3-9 shows that the labeling of the

six monitor panels on the ESF board in one PWR is not in accordance with

the reading habits of the users: most of us read left to right and top

to bottom. The figuro shows the existing labeling, with the suggested

labeling in parentheses. Correction of this type of poor labeling would

involve minimal expense, but has not been done.

In another plant, on one panel there are four different labels used

for " Pump." They are PU, PP, PHP, and PUMP. This may seem minor, but

when one multiplies this one source of confusion by many, the information

handling load on the operators increases materially.

Strong populational stereotypes are sometimes violated in the design

of labels for displays. For example, in one PWR there are side-by-side

m
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displays showing Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) level and contain-

ment sump level (Figure 3-10). The indication for RWST level agrees

with our populational stereotype: as the water level falls in the RWST,
|
' the pointer drops and shows a decreasing level. However, for the con-

tainment sump level display, the lowest level of water in the sump (4

inches) is shown by the top indicator and the highest level (205 inches)

by the bottom indicator. This indication is the reverse of what one

would expect.

An extteme example of mislabeling occurs in one plant in the labeling

of switches for the primary coolant loops on the reactor control board

(Figure 3-11). Switches for controlling valves associated with primary

coolant loop A are logically labeled A, but switches for loop B are

marked D, those for loop C are marked B, and those for D are marked C.

,
The operators have attempted to cope with this by memorizing a mnemonic

!

! aid: All Dogs Bite Cats.

) The major ef fects of inadequate labeling are increases in the per-

ceptual and interpretational demands of the job, with the result that

more errors occur and longer times are required to do the right things.

This is one area in which substantial improvement in human factors could

be achieved in existing plants with relatively little expense.

Inadequate Indications of Plant Status |

|

Often the information conveyed by indicators of plant status requires
1

excessive interpretation by the operators. At one plant a monitor panel |
|

was designed with the excellens intent that all the indicators would be

illuminated when the monitored functions were in their proper modes so

that the operator could quickly detect a deviant state of any individual

.__ -___ _. ._. . _.
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function. However, changes were made, and the operators had to learn

that for condition so and so, all the indicators in Panel 1 should be

illuminated--with a few exceptions. These exceptions would change for

different conditions. The memorization task for the operators proved
,

impossible. Interviews with these operators established that they tem-

porarily memorize all the indications to pass examinations and then forget
|

them.

The 1979 TMI accident .lustrates several problems related to the
|

requirement for excessive operator interpretation (Kemeny, 1979). One

such problem is related to the closing of the pressure-operated relief

valve on the pressurizer. The problem occurred because an amber light in

the control room comes on when an automatic signal is sent to a solenoid

to cause it to close the valve. The light does not monitor the position

of the valve. The operator is supposed to remember that the amber light

may not mean that the valve has closed (Rubiastein, 1979). Another problem

occurred because there was no direct indication of flow in the auxiliary

feedwater system. "The indicator the operator was supposed to watch to

see if there was auxfeed was a pressure gauge on the discharge header.

This is misleading if the auxfeed valve is closed because the pressure

would be high and yet the flow is zero" (Sugarman, 1979). Again, too

|

| rauch interpretation is required for high levels of human reliability.

I
Another problem is the color coding of status lamps which follows

the convention established in fossil fuel plants rather than ergonomics

|
8uidelines. In connection with NPP valves and switches, the color red

routinely indicates the open status of a valve or the closed position
'

of a swtich; i.e., in both cases red indicates flow. Green indicates

the closed position of a valve and the open position of a switch; i.e.,
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no flow. The use of these colors is contrary to our populational stereo-
|

type of green for go and red for no-go, and does net permit a more useful

employment of these colors, as described later.

Other colors are also used in NPPs, but without uniformity. In

some cases yellow is used for cautionary indications; sometimes blue is

used for caution. Sometimes the same color is used for different indi-

cations within the same plant. At one plant a blue. lamp was substituted

for a red lamp to indicate an open valve. Added to these problems is

the poor maintenance of color quality at some plants where formerly red

or green filters had become so faded that the indicators looked white,

a color that has an entirely different meaning. In one case we observed

a formerly red lamp that now appeared dull green, a serious ELS.

These examples show that there are problems even with the simple

use of color for status indications. More central to the operator's

proolem is tha' the typical NPP status lamp does not indicate the normal

status of the monitored item for the steady-state operating mode of the

plant; i.e., when the plant is in the normal power generating condition.

This lack of information materially reduces the probability that an

operator will detect unannunciated deviations from normal operating i

conditions.

A very practical method of presenting both the actual and the normal

status of a control is used on shipboard reactors. The status lamps are
*

shape-coded as well as color-coded. Two shapes are used: bars and

circles. A pair of horizontal bars indicates that a valve is closed or a

switch is open (the no-flow position). A circle indicates that a valve

is open or a switch is closed (the flow position). These indicators are |

backlighted in either green or red, with green ind1c.ating the normal state
,
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s

and red the nonnormal state. Thus, a green illuminated circle indicates

that a valve is open, or a switch is closed, and that this is the normal

state for that item. If the circle were backlighted in red, it would

indicate that the valve was open, or the switch closed, and that this was

not the normal state for that item. In most cases a red indication would

!
be the equivalent of preeently used tags,

l This shipboard philsophy is used at one BWR we have visited. When

the reactor is in the normal operating power mode, a red indication means

that the status of the indicator is not normal for that condition of the

reactor, and a green indicator means that the status is normal. The bars

and circles give the actual status. With this system, the operators know

that the red and green cues pertain only to the normal operating power

B

mode; for other conditions of the reactor, they have to depend on the

bars and circles only and ignore the color cues. With new plants, even

this limitation could readily be overcome with computer technology. It

would be possible for a computer-based system to sense the plant's state,

along with that of any given valve, switch, etc, and to indicate via

the red or green light whether the state of the component is the appre

priate state for the present operating conditions of the plant. The

superiority in terms of human reliability of this design over the standard

type of display (red means open and green means closed) is obvious. In

a typical reactor, there may be several.hundred dual-lamp indicators for

status of MOVs, pump motors, and other equipment. Some of this equipment

should normally be off or closed, and some should normally be on or

open. The probability that an operator will detect nonnormal status is

extremely low unless some other indication has directed the operator's
|

attention to a specific pair of lamps.

- _ . -- _ . . -- . _ _ _ . - - -- -_
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In military and NASA systems, a green board philosophy is used where

possible. In such a system, for the normal operating condition all indi-

cations for a given subsystem or function must be " green for go." Thus,

any nongreen indication stands out and is much more likely to be detected.

As far as we know, this excellent practice has not been followed in any ,

I

commercial power plant. Such a practice, combined with functional group-

ings of displays, would materially improve the probability of detection

of unannunciated deviant indications.

Apart from the above problems in color coding, significant numbers

of people have various degrees of color discrimination weakness. The

most common form of so-called color-blindness is red-green confusion

experienced by about 7% of American males but by less than 1% of American

females (Hilgard et al, 1971, p 119). This is a special problem since

red and green are such central colors in the color coding schemes in most

|
NPPs. However, this problem is recognized and utilities have color-blind- J

ness tests to screen for persons with such problems. For other process
I

industries which may not employ such tests, forms of coding not relying |
l

on color discrimination would be useful.

An additional problem in status indications is the lag in display

feedback to an operator performing rod control or chemical concentration

adjustments. Because of the lag in system response, the operator must

anticipate the response on the basis of his familiarity with it. While

highly skilled personnel can perform this kind of operation reliably most

of the time, errors do occur. Instrumentation techniques are available

(Frost, 1972) that can predict system response so that the operator can

tell what the terminal system state will be when he neutralizes his

4
s

- - . . , - . ,
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controls. The requirement for the operator to compensate for system

lags is thus eliminated.
J

Presentation of Nonessential Information

The presentation of too much inforeation, especially of excessive
,

annunciated indications, is a problem in the operacion of NPPs. There

are hundreds of annunciator indicator panels ia a typical control room, '

and the operators complain about the constant clamor of auditory alarms,

most of which convey no real emergency message.

In discussions with design personnel, one gets the impression that

each designer of a particular subsystem insists that his subsystem is

so important that it must be annunciated. The result is an ineffective

signal-to-noise ratio in the control room. Operators have been known

to cancel both the auditory and blinking lights of an annunciated signal

without even looking up at the annunciator lamp. Costly errors have

occurred as a result. The reason for this behavior is as familiar and

predictable as Aesop's fable about the boy who cried " wolf" once too

often.

If the significance of each annunciated display in a plant were

reviewed, many of them could probably be silenced as not requiring imme-

diate action. Usually the blinking of the display (without an auditory

alarm) is adequate to attract the operator's attention in time. Reducing

the number of soditory alarms would lessen the tendency of operators to

use the " kill switch" without attending to the display.

Inadequate Labeling and Status Indications of Manual Valves

Poor labeling can lead to errors in any aspect of NPP operations,
!

| but the most serious consequences are often associated with valving
1
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1
'

operations. There have been cases in which an operator closed a valve

in the wrong reactor system because the labeling did not clearly indicate

the relationship of the valves to the reactors. Errors such as this occur
,

|because the labeling may be difficult to read, locateo in an inc u enient
i

,

spot, or missing altogether.
,

In addition to the problems of inadequate labeling, a source of un-

'

certalnty in valving operations is the lack of indication regarding the

normal position of the valve, that is, its correct position for the steady- '

l
state operating mode of the plant. The operator may have to refer to some

,

separate information source to ascertain whether the valve is in the cor-

! rect position, a requirement that could lead to reversal or other errors.

:
If each valve had some indication of its normal operating position,

(as defined above), errors in locating the appropriate valve and in de-

i ciding if the valve vere in the proper position would be materially re-

duced. There are several ways of indicating normal operating position.

For example, in the case of rising stem valves one could place on each |

! valve a sketch of the valve stem in its normal position so that the
1

, |

! operator could see if the valve stem matched the sketch. This inex- |

pensive feature would materially reduce errors of commission.

At one plant we visited, a clever, inexpensive coding scheme used
I

standard NPP meanings for the colors red and green. Green plastic tags

were fastened to the handles of manual valves that were normally closed.

Red plastic tags were used on manual valves that were normally open.'

This coding scheme eliminates the requirement for long-term memory of

what the normal operating status is for each such valve. These plastic

tags are permanently attached, and clearly different from the temporarily

'
attached yellow cardboard tags which signify valves taken out of service.

_ __ . -. _ _ - _ _ . - . . - - . _ - _ - . - _ . _ . . _ _ , _ _
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In a plant which uses a color code of green for normal and red for non-

normal, a set of four tags for each valve designed to mimic the cue repre-

*

sentations in the control room could be implemented. These tags could

have green or red circles and green or red bars signifying normally open,

nonnormally open, normally closed, and nor.normally closed valve states.

Job and Task Instructions

The PSF, " Job and Task Instructions," includes written or non-

written procedures, written or oral communications, cautions and warnings,

work methods, and plant policies (sometimes called shop practices).

Although all of these are important for reliable human performance, our

comments here are directed mainly towards written procedures, work methods,

and plant pe'icies. Oral communications are described in later chapters.

One of the most important work methods is the correct use of written

procedures and checklists. If any task is performed without step-by-step

reference to written procedures, errors of omission are much more likely.

Also, if a checklist is used improperly, as when someone first inspects

several items of equipment for proper status and then checks the check-

list items all at once, errors of omission are again very likely. Chapter

15. " Recovery Factors and Administrative Control," provides quantitative

estimates of the effects of these improper work methods.

Earlier, in discussing " Organizational Structure and Actions by

Others," we stressed the importance of a proper and enforced administra-

tive control system for the restoration of equipment after maintenance.

This falls under the PSF of situational characteristics. In our opinion,

the most important plant policy related to reliable restoration activ-

ities is the requirement to tag all valves removed from normal operating

status, and to remove all tags when the valves are restored. The

- _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ __
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implementation of this policy involves a system of record-keeping in

most NPPs which is inadequate in view of the importance of proper resto-

ration of equipment.

As described in Chapter 15 (p 15-10), there are different levels of

implementation of tagging policy. In terms of manpower expenditure and

other expenses, the cost of the best level of tagging is small when com-
,

1
pared with the losses prevented. A plant that uses a rigidly controlled

tag inventory is less likely to experience unavailabilities because of
a

failures to restore valves to their normal positions after maintenance.

Effective plant discipline, enforced by supervision and management, is

necessary for proper functioning of this best level of tagging procedure.
.

I
The performance models in Part III of the handbook show that esti- I

mated probabilities of unrecovered human errors can differ by factors of

100 or greater depending upon the type of written procedures and the

related work methods used. Experience in many industries shows that well-

written procedures and good work methods can often compensate for less-

than-adequate human engineering of equipment. However, as stated in

WASil-1400 (p III-64), "The written instructions [in NPPs] do not conform
1

|to established principles of good writing; they are more typical of mili-

tary maintenance procedures of approximately 20 years ago." '

Written procedures that are difficult to read, difficult to locate,

or inconvenient to use are seldom used. At some plants, emergency pro-

cedures are not easily distinguishable from the other procedures; and,

once located, a specific emergency procedure is difficult to find because

there are no tabs or other indexing methods to assist the operator.

Finally, the format and content of the typical NPP procedures are not

conducive to easy use.

.___ _ _ .__ . -
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The reading problem has been studied intensively by the National

Institute of Education, which reports that a substantial proportion of

the U.S. population does not read well enough to function in society.

Studies spo'sored by that institute report that, "Some 12 million people

14 years of age and older cannot read as well as the average fourth-

grader, yet seventh-grade reading ability is required to perform such

skilled or semi-skilled jobs as machinist or cook" (Eaton, 1974). Ttese

and other data support our contention that NPP procedures should be

written so th t they are easier to understand and use. To reduce errors

in using written procedures, the writing style should place minimal

demands on reading ability. We estimate that the writing style of the

typical NPP procedures requires about a Grade 12 reading level. We suggest

that a Grade 4 reading level would be useful for maxinum reading compre-

hension.* This is particularly important for highly stressful conditions,

during which difficulty in comprehension can result in disorganized be-

havior as well as in specific errors.

It is not difficult to improve the readability of written procedures,

even to write to the Grade 4 reading level. For example, Pyrczak and

Roth (1976) studied the readability of directions on conprescription drugs

and found that the required reading level was usually Grade 11 or higher.

They showed how some relatively simple rewriting could improve the read- '

ability to the Grade 4 level. The following statement on the bottle of

a nonprescription drug is the Grade 11 or 12 reading level: " WARNING:

Keep this and all medicines out of children's reach. In case of acci-

dental overdose, consult a physician immediately." Their Grade 4 version
1
i

uThis handbook is written at the college level, as it conveys concepts
and principles, instead of simple instructions.

_
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of this warning would be: " WARNING: Keep this and all medicines out of

children's reach. If someone takes too much by ace! dent, talk to a doctor

right away." This example shows that writing at the Grade 4 level does

not have to be insulting to the reader, a misconception by some who do

not understand that the intent is to communicate reliably even under ab- ;

normal conditions.

Technical written procedures can be improved easily. For example,

in one unpublished study by a Department of Energy contractor, the pro-
1

cedures for nuclear weapons assembly were revised so that the required

reading grade level was reduced from Grade 11 to Grade 8. This was done

by using photographs and drawings, by reducing the number of words by

about one-half, and by reducing the average number of words per sentence

from 16 to 8.5. Although the new procedures were about 50% costlier than

the standard procedures, this increase was far outweighed by the reduction

in human-initiated defects.

It has been known for some years that a columnar type of format for

technical instructions is superior to a narrative format. In a 1969

study by Haney, experienced technicians familiar with the usual narra-

tive type of format were tested with a columnar type of format (after

a short practice session). They made one-third fewer errors with the

latter format even though it was unfamiliar. With this study in mind,

we rewrote part of the emergency LOCA procedures of one plant in a

columnar fornat (Swain, 1975). Figure 3-12 shows part of the procedures j

for immediate manual actions. When the example was shown to the oper- |
|

ating personnel and supervisors at one NPP, they liked the idea and |

adopted it. This format is discussed further in Chapter 14.
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5. IMMEDIATE MANUAL ACTIONS

Indication or
Step Check Item Manipulated Activity Result / Feedback

()1 SI Initiation Verify SAFETY INJECTION
ACTIVATED

(Ann-7 Yellow 3)

()2 REACTOR COOLANT TRIP TURBINE TRIP
PUMP 1A, 18, IC, 4 Switches REACTOR TRIP
ID (Ann-6 Grey 1)
(U-Grey 84-87)

()3 GROUP A Verify Dark except:
MONITOR LIGHTS (1) N2-ACC 1880
(U-Blue-3) (Yellow 4)

(2) RHR HX2
1-0807

J (White 3)

NOTE: This format is based on Swain (1975). Some revisions have been
made for simplification.

Figure 3-12. Steps from Columnar Style Format
for NPP Written Procedures

,

|

|
!

-
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There are several advantages to the columnar format. First, many

words can be omitted (conjunctions, articles, etc), resulting in a sub-

stantial gain in the signal-to-noise ratio. Second, important informa-

tion is easy to find -- not buried in a sentence or paragrarh where it

might be overlooked. Third, the columnar format forces the writer to

concentrate on what indications are presented to the user, what decisions

he has to make, and what control actions he has to take. Fourth, with

provision for checking off each item as completed, errors of omission are

much less likely. Fifth, since such procedures are more convenient to

|
use, it is more likely that they will be used.

Apart from problems in content and format, one of the most serious

problems with NPP emergency procedures is that often there are too many

instructions that are not safety-relevant. Much of this safety-irrelevant

information concerns the reduction of monetary loss. We observed a talk-

through of emergency procedures at one plant by a highly skilled and ex-

pacienced shift supervisor. He performed under ideal conditions--no real

stress present and no decision-making required. Yet he just barely managed

to get through the procedures on a timely basis despite his exceptionally

high skill level; there were too many tasks to perform within the allowed

time. The money-saving instructions could have been put in a later

section of the procedures, so that all of his initial effort could be

devoted to the really critical issue -- the safety of the plant.

_
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i

Stressors
I
i Stress can be psychological, physiological, or both. Sometimes it

; is not possible to differentiate between the two. We have defined a

stressor as "any external or internal force that causes bodily or mentali

tension." This definition allows an optimum level of stress as well as

nonoptimum levels. This is a more general definition than the one given

by Welford (1974) who states, " stress appears to arise whenever there is

a departure feca optimum conditions which the organism is unable, or not

easily able, to correct."

Our reaction to a stressor is the stress we feel. Stress per se is

not endcsirable. As we will show later, unless there is some stress,

nothing is likely to be accomplished in a work situation. Through common

usage, the word " stress" has acquired a negative connotation because we

tend to think of situations with high, incapacitating levels of stress.

This is the kind of stress we wish to avoid in NPF operations, whether

the stress is psychological or physiological.

Psychological Stress

Table 3-3 lists some psychological stressors. Some of these are

clearly undesirable, but many are acceptable or even desirable in some

limited amount.

Depending upon the level, psychological stress can be either dis-

ruptive or facilitative. Disruptive stress is the result of any stressor

that threatens us, frightens us, worries us, angers us, or makes us un-

certain, so that usually we do worse. The qualifier "usually" is

necessary because of the large differences among individuals in response

to these stressors; even the same individual reacts differently to the

came stressor at different times.

.

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ .
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TABLE 3-3.* Psychological Stressors

Suddenness of onset

Duration of stress

Task speed

Task load

High jeopardy risk

Threats (of failure, loss of, job)

Monotonous, degrading, or meaningless work
,

Long, uneventful vigilance periods

Conflicts of motives about job performance

Reinforcement absent or negative

Sensory deprivation

Distractions (noise, glare, movement, flicker, color)

Inconsistent cueing

,

i

*From Table 3-1

4
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|
'

We can use the word " arousal" for facilitative stress -- the result

of any stressor that alerts us, prods us to action, thrills us, or makes

us eager, but not too much. Again, a qualifer, "not too much," is

necessary; if the stressor becomes too strong, it can have a disruptive

effect. As with the response to disruptive stressors, there are large

individual differences in what is felt as facilitative stress. A work

situation that provides sufficient arousal for some people is seen by

others as dull and montonous. Other things being equal, the higher the

levels of education and technical skills a person brings to a job, the

more arousal he requires. There is no " exciting and challenging" work

per se, and there is no " dull and unchallenging" work per se; these are

the judgments of people who differ in their perceptions.;

Dealing with stress, or even getting people to agree on what stress

is, is not easy. Figure 3-13 shows that when one plots stress level

against performance effectiveness, the plot is not a linear one. With

extremely high levels of stress (as exemplified by life-threatening

emergencies), the performance of most people will deteriorate, especiallyi

if the onset of the stressor is sudden and the stressing situation per-

sists for long periods (Berkun et al, 1962). Even when an escape route

is obvious, some people will freeze up. A few people, like Audie

Murphy, (the most decorated American soldier in World War II), will be-

have in an exemplary manner and do the right things at the right times.

Regrettably, the Audie Murphy type of behavior is not universal under

highly stressful situations (cf Berkun, 1964; and Ronan, 1953).

Figure 3-13 also indicates that at very low levels of stress, per-

formance will not be optimun. There is not eneagh arousal to keep a

. ._ . _ _ - . --_
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Figure 3-13. Hypothetical Relationship of Psychological Stress
and Performance Effectiveness
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person sufficiently alert to do a good job. Some people cend to drowse

on the job, or their level of attention and job involvement is materially

reduced.

The curve also shows that there is a level of stress at which per-

formance is optimum. This optimum level of stress is difficult to

define--it varies for different tasks and for different people. All we

know is that the shape of the curve as shown is generally correct (cf

Appley and Trumbull, 1967). This means that the tasks assigned to NPP

personnel should be neither too boring nor so demanding that serious

human errors are inevitable. With good ergonomics in the design of the

plant and with properly skilled and practiced personnel, one has the

best chance of avoiding both ends of the stress curve.

One of the difficulties in generating the stress models in Chapter
i

j 17 is that it is difficult to know just where on the stress curve certain

unusual events in NPPs will fit. In our model, we assume that a design-

basis LOCA* is near the far right of the curve. Such a large LOCA would
1 neet several requirements for classification as a severe stressor.

First, based on their training, operators recognize the possible conse-

quences to the pubite and to the plant of an uncontrolled large LOCA.

Second, it would be totally unexpected. Interviews with plant personnel

end with NRC personnel indicate that no one thinks a design-basis LOCA

will ever occur. If this well-founded opinion proved false and a large

LOCA did occur, the most likely reaction of the operators would be one

of sheer disbelief. We call this the incredulity response. It has been

CA design-basis LOCA is one in which one or more large coolant pipesi

I suddenly experiences a guillotine type of break. It is also generally
l

assumed that this break occurs when the emergency coolant inventory is
at the lowest operating level allowed by NRC technical specifications.

. . -.
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observed in other work situations. For example, in one refinery the

first indication the control room operator had of a serious fire was
.

that many alarms e: curred and Aany instruments behaved abnormally. This

| operator's first res,'onse was to run upstairs and demand of an instru-
1

mentation technician, "What's wrong with my instruments?" By the time

he returned to the control room it was too late to take action that might

have reduced the loss due to the fire.

Finally, operators rarely practice responses to simulated large

LOCAs (or other unusual events) after their formal training. Yet the

only way to minimize the incredulity response is to provide frequent

drills so that the operator will be well practiced in responding to low-

probability events. Unfortunately, this internal PSF, " State of Current

Practice or Skill," is not at an optimum level for most NPP personnel.

We judge that unusual events that are less threatening to NPP per-

sonnel than a large LOCA should be placed around the moderately high

stress part of the curve in Figure 3-13. Examples might include certain

hot shutdown activities and other tasks that place time-stress on a per-

son, but without disrupting factors such as fear, anger, and uncertainty.

There are two important problems for human reliability under high

levels of stress -- (1) man tends to revert to his populational stereo-

type, and (2) he tends to perseverate among a very few response alter-

! natives. When we are in an emergency and are experiencing stress, as

evidenced by tightening of stomach and sphincter muscles, pounding of the

heart, dryness of the mouth, etc, we tend to do "what comes naturally" or

revert to our populational stereotype. This means that we will see things

as we customarily see them and will respond in the way we are accustomed

to responding. If some man-machine interface violates these ingrained
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habits of perception and response (e.g., an emergency switch that nust be

flipped up for "off," or a manual valve that must be turned counterclock-

wise for "off"), the probability of inappropriate action is extremely

high. We estimate that, under highly stressful conditions, and even de-

epite extensive training, the probability of human error in such cases

ranges from .1 to .9 if the equipment violates a person's populational

stereotypes.

Different populations have different populational stereotypes; for

them, designs that conform to U.S. populational stereotypes can result in

errors. For example, in European countries the convention is for toggle

switches to be flipped up for "off" and down for "on." In other countries,

'

the natural order of thir.gs corresponds to their reading stereotypes,

which can be quite different from those in the U.S.

Whereas the problem of populational stereotyping can be solved by

appropriate human factors engineering, the pechlem of response persever-

stion can be solved only by a combination of good design, training, and

practice. Response perseveration is the term for the tendency to make

come response (or a very limited number of responses) that is incorrect

repeatedly. This may be in response to some unusual but not especially

stressful event, as when a motorist (even an engineer!) repeatedly pumps

the gas pedal when trying to start a car with a flooded carburetor.

Perseverative behavior has been observed in people under the severe

stress of combat (Grinker and Spiegel, 1963), under realistic experimental
,

conditions (Berkun et al, 1962, p 27), under the much less stressful con-

dicion of trying to troubleshoot electronic equipment under time pressure

(Bryan et al, 1956; and Bond, 1970), and under other conditions in which

the correct path of behavior is not clearcut. Ambiguity resulting in

.. --
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response perseveration can arise from inadequate presentation of infor-

mation (a design problem), from lack of skills to process adequate infor- ,

1

mation (a training problem), or from inability to recall and use the

appropriate skills because of lack of continuing practice (also a training

| problen).

IThe low end of the stress curve (see Figure 3-13) has import (nt
1

-

implications for monitoring tasks. If a control room operator is not
1

sufficiently aroused, he is less likely to detect deviations from normal

before they result in some annunciated indications. If an operator's

first indication of something untoward is an annunciated signal, he may

not always be able to correct the situation on a timely basis (Seminara
.

et al, 1976). This is in part a design problem, but it is also a problem

of ineffective monitoring that develops when the operator is not experi-

encing enough signals to maintain arousal or alertness. This loss of

alertness is called the vigilance effect (Figure 3-14). This phenomenon

was noted in World War II by the British, who discovered that the maximum

time a shipboard lookout coula be kept on duty effectively was about one-

half hour. After that, the probability of his detecting an enemy submarine

or aircraft was unacceptably low even though his own life and those of

his shipmates were at stake. Later research verified the vigilance effect

and found that it applied also to some industrial inspection tasks in

which the involvement of the inspector was essentially passive, such as ;

| in looking for defects when the number of actual defects was very low
i

(one or fewer defects per 100 items) (Harris and Chaney, 1967, 1969; )
i

McCornack, 1961; and Fox, 1975).

In WASit-1400 we stated that the level of activity in a control room

was usually such that the vigilance effect, or the low end of the stress
I
l
1

,

- _ . - - - - - ~ --
- , . _ . _ ,-
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curve, did not apply. Ilowever, subsequent information we have gathered

in observations of U.S. and European NPPs and from the EPRI Review

(Seminara et al, 1976, p 18-6 to 18-9) indicates that, at least in some |
\

plants and especially during the evening and night shifts, operators !

often consider their work to be very dull, nonotonous, and unchallenging.

At one European plant there was even a request to install a television
a

set so that the operators could watch TV programs when not otherwise j

busy. (The request was turned down.) Our modeling considers the effects
|
! of nonarousal in the low estimates of probabilities of detection of un-

annunciated deviant indications.

In summary, the effect of psychological stress in NPPs is a serious

problem.' It can be addressed effectively through a combination of sound

equipment design, frequent practice, and responsible supervision.

j Physiological Stress
!,

Table 3-4 lists some physiological stressors. As stated, all of these

stressors would be disruptive. We have already addressed the effects of

fatigue (pp 3-9 to 3-12). The special problem of working in a radiation

environment is discussed in Chapter 17, " Stress."

.
Few of the other stressors constitute serious problems in NPP opera-

J

! tions. However, discomfort can be a highly disruptive PSF for certain

] maintenance tasks in which awkward positions must be assumed for access
{

to components. Errors, especially errors of omission, can be expected

to increase, particularly if such discomfort is conbined with temperature

extremes, as is sometimes the case.

Movement constriction and lack of physical exercise is a problem

primarily in the control room, llowever, it is common practice for oper-

ators to walk around frequently not only to monitor displays but probably

i
_ . _ . _ _ . - _ . . _ _ . _ _ __ __ _ . _ - -
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,

Table 3-4.* Physiological Stressors

Duration of stress

Fatigue

Pain or discotafort

Hunge. or thirst

Temperature extremes

Radiation

G-force extremes

Atmospheric pressure extremes

Oxygen insufficiency

Vibration

Movement constriction

Lack of physical exercise

*From Table 3-1

|

|

!

|

- - _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _
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also just to get up and move around. Some designers of NPPs have

misapplied this small problem of movement constriction and have argued

that a standing operator is more effective than a seated operator. A

sitdown console concept was changed to a standing one because of this

| mistaken belief. What the designers failed to consider were the PSFs of

|
fatigue and discomfort. Furthermore, when operators need to sit, th'ey1

I will sit, even if this means sitting on consoles or other places where

j inadvertent manipulation of controls could result.

One final physiological topic is mentioned only because many people

ask about it. This is the idea that one's " biorhythm" affects perfor-

mance, and that eacn operator's biorhythm should be determined so that

he is not assigned to critical or dangerous work on biorhythmically cri-

tical days. Extensive reviews of biorhythm theory (Wolcott et al, 1977;

McConnell, 1978; and others) indicate that, while there are certain

psychophysiological rhythms, tha 23-day physical cycle, 28-day emotional

or sensitivity cycle, and 33-day intellectual cycle postulated by this

theory are not supported by any reliable evidence. However, there is

evidence to suggest that the individual circadian cycles of operators do

affect their performances (Folkard et al, 1979; Colquhoun, 1970; and

Colquhout at al 1968a, 1968b, 1969). Supervisory 'ersonnel in NPPs fallp

to take this factor into account in that they rotate shift changes on a

weekly basis. Humans require from 4 days to a week to adjust to radical

shift changes (ones that materially disrupt their established sleep

schedules). The weekly shift rotation does not allow sufficient time

for recovery. (See also Maurice, 1975, for the effects of rotating

shifts on industrial errors.)

_ _ - . _
- -
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Summary of Human Reaction to Stress

When overburdened by a situation (task stress or speed stress),

people respond to stress in any one or more of several ways as listed

below (Edwards and Lees, 1973, p 20):

Queueing - delaying some responses during overload, with the

intention of responding at a later time.

Omission - Ignoring information or actions that are considered

relatively unimportant.

Gross Discrimination - responding to gross aspects of signals and

ignoring finer aspects; e.g., noting that the

water level in the sump has risen but not noting

the extent of the change.

Errors processing information incorrectly.

''
Escape from Task - physical or mental withdrawal.

As can readily be seen, some of these responses are more detrimental than

others in their consequences for a man-machine system.

Internal PSFs

Table 3-5 lists some of the internal factors of the individual in

a man-machine system. Some of these PSFs are outside the control of

supervision and management, but most are either the direct responsibility

of the utility or can be positively influenced by utility policy.

In WASit-1400 (p III-64) we judged that the level of training of NPP
|
; personnel was outstanding. Based on our subsequent studies and on the

l
'

EPRI Review (pp 18-9 to 18-14), it is apparent that this earlier judgment

chould be modified. We still believe that the training of NPP control
i

room operators is good, but there is much room for improvement (Kemeny,

1979). Moreover, another EPRI report indicates that the training of

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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1

Table 3-5.* Individual (Organismic) Factors

Previous training / experience

State of current practice or skill ;

|

Personality and intelligence variables

Motivation and attitudes

Knowledge of required performance standards

Physical condition

Attitudes based on influence of family and
other outside persons or agencies

Group identifications

*From Table 3-1

,

i

i

a
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:

i

maintenance personnel is quite deficient (Seminara, Parsons, et al, 1979).

As was the case in the training of military electronics personnel in the

1950s, NPP training courses include much theory that may not be necessary

for plant personnel who perform operator, maintenance, or other hands-on

activities. With limited amounts of time for training, and with costs

between $100,000 and $200,000 to train each operator, the elimination of

job-irrelevant training from the syllabus would allow more time for

operationally oriented content. It is apparent from the EDRI reports

that the training of NPP personnel needs a thorough reevaluation.

While there may be some reservations about the quality of training,

there is definite concern about the PSF of " state of current practice or
i

skill" of safety-related tasks. In WASH-1400 (p III-64) we were critical

of the lack of practice provicions for safety-related tasks. Nothing

has changed this view, and it is further supported by the EPRI studies..

Interviews with operating personnel indicate that they get very little

practice in coping with simulated emergencies. Their original training

includes valuable practice in dynanic simulators, but once they are

assigned to a utility, it is apparently assumed that what they learned

in the simulator will remain with them forever. It is mistakenly believed

by some that the required operator requalification every two years includes

extensive practice of simulated emergencies in a dynamic simulator. How-

ever, there is sufficient leeway in the interpretation and application

of NRC regulations for operator recertification that, a least prior to

the TMI accident, it may have been the exception for an operator to

receive such practice every two years. This is analogous to training a

pilot very thoroughly in coping with inflight emergencies initially and

then assuming that he needs no periodic practice to maintain this initial

-

_ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ __ _
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proficiency. In the case of commercial pilots, however, recertification

is required by international agreement every six months, and this recerti-

fication must include practice of simulated emergencies in dynamic simu-

lators.

In Figure 3-15 we postulate the general shape of the curve for loss

of ability to cope with emergencies in the absence of practice (the solid

line) compared with the continuing improvement that takes' place with

periodic practice (the dotted line). The time intervals for periodic

practice by NPP personnel would have to be determined empirically, and

the ratio of the time periods spent in dynamic simulators to the time

spent on other simulation would also have to be determined.

The other simulation could consist in large part of talk-throughs

and walk-throughs of emergencies and other unusual events (see p 4-12

for a description of these techniques). As noted in WAS!I-1400 (p III-64),

we made an informal test using talk-throughs and, "It was found that

operators interviewed could explain in general terms what they should do l

in postulated emergency situations, but they did not always appear to be

sure of the locations of switches and readings on displays relevant to

manual backup actions required in the event of failure of automatic safe-

guards systems. ...the lack of ability to ' talk through' appropriate

procedures without hesitation or indecision potentially indicates lack

of a clear plan of action should such emergency situations occur. Based

on the above findings, relatively high error rates were consequently

assigned to ' operator actions required soon af ter the onset of a major

emergency such as a large LOCA."

Our conservative estimates of operator ability to respond properly

under highly stressful conditions could be modified upward if talk-
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throughs of these tasks were practiced frequently. To this end, we have

urged the NRC to initiate formal tests using the talk-through method.

Periodic testing by the onsite Inspection and Enforcement personnel

would provide sufficient motivation for a plant to ensure that its per-

sonnel would practice coping with simulated emergencies.

Although personality and intelligence variables obviously influence

human reliability in NPPs, these variables are not nearly so important

as other PSFs, especially those related to practice of skills. However,

there is a potential motivational problem related to selection and

training content that is not fully job-related. If it is true that much

of the nuclear theory currently given operator-trainees is really not j

necessary for reliable operator performance, two undesirable results

occur. First, potentially competent persons are eliminated on the basis

of job-irrelevant considerations. Second, those who successfully pass |

the training may be disappointed that the theory they have learned is

not required, and they may feel that their skills and abilities are not

being used. This could have a negative effect on their motivation.

The motivation and attitudes of the individual in an NPP obviously
lhave considerable influence on how well he performs. From experience it |

|
is known that a well-human-engineered work situation plays an important

role in operator acceptance of and enthusiasm for his work. Thus, appli-

cation of sound human factors practices to NPP design and work operations

would have a substantial beneficial effect on operator motivation and

attitudes.
,

|

The last three PSFs from Table 3-5, the operator's physical condition,

his attitudes based on outside influences, and his identification or

1
affiliation with various groups, deal with influences that are not under !

---- _ __
_ _ ,
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the control of a utility, but are listed to show that the responsibility

of a utility for the performance of its personnel does have limitations.

Effects of Good Human Factors Practices on Estimated HEPs

The estimated HEPs in this handbook reflect our evaluation of the'

effects of current design practices in NPPs on human performance. In our

survey of NPPs before and during the WASH-1400 study, and in subsequent

visits to other NPPs, it became apparent that no systematic consideration

of human factors technology was incorporated in the design of man-machine

interfaces, written procedures, or operational practices. Violations of
i

conventional human factors practices (as outlined in MIL-STD-1472B, 1978)

are the general rule rather than ocasional occurrences.
!

"or several years, human factors experts at the American Institutes J

for Research, the Electric Power Research Institute, Human Performance

Technologies, the Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., LUTAB, Ris6 National

Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratories, and other institutions have

pointed out that the design of man-machine interfaces in NPPs is not

fully compatible with the capabilities, limitations, and needs of the

personnel who function at those interfaces. There is no doubt that the
k

incorporation of good human factors practices in the design of NPPs and

related human operations and procedures could effect substantial improve-*

ments in human reliability.

Just how much improvement could be effected is obviously situation-
1

specific. In Table 3-6 we have developed some conservative estimates of

the benefits that would result f rom an across-the-board application of

good human factors practices to NPPs. These estimated factors are not

additive.

t

i

. -_____ - __ - __ - . -
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Table 3-6. Estimated Decreases in HEPs Resulting from Application
of Good Ergonomics Practices to Nuclear Power Plants

.

Resulting Decrease
If done: in HEPs (Factors)*

1

Cood human engineering practices in design 2 to 10
of controls and displays

Use of well-designed written procedures 3 to 10
and checklists to replace typical narrative
style procedures

Redesign of displays or controls that > 10 )
violate strong populational stereotypes

_

Redesign of valve labeling to indicate ~5 j
their functions (including a clear indi- !

cation of the system with which a valve i

is associated) and also to show clearly
their normal operating status

Frequent practice of the appropriate 2 to 10
responses to potential emergencies of
other abnormal situations (practice

1

includes periodic recertification in '

|dynamic simulators and talk-throughs
conducted at least once per month for j

the major potential problems) |

.

I

_ - _ _ - _ .
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PART II. METHOD FOR ANALYSIS AND QUANTIFICATION OF HUM /.N PERFORMANCE

The general method for the analysis and improvement of human per-

formance consists of the following steps:

(1) Identify all the interactions of people with systems and

components; i.e., the man-machine interfaces.

(2) Analyze these interfaces to see if the PSFs are adequate

to support the tasks that people have to perform.

(3) Identify potential problem areas in equipment design,

written procedures, plant policy and practice, people

skills, and other factors likely to result in human error.

(4) Decide which problems have sufficient potential impact on

the system to warrant changes.

(5) Develop candidate solutions for the problems.

(6) Evaluate the estimated consequences of these changes to

ensure that they will improve system reliability and

'

safety and that no additional serious problems will result

from them.

This general method, which has been in use for some time in the

human factors community, is called man-machine systems analysis (KHSA).

The descriptive and analytical part is often called task analysis. The

quantitative part uses a human reliability model to develop estimates of

the effects of human performance on system criteria such as reliability

and safety.

Chapter 4 describes the task analysis, which furnishes the raw

data for the human reliability model described in Chapter 5. This model

has been used in NPP reliability analyses in the U.S. and in Europe. A

!

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - .
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sample application of the model is presented db Chapter 5, and other

applications are found throughout the handbook. An outline of the general
i

methodology and some case studies are presented in Chapter 21. Chapter 6

discusses the use of HEPs to estimate component unavailabilities, and i

provides sor.e examples of unavailability calculations. Other examples

are found in Chapters 8 and 11.
,
,

The methods described in Chapters 4 and 5 are directed towards a

complete MMSA in either its qualitative or quantitative mode. The quali-

tative use of MMSA is directed towards identifying error-likely situations

| in a man-machine system without attempting to assess the relative impor-
:

tance of any given ELS. When the latter assessment is performed, the HMSA
:

| becomes quantitative. Obviously, the qualitative use of MMSA is always a

requirement for its quantitative use. Quantitative uses range from the

incorporation of very simple scales (e.g., a 5 point ordinal scale of

error-likeliness) to the use of HEPs described in the handbook.

The methods in Chapters 4 and 5 can also be used for analyses that

are less than complete, as for example, when an analysis is done across
|

all plants on some particular task or set of tasks to determine the inter-

plant range of human reliability for that task. Chapter 21 presents some

applications of these methods to arrive at approximate assessments and

also presents applications for the following analyses:

Worst-Case Analysis - in which consistently high estimates of HEPs

(e.g., the upper uncertainty bound rather than the nominal HEP

for each HEP) are used to present an overly conservative assess-

ment of the impact of human errors on a system.

, - .. _ - - _ . - _ _
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Best-Case Analysis - in which consistently low estimates of HEPs

(e.g., the lower uncertainty bound rather than the nominal HEP

for each HEP) are used to present an overly optimistic assess-

ment of the impact of human errors on a system.

Bounding Analysis - in which both the worst-case and best-case

analyses are used to establish boundaries of the estimated

influence of human performance in a system.

Chapter 4 (p 4-20) briefly describes a fourth type of analysis,

sensitivity analysis, in which the estimated HEPs, dependence levels, or

other indices of human performance are systematically varied to determine

the effects of such variation on system outcomes. Chapter 7 and 21 in-

clude some examples of sensitivity analysis.

Although the above analyses are only intended to be useful approxi-

nations, they should be based on as detailed a task analysis as can be

performed. To do otherwise risks overlooking important PSFs that could

significantly affect human reliability. The most useful reliability

assessments will be made by people who collectively represent high-level

skills in human factors, reliability technology, and statistics. Unless

all of these skills are represented, any assessment of the role of the

human in a system may fail to identify and properly evaluate all of the

human performance variables having potential impact on system safety or

availability.

. . . _ _ .
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CHAPTER 4. MAN-MACHINE SYST1!MS ANALYSIS

|
This chapter describes the basic analytical methods used in the human

!

fcetors conununity to identify and evaluate existing or potential hunan perfor-

uance problems in man-machine systems. These methods furnish the raw material

for a human reliability analysis , described in Chapter 5.

An adequate human reliability analysis is based on a thorough analysis of

the operator's tasks in the context of the application ; e.g. , the nuclear

power plant. Techniques for identifying ELSs and APSs in complex man-machine

systems were developed in the early 1950s by Dr. Robert B. Miller and his

ccsociates at the American Institutes for Research. These techniques, collec-
i

tively titled A Method for Man-hachine Task Analysis (Miller, 1953b), have

( been refined and expanded for application to human reliability analysis. 'Ihe

ganeral term man-machine system analysis (MMSA) includes both qualitative and

quantitative aspects of human performance assessment. The ten iterative steps
| in MMSA are listed in Table 4-1 and are discussed below.
l
|
l

| Step 1 - Describe the System Goals and Functions

1

j The purpose of this step is to see where people fit in with system goals

and functions. What are people supposed to do to accomplish varicc.ts system

functions? Where are the points of interaction between the system and the

people? In WASH-1400, these points were defined as the interfaces between

squipment and people ; e.g. , manual valves, switches for motor-operated valves ,

dicplays to be read, provisions for calibrating setpoints.

It is especially important to understand the assumptions about people

thet are inherent in the design of each system. Usually these assumptions

will not be stated, and must be inferred.

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ .
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4-2 Table 4-1

Table 4-1. Steps in Man-Machine Systems Analysis (MMSA)

1. Describe the system goals and functions of interest.

2. Describe the situational characteristics.

3. Describe the characteristics of the personnel.

4. Describe the jobs and tasks performed by the personnel.
|

5. Analyze the jobs and tasks to identify error-likely situations and other

problems.

6. Estimate the likelihood of each potential error.

7. Estimate the likelihood that each error will be undetected (or

uncorrected).

8. Estimate the consequences of each undetected (or uncorrected) error.

9. Suggest changes to the system.

10. Evaluate the suggested changes (repeat Steps 1 through 9).

!
(

.

. _ ,
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i

The person performing an MMSA should not unquestioningly accept the def-
1

inition and division of jobs and tasks as they exist in the plant, or in a

plant being designed. For each systen function, one must determine whether

there is a reasonable division between those tasks that are accomplished by

equipment, those by people, or those that are accony ished by an interaction

of both. ibo frequently, this allocation seems to have developed historically

by trial and error rather than through systematic analyses.

Sources of information for this step include design requirements, plan-

ning documents, proposals, schematics, flow diagrams, written procedures, and

interviews with system planners and people with experience in the operation of

similar systems. For the evaluation of an existing plant, the information

thould be checked by visits to the plant.

Flow charts with a time baseline may be used to show the system functions

for each major area in the plant. Flow charts can show how people fit into

the system and what the design constraints are. ( For preparation of flow

charts, see Edwards and Iees, 1973 and 1974.)

Step 2 - Describe the Situational Characteristics

Situational characteristics of interest are those PSFs under which the

tasks will be performed. Examples are air quality, general cleanliness,

lighting, accessibility, union restrictions, and other performance shaping

factors listed in Table 3-1 on p 3-5. Some PSFs may vary from job to job in a

plant, but several will be essentially the same for several jobs. Sources of

information incluJe the documentation listed in Step 1, but the best sources

will be interviews with management and supervisory personnel, observation, and

interviews with people in the various plant work areas.
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Step 3 - Describe the Characteristics of the Personnel

In this step the skills, experience, training, and motivation of the

personnel who will operate, calibrate, and maintain the plant systems are

identified. %e capabilities and limitations of the people in a system must

be understood so that they can be compared with the demands the system makes

upon them. Any mismatch between these two sets of factors requires either a

change in man-machine interfaces or modification of personnel characteristics

through training and/cr selection.

|

One important aspect of this step is to evaluate people's past experience

with other systems in order to avoid transfer of habits that would interfere

with reliable performance in the new system. At present there is no standard-

ization of ergoncunic considerations in NPPs. Possibilities for negative

transfer of habits must therefore be evaluated when personnel are assigned who

may have worked in other plants or trained on simulators where the P3Fs dif-

fered materially from those in the plant in question.

For safety-related operations, it is important to evaluate the provisions

for continued practice of responses to low-probability events such as a LOCA

or an anticipated transient. Without practice, the readiness to handle such

events will decrease , as explained in Chapter 3 (see Figure 3-15, p 3-69).

Step 4 - Describe the Jobs and Tasks that the Personnel Perform

Steps 4 and 5, jointly, constitute task analysis. Task analysis is an

analytical process for determining the specific behaviors required of the

human components in a man-machine system. We individual tasks, or steps in

the tasks, becane the limbs in the probability tree diagrams used for htznan

reliability analysis.

-. - _.
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Task analysis can be divided into description and analysis. This step

d:als with the descriptive part, and lists those PSPs related to (1) task and

equipment characteristics and (2) job and task instructions. With the situ-

|
ctional characteristics from Step 2, they describe the demands that each job

places on the personnel.

Onere are many different formats for task analysis. he particular

format used is unimportant; the important thing is to describe and analyze

sach task as necessary and to identify ELSs and APSs. Figure 4-1 shows a

fonnat (reduced in size) used in some early weapons studies that illustrates

the kinds of factors to be considered in a detailed task analysis. Note that

the format includes a descriptive part (" Task Behaviora") related to Step 4 of

the M4SA and an analytical part (" Task Components") related to Step 5 of the

HMSA.

There are five coltuuns in the descriptive part of the format. In the

first column, " Task or Step," one uses numbers to indicate the sequence of

performance . Under the second column, "Instranent or Control," one lists each

iten that displays information to the operator or that must be manipulated.

In the control room, for e< ample, the annunciators, meters, chart recorders,

and other items display information. The controls are mainly switches on the

control panels and typewriter keys for the computer. For calibration tasks,

tha " Instrument" includes meters for measuring setpoints and the " Controls"

include potentiometers for adjusting setpoints. Controls also include con-

nzctors and tools. In all cases, the labels on the equipment are used and are

ccpitalized if that's the way they appear on the equipment.

In the third column, " Activity," one sets down action verbs describing

the human actions to be carried out on the items in the second column. We

action verbs should help identify the kind of display or control used. For

|
,
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example, if a toggle switch is used, the words " Flip up" or " Flip down" are

'

preferred over less specific words such as " Manipulate." In addition, the

cnalyst should record the position to which a switch is to be set or some

other indication of response adequacy.

We fourth coltaan, " Cue for initiation or completion of activity," is

used to indicate the cue that tells the operator when to begin a step or the

cue that tells him when he has successfully completed a step. In most cases,

this information is found in the " Activity" coltaan, but it is used in this

format to remind the analyst to pay particular attention to these cues.

Errors can result if the design of equipnent or procedures does not provide

good cues. Misleading or incomplete cues can result in discontinuities in

carrying out a task, with the result that scene step in a procedure may be -

omitted . |

The last column, " Remarks," is used for relevant information not covered

in the other four columns. We completed task description provides the in-

formation for the analytic part in which the identification of ELSs and APSs

10 made.

he task description will be fairly gross at first. Identification of

the tasks is pr'obably all that should be done initially; i.e., a task listing.

his will enable the analyst to relate that which people have to do to the

verious functions defined in Step 1 in the MMSA. It may be useful to key the

tcsks to flow charts developed from Step 1. More detail in the task descrip-

tion will be possible as a system design beccanes more definitive. When all of

the procedural steps have been recorded, they can serve as entries to pro-

cedures manuals and training courses ,

One useful aid to task description in NPP studies is link ar alysis. his.

tool is often used in laying out work places and job operations, and can be

-- . -_ - _ _ _
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used to study the interactions among people in an existing plant. A link

analysis depicts the pathways among different parts of a system as they are |

generated by people walking about and communicating.

Figures 3-2 and 3-3 (pp 3-28 and 3-29) show a link analysis for the reac-

tor engineer for an af ternoon shift at a Swedish BWR ( Axelsson and Lundberg,
|

1975). Additional link analyses from the same study showed that the reactor
]
!

engineer, turbine engineer, and shift supervisor had to spend much time look- l

|
ing at displays not visually accessible from their normal working positions. |

|

This kind of analysis can suggest Laprovements for future designs, and, for

human reliability analysis purposes, can provide an understanding of the I

dif ficulties and inconveniences that influence human performance. Procedures

for performing link analyses are described in Chapanis (1959, pp 52-61) and

McCormick (1975, pp 293-298).

Another useful technique for outlining operating time and personnel

interactions is called the operational sequence diagram (Brooks , 1960 and

Kurke, 1961). The operational sequence diagram displays information-

decision-action sequences in a man-machine system. It can be used in pre-

paring time-sequence process charts or spatial flow charts. This technique

involves same symbolic shorthand, but the number of symbols to be learned is

not excessive. The main advantage of these diagrams is that they outline

essential interactions among operators, work stations, items of equipment, and

time.

Step 5 - Analyze the Jobs and Tasks to Identify
Error-Likely Situations (ELSs) and Other Problems

In the analytic part of the task analysis, each human action is analyzed

to identify ELSs arising from equipment design features, methods of use,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ - . .__
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Eethods of training, and the skill levels of the people in the system. There

are no hard-and-fast rules for making these determinations. We validity of

the task analysis will depend upon the skill of the analyst in assuning the

role of the operator so that he can understand the actual and potential prob-

lems in each task.

Even the best analyst cannot identify all possible modes of human re-

sponse. In terms of our human error classification, he will not be able to

predict all errors of oommission and all possible extraneous acts by plant

personnel, such as the use of a candle to check leaks in the negative pressure

containment building (the Brown's Perry Incident) . Still, given sufficient

time, a skilled analyst can identify most of the important tasks to be per-

formed in a system, and most of the ways in which errors may be committed.

%e " Analytical" half of the format in Figure 4-1 indicates the kinds of

factors to consider in identifying an ELS. %e listed factors are under four

broad headings: (1) Scanning, perceptual, and anticipatory requirenents; (2)

Recall requirements (long-term or short-term manory) and initiating cue (pres-

ent, absent, cr poor); (3) Interpreting requirements and (4) Manipulative

problems. %e tenns are self-explanatory, are relevant to different situa-

tions, and may be used without modification for NPP analyses. We column

hsadings should be regarded as suggestions only -- any unique problem should

be 3isted regardless of the column headings presented here.

In use, the analyst makes entries in this half of the form only when

h2 identifies an ELS. For example, assune that he finds an ELS in Step 3.

At that point in the form he notes the basis for his judgment of an error-

likely task. Referring to the factors in the columns, an ELS exists when the

discriminating, recalling, interpreting, inferring, decision-making, or

|
|
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manipulating processes dananded of the operator are likely to eFCeed his

capacity. he potential errors can be errors of caission or commission,

extraneous acts, or sequential or time errors.

%e analysis is done for each task or step in a task to determine those |

PSFs that seem likely to result in errors. It must be determined whether

there ,are any conflicts between the external PSFs and the internal PSFs, since

auch conflicts can be expected to result in errors. Chapter 3 lists examples

of external. PSFs which are not compatible with various human attributes and |

therefore result in lowered htsman reliablity. Scsae conflicts between the

external and internal PSFs can cause psychological or physiological stresses.

If the level of stress is high, the performance of a person in the system will

probably deteriorate. On the other hand, if the level of stress is too low

(as with monotonous work), alertness may be degraded and signals may not be

noticed soon enough.

In summary, we define error-likeliness in terms of those PSFs in a task

that are incompatible with the capabilities and limitations of the intended

I .

Se task analysis will indicate if human reliabilityperformer of the task.

can be improved by changing any PSF.

Whether or not it is important enough to the system to warrant changing

the design is another matter. The object of task analysis is to identify

potential sources of error regardless of their impact on the system. Other

steps in the M(SA take the consequences of error into account, as discussed

later.

Several publications are available to assist the analyst in identifying

ELSs. The most concise doctanent is MIL-STD-1472B, Military Standard, Human

Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems, Equipment and Facilities,

_
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1

U.S. Dept. of Defense, Wash., DC, 15 May 1970, with Notice 1 dated 10 May 1976

cnd Notice 2 dated 10 May 1978. This set of standards was developed by prac-

ticing ergonomists in the U.S. Army and in U.S. industry, and adopted by all

of the U.S. military services. These standards are not absolute, but their

teceptance in the design of NPPs would materially Onprove human reliability as

it has in countless complex military systems. They represent sound human en-

gineering practices to be followed unless specifically contraindicated by

other aspects of the .jstem. A companion document, MIL-H-46855B, Military

Specification, Human Engineering Requirements for Military Systems, Equipment ,

cnd Facilities, U.S. Dept. of Defense, Wash. , DC, 31 January 1979, defines the

j gsnaral requirements for incorporating ergonomics considerations in the league

of rystems. Other documents useful in identifying ELSs are the revised edi-

tion of the Human Engineering Guide to Equipment Design (Van Cott and Kinkade,

1972), the revised edition of the Human Engineering Guide for Equipment De-

signers (Woodson and Conover, 1964), and two textbooks: Human Factors in

Engineering and Design (McCormick, 1975) and Ergonomics: Man in His Working

Environment (Murrell, 1969). These documents provide much of the rationale

and data behind the standards in MIL-STD-1472B. The two volumes by Edwards

and Lees (1973 and 1974) constitute the best available description of operator

roles in complex industrial processes analogous to those in NPPs. Finally,

tha 3-volume study of human factors problems at the TMI-2 plant by Malone

et el (1980) not only includes examples of poor ergonomics but describes thei

kinds of studies necessary to identify such problems.

Although the above documentation will be useful, the best way for the

analyst to determine which human processes and actions will be employed in

performing each task is to do the tasks himself, using whatever written
%

I
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procedures are available. Then he should observe and interview operators who

perform the tasks. Since highly skilled operators can make even poor designs

look good, it is necessary to include talk-throughs or walk-throughs in the

observation of the operators at their jobs. This technique involves the in-

troduction of pauses in the human actions while the operator explains what he

is doing and his mental processes. The analyst should observe the operations

being performed at their normal speed until he develops a sense of f amiliar-

ity. Then he should ask the operator to slow down his work activities and

| explain what he is doing, and why. As he performs the tasks himself and in-

teracts with the operators, the analyst will develop familiarity with the sys-

tem hardware and procedures. This is the period when he will obtain the data

for the analytical half of the task analysis format. Table 4-2 is a general

checklist that can be used during this period.

Another useful technique is to have the operator talk-through hypotheti-

cal, but realistic, emergency problems. In the WASH-140 0 study, this tech-

nique was employed to find out how much operators knew about responding to

certain emergency conditions, and what supporting provisions were made for

these responses in the design of equipment and written procedures. Talk-

throughs can also reveal the mental model the operator has of the plant and

its processes.

Experienced people on a job can rightly be regarded as subject-matter ex-

perts. They know more about the intricacies and difficulties of their tasks

than anyone else. The importance of interviewing such experienced operators

is that they are invaluable in identifying problem areas in tasks. They can

describe errors they have made or have seen others make ( including 'no-cost

errors), and can offer opinions on the underlying PSFs related to these
-

. . . . . .. . . .
.

.
. .

_
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Table 4-2. A Checklist for Evaluating Task Error-Likeliness I
During Observation or Performaace of Tasks I

1. The cue or sign that tells the operator to begin each task and each

activity in a task is simple and unambiguous :

a. No inconsistencies, gaps, or misleading information that could result

in errors of judgment

b. No competing activities that could interfere with perceiving the cue

or with responding in a timely raanner

2. We cue or sign points to the correct task or activity only.

3. he task or activity is easy to do:

No special problems in the scanning, anticipatory, or other perceptuala.

requirements; in long-term or short-term memory requiranents; in

interpreting and decision-making requirements; or in manipulative

requirements

b. No special problems with competing activities or past experience
l
1

4. The completion cue or sign for the task or activity is simple and

unambiguous:

No misleading feedback to the operatora.

b. No special problems with competing activities

5. he completion cue or sign for one activity in a task cannot bi

misinterpreted as signaling the completion of the entire task

|

|

!
i
;

6
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errors. These subject-matter experts can also describe close calls and, in

general, what errors are possible and likely.

In performing a task analysis, the underlying behavioral processes re-

quired in each task must be identified. As shown in Figure 3-1 (p 3-2) it is

convenient to think of these processes as consisting of input variables, medi-

ating variables, and output variables, a conventional trichotomy in psycho-

logy. Referring to Figure 3-1, signs (usually visual or auditory displays)

feed information to the senses of the operator. 'Ihese are the inputs that

define the discriminations he must make. The discriminations are determined

both by the features of the task to be sensed and by the individual charac-

teristics of the opera-( >r -- his sense organs, past training and experience,

any ongoing activities that compete for his attention, his emotional state,

and so on . In our post-WASH-1400 studies, we have found that much reliance is

placed on 'these internal PSFr to make up for inadequate human factors engi-

! \

I

| neering of the job situation. In a well-designed system, the equipment, pr o-

!

I cedures, etc, do not place undue demands or reliance on operator character-

istics.

The motor responses are those outputs of the operator with which he per-

forms some element, or step, in a task. (His responses may or may not be ap- |

propriate.) When using the event trees described in the next chapter, each

task element is treated as either a success or a failure in terms of system

requirements . When this either/or distinction is not appropriate, different

degrees of success or failure can be treated as different events. For exam-

ple, assume that there is some probability that an operator will leave a

manual valve in same position between open and closed. Although there are an

infinite number of in-between positions, for any practical application, this
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number can be reduced to one (or a very few) in terms of system effects, and

occh of these positions would be treated as an event. Such reduction is

n:cessary to keep the analysis manageable.

Task analysis is applicable to continuous as well as discrete tasks

(Miller, 1953b; and Meister and Rabideau, 1965). Examples of the former in-

clude the analysis of the in-flight functions of an aircraf t pilot, the track-

ing employed in air-to-air flexible gunnery, and the tracking tasks in operat-

ing a continuous strip mill. In such cases, the continuous nature of these

tecks is described as a series of discrete task elements. This type of ab-

ntraction is true of human performance modeling in general, and is used here.

Although continuous tasks can be used directly as entries in task analysis or

performance modeling, the solution methods are cumbersome, and are much sim-

plified if the variables are treated as discrete values -- the differences in

accuracy are negligible for practical work.

The mediating processes are the internal responses of the operator, such

cs thinking, deciding, and worrying. These processes constitute the bridge

between the inputs to the operator and his outputs. Although not directly

obesrvable, the processes can be ' inferred by attention to the physical fea-

turcs of the task and the known needs, capabilities, limitations, and motiva-

tions of the operator. To understand and identify these processes, interviews

with the operators are the best source of data. If you want to know what is

j going on in the mind of an operator, ask him. Obviously, this technique is

cubjective; the operator may not really know why he does certain things, or he

eay wish to deceive the analyst deliberately. Finally, thinking about what he
|

| doe 3 may actually change what he does. Still, invaluable information can be

cbtained by interviewing operators as they work. (For an example of
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j of Each Potential Error
!

i

i interviewing to study the mental processes involved in electronics
t

j troubleshooting, see Rasmussen and Jensen, 1974.)

I

]
Figure 3-1 (p 3-2) shows that the operator's output produces system re- i

j| cults and that information about these results is fed back to the operator's
j

j sense organs via displays. Sus, the man-machine system is a negative feed-
i

i back system in that information about the output can be compared to scnne

i
! standard (i.e., a desired output), and the operator can take corrective action
|

) ' to minimize the system error'.
!

f he most difficult part of a task analysis is to identify the possible
j

] unplanned modes of operator response. It is not too difficult to set down in

i
I sequence the tasks and steps in these tasks for well-defined jobs with more or

| less invariant sequences of actions. Rus, a task description of a calibra-
1

1

i tion technician's job is straightforward. One can readily set down what leads

I
to what, and the identification of potential errors is not difficult.

, , In other jobs in the NPP, tasks may not be as well-defined, and variable

sequences may be common. Even in " routine" tasks, one must consider how the1

operator might deviate from the anticipated routine. In less-structuredi

tasks, such as those involved in responding to unusual circumstances, the job
i

i I

J of the analyst is more difficult. He must identify where and how the opera- i

j
j tor's responses to unusual events might create more desnands on the system

instead of correcting the situations his aspect obviously requires that the
j

j analyst have a high level of knowledge of the job he is describing and analyz-

1

| ing.
1

j,

i Step 6 - Estimate the Likelihood of Each Potential Error

J
! Steps 6, 7, and 8 of the 19tSA provide an estimate of the importance of j

l

f each ELS identified in the task analysis. We importance of an error is a

:

i j
u

.6
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i
|

|

l function of its frequency, probability of recovery, potential consequences,

cnd the costs of fixing the underlying ELS.

|
In the most quantitative form of human reliability analysis the frequency

of human error is converted to a probability estimate. Chapter 20 sunmarizes

i tha human error probabilities that are relevant to NPP operations, and Chapter

5 chows how these HEPs are handled in the analysis. These HEPs generally have

widely spaced uncertainty bounds to allow for individual differences as well

ca other sources of uncertainty. If more precise data are available, they

thould be used instead. Fbr some purposes, the upper bound of the uncertainty

rcnge may be used as a " worst" estimate. If an entire analysis is based on

th:se high estimates of HEPs, the result will be a worst-case analysis, an

example of which can be found in Chapter 21.

We context of any event must be considered in order to estimate the

prcbabilities of human events. For human events, interaction (dependence) is

th3 rule rather than the exception. No procedure exists for mechanically com-

bining basic error probability data into total estimates of task failure prob-

cbilities. The analyst must use the information from the task analysis to de-

tsrmine the important PSFs in deriving the probability estimates for each task

er subtask. We examples of probability tree diagrams throughout this hand-

book illustrate the types of judgments used to derive these estimates.

We purpose of breaking down a task into inputs, mediating processes, and

outputs is to obtain smaller bits or elements of behavior that can more read-

ily be combined with available data. %is task decomposition makes it easier

to identify all of the PSFs that influence the reliability of a human task and

to evaluate the adequacy of available data for assessing task reliability.

Tb cite a simple example, suppose there are data available on the relia-

bility with Wich experimental subjects read 6-digit ntunbers, but the task the

|

- - _ - - . _
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that Each Error will be thde-
tected (or thcorrected)

analyst is studying involves reading 3-digit numbers. Other things being

equal, the error probabilities based on reading r.-digit numbers would over-

estimate the error probability for reading 3-digit numbers. Werefore, the

analyst would not want to use the available data without some adjustment --

which might be obtainable from other experiments.

We above example is simplistic. In a real analysis, the other PSFs in

the experiment would have to be compared carefully with the PSFs in the task

being analyzed. He have never found reports of experimental conditions that

were identical to the task conditions of interest.

Extrapolations are the rule rather than the exception. Occasionally, if

failure probabitity data exist for tasks similar to the tasks of interest, the

decomposition of tasks into maaller bits of behavior may be unnecessary.
*

However, the decomposition is often worthwhile to ensure that all major possi-

bilities for error have been assessed.

When estimates of HEPs for individual behavioral units have been ob-

tained, they can be combined into estimates of HEPs for larger units of behav-

ior corresporling to entire tasks or groups of tasks. In this recombination,

the estimated HEPs for small behavioral units of ten must be modified in con-

sideration of their interdependences. Usually, the estimate of an HEP for a

large unit of behavior is not merely the addition of a group of estimated HEPs

for smaller units of behavior. Before this combination can take place, the

interdependences must be considered and the error contributions modified as

described in Osapter 7.

Step 7 - Estimate the Likelihood that

Each Error will be Undetected (or Uncorrected)

Other things being equal, the smaller the likelihood that some error will

be detected before it causes undesirable consequences, the more important the

L
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rected) Error

error. Same errors will be detected by the person who makes them. (These are

examples of recovered errors.) Other errors may be detected by inspectors or
I

j by subsequent testing and use of system components, but some errors may not be

d&tected until unwanted consequences to the system have occurred. In a human

reliability analysis, recovery factors (Chapter 15) are used to modify the

HEPs, since the interest is in estimating the joint probability that an error

will be made and will not be recovered (i.e., the probability of an unre-
|

' covered error).

Step 8 - Estimate the Consequences

of Each Undetected (or Uncorrected) Error

The consequences of an error obviously define another aspect of the
,

error's importance. In a well-designed system a single uncorrected human

error rarely causes serious degradation. Although there have been such cases,

nonnally there is sufficient redundancy in the system such that these errors

will not result in serious consequences. Ebr example, although a calibration

tschnician may miscalibrate a single setpoint for same te eperature sensor,

there will be other sensors that will indicate a disagreement. Appendix II of

WASH-1400 shows how various unrecovered error probability estimates were

incorporated into the ESF system fault trees.

The usual procedure in human reliability analyses is to perform a sepa-

rate analysis for each system consequence of interest. Generally, quantifica-

tion of the relative importance of each consequence is not part of the human

reliability analysis. Ibr example, separate human reliability analyses would

nonnally be done for the influence of human errors on the risk of personnel

injury and on the risk of some economic loss. That is, one would not try to

pitce these two system consequences on a single continuum of loss.

I
i ___ . _ - - - . . - -
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to the System

In reliability assessments it is of ten of interest to learn how the prob-

ability of failure of a system involving many human tasks would change if dif-

ferent estimated HEPs were used for the individual tasks. Such an assessment

is called a sensitivity analysis. It is very useful in human reliability

analysis because estimates of HEPs are ordinarily made with uncertainties

larger than those assigned to estimates of failure probabilities of other sys-

tem canponents. Sensitivity analysis was used in same of the early analyses

in WASH-1400. It was discovered that the probabilities of failure of some

large subsystems in NPPs were insensitive to substantial variations in esti-

mated HEPs as well as to variations in assumed distributions of HEPs. (Chap-

ters 7 and 21 present same examples of sensitivity analysis.)

Step 9 - Suggest Changes to the system

This step is primarily related to the use of MMSA as a design tool. Most

| consideration is given to those potential errors with a high combined proba-

bility of (1) occurring, (2) going undetected or uncorrected, and (3) causing

an unacceptable system consequence. Thus, a task with a high error probabil-

ity may be less important to system success than sane other task with a lower

error probability. Ebr example, if the first task has good recovery factors

and the other one does not, the latter task may have more potential for de-

grading the system.

Decisions to incorporate ergonomics changes in a system often require

trade-offs of various criteria and costs. Although the issue of such trade-

offs is outside the purview of this handbook, Table 4-3 lists some important

system criteria. (These criteria are not listed in order of importance.) It

is clear that costly changes should not be recommended solely because a design

may deviate slightly from the optimum. However, gross deviations from optimum
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Table 4-3. System Criteria for Trade-Of f Considerations *

1. Speed (mean and variability)
2. Accuracy ( constant error) and precision (variable error)
3. Dependability (maintainability and reliability -- including confidence in

self-check)
4. Adaptability (of equipment to changes in requirements, equipment design,

or operating conditions)!

| S. Mobility (including dispersal requirements)

| 6. Graceful degradation (ability to continue to operate although at sub-
standard levels of performance)

7. Equipment test life (need to avoid adverse effects of confidence or other
testing),

8. Omnpleteness or echaustiveness (the proportion of system parameters that
must be measured)

9. Personal involvement (extent to which personnel identify themselves with
their tasks or are aware of system operation)

10. Personnel hazard and risk of equipment damage
11. Delivery schedule (time for system to became operational)
12. Equipment weight and/or volune
13. Training costs (personnel, time, facilities)
14. Manning level and quality,

15. Development costs
16. Logistics costs and policy (pipeline and spares provisioning policies)

17. Equipment unit cost in production (including spares)
18. System environment (ability to operate under various climatic, terrain,#

socio/ psychological, political and other conditions)
19. Selling costs (including advertising)

s

1 20. Aesthetic attractiveness
21. Effects on environment (ecological considerations)
22. Costs of employee dissatisfaction (indifferent and slow work,

absenteeism, turnover, grievances, strikes, sabotage);

* Modified from Swain and Wohl, 196

---- _ .--
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ergoncaics design principles have resulted in errors in large numbers and

varieties of man-machine systems. Kemeny (1979) and Sugarman (1979) describ.

several such deviations that contributed to human errors in the mI accident.

Based on experience with other complex man-machine systems, the incorporation

of standard ergonomics principles in the early design stages of MI-2 would

not have been costly.

A useful rule is to follow optimal ergonomics principles unless there are

overwhelming reasons to disregard them. The consideration of such principles

early in the design phases of a system will usually allow for the incorpora- ~

tion of optimtan human factors design at minimal cost.

Using the human reliability analysis as a guide, suitable design changes

can be developed to reduce the probability of system degradation. A candidate

design change may reduce the probability of an error (e.g., by reducing the

number of opportunities to make the error): it may increase the likelihood

that an error will be detected or corrected (e.g., by providing better feed-

back to the operator or by adding an inspection step); or it might involve

some provision for the system to tolerate an error.

The design changes may address any of the PSFs associated with the poten-

tial error. Sometimes the design change is as simple as changing the scale on

a meter, the color of an indicator lamp, or the size of a handle. At other

times the design change might be more costly, such as a rearrangement of con-

trols, displays, or panels. At times as desired design change may not be fea-

sible for some reason, and the only alternative may be to provide human redun-

dancy by assigning an extra operator when certain procedures ,1re to be carried

out; e.g., assigning a second control room operator who is dedicated to main-

taining adequate levels of coolant in the primary and secondary loops, a prac-

tice initiated by some plants af ter the TMI accident.
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,
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I

|

Obviously, the decisions are not always as simple and clearcut as thei

above examples suggest. 1he final decision will have to be made on the basis

of acceptable risk and cost-effectiveness.

Step 10 - Evaluate the Suggested Changes (Repeat Steps 1 through 9)

'

Finally, each suggested change to the system must be reevaluated by re-

petting most of the above steps. Thus, MMSA is iterative -- the steps are;

ropeated until the estimated human error contribution to s'ystem degradation

hna been reduced to some tolerable level in tenas of system effects and costs

of the changes. The contribution of human error may be reduced either di-

rsetly by bmprovements made to reduce error frequency, or indirectly by design

changes that will tolerate human errors. The best solution is obviously

cituation-specific.

4

i
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5-1 Ch. 5. The Human Reliability
Pedal

| CHAPTER 5. THE HUMAN RELIABILITY MODEL

.

The human reliability:aodel desc .oed in this chapter is an extension of

hunan reliability studies made at Sandia National Laboratories in the early

1950s (Swain,1964b) . It was first used to estimate the quantitative influ-

ance of first-order human failure terms on the reliability of nuclear weapon

systems and components. In the early 1960s the model was expanded and refined

to permit more detailed consideration of the hunan component in systen relia-

bility. Subsequent development of the model has included .its applications to

a large variety of classified systems, to the U.S. NRC's Reactor !afety Study

( WASH-1400 ) , and to subsequent human reliability problems in NRC-supported

work. Some of these latter applications are presented in Chapter 21.*

Most of the applications of the human reliability model and method de-

scribed in this chapter have involved estimates of the 7robabilities that ,

|
system-required tasks will be executed correctly within specified time limits. !

|

Applications of the model to the prediction of the effects of extraneous acts

have been limited to worst-case analyses, as described in Chapter 21.

There are other human reliability methods and models, but none of them

has had any extensive practical application, and some of them depend on non-

cxistent data or do not result in estimates of HEPs. Two extensive reviews

have been made to Meister (1971) and anbrey (1976) . The former volume has a

critical review of 22 hunan reliability analysis models.

|

e
Those interested ir. the history and use of this model can refer to: Rook,

1962, 1963, and 1964; Swain, 1963a and b,1964a and b,1967a and b,1969a and
b,1971,1974a and b,1976, and 1977a and b,1980b (Ch. VIII); Rigby, 1967;
Rigby and Edelman,1958a; Rigby and Swain, 1968; Swain and Guttmann, 1975; and
" Human Reliability Analysis", Section 6.1, Appendix III - Failure Data, 1975,
WASH-1400.

_. ._. _
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5-2 Deccription of ths Modal

|

Description of the Model

At the Sixth Annual Meeting of the Human Factors Society in November,

1962, Swain introduced the acronym THERP to designate the human reliability

model and method that he and Rook had developed at Sandia National Labora-

tories (Swain, 1963a). THERP stands for Technique for Human Error Rate Pre-

diction. Until publication of this handbook we used the expression human

error rate (HER) interchangeably with human error probability (HEP). For

reasons stated in Chapter 2, we have dropped the term HER in favor of HEP.

However, since the acronym THERP is now well known, we retain it despite its

use of the term human error rate.

The following is a revised definition of our human reliability technique

THERP (Technique for H,uman Error _ Rate Prediction) is a method to_

predict human error rates (i.e., human error probabilities] and to

evaluate the degradation of a man-machine system likely to be caused

by human errors alone or in connection with equipment functioning,
' operational procedures and practices, or other system and human

characteristics that influence system behavior.

The model uses conventional reliability technology with modifications

appropriate to the greater variability and unpredictability of human perfor-

mance, as compared with that of equipment performance. The steps in THERP are

similar to those in conventional reliability analysis, evept that human

activities are substituted for equipment outputs. The steps are to |

1. Define system failure (s) of interest. These pertain to system func-

tions which may be influenced by human errors and for which error

probabilities are to be estimated.

2. List and analyze the related human operations. This step is the task j

analysis described in Chapter 4.

3. Estimate the relevant error probabilities.
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5-3 Dercription of ths Modal

4. Estimate the effects of human errors on the system failure evenis.

This step usually involves integration of the human reliability

analysis with a system reliability analysis.

5. Reconunend changes to the system and recalculate the system failure

| probabilities. (The procedure is iterative.)

|

| The above five steps typify the use of human error anar asis as a tool in

cystem design. For assessments only, Step 5 is not required.
,

In using THERP, the primary interest is in estimating the following

parameters, especially the first three

1. Task Reliability -- Tash reliability is defined as 1.0 minus the
|

estimated probability of task failure. For each task we determine

the probability that it will be completed successfully (within some

period of time, if time is a requirement). The tasks are identified

in the task analysis.. and an estimate is made of the failure proba-

bility for each task. Effects of extraneous actions must also be

considered.

2. Error Correction -- This is the probability of detecting and cor-

recting incorrect task performance in time to avoid any undesirable

consequences. In any man-machine system there are usually several

recovery factors; e.g., checks by other people (inspectors) w;iich

increase the probability of detecting errors before they affect the

system.
,

3. Task Ef fects -- This is the probability that incorrect and uncor-

rected task performance will result in undesirable consequences to a

system. A separate calculation is made for each system consequence

of interest. Therefore, one may estimate the ef fects of the same

human errors on more than one system outcome.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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5-4 Probability Tras Diagramming
t

| 4. Importance of Effects -- The importance of the undesirable effects to
i

a system in terms of cost or other criteria should be considered.

; Generally, no attempt is made to quantify this parameter; it is often

a value judgement made by persons in authority.

THERP is used to generate quantitative estimates of the first three

parame, era based on the dependences among htsman performance, equipment perfor-

mance, ocher system events, and outside influences. mus, estimates of HEPs
i

for all but an initiating task represent conditional probabilities.

] Probability Tree Diagramming
|

Re basic tool of THERP is a form of event tree called the probability
,

tree diagram (Figure 5-1), in use at Sandia National Laboratories since the

1950s (Muller, 1964). Limbs in the probability tree diagram show different i

events as well as different conditions or influences upon these events.

Therefore, the values assigned to all events depicted by the tree limbs (ex-

cept those in the first branching) are conditional probabilities. The first |
|

1limbs may also be conditional probabilities if they represent a carryover from

some other tree.
!
i

Table 5-1 presents the symbology used with the limbs of the event tree. |

Note that a letter can have more than one meaning depending on whether it is

in quotes , capitalized , or lower case. A capital letter in quotes represents

an event or task. For example, Task "A" in Figure 5-1 might represent the

task of a calibration technician setting up his test equipment before cali-

brating sane sensor. he lower case letter a represents the statement that I

the technician has correctly set up his test equipment, and also stands for

the probability of correct performance. The capital letter A represents the

statement that the technician has incorrectly set up the test equipment, and
I

also for the probability of incorrect performance.

9

_ .---_ , - -..__.)__ __ . _ . _ - _ _ . , . _ _ ,_. _ _ _ _
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5-5 Figuro 5-1

a A

b|a B|a b|A B|A

S F F F

= probability of successful performance of Task "A"a

A = probability of unsuccessful performance of Task "A"

b|a = probability of successful performance of Task "B" given a

B|a = probability of unsuccessful performance of Task "B" given a

b|A = probability of successfal performance of Task "B" given A '

B|A = probability of unsuccessful performance of Task "B" given A

Pr[S] = a(b|a)

Pr[F] = 1 - a (b|a) = a (B|a) + A(b| A) + A(B| A)

Figure 5-1. Probability Tree Diagram of Hypothetical Calibration Job
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5-1. Symbology Used in Htunan T tliability Model

i

Symbol Meaning

Capital English letters in 1. The human action itself; e.g.,
quotes; e.g., "A" Task "A."

Capital English letters; 1. Incorrect performance of a human action.
e.g. , A (Except F and S)

2. Probability of incorrect performance of a
human action.

Capital letter F at the end of 1. Failure , for the application in question.

a path through an event tree

! Capital letter S at the end of 1. Success, for the application in question.
a path through an event tree

Lower case English letters; 1. Successful performance of a human action.
,

'

e.g., a (except i and r)
2. Probability of successful performance of

a human action.

th th
Lower case English letters, 1. i 9 task.

i and r

Lower case underlined English 1. The number of events or tasks, not to be
letter, n confused with n, which indicates the

successful (or probability of successful),

| performance of Task "N."
!

Capital Greek letters; 1. The estimated probability of nonoccur-
e.g., A rence of some system event (not a human

event).

Lower case Greek letters; 1. The estimated probability of occurrence

e.g., 6 of some system event (not a human event).

_ _ _
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The letter b represents the statement of correctly performing Task "B,"

the second task performed, and it also stands for the probability of correct

per formance . Task "B" might bs the calibration of the sensor mentioned above.

he letter B stands for incorrect performance as well as for the probability

of incorrect performance. he dependences between Tasks "A" and "B" are re-

presented by the symbols bla, Bla, b|A, and B|A. Normally, the conditional

relationships are understood, and the letters b and B are usually written

without the conditional qualifications.

In Figure 5-1, only the complete-success path; i.e., c(bla), is desig-

ntted as ending with S, which stands for see success path of interest. All

the other paths end in F, which stands for failure. hus, this tree as drawn

indicates that the only success path is one in which both tasks are correctly

dones i.e., the calibration technician correctly sets up his test equipment

and also correctly calibrates the sensor. For other problems, the interest

night be in performing either task correctly, and any path other than A(B| A),

2e emplete-failure path, would be considered a success path. It is the ap-

plication that determines which paths through the tree are considered success

paths or failure paths.

In Figure 5-1 the limbs in the tree reprermnt a binary decision process;

I i.e., correct or incorrect performance are the only choices. Thus , a + A must

squal 1.0, and b + B must equal 1.0. At every binary branch the probabilities

of the two branches sm to 1.0. In other probability tree diagrams there may

be more than two limba at a branching to represent different conditions or

evsnts, or different levels of correctness or incorrectness, but in all cases

tha probabilities of the limbs at any one branching must sum to 1.0. As with

any probability tree diagram, the se of the probabilities at the teminals of

cl1 paths also must sum to 1.0. hus , in Figure 5-1, (a x bla) + (a x Bla) +

(A x b|A) + (A x B|A) = 1.0.

_ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ __ - ___:
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Usually the limbs in an event tree will represent correctness or incor-

rectness of system-required tasks, but they can clno denote extraneous acts

that can be anticipated and that can adversely affect the system. In the

human reliability analyses done for WASH-1400, for example, besides depicting

the selection of certain correct switches, limbs were also used to depict the

selection of nearby incorrect switches that could cause serious problems in

coping with a LOCA if inadvertently selected. Thus, limbs in event trees can

be used to represent plausible and important extraneous actions. Of course,

not all extraneous actions can be identified in advance. Although most such

actions are unimportant in tenns of system consequences, it is always possible

that some bnportant extraneous action will be overlooked in a human reliabil-

ity analysis. The more detailed the task analysis behind the event tree, the

!

greater the likelihood of identifying the important, plausible extraneous 1

J
|
'

actions.

Af ter the probability tree disgram is drawn, the mathematics are simple.

When the estimates of the conditional probabilities of success or failure of

each limb in the tree have been determined, the probability of each path

through the tree is calculated by multiplying the probabilities of all limbs

in the path. This does not correspond to the simple multiplicative model;

that is, the multiplication of task probabilities without the assumption of

any task dependences (the multiplication of unconditional probabilities). The

use of conditional probabilities takes into account the interdependences among

the limbs in the tree, and no errors will result from the use of this simple

mathematical approach. Errors would arise from incorrectly estimating the

BHEPs or CHEPs for the tasks represented by a 4Lnb.

The probability tree diagram starts with any convenient point in a system

procedure and works forward in time. This procedure enables the user to ana-

lyze what leads to what, and allows him to identify the important events

,-
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cffecting human performance. In the fault tree approach one starts with some

fault and works backwards in time. Thus, the event tree is an inductive

*
model, the fault tree a deductive model. As with fault trees, boxes with

chort descriptions of events instead of symbols may be used in an event tree

to assist the reader. Also, as with fault trees, one limb in a probability

tree diagram may stand for another entire tree. Nielsen (1971 and 1974) has

developed a combination of event trees and fault trees callt d Cause/Conse-

quence Diagrams: this combination has some of the advantages of both schematic

techniques.

In WASH-1400, the system reliability analysts used a different format for

event trees ( see Figure 5-2) . In this type of event tree, the progression is

from lef t to right, and the failure limbs are the lower Ibab in each branch-

ing. Whichever format is used for an event tree is a matter of convenience

for the analyst. We prefer our top-to-bottom progression, which is the one we

(the human reliability analysts) used in WASH-1400.

Conditional Probabilities

Use of the probability tree diagram is based on the assumption that the

catimates associated with the limbs are conditional probabilities. Consider-

cble error in estimating the probabilities of paths through the tree can occur

unless conditional probabilities are used. If independence of acts is naively

casumed, the failure contributions of people to systems can be significantly

underestimated.

As an example, let us tak9 the tree in Figure 5-1, but now assume that the

only failure path is A(Bl A); i.e. , failure occurs only if Tasks " A" and "B"

e
See WASH-1400, Appendix II - Fault Trees, pp II-27 to II-35 for a description of

the use of fault trees in analyzing NPP operations and for the incorporation of
cetimated HEPs into the trees.

__
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5-10 Figure 5 -2
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5-11 Distribution of Human
Performance

cre both performed incorrectly. All the other paths lead to system success.

Arsume that Tasks "A" and "B" are the opening of two valves af ter maintenance,

and that the system will function properly if either valve is opened. Further

c:sume that the valves are next to each other, so that if the operator forgets

to open one valve, he is 100% sure to forget to open the other valves i.e.,

there is complete dependence between the two ac:s. Also assume that the BHEP
~

of forgetting to open a valve of this type is 10 If we naively assume.

independence between the opening operations for these two valves, we will get
-2an unrealistically low failure probability estimate of A x B = 10 x 10-2 ,

10~ However, if we correctly assign the probability of 1.0 to B| A, our.

~ ~

estimate of the failure probability is A(B| A) = 10 x 1.0 = 10 This.

example illustrates the importance of dependences among the events in a reli-

ebility tree diagram. Chapter 7 presents the dependence model in detail.

Distribution of Human Performance

In human reliability analysis, probability distributions of human perfor-

cance are usually represented by one or a few values. The distribution of

hun =n performance on a task is usually ignored, and some estimate of the cen-

tral te.:4ency of a population is used; i.e., single point HEPs are used. This

approximation is adequate for most applications.

For cases in which human performance would be greatly influenced by dif-

farent levels of some PSF, two or three levels of that PSF are used (rather

than the entire distribution), as in the calibration example in Chapter 7

(p 7-19). In such cases, the tasks to be performed under different conditions

tre represented by different branches in the probability tree diagram, and the

cppropriate conditional estimates are assigned to each limb in the tree (Swain

1963b, 1974a, and 1976).

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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5-12 U;c cf Modal Outputo in System
Feliability Studies

sometimes it is necessary to estimate the distributions of human perfor-

mance because the human reliability analysis is to be a part of some system

reliability analysis in which computer procedures will sample from specified

distri, tions rather than use specified points. For example , in WASH-1400 a.

Monte Carlo procedure was used to sample from a distribution of probabilities

of both equipment and human failures, and a range ratio was take. represent
,

i

the ratio of the 95th percentile HEP to the 5th percentile HEP. In general,

the 95th percentile HEP was estimated as either 3 times or 10 times the nomi-

nal HEP (i.e., the estimate of the central tendency of error probabilities for

a task) , and the 5th percentile HEP was estimated as the nominal HEP divided

by either 3 or 10. This treatment is basically the same as that used in this

handbook, which considers the upper and lower uncertainty bounds to represent,

respectively, 95th and 5th percentile HEPs.

The same general assumptions about the shape of the distributions of

hman eventa msile in WASH-1400 are used in this handbook -- we assme log-

normal distributions or rocqhly equivalent distributions. As discussed in

Chapter 16, " Distribution of Human Performance and Uncertainty Bounds ," we

,

have reevaluated the assumption of a log-normal distribution made for the

WASH-1400 analysis and find no reason to change it. i

Use of Model Outputs in System Reliability Studies
|

| The outputs from the human reliability model will consist of estimates of

I the success or failure probabilities of human actions or tasks, modified by

system contexts and events. In a reliability analysis of an NPP system, the

estimates of human reliability can be included in fault tree analyses, pro-

vided that the dependences among human events are also incorporated. Thus,

the outputs of the human reliability model are estimates of human component

reliability and can be handled as are estimates of other system compontnts.
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In WASH-1400, for example, fault trees sho sed the relationship of some

particular component to the availability of some engineered safety feature.

Figure II 5-45 (p II-303 in Appendix II, Fault Trees, in WASH-1400) shows that

tn operator might forget to open Mov-1866E af ter a monthly flush of the High

Pressure Injection Rystem (HPIS) discharge lines. The estimated probability

of an unrecovered human error is 3 x 10" . If that human error occurs, or if

any one of three mechanical failures occurs, the HPIS will fail to deliver

sufficient water through the HPIS discharge line to cold Leg 2. Thus, in the

reliability analysis human errors are treated in the same manner as are fail-

ures of mechanical components.

To arrive at the 3 x 10" error probability estimate in the fault tree,

it might be necessary to construct a probability tree diagram to ensure con-

sideration of all the events related to the failure to open MOV-1866E. How-

ever, as of ten occurs, this failure event was so simple that a tree diagram

was not necessary. That is, for the error to occur, an operator has to fail

to initiate the task of reoper.ing thJ MOV or fail to operate the MOV switch

correctly in the control room, and someone else has to fail to inspect the

switch or fail to note that it is closed when he makes the inspection.

In the WASH-1400 analysis, the estimated 3 x 10" unrecovered error

probability was derived by using the 3 x 10" estbmated probability of an

error of amission for items that are embedded in a procedure (Table III 6-1 in

WASH-1400). This estimate was modified by assuming a 10'' probability that

either the inspection would not be carried out or the inspector would fail to

notice that the switch was in the incorrect position. Thus, Pr[F] = 3 x 10"

x 10" = 3 x 10" . The 10" estimate included the dependence between the

operator and the inspector. For the WASH-1400 analysis, this gross estimate

was adequate.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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More precise estimates can be obtained by performing a detailed task

analysis of each specific task, constructing one or more probability tree

diagrams to indicate the success paths and the plausible failure paths, and

assigning the appropriate estimates of conditional probabilities of success

| and f ailure to the branches.

The most obvious sources of information for the probability tre,e diagram

for the tasks to be performed are the written procedures for the tasks them-

selves and the plant's operating rules for verifying of the correctness of the

tasks performed. However, in many instances, basing the event tree solely on

written procedures and plant operating rules is not likely to result in a com-
1

plete and accurate picture of the typical human actions. It is necessary to

follow up the study of the written material with observations and interviews,

as described in the preceding chapter.

!

Once a probability tree diagram has been constructed, any potential sys-

tem failures resulting from a single human failure will be obvious. For |

|

example, if an auxiliary operator has to reopen a critical valve, if no one

checks his work, and if there are no other recovery factors in the system,
,

I

that error alone could result in system failure. Such errors represent single
,

)
charnal f ailure modes. An advantage of the tree diagram is that these system-

I critical errors become obvious when the tree is drawn.
|

The probability tree diagrams also help to identify possible common-cause I

failure events. An example is the common-cause failure potentiality in the

misadjustment of the test equipment used for calibration of sensors described

in the discussion of Figure 5-1.

.- -
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6-1 Ch. 6. Un:vailability
Unavailability Equations

CilAPTER 6. UNAVAILABILITY

[n snfety analysis it is often necessary to incorporate HEPs in the

estimation of component unavailabilities. This occurs when an analysis

deals with maintenance or calibration errors that can render a component

unavailable for some interval of time. In such cases the component's

unavailability is a function of the probability of some human error event,

the probability of recovery, and the average time that the component is

in a failed condition before being restored.

This chapter presents some mathematical expressions used in unavail-

ability calculations. These expressions can be used with the human per-

formance models and HEPs in this handbook to estimate the unavailability of

NPP systems and components due to human error. The topic of unavailability

as it more generally relates to NPPs is treated in Chapter XI of the

Fault Tree Handbook (Roberts et al, 1980).

Unavailability Equations

The availability of a system or equipment is the probability that it

is operating or will operate satisfactorily if called upon. A common

index of availability (A) is the ratio of mean uptime (u) to the sum of

mean uptime and mean downtime (d); i.e.,

*
II

A = "T7 (6-1)
'u

Unavailability (U) is:

II IU=1-A=1
M Q (6-2)=

~

uIn this chapter the symbols and notation used are different from those
used in the rest of this handbook.

I

l

1

- - _ _ - - - . . . -
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] 6-2 Unsysilability Equations

a

This expression for unavailability is appropriate when the probability

| of being in a failed state is independent of time, the steady-state con-

dition, as in the examples given in this chapter. When time-dependent

unavailability is of concern, more elaborate treatment is required as

described in Vesely and Goldberg (1977). In this handbook, the time-

| dependent situation will be disregarded since the " steady-state" assumption

is used most. -

To evaluate the human error contribution to unavailability we use

the same equations that are used for component and system failure occur-

rences (human errors simply being a particular cause of failure.)

Consider a human action that is performed periodically with an

average time, T, between actions. Assume that for any action there is a

probability, p, that a human error will occur and not be recovered. Also

assume that, given an error, the average downtime (the time that tran-

spires before the error is corrected) is d. Using the concepts under-

lying Equation 6-2 we have

U= (6-3),

since p2 is the average downtime and T is the average uptime plus average!

downtime (i.e., u + 7).

To calculate U from Equation 6-3 we need p, d, and T. The prob-

ability p is obtainable from this handbook or other sources of HEPs. T

and d are defined by the system. For convenience, p is sometimes divided

into two factors, an errar probability, E, and a nonrecovery probability,

R:

9 = ER, (6-4)

where E = the probability of cannitting the error per act, and

-. _. - _ -. .
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6-3 Unav ilability Equations

1

R = the probability of failing to recover the error at or

about the time the error is committed. (For unavailability,

calculations, a delay of an hour or so for the potential

recovery operation is ignored.)

T, in Equation 6-3, is normally taken to be the time between tests on

a component, and it is usually assumed that any error made on the first test

will be discovered during the second test. Thus, if a valve is left in the

wrong position after a monthly test, it is assumed this error will be dis-

covered on the next monthly test, and T is 720 (the number of hours in an
1

average month, 24 x 30). If full recovery of the original testing error

cannot be assumed for the next test, T would be modified accordingly.

In Equation 6-3, I equals Y if there is no checking between tests.

If checking is done, d , the total d, is the sum of the d values for eachT

time period between the first test and all subsequent checks and between

the first test and the next test. For example, if there is a midmonth
!

check between two monthly tests, dT=d i + I , where I is the time2 t

period between the first monthly test and (but not including) the mid-
j

conth check, and d2 is the time period between the first monthly test

and (but not including) the second monthly test.

The general equation for calculating dT is:

dr = h1 + Cgh2+CChI 2 3 + ... + C C ...C Y (6-5)I2 m

where h , h , and h3 are, respectively, the number of hours betweeni 2

the first test and the first, second, and third check; Y is the

number of hours bet.'een successive tests; and C , C , and C
1 2 m are,

respectively, the probabilities of non-detection at the first,

second, and last check performed between the two tests.
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6-4 Applicctien3 of th;
Unavailability Equations

Recall that Equation 6-3 applier to steady-state conditions and

should not be used if there is time dependence. Unavailabilities

resulting from human actions can be used in system safety or system
|

reliability analyses in the same way that hardware unavailabilities are

used. If these human-caused unavailabilities are combined with hardware
| '

'

unavailabilities, we should check whether the hardware unavailabilities
;

already include human error contributions to avoid counting them twice.

For situations not covered by the equations given here, other unavail-

ability expressions must be developed using the usual reliability theory

approaches, as described in Barlow and Proschan (1965).

In treating unavailabilities resulting from human actions the same

way one treats hardware caused unavailabilities, a conservative approach

is usually taken. It is generally assumed that the detection of an error

l
does not influence the probability of future errors being committed or I

detected. Actually, when an error is found, extra precautions are often

taken, and the error probability, p, for subsequent tests may be reduced

for some time after the error is detected.

Applications of the Unavailability Equations

To illustrate the use of the above equations two examples are given. j

Example No. 1 - Unavailability of a Diesel Generator
.

Assume that we wish to estimate the unavailability of a back-up

diesel generator. (In this example we address only that unavailability

due to human error.) Each Monday a technician takes the diesel offline

and tests it. Thus, the time between tests is T = 168 hours. For this

example, assume that the probability that he will forget to place the

diesel back online is estimated as E .01.

._
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Unavailability Equations

If the technician makes the error, the diesel will be unavailable

until the next time it is tested or until the error is detected during

soma intermediate inspection. Suppose that immediately after the techni-

cian performs his task, an inspector, as part of a written procedure

that includes other tasks, checks that the diesel is back online. This

inspector could fail to notice that the diesel is offline. Assume that

the probability of nonrecovery of the error is R = .1. Thus p = ER =

.01 x .1 = .001. This is the probability of an unrecovered error at the

time of the test. The short time between the actions of the technician

and those of the inspector is regarded as negligible. If no further

inspection is made, and if there are no other recovery factors, the diesel

will be unavailable for one week; i.e., until the next test. Thus,

d = 168 hours. The unavailability is calculated from Equation 6-3 as:

U = .01 x .1 x 168 . , cot
168

Note that, in this particular example, T and I are the same because

no checking occurs between the tests. If checking does occur between the

tests, dT is calculated using Equation 6-5. If a check occure at the

beginning of the fifth day (i.e., 96 hours after the test), h1 will equal

96 hours. Since there is only one check between the tests, h2 equale T

(168 hours). Assume that at the beginning of h2 a special check is

scheduled to ascertain if the diesel is available. If the probability
of the checking error Ct is .05,

dT = 96 + (.05 x 168) = 104.4 hours

end using Equation 6-3,

U = .01 x .1 x 104.4 = .0006
168

_ _ _ _ _
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6-6 Applications of thn j
Unavailability Equations '

|

Example No. 2 - Unavailability of a Primary Source of Emergency Coolant

Assume a quarterly test of the primary water supply in the Emergency
,

!

|
Core Cooling System (ECCS) at a plant, and that the only human error of i

|
|

consequence for the unavailability of this coolant is that of leaving

the main isolation valve in the wrong position after the test. For this;

,

'

error assume E = .01 and R = .1 as above. Assume there are two scheduled

monthly checks between tests, with C1-C2 = .05. In this case, hi is

720 hours, h2 is 1440 hours, and h3 - T = 2160 hours. Using Equation 6-5,

dT = 720 + (.05 x 1440) + (.05 x .05 x 2160) = 797.4 hours
]

and using Equation 6-3,'

U = .01 x .1 x 797.4 = .0004
2160

The importance of the two checks between the tests can be seen by

calculating U without these tests. In this case, an unrecovered error

(ER) at the time of the first test will remain undiscovered until the
.

next test. The probability that the main isolation valve will be un-

available is simply the probability of the unrecovered error, and

U = p = ER = .01 x .1 = .001. Thus, the two checks between the tests

reduce the unavailability of the primary source of emergency coolant by

1
i a factor of 2.5 (i.e., .001/.0004). )

,

1

I
|

,, - -
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PART III. HUMAN PERFORMANCE MODELS

AND ESTIMATED HEFs

.

i

|
. _ - - - _ _ - _
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III-1 Part III. Humcn Parforatnca
! Modals and Estincted HEPs

PARP III. HUMAN PERFORMANCE MODELS AND ESTIMATED HEPs

Chapters 7 through 18 present models and estimated HEPs for the quanti-

fication of human performance in NPPs. These represent our hypotheses about

tha performance of NPP personnel under a variety of tasks and conditions.

Bscause of the lack of objective data on human performance under controlled

conditions in NPPs or NPP s'imulators, our models and estimated HEPs are based

in part on:

- Our experience in human reliability analyses of NPP and weapon

operations

- Our background as experimental psychologists

- Recorded incidents (such as those reported in the NRC Licensee Event

Reports)

'

- An extensive literature search
,

- Interviews with and observations of NPP personnel

- The experience of our colleagues and other workers in the field of

human performance

Wh2never possible, the estimated probabilities of human error are based on

relevant data frcan laboratory studies or more applied settings. When no

documented data were available, judgments were used to estimate HEPs. Sup-

porting data for the estimated HEPs are discussed in Chapter 19. Each HEP is

listed with its es timated uncertainty bounds; the rationale for these bounds

is discussed in Chapter 16. We estimate that the bounds correspond to the

5th and 95th percentiles o? the conjectured distribution of an HEP.

The information obts.ined from these sources was evaluated in the context
.

of tecepted theories of tuman learning and performance (e.g., Stevens, 1951;

McGroch, 1942; McGeoch atd Irion, 1952; Berelson and Steiner, 1964; Chapanis

st cl, 1949; McCormick, 19''5; and Woodworth, 1938). As we have said before,

_
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t

there is still a very large gap between the needs for a central data"
...

bank of human performance data and what is available" (Swain, 1969b). Until

such a bank can be developed, human reliability analyses will depend to a

large extent on judgment. We make no apology for the fact that much of the
,

quantification and models in this handbook represent our juo rent based on

our expertise such is the state of the technology today. This handbook is a

start -- we hope that others will verify our speculations.

In developing the estimated HEPs and the models, we tried to consider

both typical and atypical modes of operations. We have the most confidence

in applications of the models and HEPs to typical rule-based behavior in

which the analyst estbmates HEPs for routine operations. Applications to

unusual modes of operation are highly speculative; these are discussed in

Chapters 16 and 17.

At this early stage in the technology of human reliability analysis it

is not possible to model all the effects of PSFs either in general or in

their applications to a specific NPP. This limitation must be considered in

applying the models and numerical results to any given NPP or group of NPPs.

Assessment errors will be reduced to the extent that the PSFs are evaluated |

!

correctly. I

i

Our approach in model development was to use the above-mentioned sources |

in fonsulating psychologically sound human performance statements based on
!

|

the operational environment, the tasks of the ol'rators, and the relevant

PSFs. In consultation with statisticians knowleogeable about NPP operations,

we developed simple, standard mathematical expressions that reasonably de-

scribe human performance statements. Advantages to using standard statis-

tical distributions for these descriptions include the ready availability of

tabled values and the added calculational convenience. For example, it was
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!

|

cpparent in developing the curve of recovery of efficiency for walk-around |

!
'

inspections that the cumulative normal distribution reasonably approximated

the recovery function. Therefore, this distribution was specified as the

rscovery function for walk-around inspections.

Another example is illustrated by experimental evidence ( the vigilance

literature cited in Chapters 3 and 17) and NPP experience which indicate

that, in evaluating the probability that an operator will detect an unannun-

cicted display of an out-of-tolerance condition, the highest probability of

datection occurs during the initial audit. Operators characteristically scan

most actively during this period. After the initial audit a combination of

the effects of fatigue and expectancy causes the probability of detection to

dicline rapidly and then level off at some low level. Our statistical con-

cultants showed us that an exponential function was a reasonable fit for this

performance curve. We therefore specified the exponential curve as descrip-

tive of this performance rather than specifying some other mathematical func-

tion that might fit closer but would be less convenient to use.

Our approach to the mathematical modeling of human performance is more

inductive than that used by classical modelers. We first induce the state-

usnts of human performance fran our experience and the available data; then

ws select mathematical expressions that fit the statements. Thus, our basic,

!

| prtmise is that the psychology must be sound; the mathematical expresssions

are secondary.
|

!

%
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i

l

f
CHAPTER 7. DEPENDENCE

i

A major problem in human reliability analysis is the determination of how

the probability of failure or success on one task may be related to failure or
:

cuccess on some other task. Two events (e.g. , failure on Task "A" and failure

on Task "B") are independent if the conditional probability of one event is
!

tha same whether or not the other event has occurred. For example, indepen-

dance would apply to the case in which the probability of success on Task "B"

wsre the same regardless of success or failure on Task "A." If events are not

independent, they are dependent, and the nature of the dependence must be con-

sidered in the human reliability analysis.

The best method for assessing dependence is to determine the conditional

probabilities from actual data. For example, if Tasks "A" and "B" have been i

performed under the applicable conditions a large number of times, the proba-

bility of failure on Task "B" can be calculated separately for the situations

in which there is failure on Task "A" and in which there is success on Task

"A," and the conditional probabilities can be determined.

A second method, used when objective data are not available, is to make

judgmental assessments of the conditional probabilities on the basis of the

nature of the tasks and their interrelationships. We often use this approach.i

A third approach, developed for this handbook, uses a dependence model

which, along with estimates of the appropriate level of dependence, serves as
i

en aid in the estimation of conditional probabilities. This model is based

primarily on human factors considerations.

Another approach to modeling dependence, based primarily on probabilistic

considerations, has been developed by R. G. Easterling and is presented in the

cppendix to this chapter.

>

- _- - _ _ _ . .
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Two Types of Dependence

Two types of dependence are recognized -- direct and common cause.

Direct dependence exists when the outcme of one task directly affects the

outcome of a second task. 'Ihis is the case when the failure or success of one

task changes the environment or other factors so as to change the probability

of failure on another task. Some examples of direct dependence between Tasks

" A" and " B" are :

(1) Failure on Task " A" causes an auditory signal that results in more

careful performance of Task "B."

(2) Failure. on Task " A" causes extreme anxiety with a resultant increase

in probability of failure on Task "B."

(3) Failure on Task "A" causes Task "B" to be more difficult with an

associated J.ncrease in probability of failure.

The second type of dependence exists when the performance of two or more

tasks is related to sme common influence, or common cause. The comon influ-

ence may consist of the person's attitude, perceptual set (i.e., what he ex-

pects to see or happen), emotional state, skill level, or it may consist of

situational variables and many other factors that shape parformance.

An example of a comon cause that influences haan performance is the

case in which some set of tasks must be performed under high stress. For most7

|
|

| people, a high level of stress tends to increase the probability of error for

all of the tasks to be performed. Although the individual tasks might be in-

dependent, there would be a dependence between the quality of perfomance of

each task and the common influence of stress. In addition to raising the

basic probability of error for each task, a high level of stress may compound

the interaction among the tasks.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, this handbook takes a scenario-oriented ap-

proach to t.r.a prediction of haan performance. Each scenario includes the

.
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7-3 Charactaristics of Depend nca

PSFs judged to be the most important in estimating the HEPs for any given

task. The common cause influences are represented in these PSPs. From our

point of view, the distinction between comon cause dependence and direct

dipendence is not very useful. In one sense, when we deal with human per-

formance , almost all dependence is comon cause. If I make an error on Task

"A," this performance does not always directly influence my performance on

TJt sk " B . " Except for essentially autanatic human reactions, or some physical

dependence of the task objects, the performance on Task "B" is mediated by my

mantal/ emotional reaction to my perception or knowledge of my failure on Task

"A." It is not often similar to the direct cause and effect relationship that

exists when a break in one pipe carrying caustic material can cause a nearby

pipe to fail . In practical human reliability analysis we don't attempt to

differentiate between the two types of dependence; we determine the appropri-

ate PSFs and their overall effects, including the appropriate weightings for

direct dependence between hunan task performances. The cases in which a com-

mon cause may af fect performance are allowed for in the assessments of direct

Idependence.

Characteristics of Dependence

The degree of dependence among hunan actions, or between system events

t
'

and the human reaction to them, ranges along a continuum from complete inde-

pendence (zero dependence) to complete dependence. 'Iheoretically, dependence

| can be either negative or positive.

Negative dependence implies a negative relationship between events; that

is, failure on the first task reduces the probability of failure on the second

task, or vice versa. Most of us can think of everyday experiences in which,

hsving erred in sone task, we take extra care and have a higher probability of

guccess on the second task. Conversely, success on the first task might

--. .__
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reduce our probability of success on a second task through overconfidence.

There are also instances of negative dependence on task performance between

people in industrial situations, as when a rivalry exists. In this chapter we

primarily address the effects of dependence among tanks performed by one

person.

Positive dependence implies a positive relationship between events; e.g.,

failure on the first task increases the probability of failure on the second

task. In our work we address positive dependence only, as the usual NPP atmo-

sphere is one of cooperation, and cases of negative dependence are relatively

rare.

Considering only positive dependence, then, we must judge the degree of i

def endence among tasks or events when performing a human reliability analysis.

If one has the data, the best approach is to alculate directly the condi-

tional probabilities of the actions under consideration and to incorporate the

appropriate degree of dependence in the error probabilities. For example, as-

sume that Person A will perform a t.tsk and Person B will check A's work. If '

9

data are available, the probability of Person A failing (Pr[F ] ), Person Bg

failing given that Person A did not fail ( Pr [F # " ' " "'B A

given that Person A failed (Pr(F A] ), can all be determined. These proba-B
1

bilities can then be used to compute the appropriate joint probabilities.

Such composite data are usually not a.railable. Che may find data on how

accurately Person A performs his task but none on how accurately Person B

checks the task. However, it may be known that Person B's accuracy is about

the same as that of Person A when performing the same work. In such a case,

one approach is to use the estimated probability of failure for Person A and

apply it to Person B, with same modifying factor to account for the judged

level of dependence. If there is no dependence and if their error probabil-

ities are equal, the joint probability that Person A will make an error and

,
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that Person B will fail to catch the error is the square of the estimated

crror probability for Person A. Such a state of affairs is most unusual.

At the opposite extren.e of the continuum (complete dependence), one might
|

judge that if Person A makes an error, so will Person B. hat is, Person B

will not detect the error made by Person A. In this case, the estimated joint

probability that Person A and Person B will make errors is the estimated

prcbability for Person A alone, since the conditional error probability for

Person B is 1.0 under the assumption of complete dependence. Complete depen-

dInce is not as unur:ual as zero dependence s however, for the example stated,

it would not be likely. he more usual state of affairs is a level of de-

pendence scenewhere between zero and complete dependence.

Levels of Dependence

Dependence is a continuum, and it is necessary to judge the appropriate

level between any pair of tasks. his may be difficult, and some simplifica-

tion may have to to be made. he approach taken here is to reduce the con-

tinuum of conditional probability to a small number of discrete points. For

stort human reliability problans we use just five points: he two end points

of zero dependence (ZD) and cceplete dependence (CD), plus three points in

between. We call these intermediate points low dependence (LD), moderate

dipendence (MD), and high dependence (HD). 2a equations for the five points

crs presented later.

Figure 7-1 shows the relative positions of the five discrete points in

this model. We rationale for the assignment of these relative positions is

given later. Use of the values between HD and CD would result in little

|
l change in the estimated joint HEPs. Werefore, no discrete poincs are as-
,

cigned in this area.

1

- _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - _ - _ --
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7-6 Figuro 7-1
i

1.0

ZD LD MD HD CD

f

Figure 7-1. Continutan of Dependence Represented by
Five Discrete Points

____
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7-7 Complets-Failure Path and
Complete-Success Path
Dependence

It is relatively easy to decide whether ZD or CD is appropriate. If

nsither extreme is appropriate, one has to assign one of the three intermedi-

cto levels of dependence. There are no set rules for differentiating among

tha three intermediate levels, LD, MD, and HD. Although this judgment depends

on the experience of the analyst, we will present some general statements and

examples to illustrate the distinctions among these three intermediate levels

of dependence. We wish to stress that if data exist regarding the level or

tha effects of dependence for any situation, these should .bn used in lieu of

the dependence model.

Complete-Failure Path and Complete-Success Path Dependence

For the three intermediate levels of dependence, models are provided for

(1) the complete-failure path dependence (i.e. , dependence among tasks that

era all performed incorrectly), (2) the complete-success path dependence

(i.e., dependence among tasks that are all performed correctly), and (3) all

other paths. In practical human reliability analyses, the first two paths are

u utlly the ones of interest. That is, the analyst is generally interested

either in the probability that a person performs at least one of the related
!

tacks correctly (i.e., he avoids the complete-failure path) or that he per-
i
! forms all related tasks correctly (i.e., he follows the complete-success

path).

Figure 7-2 shows a three-task probability tree diagram consisting of the

cuccess and failure limbs for Tasks "A," "B," and "C." (The symbology from

Table 5-1, p 5-6 is used in this chapter.) On the complete-success path in

the tree, a nonzero level of dependence means that the probability of success

on succeeding tasks, given success on all preceding tasks, is higher than the

ba91c human success probability (BHSP) (i.e., what the success probability
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7-8 Figure 7-2

i

:
1

1

!

A 1a

^bla Bla blA

:

*
cibla clBla ciblA clBlA ClBlq'

| clBla ciblA

i

|

|

Figure 7-2. Probability Tree Diagram Showing Ccx plete-Success
Path (double line) and Complete-Failure Path
(heavy solid line)
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!
would be in the absence of dependence). On the complete-failure path in the

tree, a nonzero level of dependence means that the probability of failure on
1

Icucceeding tasks, given failure on all preceding tasks, is higher than the

EHEP (i.e . , what the error probability would be in the absence of dependence) .

Considering only Tasks " A" and "B" in Figure 7-2, the conditional proba-

bility of success or failure of Task "B" varies according to the influence of

Task "A." Consider the complete-failure path and asstune a nonzero level of

dipendence between these two tasks. If Task " A" is failed, the probability of

clso failing Task "B" will be higher than its BHEP (i.e., B|A will be higher

that B) . Conversely, the probability of successful performance of Task ''B,"

given failure on Task "A" (i.e., b|A), will be lower than b, the BHSP.

For the complete-success path, still assuming a nonzero level of depen-

dance. the probability of successful performance of Task "B," given successful

performar.ce of Task " A" (i.e., bla), will be higher that the BHSP, b. Con-

varsely, the probability of failure of Task "B," given that Task " A" is per-

formed correctly (i .e. , Bla) , will be lower than the BHEP, B. (The reader4

should keep in mind the fact that we consider only positive dependence.)

When estimating the conditional probability of success or failure of Task

"C" in Figure 7-2, one must decide what level of dependence is appr'opriate be-

tween this task and the preceding task, Task "B." The level may or may not be

the same as the level between Tasks " A" and "B." '(As noted in the following

caction, the conditioning influence of Task " A" on Task "C" is ignored.)

Dependence in Other Paths

For a human reliability problem consisting of only two tasks, the condi-

tiona'. probabilities of the two limbs other than the ccanplete-success and the

complete-failure paths are predetermined because at each branching the condi-

tional probabilities for the limbs must sum to 1.0. Thus, in Figure 7-2,

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . -_
- - . -_.
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7-10 R]letionship of Dependtnca Modal
to an Earlier Model

bla + Bla = 1.0, and b|A + B|A = 1.0. For any two-task tree, if we have

estimated b|a and B|A, the probabilities fcr the other two limbs can be ob-

tained by subtraction.

In the case of an analysis involving more than two tasks, the conditional

probabilities of subsequent limbs are derived by attributing all the effects

I of dependence to the immediately preceding task (or limb) . For example, in
|

| Figure 7-2, the conditional probability C|Bla is assumed to be the same as
t

that of ClB|A, and the conditional probability of c|b| A is assumed to be the

same as that of c|bla. In both of these cases the influence of Task " A" on

Task "C" is ignored. Although we recognize that this assumption is not en-

tirely valid, our rationale for abaplification is that the immediately pre-

ceding task is generally the prime factor influencing the success or failure

of the task in question, given some nonzero level of dependence between the

two tasks. It is possible to derive a model that assigns different weights to

the conditioning factors of, say, C|bla and C|b| A, but considering the typical

uncertainty in estimates of the basic success or failure probabilities, such
,

i

exactitude is unwarranted. Such refinement is best postponed until the basic

human performance data warrant such improvement. If we do not believe that

C|bla = C|b| A, we estimate conditioning effects directly, as in the examples

beginning on p 7-19.

Relationship of Dependence Model to an Earlier Model

The dependence model in this chapter replaces an earlier model developed

in " Human Reliability Analysis," Section 6.1, in Appendix III of WASH-1400,

and in Swain and Guttmann (1975). The earlier model used the geometric mean

of the joint probabilities of error under ZD and CD to estimate the joint

probability of failure of two or more human activities when a moderate level

of dependence was assumed. Under the assumption of a high level of
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7-11 Prychological Considsrations for
Levels of Dependence

dependence, the joint probability of failure of two or more human activities

was calculated by using the geometric mean of the joint probabilities of error

under MD and CD. The present model will yield somewhat more conservative

(i.e. , higher) failure estimates than will the geometric mean model. The

present model is more easily understood in a practical sense, and it has

greater flexibility since there are three intermediate levels of dependence.
!

In the earlier model we had only ZD, MD, HD, and CD; in the present model we

have added LD.4

Psychological Considerations for Levels of Dependence'

This section discusses the psychological meaning of each of the five

f
1svels of dependence and presents some examples. Guidelines are provided to

aid in the judgment of which level of dependence is most appropriate for

{ typical situations.
,

As described in Chapter 2, there are five categ'ories of error: errors of

omission, errors of commission, sequential errors, extraneous acts, and time

1

errors. In performing a human reliability analysis, dif ferent levels of de-

pendence may be used in estimating failure probabilities for different < ate-

f gories or error. For example, in the model of valving operations in Chap-

i tar 13, ZD is assumed for several errors of commission related to the manipu-

lation of a sequence of valves. Higher levels of dependence are often assumed

for errors of omission.
|

|

Gtneral Guidelines in Assessing level of Dependence

While there are no set rules to apply in assessing which level of depen-

d:nce to use, there are a few general guidelines:

(1) Evaluate the influence of the failure or success of the immediately

preceding task on the task of interest. The level of dependence may

not remain constant throughout a series of activities.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - . - -_. _.
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(2) Une the higher of two levels of dependence when there is doubt about

which of them is the more appropriate. This will result in a more

conservative assessment of the failure probability for the complate-

failure path and a more optimistic assessment of the success proba-

bility for the complete-success path.

(3) Evaluate the spatial and time relationships among all events.

Dependence between any two events increases as the events occur

closer in space and time. For example, displays or controls that

are physically close to each other or that must be manipulated at

about the same time have a higher level of dependence than items

that are widely separated either spatially or as to the time of

their manipulations.

(4) Evaluate the functional relationships among events. Dependence be-
|

tween any two events increases with their functional relatedness.

For example, events within a subsystem have a higher level of de-
l

pendence with respect to each other than to events in same other j

l

subsystem. ( Further discussion of the concept of functional

relatedness is presented in the next topic heading.)

(5) Evaluate the similarities among NPP personnel with respect to all

relevant factors. Dependence among personnel increases with simi-

larity in status, ' training, responsibility, and many social and
,

l

psychological factors.

(6) Reevaluate the level of dependence assumed if the joint probability

of failure for two tasks is as low as 10" in a case in which one

person is checking the other. Likewise, if the joint probability of

failure of two related tasks performed by one person is as low as

10' reevaluate the level of dependence assumed. Such low end-,

failure probabilities in these cases should be suspect.
,
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Functional Relatedness Among Tasks

The concept of functional relatedness is often central to judging the

level of dependence among events or items within a task or among tasks them-

calves. In the performance models dealing with displays, valves, controls,

etc, the analyst must evaluate the f unctional relationships among these items.

Functional relatedness is defined for an operator in terms of his training and

experience and in the way the work operations or written procedures are de -

cigned. The highest level of relationship exists when two or more events or

items are, in effect, regarded as a single unit by an operator. For exanple ,

in some NPPs, certain pairs of MOVB represent two channels of the same func-

tion, and their controlling switches in the control room are operated simul-

tsneously. The operator characteristically uses both hands, one for each

switch. For these situations, the switches can be considered completely

d: pendent with regard to errors of amission. That is, if the operator re-

members to manipulate one of the two seitches, he will remember the other.

Whether or not this highest level of functional relatedness also applies to

errors of commission will depend on the design of the switches. If , forI

example, both switches are rotated clocks.se to open the MOVs, the assumption

; of CD for errors of commission would nonnally be appropriato. If the switches

operate as mirror images (one is rotated clockwise and the other is rotated

counterclockwise to open their related MOVs), the assumption of CD will not

likely be appropriate, and the analyst will have to estimate the HEPs for

commission on same other basis.

In the above example, the assumption of CD for errors of omission might

be appropriate even if the two switches are separated such that simultaneous

operation by an operator le not possible. The key here is the time relation-

ship and the typical mode of operation. If the operator typically manipulates

_ _ _ _ - . . _ _ _ .
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one switch and then immediately manipulates the other, this association might be

judged strong enough to warrant the assumption of CD for errors of omission.

Other items of equipment may not have the same function in an NPP, but,

because of their location or other association, they may be regarded as one

unit, at least for errors of omission. For example, if several manual valves

are located in a small group and if the written procedures treat them as a

group (in a single written step), the assumption of CD will nonnally be appro-
.

priate. An exception is the case in which some of them are supposed to be

open and some closed, breaking the perceptual pattern of a " single unit."

|

Displays may have different levels of functional relatedness. For ex-
'

ample, temperature and pressure gauges for the reactor vessel are obviously

related, y(t this does not necessarily mean that an operator who checks one

display will invariably check the other. In Chapters 9 and 11 special rules

are formulated for the assessment of the level of dependence among displays.

4
~

In the handbook, the term one item of equigunent refers to an individual

|

item of equipment (e.g. , a display, control, valve, etc) or some group of |
,

, items that are ccmpletely dependent with regard to errors of omission. The !

level of functional relatedness for errors of commission must always be evalu-

ated separately.

Regrettably, we can offer no detailed guidelines for judging the extent

of the functional relationship between events or items of equipment. It is

the operator's perception of what is functionally related that must be

evaluated. In our own analyses we tend to be conservative as we wish to avoid

underestimating the influence of operator error.

Zero Dependence

Zero dependence (ZD) applies to the case in which the quality of per-

formance, including nonperformance, of one activity has no effect on the

. - _ - - -. - - . _ _
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perfor: nance of subsequent activities. Although 100% independence is unusual

for human events, occasionally the level of dependence is so slight that we

crsume ZD for purposes of analysis.

An example of a situation in which ZD is usually assumed between tasks

for errors of commission is that of an operator who has to check-read several

instrtunents trader normal operating conditions as part of his periodic scanning

of displays during a shift. If the probability of a check-reading error on

some instrument is estimated as .003 per act, and there is a sbmilar

instrunent displaying different information elsewhere on the control panel

that must also be check-read, the same .003 error probability should be used

for each.

On the other hand, ZD is not a valid assumption for errors of commission

if the characteristics of the work' situation include all of the following:

(1) the meters are located side by side. (2) the pointers on meters are " lined

up7 under nonnal operating conditions, and (3) the stated operating policy is

to check-read both meters simultaneously. In such a case, we would probably

cocume complete or at least high dependence between the check-readings.

For the same example, the level of dependence appropriate for errors of

amission should be assessed separately. For example, if the two check-reading

rsquirements are separated in time so that they represent unrelated tasks to

thi operator, ZD would be assumed. However, if the two check-readings are

linked (if they must be read at the same time), the assumption of complete

dspendence might be appropriate. If the operator forgets to check one, he

will forget to check the other.

We usually assume ZD when estimating the error probabilities for carrying

out individual steps in a written procedure. This applies to errors of com-

cicsion and omission, given that the operator has initiated the task and is

u-ing the written instructions.
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|
for Levels of Dependence

I

( Low Dependence

I
Low dependence (LD) represents a level of dependence that is greater than

j ZD, but is not very f ar up the dependence continuum. It is a convenient as- I

l

sumption to make when the dependence between actions is clearly greater than

zero but not much greater. For the complete-f ailure path (see Figure 7-2,

p 7-8 ) , the use of LD rather than ZD will avoid undue optimism in reliability

estimates and will also compensate for the inability to foresee various

sources of human interaction, such as when a human reliability analysis is

done' without a detailed task analysis. For the complete-success path, the use

of LD rather than ZD makes no material difference in the calculation of the

joint probability of success.

Moderate Dependence

Moderate dependence (MD) represents a level of dependence between LD and

HD. We use this level when an intermediate level of dependence is appropri-

ate , but neither the low nor the high level suits the case at hand.

High Dependence

High dependence (HD) represents a level of dependence that is approxi-

mately midway between ZD and CD on the continuum. It is a convenient assump-

tion to make when the dependence between two actions is not complete but is

i definitely towards the high end of the dependence continuum. HD means that
|

| the performance on one task very substantially affects the performance of a

subsequent task. In some cases, the use of HD rather CD will avoid undue

pe ssimism. For example, if the dependence levels apply to the complete-

f ailure path, the assumption of CD means that an error on Task 2 is inevita-

ble, given an error on Task 1. The assumption of HD reduces the estimated

conditional probability of error on Task 2 to same value lower than 1. 0

s%

_ .
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Complete Dependence

Complete dependence (CD) between the actions of two people working on a

job is unusual, although not as unusual as ZD. CD between two actions per-

formed by the same person is more common. For example, in certain NPP control

roms , switches are often paired, and the written procedures treat the pair as
,

a unit. Rus, the procedures for a given situation in one PWR call for the

operator to, "Open MOV-860A and B, suction to the low head SI ptanps frcan the

containment sump." (This is part of the procedure for changing from the in-

jaction to the recirculation mode after a LOCA.) Typically, the operator

roaches for both switches and operates them as a unit. If he fails to operate

either, he is almost certain to fail to operate the other. Conversely, if he

operates either, he is almost certain to operate the other. We primary error

hsre is one of amission. If he forgets one, he will forget the other in al-

noit 100% of the cases. herefore, CD is the appropriate level of dependence.

On the other hand, if these two switches are located such that simultaneous

manipulation cannot be achieved with one motion, a lesser degree of dependence

should be assessed.

Errors of amission provide a common example of CD. If an operator fails

to initiate a task (an error of omission), all the steps in that task will

also be canitted. We converse does not necessarily holds the fact that an

operator initiates a task does not guarantee that all the steps will be
! pe r formed .

|

| An Example Illustrating Several Levels of Dependence
l

Several levels of dependence can be illustrated by the tasks involved
i
l

in preparing a Federal Income Tax form. If a person takes his records to a

firm specializing in the preparation of incane tax foms, that firm depends
|
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|
canpletely on the data provided them. If the customer presents an incorrect

|

| but believable record of expenses, the firm will not be able to check its
|

validity. Thus, the customer's error (or any deliberate fabrication) will go

unchecked because the firm's calculations depend completely on the information

supplied.

In the above case, if the customer also prepared his own tax return
i

separately from that prepared for him by the income tax firm, we could assume !

ZD between those errors of the customer and of the firm that are due to arith- )
1

metic and interpretation. ,

!

Other levels of dependence can be illustrated by assuming that the person

prepares his income tax return without outside help. If he has great con-

fidence in his arithmetic, etc, he may merely check over his tax return after

canpletion. Assume that he will review his arithmetic by repeating the mental

calculations. If he calculates the same way he did the first time (e.g., in

adding a column of figures,.he starts at the top and works down), we assign a

high level of dependence between his original work and his immediate checking
,

of it. On the other hand, if he follows a different procedure for his check-

ing task ( e.g., adding a column upwards this time) , a low level of dependence

is more appropriate. We cannot use ZD because there are still several possi-

bilities for common cause failures. Por example, when he did his work orig-

inally, he wrote a 3 that looks like an 8. If he read it as an 8 when he

added it the first time, he is likely to do so again. In the first case

above, given an error on the original trial, the assumption of HD means that

there is a relatively low probability of his catching any error in arithmetic.

In the second case, LD means that the probability of his detecting an error is

considerably higher.

|

- _ _ - . _
|
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7-19 Dirtct Estinition of Oonditional
Probabilities of Error

Tb continue with the income tax example, assume that the person is aware

of the likelihood of repeating his errors if he makes an hamediate check, and

dacides to wait 24 hours and then repeat his work without reference to the

previous day's work. Within 24 hours he will probably have forgotten the

arithmetic calculations, so that the second day's work will be essentially

independent of the first day's work, and ZD may be assumed between the two

trials . Other mental processes are less likely to be independents i.e., er-

rors in logic or interpretation are much more prone to be repeated. If some

instruction in the tax form is ambiguous, the interpretation made on the first

reading is likely to be made on subsequent readings, possibly because of some

predisposition of the reader. Thus, for the case of interpretation of ambigu-

instructions, either HD or CD would be appropriate.ous

Direct Estimation of Conditional Probabilities of Error

The following example illustrates a case in which we did not use the de-

pendence model, but estimated conditional probabilities of error directly.

The example also illustrates the importance of recovery factors in a situation

involving CD.

In this situation, a technician is checking the calibration of a series

of setpoints consisting of three comparators. Tb do this, he must first set

up some test equipment , and he could make an error in this initial setup. For

example, he could select the wrong decade resistance, set up the wrong scale

on the decade, or make some other errors in the test setup. Unless corrected,

cuch an error will result in miscalibration of all three comparators.

The problem was evaluated in WASH-1400, p II-101. Figure 7-3 presents

tha event tree diagram for this task. In this evaluation, a probability of

10" was estimated for the common cause failure of a miscalibration due to

faulty setup. This estimate was modified by recovery factors as fo' lows: it

- _.
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7-20 Figure 7-3

A=10-2a =.99

/
S b=0

I B=1.0

|

$ c =.9

C =.1

1

S d=0
2

D=1.0

F
1

A= FAILURE TO SET UP TEST EQUIPMENT PROPERLY

B= FAILURE TO DETECT MISCALIBRATION FOR FIRST SETPOINT

C= FAILURE TO DETECT MISCALIBRATION FOR SECOND SETPOINT
f

D= FAILURE TO DETECT MISCALIBRATION FOR THIRD SETPOINT

Figure 7-3. Probability Tree Diagram of Ilypothetical Calibration Tasks
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was reasoned that when the technician discovered that the calibration of the

first setpoint had to be changed, he would change it. It was further reasoned

that when he found that the second setpoint also had to be changed, 90% of the I

time he would be suspicious, would recheck his test setup and discove* his er-

ror. Ten percent of the time he would not be suspicious, and, given that he

htd this unsuspicious nature, it was judged that the conditional probability

of the third error (i.e., failing to beccane suspicious when he has to recali-

brate the third setpoint) was 1. 0. Wat is, CD was assumed between the last

two tasks. Thus, the joint probability of error in calibrating the three set-

~

points was .01 x 1. 0 x .1 x 1. 0 = 10 .

Note that the above example assumes CD between the setup task and cali-

bration of the first setpoint. CD is also assumed between the tasks of cali-

brating the second and third setpoints. However, a different level of depen-

dsnce is assessed between the tasks of calibrating the first and second set-

points. his is a unique situation in which the interaction between two tasks

10 not covered adequately by the dependence model. We .9 probability that

tha technician will be alerted by the misalignment of that second setpoint is

bared on judcynent, not on r.he dependence model. The analyst should always use

tha estimate in which he has the highest level of confidence. In this exam-

pis, we had most confidence in the use ot a conditional probability of .1 to

rspresent the dependence between errors on Setpoint 1 and Setpoint 2.

For illustrative purposes, we have evaluated this situation in more de-

tail by considering both small and large miscalibrations. We present the

enalysis in event-tree fonn to demonstrate this graphic task analysis tech-,

nique. We define a large change as one that is not normally expected, while a

smcil change is one that can be expected to occur occasionally because of

variation in equipment and other conditions.i

|
!

!
- - - - - - . _ _ _ _ - - _ -
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7-22 Dirsct Esti=stion of Conditional
Probabilities of Error

In the event tree, Figure 7-4, Task "A" represents the test equipment

setup. Alpha and beta refer, respectively, to the probability of small or

large miscalibrations resulting from A, the incorrect setup of the test equip-

ment. The other letters refer to the calibration of the three setpoints, with

plain letters used on the alpha side of the tree, and prime letters on the l

beta side of the tree. As noted on p 5-7, we usually do not employ the com-

plete notation for the conditional probabilities of events. That is, we do

not write u l A or O l A; we write u or 6, with the "given A" understoad.
J

In the analysis, the only error of interest was that of the miscalibra-

tion of all three setpoints; that is, the complete-failure paths ending in F
3

and F the two joint probabilitites of failure. Path a was designated as a2,

success path (Sg) because, given that the technician set up his test equipment

correctly, there were no other common cause probabilities of interest. Even

if we assume that the BHEP of miscalibrating any given setpoint is as high as
-2 -610 the probability of missetting all three is 10 , a negligibly small num-,

ber. This example illustrates the usual case that an event tree need not de-

pict all possible system outcomes.

Given A, we estimated that half the consequent miscalibrations would re-

sult in a small change, and half in a large change. (In a real analysis,

people other than the human reliability analysts would provide these esti-

mates.)

Considering the alpha side of the tree, B= 1.0 means that 100% of the

time the technician will make the small calibration change and then proceed to

~

Task "C," calibration of the second setpoint. C = 10 means that 10% of the '

time he will fail to become suspicious when the second set point also requires

adjustment. c, then, is .9, which means that 9 times in 10 the technician

l
,

, -
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7-23 Figure 7-4

a =.99 A=.01
|

S
1 or = 5

$ =5

|
|

|
,

b'= .9 B'=.1b=0 B =1.0
l

4 c =.9 C=.1 c'=.99 C'= .01

S 2 d=0 D=1.0 d' O D'= 1.0

4 F6 F
i 2

!

A-FAILURE TO SET UP TEST EQUIPMENT CORRECTLY

a= SMALL MISCAI.lBRATION OF TEST IQUIPMENT g.LARGE MISCAllBRATION OF TEST EQUIPMENT

iD*FOR A SMALL MISCALIBRATION, FAILURE TO DETECT B FOR A LARGE MISCALIBRATION. F ALLURE TO DETECT
MISCALIBRATION FOR FIRST SETPOINT MISCALIBRATION FOR FIRST SETPOINT

C-FOR A SM AL'L MISCAL18 RATION. FAILURE TO DETECT CSFOR A LARGE MISCALIBRATION. FAILURE TO DETECT
MISCALL 8 RATION FOR SECOND SETPOINT MISCALL 8 RATION FOR SECOND SETPOINT

D=FOR A SM ALL MISCAllBRATION, FAILURE TO DETECT DiFOR A LARGE MISCALIBRATION. FAILURE TO DETECT
MISCAllBRATION FOR THIRD SETPOINT MISCAllBRATION FOR THIRD SETPOINT

Figure 7-4. Probability Tree Diagrara of Hypothetical Calibration Tasks
(small and large miscalibrations)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ --_ -
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Probabilities of Error

will beccane suspicious and recheck his test setup. This is why the c path

ends at S , a success endpoint in the event tree. However, given C, D = 1.0
2

means that if he does not became suspicious at the second setpoint, 100% of |
!
'

the time the technician will make the calibration change to the third setpoint

without becoming suspicious. In routine tasks that are done frequently, this

level of inattentiveness is not unusual. This pathway ends at F , one of the
3

two possibilities for miocalibrating all three setpoints, the only failure of

interest in the analysis.

When we move to the beta side of the tree, the recovery factors are

better because the reaultant changes to the calibration of the three setpoints

will be substantial and should cue a competent technician. The reasoning for

the beta side of the tree is the same as for the alpha side, except that the

large calibration changes modify the estimates of conditional probabilities.

~

10 , which means b' = .9 1.e., 90% of the time the technicianNote that D' =

will be suspicious after calibrating the first setpoint. Given that he ac-

cepts this need for change, c' = .99 means that 99% of the time he will sus-

pect a second setpoint requiring a 7Arge change. D' = 1. 0 implies an unques-

tioning technicians if he accepts the first two changes, he will not question

the third one. 'Ihe values assist;ed to this pathway mean that such unquestion-

ing behavior would occur only one time in a thousand, B' x C' X D' =

10~ 10 X 1.0 = 10~
~

x .

Obviously, the doove assumptions are not true in all cases. There is a

po s s ib ility , for example , that the technician might recheck the test setup

af ter becoming suspicious and conclude erroneously that the setup is correct,

b ut we estimate this probability to be insignificant.

- -- - ___ _ _ _
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7-25 Analytic Developatnt

Analytic Development

The mathematical expressions for ZD and CD are fixed by definition. With

ZD among n events, the equation for the probability of successful completion

of all tasks is

Pr[SlZD] = ab...n (7-1)

whsre n is the probability of successful performance of the n activity, and

ths equation for the probability of incorrect performance of all tasks is

Pr[FlZD] = AB...N (7-2)

whsre N is the probability of failure on the n activity.

,

Fbr the case in which the estimated failure (or success) probabilities

for all n activities are equal,

Pr[SlZD] = a" (7-3)

whtre a is the probability of successful performance for the first of n

evsnts with equal estimated success rates, and

Pr [Fl ZD] = A" (7-4)

whsre A is the probability of error for the first of n events with equal

ectimated fallore rates.

With CD among n events, the success egaation is

Pr[S|CD) =a (7-5)

whsre a is the estimated success probability for the first action in a

stquence of n completely dependent events, whether or not the basic success

probabilities of each event are equal, and

Pr[F|CD) = A (7-6)

whsre A is the estimated failure probability for the first action in a

cIquence of n completely dependent events, whether or not the basic failure

probabilities of each event are equal .

| *

1

,

_
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7-26 Analytic DevslopmEnt

For the case in which it is not known which event will be performed
i

! first, but in which all events have an equal opportunity of being first, if

the estimated success (or error) probabilities for the n events are not equal,

the arithmetic mean of the n probabilities is used:

# + h + *** + "
Pr(S|CD) (7-7)=

"

th
where n is the estimated probability of successful performance of the n

activity, and

^ + + *** +
Pr[F|CD] (7-8)=

"

th
where N is the estimated probability of incorrect performance of the n ac-

tivity.

In the probability tree diagram (Figure 7-2, p 7-8), the above equations

express the probability of arriving at the end of either the complete-success

path or the complete-failure path. In the case of ZD, since there are no con-

ditional probabilities involved, the success or failure estimates of each task

are entered into the tree without modification. In the case of CD, only the

two outer limbs of the tree are used, since the conditional probabilities of

success and failure would both be 1.0, and the first branching inner limbs

would have values of zero. For the intennediate levels of dependence, the

conditional probabilities of success and failure for the inner branching limbs

!

are obtained as described in the section " Dependence in other Paths" (p 7-9) .

I
t The definition of the term basic human error probability (BHEP) is re-
|

peated here since this term is f undamental to calculating the conditional

I probabilites of all the limbs in a probability tree diagram. The BHEP is the (

probability of a human error on a task which is considered as an isolated

entity, unaf fected by any other task. Except for cases in which the first

branching in a tree represents a carryover from another tree, the first fail-

I

ure limb in the tree is the BHEP of the first task considered. If ZD is
i
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7-27 Difforcnt Methods for Detcrmining
Intermedicts Levslo of Depen-
dence

ccOumed, the HEPs assigned to al?. the failure limbs in the tree represent

CHEPs for the tasks in question. However, if the assumption of ZD does not

hold, the BHEPs for succeeding failure limbs have to be modified to arrive at

tha appropriate conditional probabilities in accordance with the estimated

level of dependence. In Figure 7-2, for example, the BHEPs for the limbs

carked A and Bl A might be equal, but, if CD is assumed, B| A becomes 1.0 rather

than B. For the intermediate levels of dependence, the BHEPs are modified to

cbtain conditional probabilities, as explained later.

We cmplement of the BHEP is the BHSP, defined as 1.0 minus the BHEP.

In cases in which dependence exists, the BHSPs also must be modified in ac-

cordance with the appropriate level of dependence.

Different Methods for
Determining Intermediate Levels of Dependence

he conditional HEP (CHEP) of one task, given failure or success on some

other task, is a function of the level of dependence between the two tasks.

Our derivation of the intermediate levels of dependence results in the three

intermediate points on the continutan of dependence as shown in Figure 7-1

( p 7-6 ) .

These points were selected to divide the continuum of dependence among

evsnts that will lead to believable answers for the usual range of CHEPs in

NPP operations. Several dif ferent approaches were considered, including the

g2canetric mean approach used in WASH-1400. These approaches can be divided

into two types -- one using nonlinear scaling and the other linear scaling.

In the former method, the CHEP is defined on a nonlinear scale that has

tha probability corresponding to ZD as a lower bound and the value 1.0 as an

upper bound. One version of this method is a logarithmic scale. In this

vercion the BHEP is expressed as BHEP = 10*, where x is the exponent of 10

!

!
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Intsr= edicts Levslo of Depen-
dence

that yields the BHEP. For example, with a BHEP of 10~ , then x = - 2. For

example, assume we have some basis to define the CHEPs as: 10 , 103/4x,x i

j

10'! * 10 , and 100 (or 1.0) for ZD, LD, MD, HD, and CD, respectively.!*
,

~*
Then , fo r a DHE P = . 003 = 10 the CHEP for low dependence =,

- ( 3/4 ) ( 2. 52 )10 = .013.

There is a serious objection to this approach. When the BHEP is low, the

method will generall" yield unrealistically low joint HEPs (JHEPs) . For exam-

ple, if the BHEPs for two tasks to be done in succession are both .003 (our

general BHEP of commission or of omission), the logarithmic method yields a

JHEP for the tasks of .000039 ~ .00004 for the low level of dependence. This

probability is so small that one would of ten underestimate the influence of

human errors.

The other major type of approach to dividing the dependence continuum, in

which the CHEPs are almost independent of the BHEP, is to select values of

dependence on a linear scale between the BHEP (ZD) and 1.0 (CD). In an ear-

lier applicatioa the continuum of dependence was divided into four roughly

equal parts. ID was about one-fourth the distance from ZD to CD, MD about

halfway between ZD and CD, and HD three-fourths of this distance. In ef fect,

this scheme yields estimates of .25 for LD, .50 for MD, and .75 for HD for the

CHEPs of all events with BHEPs of .01 or less , given f ailure on the immedi-

ately preceding task. This method was discarded because the difference in

JHEPs given ZD or LD conditions was much too large. For example, assume two

tasks with BHEPs of 10 for each. Given ZD, the CHEP for a second task given |
~

~

f a'. lure on the first task would be. the BHEP for that task s i.e. , 10 , yield-
I

ing a JHEP of 10" . Given LD, the CHEP would be approximately .25, and the |

JHEP would be 2.5 x 10~ , a result very distant from the JHEP using ZD. It

was therefore decided to consider a different set of values.
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7-29 Application of Dependsnce
Equation 0

The division of the dependence continuum shown earlier in Figure 7-1 and
!

the resultant values listed in Table 7-1 below provide more realistic reli-

ebility assessments and have been chosen as interim values for this issue of

the handbook. Work continues in this difficult area of dependence, some of

which is shown in the appendix to this chapter. The problem remains of devel-

oping a dependence model that meets certain statistical requirements and that

provides realistic estimates of joint probabilities of failure based on human

fcctors considerations. It is doubtful that this problem will be fully re-

colved.

The equations in the first column in Table 7-1 are used to calculate the
;

conditional probabilities of success on Task "N," given success on the immedi-

Etsly preceding task, "N-1." The third colunn represents the conditional

probabilities of failure on Task "N," given failure on the immediately preced-

ing task , "N-1. " The failure equations were selected so as to provide condi-

tional probabilities of failure of 5%, 15%, and 50% of the distance between

the BREP (ZD) and 1.0 (CD), for, respectively, the low, moderate, and high

I levels of dependence. With BHEPs of .01 or smaller, the conditional failure

probabilities will be approximately .05, .15, and .5. (The values for zero

End complete dependence are, of course, fixed as the BREP and 1. 0, respec-
l

tively. ) The success equations were selected to provide an equivalent divi-

|
sion of the dependence continuum between the BHSP and CD.

Application of Dependence Equations

Tb illustrate an application of the equations, refer to Figure 7-2

( p 7-8 ) and assume three tasks with BHEPs of, respectively, A = .001, B=
|

.003, and C = .0?S, with LD between the first *wo tasks and HD between the

i
I sscond and the third tasks. Tb calculate the conditional probability B| A,
1
1 Equation 7-15 from Table 7-1 is used:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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Table 7-1. Equations for Conditional Probabilities of Success and Failure on Task "N,"

l Given Success or Failure on Task "N-1," for Different Levels of Dependence

Success Equations Equation No. Failure Equations Equation No.

Pr [ S" N'' | S" N-1 " "N" "N-1"|ZD] =N (7-14)~ #' ( ~

"
Pr[S,, ,, l S,, ,, LID] = (7-10) Pr [ F,, ,, | F,, ,, LID] = (7-15) y

o

(7-11) Pr[F,, | F,, ,,lMD] = (7-16)Pr[S,, | S, ,, | M D] =

s

Pr [S'' N'' | S"N ', | HD] = (7-12) Pr [F" N'' | F''N-1,, | HD] = (7-17) tr

y
1.0 (7-13) Pr [ F,, ,, | F,, ,, | CD] = 1. 0 (7-18) "

Pz !S" N'' | S''N ,, | CD] =

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - -
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+
Pr[B|A|LD] = .05285 2 .05=

Since B|A + b|A = 1. 0, b| A = .9 5.

Ib calculate the conditional probability, C|B| A, Equation 7-17 is used* :

+ .005
Pr[C| S| A| HD] = . 50 25 = . 5=

Since C|B| A + c | B| A = 1 0, c | B| A = .4975 = . 5.
1

To calculate the conditional probability bla, Equation 7-10 is used:

Pr [ b la | LD) = ' + = .99715 % .997
'

Since bla + Bla = 1. 0, B l a = . 00285 = . 00 3.

To calculate the conditional probability c|bla, Equation 7-12 is used:

*

Pr[c |bla|HD] = .9975=

Since c|bla + C|bla = 1. 0, C | b l a = . 002 5.

The remainder of the Task "C" limbs are calculated as follows:

for the expression use the conditional probability equals

c|b|A c|bla .9975

c|Bla c|BlA .4975

C|Bla C|B|A .5025

C|b|A C|bla .0025

To calculate the JHEP for the tasks that make up the complete-failure

path in Figure 7-2 using the above conditional probabilities, take the product

of the probabilities assigned to the three failure limbs:

( A x B| A x C|B| A) = .001 x .05285 x .5025 = 2.656 x 10" z 3 x 10' .Pr[F] =

Thio value for the joint failure probability of these three actions, given

( the levels of dependence asstaned, can be compared with the joint failure .

| 'Tha omiculation of the CHEP for a task is based on the influence of the
'

inunediately preceding task only.
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probability that would be the product of the three BHEPs , given ZD, or 1.5 x

10~ , an unbelievably low error probability for most human activities. Unless

som 4 reasonable approximation of dependence among human actions is included in

estimating the impact of human errors on system reliability, one may grossly

underesthnate the effects of these errors.

To calculate the probability of the canplete-success path in Figure 7-2

using the above conditional probabilities, take the product of the probabili-

'ties assigned to the three success limbs in that path:,

1

Pr[S] = (a x bla x c|bla) = .999 x .99715 x .9975 = .99366 2 .994.

Af ter the conditional probabilities have been assigned to all secondary

limbs in the tree, the probability of any path through the tree is obtained by

taking the product of the probabilities assigned to each limb in that path.

As indicated by the above examples, the level of dependence assigned be-

tween successive limbs in the tree can vary. '1he equations permit complete

flexibility in this regard. Also , the BHEPs or BHSPs for the various tasks

l

can differ. Although a factor of 5 difference was used in the above hypothet-

ical example, usually the BHEPs are equal in a human reliability problem in |

!
which dependence effects must be estimated, or they differ by a factor of less

than 3. However, the equations are valid even when there are gross differ-

ences in BHEPs . Bor ecample, assace HD between Tasks "A" and "B ," and assume

that the BHEP for the first task is .01 and for the second it is .001. The

conditional probability B| A becomes

*
B|A = = .5005 = .5.

*

Should the BHEPs for the two tasks be reversed, the equation for B| A results

in an estbnate of .505 2 .5. In both cases, the conditional probabilities of

failure for Task "B" are essentially the same, but the joint probabilities of

failure for the tasks differ by a factor of 10, depending on which task is

--ar
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performed first. That is , A x B | A = . 01 x . 5 = . 00 5 for A = . 01, but A x B | A

= .001 x .5 = .0005 for A = .001.

From the equations in Table 7-1, it can be seen that as the BHEP gets

smaller, the CHEPs for the succeeding tasks, given failure on the immediately

preceding task, approach .05 for LD, .15 for MD, and .50 for HD. This was

our purpose in selecting those particular equations. Therefore, it is sug-

gasted that these rounded CHEPs be used for BHEPs of .01 or lower. For BHEPs

higher than .01, refer to Table 7-2 for the CEEPs or apply the equations from

Table 7-1.

Table 7-2 also shows a desirable characteristic of the dependence model.

Note that with lower BHEPs the ratio of Cl2Ps with LD to those with 7.D grows

larger (see the F coltrans) . Psychologically, this has some advantages. As,

noted in Chapter 16, our lack of confidence in estimates of very low HEPs is

raflected in the large uncertainty bounds assigned to such estimates. When

i

ons assumes ZD between two events with low BHEPs, this uncertainty is in-

creased. Por example, if the BHEP for each of two tasks is estimated as .003,

our basic error of omission or connission, the joint probability of failure of

~ ~

both events, assuming ZD, becomes 9 x 10 (rounded to 10 ), an unbelievably

low figure for most human actions. If we substitute LD for ZD (usually a rea-

~

sonable assumption), the resultant JHEP of 15 x 10~ (rounded to 10 ) is more

( realistic. In practice, of course, when the JHEPs are suspiciously low, we
(

| will question the estimates of the BHEPs, the level of dependence assessed, or
1

both. In practical analyses, very low error probabilities indicate that the

I
! input data may be suspect. Although very low error probabilities may indeed

reflect an excellent design, skepticism is usually warranted.

In contrast to the wide range of CHEPs, the range of values for CHSPs

(given success on the immediately preceding task) will be restricted because

?

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ .
__ -
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1

Table 7-2. Conditional Probabilities of Success or Failure for Task "N" for
the Five Levels of Dependence, Given Failure on Task "N-1"

Task "N" Conditional Probabilities *

ZD** LD 10 HD CD

S F S F S F S F S F

.75 .25 .71 .29 .64 .36 .37 .63 0 1.0

.9 .1 .85 .15 .77 .23 .45 .55 0 1.0 -a,

'

O
".95 .05 .9 .1 .81 .19 .47 .53 0 1.0

.99 .01 .94 .06 .85 .15 .49 .51 0 1.0

.995 .005 .95 .05 .85 .15 .50 .50 0 1.0

.999 .001 .95 .05 .86 .14 .50 .50 0 1.0 Y
5

.9995 .0005 .95 .05 .86 .14 .50 .50 0 1.0

.9999 .0001 .95 .05 .86 .14 .50 .50 0 1.0

.99999 .00001 .95 .05 .86 .14 .50 .50 0 1.0

*All probabilities are rounded. Equations 7-14 through 7-18 were used to calculate the
values in the F cole ns. The values in the S colm ns were obtained by subtraction.

**The conditional probabilities given ZD are the basic probabilities for Task "N."

- _ _ _ - - _ _ - - _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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7-35 Application of DependInca
Equations

most tasks in NPPs have a BHSP of at least .99. As shown in Table 7-3, for

BHSP of .99 or higher there is not much difference in the conditional proba-
o

bilities for Task "N" regardless of the level of dependence assumed. However,

note that Table 7-3 applies to the complete-success path in event trees,

whereas one is usually interested in the complete-failure path and the list-

ings in Table 7-2.

The effects of dependence on system reliability are not unidirectional.
|

In sone cases dependence between human activities will cause an increase in

the overall probability of failure, while in others it will cause a decrease.

Tha following observations on the effects of dependence apply to HEPs < .5

(almost always. the case) .

For the situations in which all tasks have to be performed without error

for success (the complete-success path in an event tree), the JHEP decreases

as the level of dependence increases . The magnitude of the decrease depends

upon the size and relationship of the BHEPs. For example (using the values in

Table 7-3), for three tasks with BHEPs of A = . 05, B = .01, and C = .001, the

oysrall probability of failure, 1 - abc, is 1 .95 x .99 x .999 m .06 for LD

1 .95 x .995 x .B995 = .055 for HD. Por BHEPs of A = . 001, B = .01, and C =

.05, the failure probabilities are 1 .999 x .99 x .95 = .06 for LD and 1 -

.999 x .995 x .97 = . 036 for HD.

For the situation in which success is achieved if at least one task is

performed without error (i.e., avoidance of the complete-failure path), the |

probability of failure increases as the level of dependence increases. Fbr

cxample (using the values in Table 7-2), for A = . 0 5, B = . 01, and C = . 001,

~

tha probability of failure, ABC, increases from .05 x .06 x .05 = 2 x 10 for

-2 '

LD to . 05 x . 51 x . 50 = 10 for HD. For A = . 001, B = .01, and C = . 0 5, the
i

~

probability of failure increases from .001 x .06 x .1 = 6 x 10 for LD to
|
t

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . -
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Table 7-3. Cbnditional Probabilities of Success or Failure for Task "N" for
the Five Levels of Dependence, Given Success on Task "N-1"

Task "N" Cbnditional Probabilities *

ZD** LD M) HD CD

S F S F S F S F S F
1

.75 .25 .76 .24 .79 .21 .87 .13 1.0 0

.9 .1 .9 .1 .91 .09 .95 .05 1. 0 0

.95 .05 .95 .05 .94 .06 .97 .03 1.0 0

Y
.99 .01 .99 .01 .991 .009 .995 .005 1.0 0 g

.995 .005 .995 .005 .996 .004 .997 .003 1.0 0

.999 .001 .999 .001 .999 .001 .9995 .0005 1. 0 0

.9995 .0005 .9995 .0005 .9996 .0004 .9997 .0003 1.0 0 g

.9999 .0001 .9999 .0001 .99991 .00009 .99995 .00005 1.0 0

.99999 .00001 .99999 .00001 .999991 .000009 .999995 .000005 1.0 0 Y

*All conditional probabilities are rounded. Equations 7-9 through 7-13 were used to calculate the talues in
the S coltmans. The values in the F coltaans were obtained by subtraction.

**The conditional probabilities given ZD are also the basic probabilities for Task "N."

4

0
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7-37 Application of the Dependance
Model to a Parallel-Series
System

-4
.001 x .51 x . 53 :: 3 x 10 for HD. For more complex situations, the proba-

bility of failure may either increase or decrease with increasing dependence.

Application of the Dependence
Model to a Parallel-Series System

Tb illustrate the application of the dependence model in a system con-

tsxt, two examples are offered following some general discussion. Both

cxamples are based on the system shown in Figu.e 7-5. The three equipment

canponents are manual valves, and the three human Laaks are to restore these

valves to their nonnal operating positions af ter maintenance. Any valve might

fail to function properly on demand because of equipment defects or human

failures . It is assumed that there is ZD between equipment and human

fail ures , that there is ZD among equipment failures of the three valves, and

thtt there is HD among the three human tasks , " A," "B," and "C," which are

performed in that ordr e =

For system success, the series leg (Valve #3) in Figure 7-5 and at least

ona of the parallel legs (Valve #1 or #2) must function properly. Therefore,

thsre are three possible oombinations of valve states leading to system

success

(1) All three valves succeed.

(2) Valve # 1 succeeds, Valve #2 f ails, and Valve #3 succeeds.

!
(3) Valve # 1 fails, Valve #2 succeeds, and valve #3 succeeds.

For any leg of the system, either a human failure, an equipment failure,

or both will cause that leg to fail. Thus, from the logic of the system,

c:vsn possible success paths can be constructed as follows:

Success Path 1 = E A x e b x eg 2 3

| Success Path 2 = e A x e b x e c
j 2 3

!

t

:

1
- -

- ___ _ - - _ _ -
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Figure 7-5. A Parallel-Series System with Potential Failures
of Equipment (E g , E , and E3 # "" * * *2
(A, B, or C)
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I

System

Success Path 3 = E a x e b x e #g 2 3

{
Success Path 4 = e a x E B x e c

g 2 3

j Success Path 5 = e a x e B x e c |
g 2 3

|

Success Path 6 = e a x E b x e cg 2 3,

Success Path 7 = e a x e b x e "
g 2 3,

For computational covenience, these seven paths can be reduced to three

! expressions that define the probability of system success as follows:

Pr[S) = Pr[S ] + Pr[S ] + Pr[Sg 2 3
i

where Pr[S ] is the sum of success paths 3, 6, and 7 (equipnent failures only

or no failures); Pr[S ] is the sum of success paths 1 and 2 (human failures on
; 2

the first parallel leg); and Pr[S ] is de se of success As 4 aM 5 %an +

3

failures on the second parallel leg) . 1herefore ,

Pr[S] = abc(E e *3 + *1 2*3 + *1'2*3 *2 3 1 * *1) g 3( 2 * *2'+ I + Be ae
g2

g + e ) and (E2 * *2) = 1.0, these terms can be dropped, leaving the{ Since (E g

i

following three expressions, with the terms rearranged to separate the human
!
i and equipment failure terms: -

S = abc(E e *3 + *1 2*3 + *1'2*3'g2

S = Abc x e *32 2

S = ak x e e
3 g3

In the examples below, we have calculated the probability of system fai.1-
| 1

'

I uro under the assumption of ZD among human actions as well as under the as-

gumption of HD among human actions, the original premise. Note that in one'

I

case the results are substantially the same whether or not dependence is con-
4

;

cidered, but that in the other case the difference is appreciable.
,

,

'

Example No. 1

For this example, we assume that the BHEPs for all three tasks are .01
4

cnd that the equipment failure probabilities are all .001. If ZD is assumed, the

i

I
. .-.. - . . , . . . - _ - , _ . _ , - ._ - . . _ - . ___ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _
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,

1

I
approximate failure equation is Pr(F] = (Eg + A) (E2 + B) + (E 4 C) = .011 x3

,

.011 + .611 = .011. l

|

If HD is assumed for the human tasks, each success path must be calcu- I

lated using values from Tables 7-2 and 7-3 for the human tasks:

(a x bla x c|b) x ((E x e *3 2 * *1'3' * *1*2*3IPr[S ] +=
j

9 2

2= (.99 x .995 x .995) ((.001 x .999 ) + ( .001 x .999 ) + .999 ]

= .97914
j

Pr(S ] = A x b)A x c\b x e *32 2

= .01 x .49 x .995 x .999 = .00487
,

Pr[S ] = a x B|a x c|B x e e3 g3 <

= .99 x .005 x .49 x .999 = .00242

(It is conventional to postpone rounding of answers until the final answer is

reached.) l

The total failure probability for the system, including both human and !

equipment contributions, is I

Pr ( F ] 1- Pr[S ] + Pr[S I * P# IS3] = . 643 = .014.=
T 3 2

In this particular example, the practical effects of dependence were negli-

gible ( .014 vs .011) .

|

Example No. 2

For this example, we will continue the assumption of .001 for the indivi-

dual component failure probabilities and an HEP of .01 for Tasks " A" and "B,"

|

| but will assume an HEP of .05 for Task "C." If ZD is assumed, the approximate

failure equation is

Pr[F] = (Ej + A) (E2 + B) + (E3 + C) = . 011 x . 011 + . 051 = .051.

If HD is assumed for the human tasks, the success paths are calculated as

before, using the appropriate HD values for the BREP = .05 from Tables 7-2 and

7-3 as follows :

_ . . _ _ - -
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!

Pr[S } = (a x bla x c|b) x ((E x e *3 2 * *1'3 + * 1' 2* 3g 2

= ( . 99 x . 995 x . 97 ) [( .001 x .999 ) + (.001 x .999 ) + .999 )

= .95454

Fr(S ] = A x b| A x c|b x e *32 2

= .01 x .49 x .97 x .999 = .00474i

Pr(S ] = a x B|a x c|B x e e3 13

= .99 x .005 x .47 x .999 = .00232

The total failure probability for the system, including both human and
'

equipment contributions, is

1 - (.95454 + .00474 + .00232) = 1 .96161 :: .038.Pr[F ) =
T,

In this example, failure to consider the eft.ects of dependence yields a

system failure estimate that is pessimistic by a factor of .051/.038 :: 1.3.
:

In other cases, failure to use the appropriate level of dependence could pro-'

duce overly optimistic results. 'there is no convenient ,.'.ethod to determine.

beforehand whether dependence will have a substantial effect an system relia-

bility. The effects of dependence should be calculated for each case, using

the appropriate dependence equation, or, if data exist, a direct estimation of *

i

the level of dependence.

!

Stnsitivity Analyuis
i

cxamples 1 and 2 illustrate sensitivity analyses in that several human
1

I

perfonmance measures were varied to determine their effects on overall system !

reliability. Scample 1 showed that the dif ference in system outcome between

tha assumptions of ZD or HD was inconsequential. One can say, then, that the

total system failure probability is insensitive to the level of dependence in

th3 range of ZD to HD for the postulated HEPs. If the factor of 1.3 differ-

1

snce is considered significant, acample 2 illustrates that the system failure
i

. _ _ . . , _ _ _ . _ _ . _ , - - _ . _ _ _ . . _ .
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probability is sensitive to the levels of dependence assumed when the hypoth-

esized HEP for Task "C" is increased from .01 to .05.

Finally, the two examples show how sensitive the system outcane was to an

increase by a factor of 5 in the BHEP for Task "C." This increase in BHEP
i

; increased the total system failure probability from .014 to .038, roughly a

factor of 2.7. In some analyses this increase would be considered negligible;

in others, it could be important.

i

|

|
|

I
|

|

|

)
|
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'

Method for Estimating the
Effects of Dependence j

Introduction

APPENDIX 'IO CHAPTER 7. AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD FOR
ESTIMATING THE EFFECTS OF DEPENDENCE

By R. G. Easterling, Statistics, Camputing, and Human Factors Division, Sandia '

National Laboratories

Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 7, there are two sources of dependence between

the performances of two or more human tasks: (1) direct dependence, in which

the performance of one task directly influences the performance of another

task, and (2) common cause dependence -- the dependence of the performance of

two or more tasks on common influences. This appendix sets forth the prob-

ability modeling required for expressing these two types of dependence.

Consider two tasks, "A" and "B," and let A and B denote the events:

Failure on "A" and "9;" respectively. Let C be the common condition presentg

whsn " A" and "B" are performed. There is a collection C of possible common

conditions i = 1,2, . . . ,n, and the event of interest is AB, failure on both

tasks, averaged across the common conditions. For example, C might denote

operator 1. That is, the two tasks are to be performed by the same person.

Different people have different skill levels and hence different probabilities

I
of A and B. Over some period of time, say the plant's lifetime, "A" and "B"

will be performed by different operators. Of interest, then, is the prob-
1

ability of A and B averaged over the population of operators.

As another example, suppose that because of training and the nature of

ths tasks it is reasonable to assume that all operators have the same basic
.

ckill levels. However, there may be a variety of variable influences ( per-

formance shaping factors) affecting performance so that a person's probability
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.

of A and B will vary, say from day to day. To obtain the overall probability

of his f ailing on Tasks "A" and "B," this variability must be considered.

As yet another example, suppose C denotes plant i. Because of diffe-g

rences between training requirements, administrative procedures, plant de-
1

signs, etc, the probability of A and B may vary from plant to plant. Te
i

obtain an " industry-wide" estimate of the probability of A and B, this varia-

tion must also be considered for. Not doing so can lead to underestimates.

Probability Model
|

! Let Pr(A|C ] denote the conditional probability of failure on "A," giveng

condition C , and let Pr[B|A,C ) denote the conditional probability of failure1 g

on "B" given condition C and failure on "A." It is through this latterg
!

probability, for each C , that the direct dependence of B on A is reflected
|1

(it is assumed that "B" follows "A"). Further, let Pr[C ] denote the prob-g

ability that condition C is present at the time " A" and "B" are performed.
3 g

The C s should be define such that they are mutually exclusive and exhaustive.g

That is, no two conditions can be simultaneously present, and all conditions

3 I

must be included in the collection so that E Pr[C ] = 1. If it is possible l

i=1
and C) to occur abaultaneously, this overlap can be removed by definingfor Cy

1

Ithree new conditicnar (1) C =C alone present, (2) C = C) alone present,3 1 2

and (3) C =
3 g and C) present. Exhaustion can be satisfied by definingboth C

C as "all other conditions." With this setup, the marginal (or average)

probability of failure on both " A" and "B," denoted Pr( AP1, is given by

Pr[A|C ] Pr[BlA,C ) Pr(C ]Pr[AB] =
g f g

i=1

This formula is a standard probability decomposition that results from the

additive and multiplicative laws of probability. It reflects the dependence

of A and B on the common cause, C . One special case worth noting is indepen-
i

dence of both A and B on C . That is, suppose PrLA|C ] and Pr[B] A,C ] do not

_ _ . _ _ . . . - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ ,_
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depend on C . Then Pr(A|C ) = Pr[A] and Pr[Bl A,C ] = Pr(B|A), and the aboveg g g

expression reduces to the more familiar

Pr[AB) = Pr[A] Pr[B|A),

which reflects the possible direct dependence of B on A. Only if it is rea-

conable to assume independence of A and B on C , that is, the absense ofg

common causes, is it reasonable to approach estimation of Pr(AB) through this

cicpler expression.

Estimation of Pr[AB) through the above model may require considerable

work by the analyst. The collection of conditions C must be defined andy

thin estimates of the Pr[ A|C ) , Pr[B| A,C ) , and Pr(C ) must be obtained. Itg g g

will be the exception, rather than the rule, that data-based estimates of

those probabilities will be available. However, in many instances, a crude,

subjective estimate of Pr( AB) may be all that is required, so that one may be

able to use gross (or simplified) estimates of the required probabilities.

For example, it may be possible to divide the set of conditions into three

estsgories, say Good, Fair, and Poor, and estimate the corresponding proba-

bilities or A and B. These conditions play the same role as PSFs. Through

knowledge of the geaeral variability of people and conditions and through

cn21ysis of the tasks of interest, one may arrive at reasonable and defendable

antimates.

| The probabilities likely to be the most diff. cult to estimate are the

conditional probabilities, Pr[B|A,C ). The occurrence of A can be thought of

sa cnother PSF. Questions that must be addressed in estimating the effect of

| this factor in performing "B" include:

1. Is there complete feedback so that failure on "A" is known before

|

doing "B7",

|
|

2. Is there incomplete feedback, as in the case in which one person may

|

_ .
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|
|know "A" was attempted, and assume it was done correctly even though

it might not have been?

3. Is there physical linkage, as, for example, when "A" is to set dial

A, and "B" is to line up dial B with dial A7 '

Note that dependence on a common cause is not considered here. That is,

the concern is direct dependence of B on A, given a specific cause, or condi-

tion, c . The dependence due to common causes is reflected in the variabilityf

of Pr(A|C ) and Pr[B|A,C ] across the population of C s, and this source ofg y
I

dependence is accounted for when the average of Pr(A|C ] Pr[B|A,C ] across theg

C s is calculated.g

Converting answers to the above and similar questions to numerical values

is the topic of this handbook. One useful approach is to begin with a " basic"

set of probabilities Pr[B|C l , the conditional probabilities of failure ony

"B," given C but ignoring "A," and then adjust these probabilities depending1

on the psychological and physical linkages found between performance of the

two tasks. One way to adjust the conditional probabilities is through con-

sideration of the odds ratio. Let,

, Pr(B|A,C ]/(1 - Pr(B|A,C ))g gg
i

Pr[B|C ]/(1 - Pr(B|C ])f g

The numerator of L is the odds ratio for the event B, conditional on A andg

C , while the denominator is the " basic" odds ratio. In considering how A1

shapes the performance of "B," one may plausibly think of the effect of A on

the odds ratio. For example, given a fairly strong direct dependence of B on

A, one might estimate that A increases the odds of B by a factor of 100,

regardless of the condition C . Wat is, L = 100 for au 1. Mid ng theg 1

Iabc,ve expression for Pr[B| A,C ] yieldsg
i

L Pr(B|C ]/(1 - Pr[B|C ])g g g ,

'# ~
'

i 1 + L Pr[B|C ]/(1 - Pr[B|C } )g g g

_ __ _, .-
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At Pr[B|C ] = . 01, for example, and L = 100,g g

' '* *

- 2:: . 5Pr[B|A,C ] = 1 + 100(.01/.9S)1

Lognormal Model

In some situations, rather than break down the common conditions into a

fcw categories, it may be more appropriate to treat the C s as an infinite set

cnd the corresponding set of Pr[A|C ] s and Pr(B| A,C ] s as continuous randomg

vcriables. For example, if C denotes operator i, rather than classifyingg

operators as Good, Fair, or Poor in their performances of "A" and "B," it may

be more appropriate to think of operator ability as a continuum. The mix of

operator skill levels that might be called upon in performing "A" and "B"

might then be represented by continuous probability distributions. For ex-

reple, suppose log,Pr [ A| C ] and log,Pr[B|A,C ] are assumed distributed (overg g

the population of C s) a rording to a bivariate normal distribution with meansi y

y and p # "" ** # " ** "# * "
B|A' A B|A AB

B|A + "A''Pr(AB] = exp( p +U

where,

V = (o 2,o 2 + 2po o )/2.

(Note: This result asstunes no truncation of Pr(A|C ] and Pr(B|A,C ] at 1.0.)

Tl .s model should be used only where there is strong justification. The

discrete treatment of the C s described previously provides an analysis forg

which the assumptions and their effects are much more transparent and hence

s.cre defendable.

|
t

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . -
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CHAPTER 8. WALK-AROUND INSPECTIONS

One recovery factor used at nuclear power plants is the walk-around

inspection (hereafter referred to as a " walk-around"). This is usually per-

fermed by an auxiliary operator or someone else designated by the shif t super-

visor. The walk-around is important because it allows plant personnel to de-

tact some deficiency; e.g., an oil spill, a water leak, or a manual valve in

the wrong position. Walk-arounds are especially important for detecting

whether some ESF has been left unavailable af ter mdntenance or testing.

While the walk-around offers one possibility of recovery from a human
i

srror, this recovery factor is not as effective as others because of the rela-

tively passive nature of the inspection coupled with the operator's low expec-

tency of finding anything wrong. Wis chapter presents some performance

codels and estimates for the assessment of the recovery af forded by different

applications of the walk-around, beginning with the basic walk-around and con-

tinuing with variations.

Basic Walk-Around

The basic walk-around consists of a scheduled inspection tour of a speci-

fisd area in the plant. We operator * is merely told to report anything un-
i

usual or any deviant condition of equipnent. If he is given a more explicit

inctruction (e.g., "Be sure to check the main isolation valve on the RWSt

the model for the basic walk-around is modified, as described later.

For the basic walk-around, we make the following assumptions:

(1) A walk-around is made once per shift.

(2) The operator performing the walk-around knows the plant well and can

recognize deviant conditions if he notices them.

o
In this chapter we will use the terms operator and inspector interchangeably.

- _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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|

(3) The operator covers the same area each time (although not neces- i

sarily in the same sequence), so that all deviant items have almost i

equal probabilities of being observed during each walk-around.
.

(4 ) No written procedure is used during the walk-around.

(5) No special oral instructions have been given to the operator to

attend to sane particular item of equipment.

(6) Any deviation is fairly obvious if the inspector knows what condi-

tion is normal. In this respect, the walk-around task is different

from that of the inspector who looks for minor imperfections in

product manufacturing, since the product inspector's judgments are

more subjective. On tne other hand, we are not addressing devia-

tions as obvious as a large pool of water on the floor, which we

assume will always be noticed.

The assumptions for this basic walk-around imply that the inspection is I

entirely visual and that the inspector is concerned primarily with things that

are clearly deviant. They also imply that discovery of some undesirable situ-
i,

ation (say, an oil slick on a floor) may interfere with his recognition of

I
some other less obvious condition. If any of the above 6 assumptions is not '

valid, the HEPs in this section must be increased appropriately.

Given the above assumptions, we estimate a probability of .9 (.5 to .99)

per exposure that an inspector will fail to notice a deviation (such as a

manual valve in the wrong state) if there is no provision for indicating a

j disparity between the actual and correct states. This high probability of

f ail ure is due to a combination of PSFs.

The first of these is the inspector's set, or expectancy, to find in-

portant things as they should be. Expectancy is a very powerful PSF and a

major cause of error in routine inspections when the probability of a deviant

~

situation is low (e.g., equal to or less than 10 ). Expectancy is based on
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past experience and the interaction between 'the inspector performing the

walk-around and other inspectors and other personnel. This interaction in-

cludes the knowledge or feeling that maintenance and other perponnel are

responsible and canpetent and seldom make mistakes. In NPPs , the probability

of there being a deviant item of the type that is looked for in a walk-around

~

should be much less than 10 per shift. Therefore, the inspector performing

the walk-around has a very strong expectancy of finding everything in order.

A second PSF derives from the decline of memory with time. If the valves

present no indication of their normal status, the inspector must rely on mem-

ory. Even though the inspector understands the functions of all camponents in

the plant, he tends to rely on visual memory when he makes his walk-around;

i.e., if things look the way they looked the previous day, he will usually ac-

cept them as being correct (unless alerted, as by a deviation from an easily

recognized pattern).

When a person has to inspect hundreds or thousands of items, his memory

for individual items declines very rapidly. The curve of retention in

Figare 8-1 is based on laboratory studies of visual recognition of words with

the passage of time. The shape of the curve typifies other such studies and

portains to the inspection situation.

As shown, recogn(tion accuracy one day af ter viewing a large nmnber of

items is only 25%. Our own estimate of 10% recognition accuracy on the first

walk-around af ter the occurrence of a deviation is based on our assessment of

a further degradation of 15 percentage pair ca because of the strong expectancy

to find all things normal in the plant. Assuming this degradation is constant

and subtracting these 15 percentage points from the values in the curve, the

probability of successful recognition on subsequent days will decline approxi-

mately as shown in Table 8-1. ( A method of calculating the pr[F) values is

described in the appendix to this chapter.)

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ .
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Table 8-1. Declining Probability of Successful
,

| Recognition of a Deviant Item by One Person on
Successive Days ( Asstaning One Walk-Around

Per Day Per Person)

Day Pr[S) Pr[F]

1 .1 . 9 ( . 5 to . 99 )

2 .05 .95 (.6 to .995)
,

3 .025 .975 (.7 to .999)

4 .01 .99 (.8 to .999) )

5-30 .001 .999 (.9 to .999)

>30 0 1.0
|

NOTES: (1) The above estimates do not incorporate the
special alerting effect of the detection of
one deviant item on the detection of other
deviant items during the walk-around, as
discussed in the text.

(2) The Pr[F) on any given day is the probabil-
ity of failure on that day given failure on
all previous days.

(3) If a deviant item has been undetected for as
long as 30 days, it is assumed that it will
not be detected on subsequent walk-arounds
unless rame other indication alerts the
operator to the original deviation.

|

|

|

\

!
|

|

!

,
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i

The minimum Pr[S) of .001 on Day #5 (and 25 subsequent days) reflects a

low-level recovery factor that has been observed in common experience in other

activities. Irt us assume that the inspector has seen a valve in the wrong
i

state the day after it was placeo that way, but did not note this deviation.

His memory trace for the correct status declines as in Figure 8-1. At the

same '_ime, he develops memory traces for the valve in the wrong position, so

that in time the new (incorrect) position becomes increasingly likely to be

seen as correct. However, even under these conditions, people occasionally
#

recognize an incorrect situation after having accepted it several times. We

do not know why this happens: possibly the person is a little more alert than

usual or he may just happen to be thinking of the logic underlying the valve

position, but occasionally a recognition of the irregularity does occur after

a succession of oversights.

Over a 30-day period, beginning with the first opportunity to detect a ]
!

deviation after it has occurred, the total Pr(S) for an inspector who performs

a walk-around once per day is:
,

Fr[S l 1 shift, 1 inspector) (8-1)
130 days

1 - Pr[F ' '# # #=
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

1- (.9 x .95 x .975 x .99 x .999 )=

= .1959 m.20

If different inspectors perform walk-arounds, the same Pr[S) applies to

each. Thus, with the usual situation of one walk-around per shift, and given

three shifts and the assumption of ZD between the shifts, the total probabil-

ity of detection of some deviation over a 30-day period would be:

s, 3 inspectors | ZD between shifts) (8-2)Pr(S s
130 days

1 inspector]}1- {1 - Pr[S120 days |1 shift,=

.480 m .51- .8041 ==

.
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It can be argued that the assumption of ZD between the three shifts is

overly optimistic. Some of our reviewers with operating experience suggest that

ths walk-around model should be modified for the evening and night shifts to

take into account the likely dependence resulting from the attitude that "those

guys on the day shift have probably found anything that I could find." This is

a reasonable argument. However, sir.ce the walk-around HEPs are very large, the

application of the dependence model will make very little difference. For ex-

ample, if MD is assumed for the evening shif t and HD for the night shif t,

Equation 8-2 is changed as follows, using Equations 7-16 and 7-17 (p 7-30 ):

Pr[S<30 days |3 shif ts, 3 inspectors | MD for 2nd shif t, HD for 3rd shif t]

1 + 6(.9) + (* 'x + 6(.975) 1 + 6( .99 )
1 .8041 x= x-

7 7 7 7

1 + 6(.999) 1+ .9 1+ .95 1+ .975
* * *

7 2 2 2

261+ .99 1+ .999
* *

2 2

1- (.8041 x .8302901 x .8983408)=

1 .5997649 = .400 2 4=

This example illustrates a case in which the assumption of ZD, although not

valid fras a psychological point of view, is accurate enough. In the re-

meinder of this section we will assume ZD between shif ts, since the calcula-

tions are simplified and no hnportant accuracy is lost.

So, with the usual walk-around, there is about a 50-50 chance that any

ona deviation will be detected in a 30-day period. We assume that if a devia-

tion remains undetected for 30 days af ter its occurrence, it will not be de-

tacted in subsequent walk-arounds. It is our judgment that if a deviant item

roamins undetected as long as 30 days, same factor is operating in the walk-

crounds which prevents its being detected. Therefore,

!

Pr[S>30 days 30 days 8-3)=

|

I
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1

It is apparent from the above analysis that if each inspection could be

made with a fresh inspector the probability of detecting a deviant item within
,

a 30-day period would be very high. Assume, for example, the ideal but im- |
!

practical situation in which each shift can draw inspectors from 30 operators,

and in a 30-day period each operator performs only one walk-around, with a

30-day recovery period between walk-arounds for each operator. In such a

sitaction, each operator has a first-day probability of detection of .1 each

time he does the walk-around. Therefore, for any shift, the probability of

successfully detecting a deviant item within 30 days becomes

Pr[S<30 days | 1 shift, 30 inspectors) (8-4)
,

1 - Pr[F=
Day 1

1 .9 z . 96=

as compared with a Pr[S) of .2 for the same person performing the walk-around

every day.

If we extend the above ideal to thr,ee shif ts, requiring 90 different ;
)

inspectors, the estimated probability of success is increased as follows:

Pr [S 30 days | 3 shif ts, 90 inspectors) (8-5)

1 - {1 - Pr[S 30 days | 1 shift, 30 inspectors]}=

1 .042 m .9999=

(Note: If we assumed MD for the second shift and HD for the third shif t, the

9999 estbnate would change as follows:

30 i 1 + 6(.9) i1+.9p0"
Pr[S] .9 x x

7 { = .99938 = .99941= -

,

. .

Considering the inexactitude of the data, the difference between .9994 and |
|

|
.9999 may be disregarded.) i

I

Of course, we do not assume that an NPP could afford to have 90 people |
|

available so that each of the 90 walk-arounds per month would be performed by I

I
a different pe rso n . Furthermore , it is not necessary from a risk-benefit

|

e

- - - - - - _ _ _ _ - -
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8-9 Basic Walk-Around

ctandpoint. We estimate that if a person performs one walk-around per week,

he will recover his recognition accuracy fully between inspections. Because

of this recovery, we have a virtually independent inspection each week by that

person. Our rationale for the full recovery in 1 week's time is based on

common experience with the typical workweek. W e performance of a chore once

c week (with six intervening days of not performing the chore) essentially

I recults in a fresh start for that chore each week. hus, the estimated Pr[S]

over a 30-day period of .9999 (from Equation 8-5) could be approached if each

shift had seven people assigned to the walk-around so that any one person

inspects only once every 7 days. This assignment would provide a 1-week

recovery period for each operator.

The same type of analysis can be done for other intervals between walk-
,

arounds if the relation between recovery and walk-around intervals is known.

j Wa assume that the recovery curve can be approximated by the emulative normal

distribution (with a mean of 4 and a standard deviation of 1). (For practical

purposes, and as shown in the appendix to this chapter, the assumption of a

atraight line, a negatively accelerated curve, or a positively accelerated

curve would not make any material difference in the calculations which fol-

low.) Assming'the cumulative normal distribution and 100% recovery in 7

days, it is possible to construct the recovery curve shown in Figure 8-2.

Instead of seven inspectors assigned to a shift, consider a more realis-

tic situation in which five people are available per shift and each person

performs a walk-around every 5 days. From Figure 8-2, the recovery factor is

.84. his recovery factor is applied to the decrement that would have oc-

|

| curred on Day #2 for the case of a single inspector making daily walk-arour .ls.
!

In one month, any single inspector will make six walk-ars unds, and his Pr[F)
l

| for any one deviant item, given previous nondetection, for each of them is

chown below.

|
- _ _ _
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C-11 More Thtn Ons Walk-Around
Per Shif t

(The calculations are apper.ded to this chapter.)

Walk-Around Number Pr(F)

1 .9

2 .908

3 .915

4 .922

5 .928

6 .934

Tha Pr[S) over a 30-day period for one shift with five inspectors, each in-

| cpecting every 5 days, is

Pr[S,130 | 1 shift, 5 inspectors]

1- [.9 x .908 x .915 x .922 x .928 x .934) = .92=

For three shif ts, the probability of detecting a deviation is:

Pr[S,130|3 shifts, 15 inspectors] = 1 - (1 .92) = .9995

Table 8-2 lists the probabilities of detecting a deviation over a 30-day

period as a function of the number of inspectors that can be assigned to the

sama shift over the month's time. The first column in the table represents

tha number of inspectors assigned to a shift (with no provision for absence)

tnd also represents the number of days from an inspector's first inspection to

his next inspection. One walk-around per shif t is assumed.

More Than One Walk-Around Per Shift

If dif ferent inspectors perform a walk-around in the same shif t, their

dstsetion probabilities are combined. Thus, if two inspections per shift are

performed by different inspectors (each performing one inspection per shift

for 30 days), the probability of successful detection of a deviant conditioni

l
within 30 days for one shif t is calculated as follows, assuming ZD between

in:pections:

i
,
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Table 8-2. Estimated Probability of Detecting
a Deviant (bndition in 30 Days or Imss for ,

Various Ntasbers of Days Af ter Walk-Around* I

Number of Inspectors Assigned to a Shift
and Days Af ter First Walk-Around 1 Shift 2 Shifts 3 shifts

1 (daily walk-around) .20 .35 .48i

2 .35 .58 .72

3 .52 .77 .89

4 .77 .95 .998

5 .92 .99 .9995 1

6 .95 .9975 .9999

7 (weekly walk-around) .% .998 .9999

* Estimates of Pr[S<30 daysl 8PProaching .9999 should be carefully evaluated
with respect to the assumptions beginning on p 8-1, especially #3.

|
I

!

i
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8-13 Mora Thin Ona W7,lk-Around

Per Shift

Pr[S 30 @| 1 shift, 2 inspectors, each making (8-6)

1 inspection per shift]

1 - Pr[F |30 days] Pr[F s W u 2|30 days)=

1 .8041 c . 35=

This value is the same as that for two shifts with one inspector each

(Table 8-2). The Pr[F] of .80 is the complement of the Pr[S) for one in-

spector (.20).

If each of the three shifts uses the same procedure, the resultant Pr[S)

for a 30-day period will be:

Pr[S 30 des | 3 shif ts, 6 inspectors, 2 per shift, ( 8-7 )

each making 1 inspection per shift]

Pr[F sh, 2 inspectors, eech1= -

130 days
making 1 inspection per shift]

1 .6466 c .73=

This probability of .73 for two inspectors per shif t can be compared with

tha probability of .5 for one inspector per shift for the detection of a devi-

ation within 30 days (Equation 8-2) . If the assumption of ZD is not valid and

scm3 higher level of dependence is more appropriate, the estimates of Pr[S)

within 30 days will be lower. Assuming MD and using Equations 8-1 and 7-16

(p 7-30), the estimates of .35 fcr one shift and .73 for three shifts beccue,

raapectively, .33 and .70. Sie calculation of the .33 estimate is illustrated

bslow:

Pr[Sf30 days |1 shift, 2 inspectors, each making 1 inspection
per shift |MD between laspectors]

1 - {{.9 x *k]+ + I* + '*

x [.95 x ] x [.975 x ]=
7 7

~

x [ . 99 2: 1 + 6(.53)) 1 + 6( . 999 )
x .999 x }

7 7
-

.

1 .667634 = .33=

i

!
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8-14 Special Instructions

{
to Inspector i

One might presume that if an inspector performs a walk-around more than

once per shif t, there will be a net gain in the probability of his detecting a
i

deviant condition. Even if we assume that the inspector's motivation will not

suffer (not a realistic assumptj on) , there will be no significant gain in the

probability of detection over a 30-day period because the addition of 30 extra

walk-arounds, with a probability of detection of .001 per walk-around, will
1

change the overall .8 probability of failure (from Equation 8-1) by less than

3%. The calculation is:
j

Pr[S<30 days sWt, 1 inspector maMng 2 inspecdons

per shift)

=1- (.9 x .95 x .975 x .99 x .999 ) 1 .78 = .22

and .02 * .78 = .0256 < 3%

Special Instructions to Inspector

occasionally, the shift supervisor may ask the inspector to "be sure to |

check" some particular item of equipment to see if it is in the correct state.

|
The term, one item of equipment, refers to a single item or a functionally

related group of items that are completely dependent in that the inspector

regards them as one unit and recalls them as one unit. (See the discussion of

functionally related items beginning p 7-13. ) |

For the above particular iten only, the Pr[S] is taken as .999 for the

first walk-around bispection following the special instructions. Thus, Pr[F]

is estimated as .001 (.0005 to .005). For subsequent walk-arounds, the data

in Table 8-1 (p 8-5) hold since the special instructions no longer apply.

Thus, the Pr[S] for the next day would be .1 for the same item. Although

there might be some increase in attention over the next few days for an item

singled out on one day, we have no estimate of this influence and, for
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8-15 Specici Instructions
to Inspector

c:nservatism, will ignore this effect. However, if the special instructions

cra repeated for the next walk-around, the .999 Pr[S] would again apply.

The following is our rationale for the .999 estimate. Although many

studies of memory, or retention, have been conducted in laboratory settings,

we have,not found any published studies on retention of the above sort in the

industrial situation. %is is understandable since the typical industrial

cituation is arranged to function with minimal reliance on hunan memory.

Typical university laboratory studies test the ability of a person to

ranember relatively meaningless items such as numbers, syllables, or unrelated

words ( cf. Chapter X, " Retention and Forgetting," in McGeoch and Irior., 1952).

Tha studies all yield substantially shnilar data: people can recall up to

five items of the above kind for short intervals usually of no more than a few

minutes .

I

However, meaningful material is retained for much longer intervals with

relatively little decline over time. In the present case, we require the

innpector to remember only one item, a meaningful one. % is requirement is no

giora difficult than requiring a person to carry out an order. Given normally

razponsible p3rsonnel, deliberate failures to carry out orders are so rare

thtt they may be disregarded as major sources of error.

Special instructions probably stimulate the inspector's interest in an

oth;rwise routine walk-around. The only factor that might interfere with his,

!

| ratantion of specialized instructions for one item of equipment would be some

compelling distraction such as a major leak of scue liquid or gas, a crack in

a coolant pipe, a disturbing phone call from home, or some other unusual event
,

j that could " erase" the special instructions.
i
'

Considering the above factors and assuming routine ' plant conditions, we

C timate that special instructions to attend to one particular item will be

. _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - __
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C-16 Special Inctructions |
to Inspector

remembered and ccanplied with, with an error of omission probability of about
-3

10 This estimate assumes that the instructions are clearly communicated

and understood and that the inspector is fit for duty.

If the originator of the special instructions asks to be notified of the

state of the equipment, the probability of an unrecovered error of omission is

taken as zero. Our rationale is that even if the inspector forgets to check

the item, he will be reminded of it when the originator asks for the informa-

tion. Therefore, the Pr[S] is 1 minus the probability of a discrimination

error (e.g., a valve is open, but the inspector makes a reversal error and
l

" sees" the valve as closed). Discrimination errors of this type are discussed

in Chapter 13.

The above discussion is for one item of equipment. Can we ganeralize

from the laboratory data that suggest that people can retain five unrelated

things in their memory stores? The differences in (1) required retention

times, (2) the number of things that must be inspected in the walk-around, and

(3) the number of competing stbauli, make such a generalization questionable.

Our experience indicates that an individual cannot remember well more than two

to three items. This applies to verbal communications as well as to items

read from a list.

If no written list of the special items is made and the originator does
1

not ask for feedback from the inspector, the basic Pr[S] of .999 for one item I

should be reduced as shown in Table 8-3 for additional items. Note that for

the first three items the effect is minor, but increases rapidly thereaf ter.

The values shown in Table 8-3 reflect the psychological truism that as the

number of things to remember increases, the special instructions begin to
l

equate to the meaningless instruction, "Look at everything!" Laboratory data

show a somewhat faster decrease in ability to recall orally presented items,
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Table 8-3. Probability of Recall of Special
Instruction Items Given Orally

as a Function of the Number of Itans

Number of
"Special Instructions" Pr[S) Recall Pr[F] Recall Pr[S) Recall'

Item / Units of Any One Item of Any Given Item of All Items

1

1 .999 .001 .999

2 .997 .003 .994

3 .991 .009 .973

4 .973 .027 .896

5 .919 .081 .656

NOTE: Use uncertainty bounds of HEP + 2 and HEP x 5.

.

I

i

|

- _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ __ __ __
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to Inspector |

|

lbut in these studies the items are meaningless (digits, nonsense words, etc)

(cf. Woodworth, 1938, p 18). 'Ihe values of Pr[F] in the table increase by a

factor of 3 with each additional item to be renembered. This factor was se-
!

| lected because we judged it provided a reasonable modification of laboratory
|
'

results for the added retention value of meaningful instructions.

Note that the table stops with five items. We think it unlikely that an

inspector will be given more than five special items to check without his

writing them down or being handed a list by his supervisor. Table 8-3 indi-

cates that a written list should be used if more than two or three items are ;

to be checked.

If the inspector is given a written list of special items to be checked,

and if lae checks off each item on the list as he finishes with it, his Pr[S)

will be .999 for each item and .999"- for all n_ items. Obv3ously, if the list

beccmes long, say 10 items, same form of checklist should be considered, as

described in the next heading. Also, if the inspector is asked to pay special

attention to more than two or three items and is asked to report his results,
|

it is presumed that he will write down the items to be checked rather than

rely on his memory.

One final point on special instructions is mentioned here. When the in-

spector has been given special instructions to pay attention to some small set

of items, his preoccupation with the special instructions may lower the proba-

bility of his noticing other possibly deviant items. Conversely, it can be

argued that the special instructions have an arousal effect, and thus heighten

thu general lerel of vigilance and increase the probability of detection.

Lacking data on the applicability of these two influences in NPP walk-arounds,

we make the sbmplifying assumption that their effects cancel each other out.
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8-19 Uma of a Formel Checklist
in the Walk-Around

Use of a Formal Checklist in the Walk-Around

If a formal checklist is used for a walk-around inspection, if it is used

properly (as described below), and if the checklist indicates the correct

status of each item to be checked, our estimate of the combined probability of

looking at the iten and recognizing an incorrect state is .99 -- HEP = .01

*
(.005 to .05). This estimate assumes one walk-around per shift per person.

The proper way to use a checklist is to read each item in turn, inspect

the item, then " check off" that item on the checklist, read the next item, and

so on, continuously referring to the checklist as a guide to the sequence of

inspections. Experience indicates that about half of the inspectors will use

the checklist properly. With increased familiarity, people take shortcuts:

typically, an inspector will have the checklist with him and will inspect

several items, check them all at once on the checklist, tlen check another

"b:tch," and so on. 'Ihis incorrect procedure increases the probability of

errors of mission.

We assign a .9 probability of successful recognition of deviant items if

the ct.ecklist is used improperly as des:ibed above. Thus, given that the

chscklist will be used properly half the time and improperly half the time,

the overcll cmbined probability of locking at any item frcan the checklist and

recognizing that it is in the incorrect state becomes

e
For uncertainty bounds for the HEPs in the rest of this chapter, use

HEP 1 2 for the lower bound and HEP x 5 for the upper bound.

eo
Some reviewers of the handbook have stated that our estimate of correct use

of a checklist 50% of the time may be optimistic.

990
Wa have also observed personnel going through an entire walk-around, re-

turning to their normal work location, getting out the checklist, and then
ch2cking off all the items. If this practice is followed at a plant, no
credit is allowed for the "use" of a checklist; i.e., use the values from
Table 8-1 (p 8-5).

1
1
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in the Walk-Around

l1/2 proper use and (8-8)for any deviant item

1/2 improper une of checklist) |
\

| = . 5 x ( . 99 + .9 ) = . 94 5 :: . 95 i

l

The Pr [S) for all n deviant items is calculated by taking the arithmetic mean

of the estimated performances of the two types of inspectors:

II all n deviant items |1/2 proper use and (8-9)

1/2 improper use of checklist] = .5 x (.99E + .9 )E

Thus, if there were as many as five deviant items in a long checklist (a most 1

unlikely situation), the probability that all such deviant items would be |
|

recognized is calculated as

Pr[S) = .5 x (.995 , ,9 )5 =: .77

or, about three-fourths of the time all five deviant items would be found.

If a person performs more than one walk-around per shif t, it la likely
1
i

that his use of the checklist will became casual or perfunctory. We estbaate )
I

.9 probability of success per deviant item per inspection under these cir- 1a
|

c umstances .

If the checklist does not indicate the correct state of each item, it

will still serve as a raninder to look at each item. In this case, errors of

discrimination as well as errors of memory must be considered.

No extra credit is allowed for a requirement that the inspector initial

each entry rather than merely check it off. A mark is a mark. The continual

use of initials, and even signing at the end of a checklist, becomes perfunc-

tory. We do recommend signing each checklist, however, since this information

can be useful for other purposes.

If two people are assigned to the walk-around, one as a reader and the

other as a checker (as discussed in Chapter 15, " Recovery Factors and Admini-

strative Control"), there should be some increase in the probability of

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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8-21 Usa of a Formal Checklist
in the Walk-Around

i

rccognition of deviant items of equipment. The gain is attributed to the in-

creased grobability that the checklist will be used correctly rather than to

the incorporation of "an extra pair of eyes ," because we assune high depen-

dance between the team members. The probability of recognition of deviant

items for two people is therefore taken to be .99.
,

If two inspectors are assumed without a checklist, we assign no credit

for the second person. We estimate that this situation is equ; valent to a

esce of complete dependence, and the values in Table 8-1 (p 8-5) apply.

I

e

i
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AB-1 Appendix to Ch. 8. Calculctions

for Walk-Around Pr[F] s as a
Function of Period between
Successive Walk-Arounds

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 8. CAICULATIONS FOR WALK-AROUND Pr[F] s
AS A FUh0. TION OF PERIOD BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE WALK-AROUNDS

Figure 8-2 (p 8-10) lists the hypothesized percentage of recovery (and

tha corresponding Pr[F] s) as a function of days af ter a walk-around inspec-

tion. The recovery applies to the loss in detection probability that occurs

jif walk-arounds are conducted daily as shown in Table 8-1, p 8-5. For exam-

I
plo, on Day #1 the Pr[F] is .9, and on Day #2 it is .95 -- an increase of 5 '

percentage points. Sese values must be adjusted to allow for the fact that

w lk-arounds may not be performed on a daily basis. We percent degradation

in performance is affected by the percent recovery that occurs as a function

of the days between the inspections performed by any one operator. If 5 days

elepse after the first inspection, the recovery factor of .84 (from Figure

8-2) is applied to the 5 percentage points (as described above, the expected

daily performance degradation from the first to the second inspections) , re-

ducing the degradation to D = .05 - ( .84 x .05) = .008 and yielding a Pr[F] of

.9 + .008 = .908 for the second trial.

The amount of degradation on any day immediately following a walk-around

10 a function of the Pr[F] for that day. As shown in Table 8-1, when the

initial Pr[F) is .90 the degradation is 5 percentage points, when it is .95

tha degradation is 2.5 percentage points, and when it is .999 there is no

further degradation until the limiting Pr[F) = 1.0 af ter 30 days. We assume a

linear relationship between D (the degradation that occurs on Day n + 1) and
,

Pr[F ] (the probability of failure on Day n_). The equation below expresses

this function:

D = .5 x (1 - Pr[F ]) (8-10)

|
l

|

\ |
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Pr[F) as a Function of Period l
IBetween Successive Walk-Atounds

.here D = the increase in Pr[F] on Day In calculating the Pr[F] for a.

tria) subsequent to any given trial, the complement of the recovery factor

from Figure 8-2 is multiplied by the degradation calculated for that subse-

quent trial, and the result is added to the Pr[F] for the first trial. Thus,
i

for any trial n, the Pr[F] for the subsequent trial, n + 1, by the same in-

spector, is *

Pr[F ] = Pr(F ] + D x (1 - r) (8-11)
_ _.

where r is the recovery factor based on the number of days between successive

trials (from Figure 8-2 ) . As an example, if we assume an interval of 5 days

between inspection's, r = .84. The Pr[F] for Day #1 is specified as .9, and

the subsequent Pr(F]s are calculated as follows:

Pr[FDay # D r Dx (1 - 4) n

I1 .05 .84 .008 .9
i

2 .046 .84 .007 .908

3 .0425 .84 .0068 .915

4 .039 .84 .0063 .922

5 .036 .84 .0057 .928

6 .934

From Equation 8-10, D for Day #1 is .5 x (1 .9) = .05, and from Equation

8-11, Pr[F] for Day #2 is .9 + .05 x (.16) = .908. For Day #2, D = .5 x (1 -

.908) = .046, and Pr[F] for Day #3 is .908 + .046 x (.16) = .915. The cal-

culations are continued through Day #6, which will complete a 30-day cycle

'

with five operators. The Pr[S] for the 30-day period is 1 - (.9 x .908 x .915

x .921 x .928 x .934)5 .92.=

For the case of one operator conducting an inspection every day, the
[

calculated probabilities will be slightly different from the ones listed in
i
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A8-3 Calculcticnn for Walk-Around

Pr[F]s as o Function of Psriod
Between Successive Elk-Arounds

T;ble 8-1. Table 8-1 indicated a Pr[F] of .999 by Day #5, whereas Equation

8-11 would yield the following Pr[F]s:

Day [ Pr[F]

1 .9

2 .95

3 .975

4 .988

5 .994

6 .997

7 .998

8 .999

The difference in the Pr[S]s for a 30-day period is negligible, .1959 using

tha values in Table 8-1, and .2039 using the calculated values above, both of

which round to .20.

In the earlier exanple involving five inspectors, the ntsnber 5 was a

convenient factor of 30. The following example illustrates the calculations

with other ntunbers. Assume 1 shift, four inspectors, each inspecting at 4-day

inteavals . Each will make seven inspections, and two will make an additional

inrpection to ccanplete the 30-day perio, Therefore, we calculate Pr[F]s for

8 days, using an r of .5 (from Figure 8-2).

Day # Pr(F) D g D(1 - r)

1 .9 .05 .5 .025

2 .925 .0375 .5 .01875

3 .944 .028 .5 .014

4 ,958 .021 .5 .0105

5 .968 .016 .5 .008

- ____ - ____
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A0-4 CalculctionD for Walk-Around
Pr(F]o to a Function of P riod
Between Successive Walk-Arounds

i

'Day # Pr(F) D r D(1 - r)

6 .976 .012 .5 .006

| 7 .982 .009 .5 .005

8 .987

The Pr(S) for 30 days is calculated as follows:
'

Pr[S "
30 days

~ * ** ** * *

x .976'x .982) x .987 ] = .77

The estimated probabilities of detecting a deviant condition in 30 days

or less for different intervals and numbers of shifts are listed in Table 8-2.

The Pr(F] s underlying the figures in Table 8-2 are listed below.

Pr[F) per Trial as a Function of Interval Between Trials

Number of Days Between Trials, and Recovery Factors
(from Figure B-2)

|
Trial # 2(2.3%) 3(16%) 4(50%) 5(84%) 6(97.7%)

'

I
1 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 I

2 .949 .942 .925 .908 .901 l
3 .974 .966 .944 .915 .902
4 .987 .980 .958 .922 .903,
5 .993 .989 .968 .928, .904
6 .996 .993 .976 .934
7 .998 .996 .982, ;

8 .999 .998 .987 )
9 .999 I

Pr(S30] .35 .52 .77 .92 .95=

)
*

This number of trials completes a 30-day cycle.

The above figures are all based on the assumption of a recovery curve

that follows a cumulative normal distribution. It was also mentioned that the

assumption of some other distribution would not have much practical effect on

the calculations. The Pr[F]s per trial were recalculated using the assumption

of a straight-line recovery, yielding the values below.
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A8-5 Calculations for Walk-Around
Pr[F] as a Function of Period
Between Successive Walk-Arounds

Pr[F] per Trial as a Function of Interval Between Trials,
Assuming Straight-Line Recovery Functions

Number of Days Between Trials, and Recovery Factors

Trial # 2(17%) 3(33%) 4(50%) 5(67%) 6(83%)

1 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9

2 .942 .933 .925 .917 .909

3 .966 .956 .944 .930 .916

4 .980 .970 .958 .942 .923

5 .988 .980 .968 .951 .930

6 .993 .987 .976 .959

7 .996 .991 .982

8 .998 .994 .987
9 .999 .996

10 .997

30] .44 .60 .77 .87 .93=

'Ihe estimates listed in Table 8-2 were then recalculated, and are listed in

TIble A8-1.

Clearly, the inspection model is not very sensitive to differences in the

tesisuptions of the shape of the recovery function. Either assumption indi-

cstes that acceptable levels of probability of detection can be achieved by

judicious trade-offs between the number of shifts and the number of inspectors

assigned to each shift ( to permit variation in Je number of days between in-

cpections for each operator) .

i

t

:
|

!

_ _ - _ _
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Table A8-1. Estimated Probability of Detection of
a Deviant Condition in 30 Days or Less
Assuming a Straight-Line Recovery

.

.

Number of Inspectors Assigned to a Shift

.

and Days After First Inspection 1 Shift 2 shifts 3 Shifts
|
'

1 .19 .34 .47

2 .44 .69 .82

3 .60 .84 .94

4 .77 .95 .988

| 5 .87 .98 .998

6 .93 .995 .9997

7 .96 .998 .9999
f

-

,

,

l
l

l
I

!

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - -
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9-1 Ch. 9. Displays in Control Room
Some Basic Assumptions

CHAPTER 9. DISPLAYS IN CONTROL ROOM

This chapter presents some of the background and assumptions for esti-

ncting errors of amission and commission in reading various types of displays

in NPP control rooms. Specific performance models for annunciated and unan-

nunciated displays are presented in Chapters 10 and 11, res pectively. Al-

though these chapters specifically address displays in control rooms, many of

the statements and estimates apply equally well to displays'in other areas.
i
'

The user of the handbook must assess the relevant PSFs for the application and

cake extrapolations accordingly.

No attempt has been made to differentiate among the different design

varsions of any given type of display with regard to their influence on human

crror. Fbr example, the typical fixed-scale, moving pointer analog meter may

be in vertical, horizontal, curved, or other form. While these meters may

differ in their susceptibility to reading errors, the data are so sparse that

it is not possible to substantiate such differentiation.

In general, NPP displays are not optimal for reducing human error. Our

performance models are based on current, typical designs in LWRs and may be

conservative (by about a factor of 2 to 10) when applied to displays that

conform to accepted human factors design practices.

Some Basic Assumptions

There are hundreds of displays in a typical NPP control room. In addi-

tion to unannunciated displays such as indicator lights, analog displays,

digital readouts, and computer printouts, there are annunciated indicators

that are typically transilluminated legend lights equipped with auditory

slarms and blinking signals to gain the operator's attention. When the audi-

!

tory and blinking signals have been turned off, the annunciated indicator

!
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9-2 Same Basic A02umptions

operates like any other unannunciated legend light. Indicator lights are

generally of two types. One is a capped, covered lamp with a label above or

below the lamp. The other is a legend light (a transilluminated label) .

Analog displays are generally charts, meters, or recorders. Meters take sev-

eral forms: vertical, horizontal, circular, etc, generally with fixed scales

and moving pointers. Graphs are also used, but usually in books or procedures

rather than on a control room panel. Digital readouts generally display three

or four digits. Camputer printouts may be displayed on video screens or may

be printed out by typewriter.

In most control rooms, the annunciators are grouped in arrays above the

other control / display panels and are considerably above eye level. The status

lamps, digital readouts, and analog displays are mounted on a variety of

panels -- same vertical, same horizontal, same slanted. The layout of the

control / display panels in NPP control rooms often increases the complexity of

the operator's job and reduces the reliability of his performance.

When a new shif t begins, it is assumed that the oncoming operator will

conduct an initial survey or audit of all the control boards and will then

monitor them throughout the shift to note any deviant displays or deviant

manual controls. Since his primary interest is in maintaining the supply of

power to the grid, he will pay most attention to displays directly related to

this function. Thus, although he will not deliberately ignore displays re-

lated to other functions ( e.g. , safety-related displays) , he will allot less

scanning and monitoring time to them, (The low incidence of failure indica-

tions in NPPs naturally lowers his expectancy of finding any deviant safety-

related displays. )

At some plants, the control room operator must manually log about 15 to

20 specific parameters every 2 hours. Some of thers parameters relate di-

rectly to system safety; e.g., pressurizer level. At other plants, manual

1
i_____ - - - _ __
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9-3 Same Occic Assumptiono

logging is not required and reliance is placed on computer printouts. Obvi-

ously, the second practice reduces the likelihood that the operator will de-

tcct some deviant parameter before it causes an annunciator to alarm.

In this handbook, the primary interest is in safety-related equipment and

cystems. The estimates of scanning efficiency in Chapters 10 and 11 pertain

to safety-related displays that are not used in the manent-by-mament running

of the plant. We assume that scaaning and monitoring efficiency is less for

solely safety-related displays than for displays related to keeping the plant

|online. Even though most safety-related functions are annunciated, it is

j important for control roam personnel to scan related unannunciated displays to

anticipate potential trouble and take preventive action as early as possible.

If a safety-related function is moving toward same value at which automatic

equipment normally takes over, the alert operator will be readier to initiate

Ernual action in case of automatic equipment failure than if his first warning

of trouble is an annunciator.

In the case of annunciated displays, the annunciated indication will very

likely be detected when it comes on, and same action will be initiated within

o few minutes at most. Similarly, an unannunciated display which is directly

related to an annunciated indication will have a very high probability of

being checked. If an annunciator sounds, the operator will usually check the

cnnunciated indicator and then check the related unannunciated displays. We

judge that the model for detecting annunciated displays holds for other di-

rectly related displays. By "directly related," we mean that the labels on

( tha annunciated legend lamp, in effect, direct the operator's attention to a
|

| cpecific display or displays. For example, if an annunciated legend lamp
l

ctetes that the pressure for some function is low, the operator would be ex-

pected to refer to the pressure display for that function. The use of the

|
!
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9-4 Ona Deviant "Stsidy-Sttts" ;
Display - One Operator

annunciator model rather than the assumpti7n of CD allows for same possibility
;

|
of distraction or other interruption of the operator's task.

For routine detection of unannunciated deviant displays, reliance must be

placed on the frequency and reliability of the scanning patterns used by con-

trol roam personnel. The models for unannunciated displays presented in Chap-

ter 11 are based on the assumption of hourly scanning as representative of the

scanning habits of control roam operators for certain types of displays. For,

I
I other types, an assumption of one check per shift (usually during the initial

audit) is made. For still other displays, such as those related to nonchang-

ing functions, the assumption of even cne check per shif t may be optimistic.

These assumptions are based on interviews with control roam personnel.

One Deviant " Steady-State" Display - One Operator

If we consider a single deviant safety-related display in a steady-state

condition that was not detected in the previous shif t, the oncoming shift

operator will have same pr >bability of detecting that display during his ini-

tial scan of the control boards. This probability varies according to the

type of display. We hypothesize that, for any given initial probability of

detection, the probability of detection over the entire remainder of the shift

is best represented by an exponential curve. We further assume that this re-

lationship holds for the case in which an operator regards a particular func-

tional group of displays as a single unit.

Since we are assuming trained and experienced operators, it is reasonable

to expect that they will know what is associated with what. For example, if

.

A " steady-state" condition of a display means that meters or digital readouts
are not rapidly changing status, lamps are not blinking, and the auditory sig-
nals f6k annunciators are canceled. These displays present no special alert-
ing cue to the operator. The steady-state condition of a display is different
from the steady-state operating mode of the plant, which refers to the normal
power generating condition.
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9-5 On3 Deviant "Stsidy-Stats"
Display - One Operator

an operator notes an increase in containment temperature, he will usually

check the containment pressure. These two indicators are judged to be com-

pletely dependent. There are many other cases in which more than one display

Ety be treated as a single unit when ectimating the probability of detection.

We are not able to formulate specific rules for what constitute e single unit

since plants differ. The principle is that closely associated indications in

a system may be regarded as single units. The models for displays pertain to

individual indicators and to any group of indicators that constitute a single

ptychological unit.

Under highly stressful conditions, especially when immediate action is

rsquired, some operators may not respond to a whole unit (e.g. , both tempera-

ture and pressure displays), but may fixate on one element of the unit.

Several incidents have occurred in which an operator did not cross-check

directly related instruments but concentrated on one instrument. In some

cases, the one instrument displayed erroneous information or insufficient

information to enable the operator to interpret the situation correctly.

It is general policy in NPPs that outgoing control room personnel brief

the incoming shifts. Interviews and observation reveal much variability in

tha thoroughness of this intershift consultation. This is in part a function

of what problems the outgoing shift has experienced, and in part it is a func-

tion of parsonalities. Ideally, the incoming control room operator would per-

form his initial audit in the company of the outgoing control room operator.

Th:n the incoming operator would continue this audit for some time beyond the

diparture of the outgoing operator. '1his is the period when the probability

of detection of any deviant condition is highest. For calculational conve-

' nisnce and with negligible loss of accuracy, we assume that the initial audit

takis place at the very beginning of the shift and that its duration is zero

tima.

( *
.
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9-6 Ona Deviant "Stsedy-Stits"
Display - One Operator

Based on interviews with operators, we can identify three kinds of

steady-state displays

(1) those which characteristically are not checked during a shift (e.g.,

a pair of status lamps that indicates whether some blocking valve is

oren or closed),

(2) those which are sufficiently important that they would usually be

checked once in the shif t (e.g. , the level in the Refueling Water

Storage Tank), and

(3) those on which important information may change frequently, requir-

ing that they be observed several times per shif t (e.g. , containment

temperature ) .

For the first kind of steady-state display, we assume no periodic scans. For

the second kind, we assume that one scan occurs during the initial audit. For

the third kind on which important information may change frequently, we hy-

pothesize an initial scan, followed by hourly periods of scanning if nothing

unusual occurs. We assume that scanning effectiveness for such displays de-

creases for the rest of the shift because of the cumulative effects of f a-

tigue , boredom, and expectancy, with an end spurt in effectiveness coincident

( with shift turnover to the oncoming operator.
!

l The shape of the distribution of scanning accuracy is conjectural because
l

the lack of data, the variation among operator scanning habits, and the vari-

ety of possible situationC in a plant. As shown in Figure 9-1, we have se-

lected the exponentie'. curve as most closely representing the decline of scan-

ning effectiveness af ter the initial scan and through the seventh hourly scan.

For calculational convenience, we have incorporated the end spurt effect in

the estimate of detection effectiveness during the initial audit in the suc-

ceeding shift.

.
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9-7 Figura 9-1

2

DISPLAY SCANNING MODEL
~

I i 1 I I

|

.

__

l I I I I i

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

TIME WHERE "1" REPRESENTS INITIAL AUDIT (Hours)

Figure 9-1. Hypothetical Curve Representing Probability for

Detection Effectiveness At and Following Initial
Audit (8 scans are shown at hourly intervals,
beginning with initial audit and ending with last
hourly scan in shift)

I
_
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9-8 Ono Devinnt " Steady-Stets"

Dicp10y - On3 Operator
,

During the initial audit, the probability of the operator's detecting is,

highest because he is fresh and unaffected by the recent history o? the dis-

plays. If he misses a deviant indication in the initial audit, he will be

less likely to notice it on the next scan because he has already accepted it

as normal. With each successive failure to detect, the probability of detec-

tion on the subsequent scan decreases as the operator grows more accustomed to

the deviant indication.

1

In cases involving an indication that becomes deviant after the initial

audit, there are two opposing psychological influences. We expect that the

highest probability of detection will occur on the first scan after that
,

change, with this probability of detection declining exponentially on sub-

sequent scans. However, there is also an expectancy effect that will reduce

the probability of detection of a deviation that occurs af ter the initial

audit. Consider, for e< ample, a deviation that occurs midway in the shif t;

|
1.e., just before the fifth scan. Having seen " good" indications in the pre- !

vious four scans, the operator expects to see a good indication on subsequent

scans as well. This is analogous to the situation of an inspector on a pro-
)

duction line where quality is very good; he seldom experiences a bad unit,

and, expecting them all to be good, frequently misses the occasional bad' item.

1

i We do not know how to quantify the effects of either influence on behav-

ior. We will assume they cancel each other, and will consider the exponential

curve in Figure 9-1 to represent the instantaneous probability of detection of

any previously undetected deviant display.

When the probability of detection of a particular type of deviant display

s

is very low, a further simplification is made without significant loss of

accuracy in a human reliability analysis. For displays with a Pr[S) of about

.01, we simply ignore the exponential curve and assume a constant probability

of successful detection per scan. Our reasoning is that when the initial

_ - . _ - .--
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9-9 On3 Deviant Dicplay -
Two Operctoro

probabilities are so low, the use of the exponential curve constitutes ques-

tienable exactitude.

One Deviant Display - Two Operators

If two operators are assigned to the control panels, and if both opera-

tors scan for deviant indications, the probability of detection should be

grsater than with only one operator. This section presents our estimates of

tha added effectiveness that can be expected from the use of more than one

operator.

Several factors must be considered

(1) number of operators assigned to the control panels of a single

reactor,

(2) division of the tasks for example, one operator scans the reactor

, control board and the other scans the rest of the panels,

(3) degree of interaction in a multiple control room among operators who

are assigned to different reactors,

(4) level of dependence among the operators assigned to a single reac-

tor, and

(5) rercentage of time the operators are available to scan the panels.

Number of Operators

It is possible that more than two operators might be assigned to monitor

th5 control panels of a reactor, but we doubt that this would add materially

to the probability of detecting deviant items. Usually, th'e third operator

would be assigned to other duties, either formally or informally, and only two

operators would be effectively scanning the panels. We assume a maximum of

two effective operators. If more than two control rocat operators are assigned

I



9-10 Ona Deviant Dicplay -
Two Operators

to one reactor per shift, we recommend that only two be assumed in a human

reliability analysis.
.

Assignment of Panel Responsibilities

Seminara et al (1976) state in their review that when two operators were

assigned to a control room for a given reactor, they were not assigned to

different panels. That is, they did not divide the work. We assume the same

practice in this handbook.

For the case in which a second operator in a control room is assigned a

particular f unction or functions, we assume that his reliability for those

functions equals cnat of the regular control room operator for the rest of the

l control room tasks. For example, following the accident at TMI, some plants

have assigned a dedicated operator whose primary function is to maintain suf-

i ficient water in the steam generators. In general, his basic reliability

should be the same as that of the regular operator. However, the estimated

HEPs for the rel'atively few tasks performed by a dedicated operator can be

materially reduced by the elimination of the interpretations and decisions

_

characteristically required of the regular operator. (This case is discussed |
1

1
1

further beginning p 21-14.)

- !

Interaction Among Operators Assigned to Different Reactors

At sama plants, a single room will house the control panels for two or

three reactors, each with its own assigned control room operators. Under nor-

mal operating conditions, we assume no interaction among operators of adjacent

reactors even though the panels are in the same room. However, under unusual
.

conditions it is likely that an operator from one reactor will assist the

ope rator( s) of another reactor. This is discussed in Chapter 17, " Stress."

- - - .--
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9-11 On3 Devitnt Dicpley -
Two Operators

Lnvel of Dependence Between Two Operators Assigned to Same Reactor Panels

If both operators are active menitors in the sense that both are equally

rgsponsible for the panels, we judge that MD would best reflect the interac-

tion between them when both are performing their duties in the control room.

If this condition is not met, the use of MD will sult in an underestimate of

tha joint probability of their failing to detect a deviant display.

Another possibility would be to have one active operator and one rela-

tively passive operator assigned to the control room. In such a case, a high

level of dependence would be a more appropriate estimate of their interaction.

If the second operator functions as a " rover" (that is, checking on things

outside the control room), he is not available for control room activities

during his absences.

Parcentage of Time Operators are Available to Scan the Panels

In deriving the estimated probabilities of detection of deviant displays,

ws did not assu*se that an operator would be constantly scanning the control

boards. This w1uld be unrealistic since operators vary in the frequency and

thoroughness with which they scan the control boards. We have assumed no

scans, one scan, or houri) scans for different types of steady-state displays

during one shif t.

We judge that when two operators are present and both have been instruct-

ed to scan the same control boards, each will show less scanning effectiveness

thnn if he were the sole operator. This was the rationale for the assumption

of MD. Al so, it is likely that because of the imposition of extra tasks when

two ope: ators are assigned, each will have less time for scanning than if he

wsra the sole operator. The question is: For what percentage of the shift

will two operators be available for scanning and for what percentage will only

one operator be available? Instances during which only one operator is
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'9-12 Multiplo Deviant Dicplays -

On3 Operr.tcr,

i available for scanning include any time during which only one operator is

|

present in the control roost as well as those times when one operator is en-

gaged in paperwork or other activity that precludes effective scanning. In

the absence of any direct measurement, we suggest use of a 50-50 split. This

means that half of the time MD is assumed, and half of the time only one oper-

ator is present.

Multiple Deviant Displays - One Operator

If more than one display boccanes deviant during a shift, there is obvi-

! ously a greater probability that at least one of them will be detected, since
|

there are more chances to see a deviant display. In practice it is unlikely
,

i that there will be more than five unannunciated deviant displays in an NPP.

We judge that with six or more deviant displays there will be sczne type of

auditory annunciation. We have developed a general model for annunciated dis-

plays, described in Chapter 10. The rest of the present chapter deals with
< ,

unannunciated displays only.i

The extent to W11ch each additional deviant display facilitates detection,

i

is a function of the detectability of the individual displays. For example, a

deviant meter attracts much more attention than does a devian'. status lamp.
.

Thus, there is a higher probability of detecting at least one of several devi-
!

ant meters than of detecting at least one of several deviant status lamps.

| Because of the differences in the ctanulative facilitative effects of signals

with different basic probabilities of detection, it was necessary to develop a

detection model that allows for these differences. AI Flication of the con-

cept of dependence satisfied this requirement, and is in accordance with what

is known of htanan performance in liPPs. 'Ihe application of dependence to

*

It is assumed that the deviant indication will remain deviant until something
is done about it.

__ _ _ _ __ _ . . _ _ ___ . . _ _ _ _
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9-13 Multiple Deviant Displays -,

One Operator

d;tection is premised on the statistical relationship between see set of

cvents and some influencing factor -- a common cat se influence (p 7-2 ) .

Tha most important coamon cause influence affecting detection of deviant

'

indications is a facet of human performance over which we have very lit"

control -- the scanning habits of the operator. For a variety of reasons,4

4

operators will pay more attention to some displays than to others, and will
i

be more responsive to some displays than to others. The practical effect of

t

differences in the PSFs of displays is identical to the effects of direct

dipendsnce among events, and may be analyzed similarly. For the detection

model, the application of HD among events yields realistic estimates of HEPs
1

cs a function of the number of deviant displays. Table 9-1 lists probabil-

; itiss of detecting at least one deviant display when there are from one to

fiva such deviant displays. The entries are obtained by use of the following
4

| equation, which is derived from Equation 7-17 (p 7-30 ) . Equal BHEPs for the

deviant displays are assoned.

leq H s] (9-1)one or more deviant displays

j

J

~1 + Pr[F ] " "-
~

= 1 - Pr[F ] '"<52 -

,

'

whsre n is the number of deviant displays.

This equation can be modified for the case in which one wishes to esti-

usta the probability of detection of at least one display from a set of,

| deviant disp] Ays for which all the BHEPs are not equal. Such application
!

ehould be made only within the same class of displays; e.g., to meters or to

chart recorders or to some combination of status lamps and legend lights.

Thus, for the case of four deviant meters, two with limit marks and two with-
i

i out limit marxs, two equations would have to be used since one would not know
1

the order of displays to be scanned, and the BHEPs for these two types of

.

_._ _._ _.__..c . .. - ,- ., _ .._._.
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9-14 TIbis 9-1

Table 9-1. Estimated Probabilities of Detecting At Least

One of n Deviant Displays

BHSP for Number of Deviant Displays

BHEP 1 2 3 4 5

.99 .01 .015 .02 .025 .03

.95 .05 .07 .10 .12 .14

.9 .1 .15 .19 .23 .27

.8 .2 .28 .35 .42 .48

.7 .3 .41 .49 .57 .63
,

,

| .6 .4 .52 .61 .69 .75

.5 .5 .63 .72 .79 .84

.4 .6 .72 .80 .86 .90

.3 .7 .81 .87 .92 .95

.2 .8 .88 .93 .96 .97

.1 .9 .95 .97 .98 .99

.05 .95 .97 .99 .993 .996

.01 .99 .995 .997 .999 .999

NOTE: For HEPs < .5, the lower uncertainty bound is calculated as HEP + 5 and tho
upper bound is HEP x 2. For HEPs > . 5, the lower uncertainty bound is

,

1 - 2(1 - HEP) and the upper bound is 1 - 0.2(1 - HEP) .

_
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9-15 Maltiple Devient Displays -
Two Operators

c'.ters are different. One equation would assume that a meter with limit marks

lo scanned first and the other equation would assume that a meter without

limit marks is scanned first. The arithmetic mern of the probabilities of

cuccess obtained from the two equations would be used as the estimate of the

probability of detecting at least one of the four meters. (The BHEPs for

meters and other displays are listed in Chapter 11.)
i

Under normal conditions, when an operator detects a deviant display he

will also check functionally related displays. The probability of detecting

relcted deviant displays follows the model for annunciators -- the first de-
1

%
tseted deviant display is treated as the equivalent of the first of several

annunciators, and the related deviant displays as the equivalent of the rest<

of a set of annunciators. In applying this rule, it is the operator's percep-

tion of what is related that must be considered. The TMI accident teaches us
,

" that operators do not necesaarily perceive the functional relationships that

would enable them to cope with unusual events. Differences in training and

cxperience of the operators will materially affect this perception. No de-

toiled guidelines can be given for applying or not applying the above rules
*

this is a judgment to be made by the analyst.

In addition, there will be an arousal effect that will heighten sensi-

tivity to other, unrelated deviant indications. For these displays, we assume

thtt the arousal will raise the detection effectiveness to the level at the

t.'es of the initial audit. 'Ihe arousal effect will last until the operator is

citisfied that everything is back to normal. For simplicity, we assune in-

! ctantaneous arousal and dissipation.

Multiple Deviant Displays - Two Operators

Equation 9-1, for calculating the probability the,t an operator will

ditset at least one of N to five deviant displays of the same class

-- .- . _ - .- - _ - _ - - _ - . _
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9-16 Multiplo Devitnt Dicpiny3 -
Two Operators

(see p 9-13), should be modified for the case in which there are two operators

assigned to the panels of a reactor. If we assume that the two operators are

both scanning for half of the shift, their joint probability of failure to de-

tect at least one of up to five deviant displays would be:

# l"* * # ~

both operatora both operators

+ .5 x Pr[F },n<5
,

where n_ is .he number of deviant displays of the same class, both operators

are available 30% of the time, and only one operator is available the other>

50% of the t;oe.

!

|

_ _ _ _ . _.
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! 10-1 Ch. 10. Ar.nunciated Displays
Type 3 of Annunciatid Dicplays

i
CHAPTER 10. ANNUNCIATED DISPIAYS

.

This chapter presents a model describing the probabilities of errors of

amission for scanning and reading of annunciated displays, also referred to as
,

ennunciators. He model applies to four situations in the control room: (1)

cteady-state operating mode (i.e., the normal power generating condition in

tha plant), (2) maintenance or calibration operations involving contr<:1 room
e

personnel, (3) anticipated transients, and (4) loss-of-coolant accidents

(LOCAs).
1

Types of Annunciated Displays

In NPPs, most annunciated displays are incorporated in several panels of

1sgend lights above the vertical control boards, above eye level. There are

from 15 to 66 lights (or tiles) per panel, and there may be 400 to 750 such;

! lights per reactor. When any annunciated function deviates from a specified
!

condition, an autanatic signal initiates an auditory alarm (horn, bell, or

buzzcrs and causes one or more of the legend lights to blink. Separate but-

tons ca cel th auditory and blinking signals. When the blinking cignal is

cinceled, the .ndicator remains illuminated in a steady-on condition until the

trouble is cleired. Generally, 20 or more lights are on at any one time due

to various conditions that do not require immediate action.

; At most plants, when the trouble is cleared auditory and visual " clear"

; signals occur that differ from those signaling the onset of the problem. The

"clsar" signals may then be canceled with the appropriate button.

There also are auditory alarms for automatic printout equipment. Final-
;

ly, there are audi 5ry high-radiation alarms, fire alarms, security alarms,

cnd so on. B is chapter deals only with annunciated legend lights and print-

cut equipment..

1

. - . _ _ , , . . c. - --- - __, - - - --. - .-_
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10-2 Types of Annunciated Displays

Following are the major types of possible error:
_

1. Annunciated legend lights

a. Omission Errors: failure to initiate some kind of corrective

action within a few minutes (this may include an incorrect deci-

. sion to take no action)
!
i

b. Errors in scanning of unannunciated conditions of annunciated

( legend lights: during any subsequent scan, failure to recover

the initial error of failing to respond to the steady-on legend

light

c. Reading Errors either the wrong light is read or an error is

made in reading the correct light

d. Judgment Errors: the indication is read correctly but the oper-4

ator makes the wrong decision as to the required action

2. Annunciated printout equipment
,

l
a. Omission Errors: same as 1.a above, but this scror may include a

I

I
-failure to read the printout

b. Errors in Scanning: same as 1.b above 1

|
|

c. Reading Errors': the message is incorrectly read |
l

d. Judgment Errors: same as 1.d above |

The performance model and estimated HEPs for responding to annunciated

indicators are speculative and may be modified when objective data so indi-

cate. In the interim, we have taken a conservative position in assessing the

reliability of opeL 3 ors in responding to annunciated indicattes. The basic

problem is that one can expect a wide variety of responses because of the very

large number of annunciated indicators and the fact that the indicators do not

always provide the precise information the operator needs for making timely

and correct decisions. Among experienced operators, errors of judgment un-

related to situational causes (such as poor display of information and lack of

_
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10-3 Aajor Performtnca Shaping Factors
Errors in Reading Annunciated
Legend Lights

,

onsite practice) are so infrequent that their probabilities can be included in.

the error bounds assigned to the HEPs for the related tanks. (Errors of judg-

cent are further discussed in Chapter 19, p 19-12. )

In futura plant designs, if souns ergonomics practices are followed (cf

Seminara, Eckert, et al, 1979), large improvements in operator reliability can

i

be expected because many of the factors contributing a cperator error will be
;

eliminated. Regular onsite practice of simulated emergency conditlens also

improves operator reliability. The model and HEPs in this chapter reflect the

inadeq' tate human engineering of present plants and the inadequate practice

that operators receive in dealing with emergency conditions.

I
,

Major Performance Shaping Factors

The most important PSFs are: (1) the number of signals per unit time

:

at the operator must process, (2) the number of relatively unimportant

indicators, (3) the number of false alarms, (4) the placement and design of

annunciator systems and indicators, and (5) the stress levels (ranging from

' boredom to the emotions associated with a major accident).

Table 10-1 lists some han engineering deficiencies related to annun-

I

cistor warning systems that affect the above PSFs. The table is based on the

htsaan reliability analysis in WASH-1400, on subsequent NPP studies in the U.S.

End Europe, and on the EPRI Review (Seminara, et al, 1976).
1

: Errors in Reading Annunciated Legend Lights

When an annunciator light comes on, the operator normally cancels the

i
'

sound, looks to see which light is blinking, cance)s the blinking, and reads

tha message on the legend light. Two major reading errors are possible.

First, when the operator looks away from the blinking light to find the cancel

- button for the blinking, he may look at the wrong steady-on light when he<

.

- ,, - _ , . . - - - - - . 7 _ -- - - - - - - - ,
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10-4 Tabla 10-1

Tahle 10-1. Hwaan Engineering Deficiencies
ir. Annunciator Warning Systems (Page 1 of 2)

1. The large number of annunciator lights per reactor (400 to 750) coupled
with the large number of alarms even under normal operating conditions
(estimated by EPRI interviewees as from 2 to 30 times per hour, depending
on the situation) call for complex response patterns. The discrimination
requirements can be excessive.

2. The number of false alarms per shift (estimated by EPRI interviewees as -

ranging: from 15 to 50%, with as many as 75 false alarms in same cases)
leads to the expected reaction to a " cry wolf" situation.

3. The normal background (20 or more) of annunciator lights in the steady-on
state reduces the signal-to-noise ratio for an operator searching for
meaningful displays.

4. Critical warnings are interspersed with noncritical warnings. This re-
duces the arousal effects of the former, and makes them more difficult to
identify.

5. The lack of location aids as well as the large number of illuminated
annunciator lights contribute to the fact that sane operators have ex-
perienced difficulty in finding some safety-related annunciators during
simulated accidents. j

|
6. In some control roons, large viewing distances are combined with small 1

lettering on indicators. This requires that the operators move pround
quite a bit to read all the indicators. Some operators try to identify

j

an alarm by its position on the board rather than by approaching it to !

read its label.

7. The intensity of auditory alarms is, in some cases, loud enough to evoke
a startle response. This motivates operators to silence the alarm imme-
diately, sometimes without even looking up at the annunciator boards.
The intensity is so compelling as to interfere with the task at hand and
cause forgetting. In some cases, coins are used '9 lock HORN SILENCE

; buttons in the cancel position. In some plants, the operator may have to
! leave a panel where he is performing some critical task to silence an

auditory alarm. Operators have been observed to lose track momentarily
of what was going on.

8. Some annunciated indicators tell the operator that either a high or a low
setpoint has been exceeded, but not which one. In some cases, an annun-

ciated indicator means that any one of four possible conditions exists.

9. There is a lack of uniformity across plants in tne relative locations of
the. HORN SILENCE button, the ACKNOWLEDGE butten (which turns off the
blinking of the lighta and leaves them in a ( _aady-on condition), the
LAMP RESET button (which turns off the lights when the trouble has been
cleared), and the TEST button (which causes all lamps to light and blink
while the button is depressed) . (Different plants may have different
designations for these buttons.)

- - _ -



10-5 Tcbis 10-1 ( p 2 of 2)

10. Acknowledgment of an annunciated legend light causes its annunciator to
go to a steady-on state and to blend in with all the others in the
steady-on state. This can result in a Loss of information.

11. The difference between the Alert and Clear blink rates is not always
immediately apparent to the operators.

12. The alaen audio frequency may be too high for some operators to hear.

13. Simulator experience shows that, in a major accident, annunciators came
on in such bewildering numbers that it is not possible to read, much less
absorb, the meaning of all the annunciators. In same cases, they are

delibe.ately ignored (Kemeny, 1979).
,

14. According to same simulator instructors, the primary motivation of even
skilled operators (undergoing recertification exercises) during simulated
abnoonal situations in which large numbers of annunciators alarm is to

,

'

" Turn off that noise!" This often causes delays in responding
to critical indicators.

15. During transient cocditions, shif ts to different power levels, shutdowns,
startups, and other cat-of-the ordinary conditions, the large number of
annunciators that come on can easily mask safety-related annunciators
because the operator is intent on coping with the unusual condition.

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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4

,
10-6 Scanning Errora for

*

Unannunciated Conditions
j of Annunciated Displays
.

}
looks back. This error is made likely by the plethora of "normally on",

! lights, most of which do not require any operator action. He may then fail to

take any action because the message he reads requires none, or he may remember

that he has already taken care of the problem indicated by the incorrect leg-

; end light. The second reading error of consequence can occur because the leg-

] end light may be some distance away, and the operator may not walk over close

i enough to see the legend clearly. He sees the correct legend, but misreads it

i because of the distance.
!

j Based on studies described in Chapter 19, we estimate that the probabil-

!

; ity of any reading error, including the two types above, is .001 (.0005 to
i

.005) for an annunciated legend light. This i n'timated HEP is independent of
,

the number of alarms and of operating conditions. Recovery factors will

depend on the significance of the message the operator believes he has read,a

!
'

or on the occurrence of further signals.
c

In the case of automatic printout equipment, we estimate a zero reading,

| error for the general sense of a messages e.g., the oil coolant temperature is

high. If he reads the printout at all, he will read such messages correctly.

I

; For coded messages, or for series of numbers, the same reading errors de-

j scribed in Chapter 11 apply.

| Scanning Errors for Unannunciated

| Conditions of Annunciated Displays
i

i If an operator has failed to initiate action af ter canceling the auditory
i
!

I. and blinking indications of a legend light, there is still some probability of

his recovering from the error. Similarly, if the previous shift operator has

turned off these indications without initiating action, there is some chance

that the oncoming shift operator will see the signal and respond to it.

. . , .__ _- . . - . - , - . - - . .- - -. . .-.
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!9-7 Sc nning Errora for
Untnnunic&ted Condition 2 ,

of Annunciated Dipplays

For any application, it has to be judged whether the typical control room

operator scans the annunciator panels hourly or only when an alarm sounds or

some other cue signals him. If there is no baci; for such a judgment, as for

cxample when the analysis is being done on plants in general, it is suggested

that only one scan be assumed in the absence of alerting cues, and that that

scan be assigned to the initial audit. Regardless of the frequency of scan-

ning, the exponential decline in the probability of detection (Figure 9-1,

p 9-7) is not applied to the detection of unannunciating legend lights on,

annunciator panels. Two opposing factors stabilize the probability of detec-

tion. First, all annunciated legend lights indicate abnormal plant condi-

tions , so a certain minimal level of attention getting is always associated

with these indicators. Second, because of the large number of these legend

lights that are usually on, the operator has to distinguish the new alarm from

the background of old alarms. This involves an awareness of all the "accapt-

able" conditions reported by the old alarms, and is a very error-likely situa-

tion.

We estimate that the probability that an operator will detect a steady-on

legend light (which requires action) on an annunciator panel is .05 per scan,

except at the initial audit, for which we judge that the extra care doubles

'
this probability to .1. Thus, the estimated probability of failure per hourly

4

ccan is 1 .05 = .95 (.9 to .99) for all but the initial audit, when it is

I cztinated to be .90 (.8 to .98). This error is judged to be independent of

the number of steady-on indicators and of operating conditions.

Recovery factors for the failure to detect a steady-on legend light

(which requires action) on the annunciator panel include the occurrence of

functionally related signals and the onset of other annunciators. In the case

of cutomatic printout equipment, we estbaate a zero probability of recovery

:
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10-8 Re:pon0cc to Annuncia. ting

Indicators - Steady-State
Operating Mode

from later scanning in a shift. If the operator ignored the message when it

alarmed, he would not be likely to check it later. Our rationale for this

estbnate is based on observation and on statements by operators that much of

the information printed out is of little consequence and does not require

immediate action.

Responses to Annunciating
Indicators - Steady-State Operating Mode

It is assumed that responses to annunciating indicators under the steady-
1

state operating mode will be made by the operator assigned to t' e control )
If two operators are assigned to the control room, human reliabilityroom.

may be increased. Human reliability will be decreased as additional annunci-

ators campete for an operator's attention and as additional false alarms oc-
!

cur. At sane point, of course, the number of annunciating indicators means

j that steady-state operating conditions no longer exist.

I

One Only Annunciating Indicator - One Operator

! This cection pertains to one of the only operator's responses to one of
i

i !

| only one annunciating indicator or one of only one functional group of an-
1

. nunciating indicators when the plant is in the steady-state operating mode. |

The human performance model for one annunciator also applies to any group of

annunciators that, by virtue of the common function they represent, will be

regarded as a single unit by the operator; i.e., the annunciated indicators

are completely dependent perceptually. A functional group might consist of

two, three, four, or even five annunciators. No specific rules can be stated

for defining such groups; the guiding principle is that the operator responds

to them as if they were a unit. For reliability analysis, it is best to be

conservative in defining such groupings.
.
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10-9 Responass to' Annunciating
Indicators - Steady-State
Operating Mode

i

Because of the compelling nature of the auditory alarm, failure to make a

tirely response to an annunciated signal is infrequent when there are no com-

! peting signals. However, in our interviews with operators and researchers

associated with both U.S. and foreign plants, we established that occasionally

an operator forgot an annunciated indication after the sound and blinking of

tha light were canceled. No data exist on which to base an estimate of the i

~4
prcbability of this failure to respond in a timely manner. We assign a 10

|

( .00005 to .001) probability to this error as a best order-of-magnitude esti- )

~

Ccts. (For human responses, a 10 HEP is an extremely small number; it means

i

th:t 9,999 out of 10,000 times the operator will initiate what he considers to

be corrective action to a single annunciator within the allowed time.) A

hictory of frequent false alarms could increase the 10 error estimate by'one,

or more orders of magnitude. Although we have no data on the effects of falsef

alcras from annunciator panels, data on the effect of false alarms in a dif-
,

forsnt context (guard duty) indicate that they have a major influence.'

The correct response is defined as perception of the alarm, acknowledg-

Esnt t me alarm, decision as to what action is appropriate, and initiation

of that action (which may include a decision to take no action). Note that

the error term of 10 applies to the act of responding, not to the accuracy

i
i cf the action taken, which could consist of operating switches in the control

l room, camsunicating to same other location for action to be taken at that

cits, and so on. The accuracy of the action taken,(including the decision-

making involved) must be evaluated separately.

Ordinarily, the operator acknowledges the alarm by turning off the audio -

cignnl almost immediately and then looking for the blir. king light. When he

findo which annunciator is blinking, he cancels the blinking function and

r:ad3.the legend. The lamp will remain on until the problem has been cor-

:
rected.

I

____ ._ - -- . . _ . -,. . - ._ _ _ _ _ - - .
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10-10 Responsso to Annuncicting
Indicators - Steady-State |

Operating Mode |
1
|

|
Depending on the nature of the alarm, the operator may be expected to

,

initiate corrective action within some specific time. For safety-related

'

alarms, this action would normally take place within a minute or so, although

; several minutes may be allowed in some cases. If corrective action is not

initiated within, say, 1 minute after acknowledging the alarm, the probability

1

that the acticn will be overlooked increases to 1.0 for some indeterminate

period and then declines. The rationale is that ordinarily the operator will
J

'

take action immediately af ter acknowledging an alarm. If he does not, it is
.

because something more pressing requires his attention. While attending to
,

the other event, he cannot attend to the initial event and so the HEP for the

initial event becomes 1.0. Upon completing the required action on the second I

event, he is free to return to the initial event. However, he may have for- ;

1
gotten about the initial event while working on the second event, and the only '

indication remaining is the annunciator in the steady-on state, which is much

|
!less compellina than the blinking state. Furthennore, this indication will

normally be only one of several since there will be several steady-on indica-

tions (estimated at 20 or more) on the annunciator panels at any time. These 1

1

**
constitute noise and must be filtered out by the operator.

1,

> 1

*
This problem suggests an obvious human engineering design that we suggest be

( evaluated. This design woulu incorporate timing mechanisms which would cause j
'

steady-on annunciator indicators to resume blinking, perhaps with a unique
auditory signal, if not corrected within some time period. Different annunci-
ators might have different time periods for resumption of the blinking (and
audio) signals . This concept is the basis of the snooze alarm found on some
alarm clocks.

**
This problem, too, is a candidate for an ergonomics solution, since several

of these continuing indications may be related to repairs or other long-term
conditions. One solution used in some plants is to paste repair stickers over
such annunciator lights. However, a more effective solution would be to use
translucent caps over these lights so that the illumination itself would be
reduced. Reduction of the illumination would still enable an operator to see
a blinking signal if the system were put back into service without removing
the special cap.

.___. ._ _ . _-_
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10-11 Recponse2 to Annunciating
Indicators - Steady-State
Operating Mode

~

A probability of 10 (.0001 to .01) is estimated for failure to respond

to a steady-on annunciator within 1 minute after the interrupting task has

been taken care of. The rationale is that the interruption increases the

operator's error probability by a factor of 10 (from the basic 10~ HEP), due

to disruption of his short-tern memory. However, if he does not initiate ac-

tion within some very brief period (say 1 minute), we assume that he has for-

gotten the alarm, and the steady-on indication bir.nds into the background of

othsr steady-on indicators on the annunciator panels. The probability of his

responding to it later will be much lower -- a .05 probability of detection

per scan of the annunciator panel, assuming hourly or fewer scans per shift.

Tha estbnated Pr[F) is . ?S ( . 9 to . 99 ) .

Figure 10-1 outlines the error probabilities for initiation of corrective

tction as a function of time after the initial annunciator comes on. We have

arbitrarily assumed that, in the case of an interruption, the first scan takes

p1 tee at the end of the minute followin? the hypothesized interruption.

The figure shows some of the considerations involved in accounting for

tbna spent by operators as it relates to the probability of oversight in re-

sponding to an annunciator. The times involved vary. For example, some

esfsty-related annunciators require a quicker response than do others. The

10" basic HEP is the estimate to use in answer to the question: What is the

probtbility that an operator will fail to initiate corrective action (whether

or not the action is the correct action) within the required time constraints,

givsn a single alarmed annunciator (or one functional group of annunciators)

and cteady-state operating conditions without any interruptions)?

If there is same distraction or interruption before the operator can de-

~

cida on a course of action, the initial HEP of 10 is increased by a factor

of 10 to 10" . Figure 10-2 illustrates how to determine the estimated failure

t

i

1
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10-12 Fig've 10-1
,

|

|
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Figure 10-1. Initiation of Action in Response to Annunciators in
Control Room, Given One Operator, Only One Annanci-
ating Indicator, and Steady-State Operating Moda

_ _ _
_ _
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10-13 Figure 10-2

10-1.9

NO INTERRUPTION INTERRUPTION

104 BASIC HEP .999 10-3 HEP WITH'

W/O INTERRUPTION INTERRUPTION

Si g3
.05 .95 HEP AT .95 HEP AT'05

NEXT SCAN NEXT SCAN

82 F1 S4 F2

PrIF] = F + F21

4 X .95) + (10-1 X 10-3 X .95)= (.9 X 10

= 8.55 X 10-5 + 9.5 X 10-5 :

!
,

= 18.05 X 10-5

= 2 X 104

|
.

|

Figure 10-2 Estimated Pr[F) to Initiate Corrective Action in
Response to an Annunciator by the End of the Next
Scan Af ter Onset, Asstaning Hourly Scans

I
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10-14 RerponO13 to Annunciating
IndicItora - Ststdy-State
Operating Mode

to take action to an annunciator by the end of the first scan following the

onset of an annunciated indication, assaning there is some basis for estimat-

ing the percentage of times that an operator will be distracted or interrupted
i when responding to an annunciator. An HEP of .05 is estimated as the detec-

tion probability per scan for an annunciated legend light which had its blink-

ing and auditory functions canceled and no further action taken in response to

it. Assuming an interruption probability of 10%, the total failure probabil-

ity is the sum of the failure paths F and F , and is calculated as 2 x 10
~

.
g 2

(The tree can be expanded to estimate the PrIF] given additional scans. ) The
|

total probability of failure to initiate corrective action by the end of the
-4first scan after the alarm is not greatly different from the basic 10 HEP.

In a real-world situation, an interruption probability as high as 10% is un-

likely under the steady-state operating mode. Therefore, in most carts, we

can disregard the effects of interruptions and use the basic 10~ probability

for failure to initiato action in response to an annunciator, given there is

only one annutciating indicator.

The overriding influence of the .9999 estimated probability of initiating I

action to an annunciator when it first comes on is illustrated by assuming

that the annunciator illuminates af ter tha fourth and before the fif th he trly

scan and that the operator did not respond to it (except for the usual cancel-

ing of the auditory and blinking signals) . He now has four hourly scans left

in his shift, which means four chances to detect and respond to the legend

lig ht . Since the probability of his detecting the steady-on annunciator light

is .05 per scan, his overall probability of detecting it by the end of the

shift is:

Pr[S) = 1 .95 % .19
,

_ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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10-15 Rerponneo to Annunciating
Indicators - Steady-State
Operating Mode

i

If hourly scans are not assumed, the next chance to see the steady-on legend

light will occur during the initial audit of the next shift. Our model indi-

cates that unless the operator responds appropriately (a probability of .9999)

when the annunciator first comes on, he has a relatively low probability of

rscovering fram this error on a timely bas'_3.

One Annunciating Indicator - Two Operators

If two operators are assigned to the contrei ?1Ga as active operators,

wa assume MD between them as per Equation 9-2,. s'9-16~ Thus, the basic error.

~4
probability of 10 to acknowledge an annunciator and take corrective action

would be modified per the equation for MD. If A is the HEP for person "A,"

and B| A is the CHEP for person "B" given that person " A" has failed, the total'

failure probability is:

i Pr[FlMD] = A x B|A
-510" x .15 2 10=

The above estimate is based on the assumptions that both operators are

indeed present and that they have been instructed to nonitor all the panels.

1 If either assumption is not met, the above estimate will be too low. Seminara

et al (1976 ) noted that when two operators were assigned to a reactor control
i

room they both looked at all the panels. However, of ten only one operator is

present in the control room. There are differences among plants and among

shifts in a plant. If two operators are assigned, and if we assume that they

will uonitor the control boards simultaneously only half the time, the-above

equation would be modified as follows:

.

.-
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10-16 RerponDc0 to Annuncieting
i Indicators - Steady-State
i Operating Mode
i

Pr[F] = ((failure probability for one person) x

I (percent of time first person only is available)) +
1

((fallure probability for one person) x (percent
f

j of time second person is available) x (conditional

i

; probability of failure of second person assuming

~ ~
|MD)] (10 x .5) + (10 x .5 x .15) = 6 x 10=

l

Multiple Annunciating Indicators - One Operator
|

(In the following discussion, the term "one annunciator" also refers to a|

!
set of annunciators to which trained operators respond as a single unit.)

1

. If an operator has to attend to two or more annunciating indicators,
!

there is an increased load on him, and same decrease in his reliability is i,

I

expected. As the number of annunciating indicators increases, the operator

1

load will increase gaanetrically.

Operating personnel have two primary responcibilitiest keeping the plant
;

online and ensuring its safe operation. Because serious safety problems

rarely occur at a plant, most of the operator's attention is directed to the
,

instrumentation and controls related to the first responsibility. Interviers
.

| with operators indicate that they do not expect serious safety problems.

Furthermore, they have confidence in the ability of their plant's safety sys-

tems to cope with possible safety problems automatically. These attitudes,

coupled with the usual' lack of practice in dealing with the unexpected, may

result in reluctance on the part of an operator to take action that would in-

terfere with keeping the plant online. 'Ib what extent the 'IMI accident and

subsequent changes in operator training and onsite practice will affect these

attitudes is not known.

. . . . . . - - , , .
n, - -_ ----.-- .-_ .- . - - - - - _ - _ - . - . --
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10-17 Re:ponse to Annuncir. ting
Indicators - Stead -Statef
Operating Mode

! It follows that if several annunciators sound simultaneously, an operator
i

will probably give priority to those that are related to the maintenance of

power outputs i.e., the economic considerations. This is not meant to imply

; that the operator will purposely ignore safety-related annunciators in favor

j of annunciators related to keeping the plant online, but the tendency might be

there. This tendency is strengthened as the nusber of falso alarms in safety-

ralated annunciators increases. In the EPRI Review see operators complained

that false alarms were frequent. Estimates included " occasional," 154, 30%,

on up to 50% f alse alarms, 50 to 100 per shift, and even 100 per hour in one

unusual case.

For many transients, the distinction between safety-related systems and

cconcnic-related systems is academic. Furthermore, in the case of loss of

cain feedwater, if backup auxiliary feedwater is not supplied on a timely

basis, both safety and econmic considerr.tions are affected. Since loss of

I
Ecin feedwater will automatically trip tlw turbine and reactor, the above

" conflict" between economic and safety considerations is not very important
1

unless it affects subsequent operator actions.

There is still another consideration in attempting to predict the opera-

tor's response to some annunciator or group of ununciators. Often the oper-

ator will have standing orders in the event of a turbine / reactor trip. For

example, at some plants where the transfer from main to auxiliary feedwater

nu:t be done manually, the operators are instructed to shift to auxiliary

fsedwater immediately whenever there is a turbine / reactor trip. The effect of

cuch standing orders on operator response to related annunciators is difficult

to estimates a case study involving this situation is pretented in Chapter 21.

Our model for multiple annunciating indicators does not address unique

fcetors such as the above. It is based on the simplifying assumption that all
.

_ - _ - _ _ _ _
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10-18 Recpon*:23 to Annunciating
Indicctoro - Stssdy-State |

Operating Mcde

annunciating indications are equal in importance and attention-getting. The |

user must modify the model for ciretsastances under which this assumption is

invalid. Our auxiliary feedwater case study in Chapter 21 (p 21-14) shows how

: we handled this problem for one application.

The model is expressed in the follewing two eqations and the resultant

'

HEPs in Table 10-2:

10 ,i=1

j Pr[F ] =< 2 x 10 1 < 1 < 10 > (10-1),

i .25, i > 10 i

( ;4

where Pr[F ) is the failure to initiate action in response to the annunci- I
g

ator (or ccanpletely dependent set of annunciators) in a group of n annunciat- |

),

; ing indicators.
;

. n !

j Pr[F ] !1 '

Pr[F ] (10-2)=

1

1

1

l
; where Pr[F ] is the failure to initiate action in response to a randomly se- |

I
lected annunciator (or completely dependent set of annunciators) in a group of

|
;

n annunciators. A lower uncertainty bound of HEP + 10 and an upper uncer-
,

tainty bound of HEP x 10 are tssigned to each Pr[F ] or Pr[F ], with an abso-g g
~

lute lower bound of 5 x 10 and an absolute upper bound of .999.

The doubling of the estimated HEPs for annunciators after the second one

(instead of a tenfold increase) is based on allowances for the arousal effect

of the situation that causes a number of alarms to sound almost simulta-

neously. There is still a substantial increase in the probability eat an

operator will overlook scane annunciators af ter he has canceled thei.y sound and

blinking because of the increase in task load as the number of competing

.
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T_ble 10-2. Estimtted Pr[F] for Multiple Annuncicting Indic tcro
o

Pr[F ] for each sucescoiva Annunciator (ANN) or t%saplStaly Dependent Set of ANN 3

Number
of

ANNs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 i l

1 10 ~4
10

~ ~

2 10 10 6x10"
~

3 10 10 2x10~ ~

10
~

4 10 10~ 2x10" 4x10" 2x10"
~ ~

5 10 10 2x10" 4x10 8x10 3x10"
~

6 10 10~ 2x10 4x10 8x10 1 6x10 5x10
~ ~ ~ ~

~

~

7 10 10~ 2x10" 4x10" 8x10 1.6x10" 3.2x10" 9x10
~

~

~

8 10 10" 2x10 4x10 8x10 1.6x10~ 3.2x10" 6.4x10~ ~
~ ~ ~

2x10
9 10 10~ 2x10" 4x10 8x10 1.6x10" 3.2x10" 6.4x10" 1.3x10" 3x10

~
~

10 10 10~ 2x10~ 4x10' 8x10 1.6x10~ 3.2x10' 6.4x10 1.3x10~ 2.5x10 5x10~
- ~ ~

g
11-15' .10 $

.
16-20 .15Pr[F ] for each additional ANN beyond 10 = .25 ?

-

21-40 i
.20 w

>40 .25

.
Estimated uncertainty bounds of HEP 10 and HEP x 10 are assigned to each Pr[F ] or Pr[F ], with an

absolute lower bound of 5 x 10~ and an absolute upper bound of .999.

e.

PrlF } is the expected Pr[F] to initiate action in response to a randomly selected ANN (or completely
dependent set of ANNs) in a group of ANNs competing for the operator's attention. It is the arithmetic

mean of the Pr[F ]s in a row, with an upper limit of .25.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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10-20 Respon::ca to Annunciating
Indicators - Steady-State

i Operating Mode
1

:

alanns increases. There may even be a point at which sane operators may

|
deliberately ignore the annunciators (except for canceling the disruptive

| sound), as evidenced by the '1MI accident. The large upper bound is an attempt

j to include such incidents. .

|
'

j The cutoff HEP of .25 for the tenth annunciator (or 10 sets of completely

dependent annunciators) was selected because more than 10 implies a stressful

, situation, such as a transient, and an error probability of .25 is assumed
I

under high stress (p 17-17). Thus, for all annunciators beyond the tenth, an

estimated HEP of .25 is assigned. )

'Ihe Pr[F ] column in Table 10-2 is for use in reliability analyses in

which the specific order of attending to annunciators cannot be predicted and
1

the probability of failing to initiate action in response to a specific an-
,

nunciator is of interest. In such a case, this probability is taken as the )
J
' arithmetic meJLn of the Pr[F ]s of the sounding annunciators, because any an

thnunciator has an equal chance of being first, second, or 3 to be selected.

i I

j Since the values in Table 10-2 are speculative, the estimates for Pr[F ] forg ;

more than 10 annunciators are grouped as shown in the table; i.e., 11 to 15,

: '

i 16 to 20, 21 to 40, and over 40 annunciators. Although Pr[F ] will never '

equal .25, this value is approached when n exceeds 40.

Multiple Annunciating Indicators - Two Operators

For the case of two operators, the error terms above should be modified
|
|

as described in the section "One Annunciating Indicator - Two Operators,"

p 10-15.

One problem that has been mentioned in both the EPRI Review (Seminara

et al, 1976) and the Kemeny (1979) report is that, as the number of annunci-

ators sour. ding off increases, more and more personnel want "to get into the

_ _ . . _ _ _ _ -.--. _ __. - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - ._ ._ . . _ _ _ _ -_ _ , . . _ ._



10-21 Re ponoss to Annunciating
Indicators - Maintenance
or Calibration Operations

,

cct," and a very confusing situation can arise, with errors in communication

between people, and, on occasion, one operator taking actions that negate the

cetions of another operator. Of course, there are no means of predicting such

effects - these are functions of plant discipline and administrative controls.

However, for the steady-state operating situation the assumptions stated ear-

lisr regarding the interaction of two operators provide the most reasonable
'

actimates of the advantages of two versus one operator.

For abnomal conditions in which more than two operators m+ y be involved

in the control room, see " Effects of Several Operators in an Abnormal Situa-

tion ," p 17-22.

Responses to Annunciating Indicators -
Maintenance or Calibration Operations

During certain calibration or maintenance procedures, the technicians may

hr.ve to comunicate with the centrol room operator by phone or intercom. For
.1

cxcmple, in calibrating setpoints that are alarmed in the control room, the
,

technician will want to know whether the annunciator alarms at a certain

icvel. In this type of activity, the control room operator is an active

partner and is fully alert to annunciated indicators. For this reason, we

judge that the probability of his responding to other annunciated indicators

should not be degraded.

In other procedures, however, the control room operator may be passive
1

in that alarms sound frequently and he meraty notes that these alarms are part

of the calibration procedure and turns off the audio and the blinking light

indications. We have observed that sme operators becmo annoyed by these

conctant interruptions and eventually my turn off the audio and blinking

; light without carefully checking to ensure that the anrunciating indicator

does indeed relate to the ongoing calibration or maintenance. Under these

. _ . . - _ . __ -



10-22 Re:porCGO to Annunci0 ting
Indicators - Anticipated
Transient Events, Startup,
and Shutdown

conditions, we assign an incaease of an order of magnitude to the estimated

HEP for steady-state operating conditions when a single annunciator comes on.

Thus, for the one-operator situation, the estimated oversight probability

would be .001 (.0001 to .01).

If two or more annunciators sound more or less simultaneously the opera-

tor should recognize an indication that is not associated with the calibration

proced ure . If the procedure involves just one annunciator, we judge that the

onset of two annunciators will be perceived by the op?rator as "something dif-

ferent." This arousal effect should offset the interfe 'ng effects of the.

calibration procedure, and the model for normal operating conditions applies.

The above statements apply to annunciated legend lights. Ordinarily, an-

nunciated printout equipment is not affected by calibration and maintenance as

described above.

Responses to Annunciating Indicators - )
Anticipated Transient Events, Startup, and Shutdown

|

Anticipated transient events are pertubations in the steady-state opera- |

* i

ting condition of an NPP that may require rapid reactor shutdown. Tables I )

4-9 and I 4-12 in WASH-1400 list the PWR and BWR transients that were con-

sidered in the NRC reactor safety study. For many of these transients, the

! reactor will automatically trip, but for others (sometimes called Anticipated

Transients Without Scram - ATWS) the operator will have to take action to con-

trol the situation. This may involve a rapid manual shutdown of the reactor.

In any case, transient events are very demanding of an operator's attention.
I

4
e
Per WASH-1400 (p I-58), in 150 reactor * years no unanticipated transients have

occurred, while there are about 10 antiqipated transients per reactor year.
For purposes cf human reliability analys;ts, we regard unanticipated transients
as psychologically similar to a small LCCA.

.

n
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10-23 Re pontc3 to Annunciating
Indicators - Ioss-of-
Coolant Accidents

He will tend to concentrate all his attention on coping with the transient

i
cvsnt and will be less likely to attend to annunciated signals not directly

reisted to the transient.

Similarly, certain startup and shutdown procedures are also very demand-

ing of an operator's attention, reducing the probability of his responding to

a cafety-related annunciator in time.

We estimate the same probabilities of failure to respond to annunciators

related to transient events and to startup or shutdown procedures as were

; estimated for annunciatore in general. However, when the plant is in a tran-

sient mode or in the shutdown or startup mode the estimated probability of the

operator's failing to respond to an annunciated indicator not directly related

to these conditions is increased by an order of magnitude. This increase ap-

plies also to the values in Table 10-2 for annunciated legend lights and to

ths probability of failure to respond to an annunciated printout.

Responses to Annunciating

Indicators - Loss-of-Coclant Accidents
!

We are pessimistic about an operator's capabilities in coping with a

serious emergency such as a large LOCA. When a large LOCA is simulated in a
,

!

dynamic simulator, the noise and confusion are often overwhelming, even for

experienced operators. Errors of oversight and comunission are frequent. When

a small LOCA is simulated, there is more time to take reasoned action, and

arrors are less frequent.

As yet we do not have a data bank of operator responses to LOCAs ( simu-

lated or actual), so estimates of htsaan reliability in large or small LOCAs

era highly conjectural. 'Ihe HEPs listed in Table 10 2 allow for considerable-

dagradation of operator performance under the stress of a large number of

i

,

,- ...e , , _ , , . , , - - -n ,



10-24 Rerpon000 to Annunciating
Indicators - Ioss-of-
Coolant Accidents

s.imultaneously sounding annunciators - we don't believe that these figures

will degrade further under the stresses of a IOCA.

Given the high probabilities of effective automatic responses of ESFs to

a small or large LOCA, the most important potential post-LOCA errors are those

made by operators during manual switching from the injection mode to the

recirculation mode or at later times during the recirculation mode. In Chap-

ter 21 (p f.1-1) we present the WASH-1400 analysis of changing from the injec-

tion to the recirculation mode and include changes to the original HEP esti-

mates based on this handbook.

.

f

|

|
|

|

|

|

.
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11-1 Ch. 11. Uh_nnuncicted
Displays

Major Perfor.sance Shaping
Factors for Displays

CHAT'IR 11. UNANNUNCIATED DISPIAYS

As described in Chapter 10, annunciators alert the operator if some

c:ndition in the NPP ebnormal and requires immediate attention. However,

most of the displays in nn NPP are unannunciated. These are the displays that
,

indicate the moment-by-mment status of selected plant parameters, and these

cre the ones the operator uses to run the plant. Whereas nearly all annunci-

cted displays are .1egend-type displays that disset attention to see specific

component or subsystem, the unannunciated displays are of a variety of types

tha't present information with different degrees of precision. Unannunciated

displays may be grouped in the following broad categories:

Meters

Digital displays

Chart recorders i

Ind**ator lights (lamps; v lagend lights)

Graphs
|

This chapter describes some PSFs influencing the use of the above dis-

plays and presents HEP estimates related to the three major uses of d.'aplayst

rOrding for quantitative information, check-reading for qualitative inforca-

tion, and periodic scanning of displays for abnormal indications or trends.

Sources for derived HEPs in this chapter are described in Chapter 19. The
I

! ccInning model presented in this chapter is based largely on our judcynent, and

! c n be modified when more data become available.
|

|
l
'

Major Performance Shaping Factors for Displays

| In deriving estimates of BHEPs for unannunciated displays in the control
i
i rce , the most relevant PSFs are the following

|
t

J



11-2 Major Performanca Shrping
Factors for Displays

(1) Stress level of the operator

(2) Rate at which the operator must process signals

(3) Frequency with which a particular display is scanned

(4) Relationship of the displays to annunciators or other attention-

getting devices

(5) Extent to which the inf"rmation needed for operator decisions and

actions is displayed directly

(6) Human engineering related to the design and arrangement of the

displays

In this chapter, the steady-state operating mode of the NPP is assumed

for the first PSF, above, with the operators f unctioning at a low-to-optimal

level of psychological and physiological stress (Figure 3-13, p 3-56) . This

range of stress is assumed for routine tasks of maintenance and calibration

also. All HEPs in this chapter are premised on the optimal level of stress.

The second PSF relates to the first in that a requirement for rapid

1

processing of information is often associated with a higher-than-usual level j
|

of stress. Best performance is usually obtained when the task is self-paced; I

i.e., the person proceeds at a comfortable pace. If the person has to func-

tion at a much higher rate, he is more error-prone. A requirement for pro-
|

| cessing signals at a high rate is a form of str ess, time stress. Time stress
1
'

does not affect performance in the same way as emotional stress; time stress

usually leads to errors of omission, whereas emotional stress may result in

much more severe incapacitation. A combination of time stress and emotional

stress will usually result in the greatest level of incapacitation or the

greatest number of inappropriate responses. In t 1e steady-state operating

condition of a plant, the stress level of the operator varies between low and

\
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11-3 Major Performancs Sheping
Factors for Dicplcys

!

|

! optimal, and his required signal-processing rate is adequate since he has

f emple time to read and interpret the displays.

; 'Ihe third PSF, scanning frequency, is a function of the relative im-

|
portance of the display as perceived by the operator, the context in which it

is being read, and specified procedures.2

The fourth PSF, relationship to attention getting devices, refers to the

i phenmenon that, even though a particular deviant display is not annunciated,

attention will probably be drawn to it if it is part of an annunciated sub-

system.>

i

The fifth PSF relates to the content of the information displayed. If

the operator has no direct indication of certain functions, he will have to-

I deduce the information from other displays; e.g., a problem in the TMI acci-
|

! dsnt was the absence of a direct indication of emergency coolant flow from the
!
I Auxiliary Feedwater System ( AFWS). Interpretation errors are more likely with
I

this type of design, especially under stressful conditions.

'

The sixth PSF, human engineering related to the design and placement of
i

j displays, is highly variable in NPPs. Generally, there has been no systematic

application of this technology to the designs of existing NPPs. We estimate

that the HEPs 1.*ted in the handbook will be reduced by factors of 2 to 10 if4

tha displays ani controls are improved by the incorporation of standard

haan engineerin, concepts such as those described in Seminara, Eckert, et al,

1979. Table 11-1 lists some of the human engineering deficiencies in existing

plants, based on the EPRI Review (Seminara et al,1976) and our own observa-
|
4

! tions.

For a complete reliability analysis, the influence of dependence must

be considered, as described in Chapter 7, and errors of both omission and

!
;

;

,
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11-4 T;blo 11-1 |

Table 11-1. Human Engineering Deficiencies of Displays
! in Nuclear Power Plants |

|

1. Displayed information that is primaril'; of actual status only; normal |
status is not indicated I

2. Poorly designed scales, and scale numeral progressions that are difficult
to interprets e.g., one scale division equals 0.5 units

3. Parallax problems in relating pointers to scale markings and ntanerals on |

meters

4. Placement of meters and recorders above or below eye lewsl, making the
upper or lowar segment of the scale difficult to read

5. Meters or recorders that can fail with the pointer reading in the normal )

operating band of the scale

6. Glare and reflections

7. Too many channels of information on chart recorders

8. Illegible pen tracings or symbols on chart recorders

9. No warning before a chart recorder pen runs out of ink

10. Use of chart recorders where meters or digital readouts would be more I

appropriate; e.g., where lags in data can result in wrong decisions !

11. Functionally related displays that are widely separated physically
1

12. Inconsistent coding and labeling among displays

13. Mirror-imaging of control rooms

14. Lack of limit marks on meters used for check-reading

15. Meters not arranged with " normal" segments in the same relative positions
(to facilitate check-reading)

16. Displays and arrangements do not present the operator with a mental image
of what is going on

1
)

l

l

1
'

|

|

)
l

i

|

.
1
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11-5 Reading and Reccrding of

Quantitativa Information
fran Displays

commission must be treated. This chapter deals only with errors of

commission; most of the errors of omission described in Chapter 13, " Valving

Operations," also apply to displays.

Reading and Recording of
Quantitative Information from Displays

Under steady-state operating conditions, there won't be many deviant

indications on displays other than those already tagged. Although we are

pricarily concerned with the probability of failure to detect a deviant indi-

cation on displays in the control room (a check-reading f unction), an operator

somitimes has to read an exact value from a display. The following sections

pr0Eent HEPs and uncertainty bounds related to the reading and recording of

quantitativo information. The estimated Pr[F]s for these cases are collected

in Table 11-2.

A given error of commission may or may not have any system-significance.

For example, in reading a value from a digital readout, a calibration techni-

cirn may erroneously read 1-2-3-5 instead of 1-2-3-4. In such a case, the

crror may not be important. On the other hand, if he erroneously reads

1-4-2-3, the error might have serious consequences. In performing a human

relichility analysis, then, one must identify the unportat.t t rrors and esti-

ccta probabilities for them. As an approximation, we may assume that all

possible reading errors are equally likely. Thus, in the above er .mple, the

technician has an equal likelihood of reading any given digit incorrectly.

Th;rsfore, if one is not interested in errors in the last digit of the four,

the basic reading error for 4-digit digital readouts of .001, described below,

,can be multiplied by .75 to yield .00075 for the three digits of interest.
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11-6 T:blo 11-2

|
|

Table 11-2. Pr[F]s for Errors of Commission in !

j Reading and Recording of Quantitative Information |

Reading Task HEP

Analog meter .003 (.001 to .01)

Digital readout .001 (.0005 to .005)

Chart recorder .006 (.002 to .02)

Printing recorder with large .05 ( .01 to .2)
number of Inrameters

Graphs .01 (.005 to .05)

Values from indicator lamps .001 (.0005 to .005)
that are used as quanti- ;

tative displays '

Recognize that an instrtament .1 (.02 to .2)
being read is janned, if

,

there are no indicators '

to alert the user i

Number of Diyits
to be Recorded HEP

<3 Negligible

' >3 .001 (.0005 to .005)

|

|

I

. - _ _ .-. .. ___. .-. _ .-
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11-7 Rerding cnd Recording of

Qutntitr.tiva Inform 1 tion
from Displays

CIn practice, we would round this .00075 back to .001, showing that our data

cro too inexact to permit a distinction between HEPs in reading 3 or 4

digits . )

M ters and Diqiital Readouts

Based on data reported in Chapter 19, the estimated probability of a

reading error is .003 (.001 to .01) for analog meters and .001 (.0005 to .005)

for 4-digit digital readouts. If the readings are to be recorded manually,

th:re is also an estimated error probability of .001 (.0005 to .005) in

r2 cording the reading if more than 3 digits are to be written down. For 3

digits or less, the recording error probability is judged to be negligible.

Chart Recorders

Most chart ~ recorders are analog displays with the added feature of pro-

viding a record of the Ionitored parameters. Thus, they indicate the recent

hictory of each parametem .md enable the user to note any trends. The accu-

rccy of chart recorders is somewhat less than that of well-designed panel

metsrs of the same size (because of scale differences, pen lag, line width,

stc), but this is of minor consequence. Ordinarily, we would assume an HEP

for reading chart recorders that would be only slightly greater than the HEP

for reading panel meters. However, in many NPPs, chart recorders are

considerably more difficult to read than are comparable panel meters because

of positioning, scaling, chart characteristics, pen characteristics, or multi-

plexing of data. Also, the pens of chart recorders are more apt to stick than

tha pointers of panel meters. The extent to which these disadvantages combine

naturclly varies; as a working estimate for reading chart recorders we suggesc
'

doubling the estimated HEP of .003 for reading meters to .006 ( .002 to .02) .
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11-8 Re ding cnd Recording cf

Quantitetivo Infcrmation
from Displays

In addition to pen-writing chart recorders, there are printing recorders

that periodically stamp a number on the char +. 'Ihis number corresponds to the

monitored parameter, and the position where it is printed corresponds to the l

|

j value of the parameter. A large number of parameters can be recorded on a

single chart. Recorders of this type are particularly susceptible to reading

errors because of faulty registration, faulty printing, double printing, and

differences in scale associated with the diff: tant parameters. Based on these

'

difficulties, the HEP for reading recorders of this type is estimated to be

. 05 ( . 01 to . 2 ) . Most of these errors will be due to confusing the identify-

ing numbers (or letters) of the parameters. I

I
Graphs i

Graphs are not used very much in NPPs. When they a o, the operators

'.

freely use any aids they desire, such as rulers, pencils, etc. It is diffi- |
l

cult to read a graph with precision, but it is unusual for graphs to be used

where precise interpolation is required. The estimated HEP for reading graphs

is .01 (.005 to .05).
.

Inti.cator Lamps

Occasionally, a set of status lamps is used as a quantitative display.

For example, in one plant the containment sump level is indicated by five

i

lamps labeled 4, 18, 48, 64, and 205 inches ( see Figure 3-10, p 3-39) . As

water in the sunp riscs, the lamps light in sequence to indicate the water

level. Under stress-free operating conditions, this type of indication should

be relatively free of human error even though the design violates a popula-

tional stereotype (p 3-38) . We assess the reading error to be the same as

that for reading a digital readout, .001 (.0005 to .005). (Because it does

violate a populational stereotype , for the reading HEP under stressful condi-

tions we multiply the BHEP of .001 by 10.)

__ ._.g-- -.
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for Errorc in Quantite-
tive Readings

Some Recovery Factors for Errors in Quantitative Readings

Errors in reading displays can be recovered in several ways. Two of the ;

mort comanon are discussed in the following two sections. The first relates to

the operator's expectancy of what the . reading should be. The second is the

recovery obtained when two people perform a reading tasks i.e., the use of

human redundancy.

1

Recovery Factors Based on Operator Expectancy

Note that the HEPs presented above apply to the probability that the

trror will occur at all -- they do not consider the operation of recovery

frctors that can alert the user to his error. For example, the HEP for

recording 4 digits is .001; this includes the most common error, that of

trcnsposition -- a person reads 3821 and writes 8321. If the entry is to be

ustd immediately, as when calibrating an item, the resulting figure is so

obviously deviant than usually it would be questioned and corrected. Simi-

lcrly, transposing the two middle digits results in a grossly deviant figure.

When we arrive at the last two digits, the error may or may not be obvious,

dxpending upon the significance attached to them. If they are as significant

cs the others, again the error usually will be noticed. If not, the error

itself may not matter, as when a data form requires more accuracy than the

cituation warrants. The Laportant concept about errors of the type discussed

in this section is that gross errors in taking data from displays usual)< W 11

be noticed. However, in preliminary reliability analyses, we often take the

conservative position that recovery factors will not operate when needed. To

cvoid undue pessimism, recovery factors must be included in a final analysis.

- . _ - .
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l
The Use of Human Redundancy in Quantitative Readings

If two people act as a team in reading and recording display indications,

l
| the error probability will be a function of the procedures followed by the
!

| team. Fo r example, if one operator reads the indication aloud, the other

!
i operato; records it, and then they both check each other, the benefits of

human redundancy are maximal.

Consider the opposite case, when the team members do not check each other

-- for example, if one operator reads the indication aloud and the other )

records it without any checking. In this situation we would not allow for any

benefits of human redundancy. It is possible, of course, that if the reader

makes a gross error, the person doing the recording might notice it. However,
,

i

this type of team interaction is so passive that we assess tne probability of

a wrong entry as the sum of the reading and recording errors. (There also is

a possibility of an error of ca:munication between the team members, but this

will be disregarded here). |

The highest reliability would be attained if the two people read and

recorded individually on separate sheets. In such a case, complete inde-

pendence of the two team manbers might be assumed, and the error probability

for an individual would be squared if there were sane error-free comparison of

the two records. Team members tend to have an alerting effect on each other

in actual practice, and usually there is some informal checking on each other

even if not required by written procedures, so that the performance of teams

will usually be more reliable than that of individuals. Often, the reliabil-

ity increases because a team is more likely to follow plant policies than is

an individual working alone. We are unable to estimate the quantitative value
!

of this informal recovery factor because it is highly variable. To be con-

servative, we assign no recovery teictor for this effect. Further discussion

! of }mman redundancy appears in Chapter 15.

!
,my ----- w y- - m_ - - - .
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11-11 "Funn311ng" of Attenticn
in U;o of Dicp10ya

Check-Reading of Displays

" Funneling" of Attention in Use of Displays

In responding to a display, an operator may focus his attention on a

particular display to the exclusion of all others. Often, the operator will

initiate the indicated actityn and concentrate his attention on that display,

c2iting for a change in the readout. This " funneling" of attention is more

likely to occur when the operator is under stress.

f

An occasional display maltanction is " sticking"; i.e., a pointer on a

panel meter or a pen on a chart recorder jams for some reason and no longer

yicids useful information. Usually there are several redundant displays for

*
cny significant parameter, and the operator can refer to one of them for the

required reading until the primary display is repaired. However, there is a

ctrong tendency to focus on just one display without cross-checking. Because

of the operator's involvement in the corrective action to be taken, this is

cost likely to occur when the display sticks in a position indicating the need

f r inanadiate corrective action. It is less likely to occur when the sticking

dicplay does not indicate a need for immMiate action because the operator

vill be scanning the associated displays as well. When an operator uses an

instrument that has jammed without any indication to that effect, we estimate

a probability of .1 (.02 to .2) that the operator will fail to cross-check

until some other indication, such as an alarm, alerts him that something is

amiss.

Check-Reading of Displays

In many cases, displays are merely " checked" rather than read quantita-

tiv ly. That is, the operator refers to the display to determine that the

monitored parameter is within certain limits, rather than to determine the
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exact value of the reading. The check-reading may be merely to note go/no go

indications such as which indicator light is on (e.g., is it a red light, or

is it a green light)' or whether the pointer is still within the acceptable

range on a meter. At other times, the check-reading may require more detailed

qualitative discrimination; e.g., has the pointer moved upwards since the last

time it was checked? The following sections describe check-reading of meters,

digital readouts, chart recorders, and indicator lights. The estimated HEPs

associated with these tasks are in Table 11-3. The HEP estimates for check-

reading apply to displays that are checked individually for some specific

I
purpose, such as a scheduled requirement, or in response to some developing

]

situation involving that display. For this reason, these HEPs are much

smaller than the ones related to the more passive periodic scanning of the
|

control boards, discussed later.

; Check-Reading of Meters and Chart Recorders

|

Check-reading of meters and chart recorders is facilitated by the use of I

|

limit marks to indicate the limits of acceptable readings. The " red lines" on

tachometers are a familiar example.
l

The estimated BHEP of commission for check-reading meters is .003 (.001

to .01). This applies to meters without limit marks. If there are easily i

l

visible limit marks, we estimate that the error probability is reduced by a

factor of 3; i.e., to .001 (.0005 to .005). For analog-type chart recorders,

the above HEPS are doubled to .006 (.002 to .02) for charts without limit

marks and to .002 (.001 to .01) for charts with limit marks.

In most NPPs, the meters used for check-reading are purchased and in-

stalled without limit marks. However, the operators usttally add informal

limit marks in the form of tape, grease-pencil lines, etc., that are almost as
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Table 11-3. HEPs for Check-Reading of Displays

Check-Reading Task HEP

Digital indicators (these must be read - .001 (.0005 to .005)
there is no true check-reading
function for digital displays)

Analog meters with easily seen limit .001 (.0005 to .005)
marks

Analog meters with difficult-to-see .002 (.001 to .01)
limit marks, such as scribe lines

Analog meters without limit marks .003 (.001 to .01)

Analog-type chart recorders with .002 (.001 to .01)
,

limits'

Analog-type chart recorders without .006 (.002 to .02)
limit marks

Confirming a status change on a Negligible
status lamp

] Checking the wrong indicator lamp .003 (.001 to .01)
(in an array of lamps)

Misinterpreting the indication on the .001 (.0005 to .005)
indicator lamps

I

(
_ . .__ .
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effective as factory-printed limit marks. At saae plants , management policies I

do not allow the use of limit marks on meters, and the operators resort to the

use of " invisible" limit marks, such as fine scribe lines. Since these are

not easily,seen, we assign an HEP between the two values above, .002 (.001

to .01).

Digital Readouts '

With analog displays, check-reading does not involve a quantitative

reading -- the indication is either ."in" or "out." The relative position of

| the pointer provides all the required information. With digital displays,

there are no such positional cues -- ti.e display must be read, so we judge

that the check-reading HEP of commission for digital displays is the same as

for their quantitative readings - .001 (.0005 to .005).

Check-Reading of Indicator Lights

Indicator lights are used to indicate the state of some component or

subsystem. The discussion that follows assunes either transilluminated legend

lights or a plain lamp with a colored cover and a label above or below the

lamp.

In certain appl' i.c ons in NPPs, color conventions are observed. Pbr

example, valve states are indicated by red for open end green for closed. In

a few cases entire subsystems are arranged to comply with a " green-board"

philosophy; that is, if all components in a st.usystan are in the normal oper-

ating mode, all the ladicator lights will be green.

Aside free those described above, few conventions are followed in the

color-coding of indicator lights in NPPs, and the lamps do not indicate the

normal operating states of the itens they are monitoring. (In this context

" normal" refers to Wien the plant is in the steady-state operating mode.)

I

|

. - _. -
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The three usual cases in which an operator will observe a status lamp are

wh n

i 1. Confirming a status change after a manual operation such as changing

a valve state

2. Determining the status of a specific item (or group of items) for
,

scue inanediate purpose

3. Conducting a survey, as in the course of an initial audit or at

prescribed periods thereafter

The HEPs associated with the first two cases are as follows:

1. Confir:aing status change after an operation, such as changing the

status of a MOV, is an active task. 'Ihe operator has initiated the .

change and ordinarily will watch the indicator lights for confirma-

tion of the response. Under normal operating conditions, the proba-

bility of his failing to note the status change is negligibly anall

and will be disregarded.

2. Checking the status of a specific indicator light (or group of

lighes) for some specific purpose is also an active task. Given the

usual large number of similar indicator lights, we estimate a .003

(.001 to .01) probability of checking the wrong indicator light.

Assuming that the correct indicator is addrensed, there is some small

probability (estimated as .001 (.0005 to .005)), that the indicatica

will be micinterpreted (e.g., a reversal error will be made when

looking at a pair of lamps consisting of a red and a green lamp).

"ha third case is discussed in the next section.

...

_ . _ _ _ . _
_ . _ . _ , _
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11-16 Detection of Devient
thannunciated Displays
During Periodic Sca* ming

,

!'

Detection of Deviant
Unannunniated Displays During Periodic Scanning

The above sections describe the cases in which same specific cue directs

an operator to look at a particular unannunicated display. For example, an

annunc'ator alarms, and the operato : checks meters functionally related to.

that annunciator. Or the operator follows some schedule that requires him to

note same quantitative reading or to check-read same display. In such cases,

there is a high probability of his detecting a deviant indication on the

display he observes. The remaining sections in this chapter dad with the

probability that an operator will detect some deviant indication on a display

iten no such cues are present. In such cases , detection will depend largely

on his scanning pattern and frequency.

Hourly scans are assumed as the average tractice of control room oper- l
1

l
ators for those displays on which important information may frequently change. 1

Fbr other types of displays, un.'.ess one has information to the contrary, only

one scan per shift is essumed, at the initial audit. Fbr example, essentially

1

static displays such as a meter showing the level of refueling water in a )
tank are not likely to be scanned more than once per shift. Some operators

state that there are many displays they never check unless alerted by some

signal or sn alarm; e.g., status lamps for blocking valves.

"he estimates below are based on the observation that, although he may

*look at" a given display, there is a high probability that a deviant indica-

tion will not register on the consciousness of the operator unless some alert-

ing cue is present. This error is classified as an error of commission since

the deviation is "seen" but not perceived. '

Deviant indications may appear on any of the dynamic displays described

earlier in this chapter. The modeling differentiates between go/no-go

+
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dicplays, such as status lamps and legend lights, and displays that present

additional information, such as meters, chart recorders, and digital readouts.

Strtus Lamps and Legend Lights

Without any alerting cues, ther probability of detecting a deviant status

lamp or legend light during a scan, when there is only one such deviant indi-

citer, is very low. Pb , scanning of a status lamp ( e.g., noting that the.

green lamp is on when the red lamp should be on), our best order-of-magnitude

c timate of this detection probability is .01 per scans i.e., an error esti-

m te of .99. For a legend lamp, the estimate of detection probability is

doubled since the latt'er has more information to aid the operator. (The above

and following HEPs and discussion also apply to pairs of 3 amps or legend

lights which monitor the same functions e.g., the two status lamps at 'IMI

which monitor the two blocking valves for the AFWS.)

In most applications, either one scan per shift or no scan is assumed for

ctctus lamps and legend lights. If more than one scan is made per shift, a'

con: tant detection rate for each scan is assumed throughout the shif t, begin-

ning with the initial audit. Thus, the estimated failure probabilities per

sc:n to detect a given deviant status lamp or legend light, when there is only

ona deviant indicator, are, respectively, .99 (.98 to .998) and .98 (.96 to
;

.996). (The exponential curve described in Chapter 9 is not applied since the
<

s;timated probabilities of detection are so low relative to meters and other

dynamic displays for which the curve is assumed.)

Since the scanning of these types of displays is passive, and since it is

po;cible that some displays are not checked at all in the absence of some

cicrting cue, we asmane that if a deviant status lamp or legend light has not

1
-_
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Unannunciated Displays ,

During Periodic Scanning

been detected in 30 days, it will not be detected in any further period.

(This same 30-day cutoff is assumed for all periodic checks and scans.)

Analog Displays

For analog displays, we assume the exponential decre'** in detection

efficiency described in Chapter 9. For multiple deviant analog displays, and

for more than one operator, special performsnce models are used. The next

major section presents some numerical values to illustrate the special appli-

cation of the models to meters and chart recorders and presents a rationale

for the probability estimates given.

Digital Readouts

The scanning model for analog displays does not apply to digital readouts

because the latter must be read rather than scanned. If a particular digital

readout is read periodically, we assume that its criterion value (or range) is

consonly known (e.g. , reactor temperature) or that it is posted next to the

display. In such a case, the only significant error is the error of reading,

as discussed earlier.

Multiple D?viant Displays Present During Scanning

If more than one display became deviant during a shift and none are

unannunciated, the estimated probability of detecting at least one of them is

calculated using Equation 9-1 (p 9-13) or Table 9-1 (p 9-14). For two opera-

tors, use Equation 9-2, p 9-16. If the operator has detected one deviant

display during scanning, the estimated pccbability of detecting functionally

related deviant indicators follows the model for annunciators. That is, under

normal plant conditions, detection of say deviant display should caust rousal
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cuch that related deviant indications take on the same attention-getting

values as annunciated displays (see Table 10-2, p 10-19).

If there are any deviant displays not functionally related to the de-

tccted deviant display, it is assumed that the arousal effect will raise

dstection effectiveness to the initial audit level of effectiveness.

Detection of Deviant Analog
Displays During Periodic Scanning

The scanning model in this section is based on hourly scanning of meters

with limit marks; with no cue or special instruction that would draw attention

to o particular meter. If there is some cue or special instruc' tion, the HEPs

for reading or check-reading should be used instead of the scanning model.

Tha model is based on the asstanption of only one deviant display and one

cperator. For more than one deviant display, and for more than one operator,

c42 Equations 9-1 and 9-2 (pp 9-1.i and 9-16).

The model is based on meters with limit marks, and adjustment is made for

application to meters without limit marks or to analog-type chart recorders

with and without limit marks. Scanning is a special kind of check-reading,

cnd the modifying factors for check-reading errors may be applied to scanning
,

crrors when comparing diff erent raalog displays. The following sections

prac%nt the scanning models and estimated HEPs for meters and chart recorders

with and without limit marks.

Sc nning of Meters with Limit Marks

The probability of an operator's detecting one of only one deviant dis-

plcy is assumed to follow an exponential decrease in detection efficiency over

tha shift if there are no alerting cues. 'Ihe end spurt in detection ability

is ccsigned to the initial audit in the following shift. We assume that the

_ m
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Analog Displays During I

Periodic Scanning l

I
1
,

operator scans displays at hourly intervals, beginning with the initial audit

I
and ending with the eighth scan an hour before the shift ends. Zero duration

time for each scan is asstaaed for mathematical convenience (in typical relia-

bility analyses the system failure estimates are not materially changed by

this assumption). Thus, the inital audit, T , takes place at time zero, the
g

second scan, T , at the start of the start second hour on the shift, and so on2

to the last scan T , which takes place at the start of the eighth hour on the8
~

shift. As noted on p 9-6, the initial audit in the subsequent shift is as-

sumed to include any last-minute scan on the previous shift.

While the exponential shape of the curve is in general agreement with

what is known about detection efficiency over time, a search of the literature

revealed no data with which to assign probability estimates to the eight
!

points on the curve. For example, Murrell (1969, pp 62-63) notes the lack |

of data on control room errors in large process plants. On the basis of our

experience, we hypothesize a .95 probability of successful detection of one

of only one deviant display at the initial audit, T, and a .1 probability
3

of successful detection for the last hourly scan, T8, g ven n ndetection on

the previous trials. With values assigned to these two points, the other

points were determined mathematically (based on the exponential function) and

are listed in the first column of Table 11-4. These figures represent the

hypothesized hourly decline in detection probability throughout the 8-hour

shift.

Equipment malfunctions ar; assumed to occur midway into the shift

(Chapter 6) . This assumption means that a meter indication related to some

deviant condition in the plant will occur just before T - A8 exP ained onl5
s

p 9-8, the simplifying assumption is made that the tabled detection

probabilities hold regardless of when the deviation occurred. The estimates

. -
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Table 11-4. Estimated Per Scan and Cumulative
Probabilities of Detection for Each Hourly

Scan for One (or One Completely Dependent Set)
of One Deviant Unannunciated Meter, With Limit Marks (p 1 of 2)

Trial-
(Scan) Pr[y] Pr'F ] Pr[S(g)] Pr[Sgg]g

-

Number

T .95 .05 .95 .95
y

T .69 .31 .03 .98
2

T .50 .50 .008 .988
3

T .36 .64 .003 .991
4

.26 .74 .001 .992
5

.0007 .M27
6 |T . :) .

|

T .14 .86 .0004 .9931 I
7

T ''* * *

8

NCYrES: ,

1. These estimates are rounded values. Four significant figures are used

merely for completeness; in practice these should be rounded further.

2. Pr[S ] is the probability of detection on the i trial, given nondetec-g

tion on all previous trials either because of oversight or because there

was no deviant condition.

3. Pr [F ] = 1 - Pr [S ]g f

4. Pr[Sgg)] is the probability of first detection on the i trial only,

given that the deviant condition occurred before T of the present shift
j

but after T f the preceding shift. Pbr example, Pr[Sg4)] = .05 x .31 x8

.50 (all from the Pr[F ] colustn) x .36 (fram the Pr[S ] colan) = .00279

::::. 003.

5. Pr[S ] is the probability that detection occurs on or before the i

trial, given that the deviant condition occurred bei.>re T of the present
I

shift but after T f the preceding shift.
8

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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.

6. To calculats Pr[S } and Pr[S j for deviant indications that occurred

just before hourly scans other that T , start the calculations from the T
j 1

of interest. (See the appendix to this chapter for some calculations.)

7. For HEPs < .5, the lower smcertainty bound is calculated as HEP x 0.2 and

the upper bound is IMP x 2. For HEPs > .5, the lower uncertainty bound is

1 - 2(1 - HEP) and the upper bound is 1 - 0.2(1 - HEP).
i

8. If fewer than eight scans per shift are asstuned for a specific applica-

tion, use the T values from the table according to the times for which1

the scans are assumed. Thus, if scans at the beginning and midway through

the shift are the two scans assumed, use the Pr[S ] and Pr 7 ] valu s forg 1

T and T *g S

9. It is assumed that if the deviant meter has not been detected within 30

days, it will not be detected unless some other stimulus calls its

deviation to the operator's attention.

|

|

|

|

|
.

-
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in Table 11-4 refer to either a single display or a set of displays for which

the probabilities of detection are completely dependent. The tabled values

apply to the steady-state operating mode only and should not be applied to

conditions in which disabling levels of stress can occur.

The estimates in Table 11-4 are predicated on the passive nature of

scanning in comparison to check-reading or quantitative reading a.'tivities;

the operator is looking around the control room to see "if everything is OK."

Under steady-state operating conditions, he expects to find everything within

proper limits, and usually they will be. He is not actively " probing" each

indicator. He is inclined to accept readings as being within proper limits

unless his attention is caught by a grossly deviant indication.

In unavailability calculations the mean number of trials (i.e., scans) to

dstection, t, or the median number, M, are often of interest. Table 11-5

lists the mean and median ntabers of trials to detection for various starting

points. For example, the me an value of 3.33 and the median value of 4 re-

prasent the number of trials to detection for some unannunciated display that

btcomes deviant after T and before T ; i.e. , midway into the shift.
4 5

To calculate t we base the calculations on a total of eight trials, since

additional trials make increasingly small contributions to E. To calculate t,

dasignate the first trial after the deviation as T , look up the values forg

that T in the first two columns in Table 11-4, and designate tsaae as the

probabilities of success and failure for the first trial of the calculation

saries. The calculations to be followed thereaf ter are illustrated in the

appendix to this chapter.

To calculate M from any specified trial, start with the appropriate T in
i

Table 11-4 and calculate the successive Pr[S ) values until reaching the

trial in which the cumulative probability first equals or exceeds .50. A

sample calculation is shown in the appendix to this chapter.

. _ .
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Table 11-5. Mean and Median Nuiabers of Trials to Detection
for Deviations of Unannunciated Meters with Limit Marks that occur

Prior to Any Given Scan T from Table 11-2.*g

'

Scan T Mean** Median

T, 1.06 1

T 1.78 12

T 2.55 1
3

lT 3.13 24
)

T 3.33 4 15

T *l06
1

T 2.68 3
7

T *8
l

|
*The derivations of the mean and median values for T5 "#* #* *
appendix to this chapter.

**The, mean values are based on a total of 8 trials fresa any T of interest1
because, with the values given in Table 11-2, use of mort. than 8 trials does
not change the mean materially.

|

|
.

I

s

. _ _ . _ -
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!

Ccanning of Other Types of Analog Displays

Table 11-6 presents the estimated probabilities of success and failut &

fer each hourly scan for meters without limit marks and for chart recorders

with and without limit marks. Be Pr(F ] values for T were determinedg y

by multiplying the equivalent Pr[F ] of .05 for meters with limit marks

(T:ble 11-4) by a factor of 3 for meters without limit marks, a factor of

2 for chart recorders with limit marks, and a factor of 6 for chart recorders

without limit marks. Be Pr[F ] values for Tg 8
**#* ** " * *~,

lent Pr[F ] of .9 for meters with limits marks, as follows:

,

1-T Y" " I# l # "* '# 8 *8 i

the appropriate factor of 2, 3, or 6

The values for T through T are based on the exponential relationship used in
2 7

T:ble 11-4.

Se appendix to this chapter shows how mean and median ntambers of trials

to detection of these types of unannunciated displays could be calculated for

any given scan T from Table 11-6.g

.

I

______ - --_ -. --
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? ): i

Ta,ble 11-6. Estiftated Per Sean Probabilj. ties
of Detection fc. Each Hourly Scan for One 1

(or One Completely Dependent Set) of
One Deviant Unannunciated Display

Type of Display

' Meters Chart Recorders
WitF,ut With Without

Trial Limit Marks Limit Marks Limit Marks
(Scan)
Number Pr(S } Pr(F } h @g] hR} MS] W}y g g g g

T .85 .15 .90 .10 .70 .30
3

T .53 .47 .60 .40 .42 .582

T .33 .67 .39 .61 .25 .753

T .20 .80 .26 .74 .15 .854

T .13 .87 .17 .83 .09 .M5

T .9 .89 .06 .94. .6

T .05 .95 .08 .92 .03 .97 I
7

T .3 .97 .05 .95 .02 .988

NOTES:

1. Pr[S ] is the probability of detection on the i trial, given nondetectiong

on previous trials either because of oversight or because there was no

deviant condition.

2. Pr[F ] = 1 - Pr[S ].g g

3. For HEPs < .5, the lower uncertainty bound is calculated as HEP x 0.2 and

the upper bound is HEP x 2. For HEPs > .5, the lower uncertainty bound is

1 - 2(1 - HEP) and the upper bound is 1 - 0.2(1 - HEP).

4. If fewer than eight scans per shift are assumed for a specific application,

use the T values from the table according to the times for which the scansg

are assumed. Thus, if scans at the beginning and midway through the shift j

are the two scans assumed, use the Pr[S ] and W ] values for T and T *g y 3 S

5. A 30-day cutoff is assumed as per note 9 in Table 11-4, p 11-22.
,

I

__
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 11. CAICULATIONS OF MEAN AND MEDIAN NUMBERS
OF TRIAIS TO DETECTION GIVEN IN TABLE 11-5

Table 11-5 (p 11-24) lists the mean and median nsambers of trials to

detection of a deviant unannunciated meter with limit marks that becomes'

deviant prior to any given scan, T . The HEPs used i: the derivation of these

ntambers are from Table 11-4 (p 11-21). Pbr the unavailability calculations

that are likely to be made, the values in Table 11-5 should be sufficient.

However, since one purpose 'of the handbook is to introduce those not familiar

trith unavailability calculations to the methods used, these calculations are

procented here in detail. Me same types of calculations can also be used to

d: rive mean and median numbers of trials to detection for displays other than

| Eeters with limit marks. m at is, these calculations can be applied to the

values in Table 11-6 (p 11-26).
|

We calculations below illustrate how the mean number of trials to detec-

tion, 3 33, was calculated for the case in which a deviant display occurs

nidway into the shif t s i .e . , j ust prior to T " * * Il~ * ** " *d' "*
5

dscignate this T , the first inspection following the occurrence of the devia-g

tion, as the starting point for the iterative procedure used to calculate t,

ccan trials to detection, and use the appropriate values from the first two

columns in Table 11-4 in the following equations

t= ipr [S ] + 2Pr[F ]Pr[Sg] + 3Pr [F ] Pr [Fg ] Pr [Sh2 lg g g

+ ... + (8 - i + 1)Pr[F ]Pr[Fg] x . . . x Pr [ F ] Pr [ S7 8

+ (8 - i + 2)Pr[F ]Pr[Fg] x ... x Pr[Fg 8 1

; + (8 - i + 3)Pr[F ]Pr[Fg] x . . . x Pr [ F I I8 1 2

+ . . . + 8Pr [F ] Pr [Fg ] x . . . x Pr [F8 1,

x . . . x Pr [ Fg ]Pr[Sg]

D

_ _ . ..
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A11-2 Calculeticna of Mern and Medien |

NLimbers of Trials to Detection
Given in Table 11-5

where E is the mean number of trials to detection, and, after failure to
i

detect on the last trial in the shift (T e , the new shift takes I

8

over (T in Table 11-4). The mean is based on 8 trials only beause the use of
3

more than 8 trials does not change the mean materially. '

'Ib illustrate the application of this equation, E is calculated below:
l

t= 1Pr[S 3 + I# 8I* I I I5 5 6 S 6 7

+ 4Pr[F I I l* 3 3 I I I 3 I5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 1

+ 6Pr[F 5 6 7 8 1 2 l

+ 7Pr[F l I I 35 6 7 8 1 2 3 .

|

+ 8Pr[F I II ]h(F ]h (F l 3 I l I 3S 6 7 8 I 2 3 4

1(.26) + 2(.74)(.19) + 3(.74)(.81)(.14)=

+ 4 ( . 74 ) ( . 81 ) ( . 86 ) ( .10 ) + 5(.74)f.81)(.86)(.90)(.95)

+ 6(.74)(.81)(.86)(.90)(.05)(.69)

+ 7( . 74 )( .81 )( .86)( .90)( . 05)( . 31) ( .50)

8(.74)(.81)(.86)(.90)(.05)(.31)(.50)(.36)6

= 3. 33 mean trials to detection given that the deviant display occurred

midway into the shift.

To calculate the median, start with the Pr[S ] for the T inunediately

following the time in which the deviant display is postulated to have

occurred, and calculate the successive Pr[S ] values .until reaching the trial

in which the cumulative probability first equals or exceeds .50. Thus,

M=r

Where M = median number of trials to detection

and r = the smallust number of trials that satisfies

Pr[Sq) > .50
_
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A11-3 Calculctions of Mean and Medicn
Ntunbers of Trials to Detection
Given in T 11e 11-5

and Pr[Sd] = the probability that detection occurs on or
th

before the i trial, given that the deviant condition occurred*

before the T of interest but after T ,g.g g
,

If, for example, we assume that the deviation occurred after T U" * "8

before T of the next shift, the appropriate T is T . From Table 11-4 we seeg g

that the median ntunber of trials to detection is 1 because the Pr(S ] value

for T already exceeds .50. If the deviant display occurs in the middle of
g

the shif t ; i .e. , j ust before T , e median nhr of Mais is 4 became at
5

the , fourth term in tl:e following equation the cumulative probability first

cxceeds or equals .50. 1 hat is, r = 4 because .

Pr[S I * 3+ I I IS 5 6 S 6 7

* Pr[F I I l5 6 7 8

.26 + (.74 x .19) + (.74 x .81 x .14)=

+ (.74 x .81 x .86 x .10)

= . 54 > . 5 0

Thus, if a deviant indication occurs just before T , 50% of the time it will
5

be detecte.d on or before T ee es . a ma er erest,
8

the cumulative probability of detection Pr[S 1 jumps to about .98 that a

deviant display that was not detected on T w detected on T of the next8 y

chift. Each further trial adds a anall increment to the ctanulative detection

probability, until the next T , when its Pr(S<g) increases from .9988 tog

.99997. Cbviously, the ctanulative probability never reaches 1.0, but

cpproaches it as a near asymptote.

!

!

_ _ _ _ - __
._. .- . - - _ _ . _ .
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12-1 Ch. 12. Manual Controls
Types of Manual Controls

i

CHAPTER 12. MANUAL CONTROLS

|

Operation of an NPP involves hundreds of controls (e.g., switches)

of many different types. Many of the switches in a plant control com-

ponents or functions that are also automatically controlled in that the

components or functions respond to signals from sensors or to computer

commands. Manual controls are those handled by the operator; they are

the means by which the human enters his inputs to the system. This

chapter primarily addresses manual controls in the reactor control

room. The controls outside the control room may be regarded as special

cases requiring individual evaluation.

,

Types of Manual Controls

Almost all the manual controls in an NPP control room are electrical.
4

These controls may be either continuous or discrete. Continuous manual

controls do not have detents; they may be adjusted to any point within

their range (e.g., a potentiometer). Discrete (or discontinuous) manual

controls, which have detents, are used to select one of a limited number

of states (e.g., a switch). Most of the controls in an NPP are discrete.

The most common controls in NPPs are the following:

Multiposition selector switches

Transilluminated switches
,

Toggle switches

Valve-control switches

Handwheels

Pushbuttons
,

Rotary knobs

Levers

.
- -
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12-2 Errcro in Manuel C:ntrol
Activaticn

Cratka

Thun5 wheels

Conne : tors (cables, jumpers, and interlocks)

Tools are also controls, bst will be ignored here.

Errors ia Manual Control Activation

When an operator reacl.es for a control, the decision to manipulate |

that control has already been made. This section does not address possible
I

errers in arriving at that decision. Assuming that the decision was cor-

rect, we find the pcssibility for three errors in the manipulation of the

control: (1) selection of the wrong control, (2) incorrect operation of I

the control, and (3) ina+ ertent operation of a control that can result )
|-

from unintentional contact.
'

All errors of the first type are due to confusion of controls because

of inadequate distinction among controls. Errors of the second type result

from poor design features such as a nonstandard relationship of direction j
l

of control movement to expected result, inadequate or ambiguous indications

of control position, inadequate feedback from displays, or from a require-
,

I

ment that the control be held in place by the operator, without some signal

to that effect. Errors of the third type result from a variety of causes.

In almost all cases, they can be eliminated by employing appropriate

shields for those controls that can be inadvertently activated.

The probability of each of the above types of errors is largely a

function of several PSFs related to the placement and identification of |

controls, which are listed below.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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12-3 Parformanca Shaping
Factora

Deficiencies Noted

|

l

Performance Shaping Factors ;
)

The following PSFs are the most important with respect to errors in

the selection or operation of manual controls:

1. Relationship of control to its display (includes physical

distance and direction of movement)

2. Ider.cification of control with its function (includes labeling,

functional grouping of controls, and use of mimic panels)

3. Specific identification of control (includes control labeling--

position, wording, and legibility of label; and control

coding--color, shape, size, and position)

4. Anthropometrics (includes er.se of reach, ease of visual access,

and spacing)

| 5. Indicators on controls (in,cludes pointers, position marks, and

visibility and distinctiveness of indicators)

6. Direction of motion (compliance with populational stereotypes)

7. Operator expectancies (mirror-imaging and symmetry)

8. Immediacy of feedback after control operation

9. Control room layout (includes distance to controls and place-

ment)

Deficiencies Noted

The following deficiencies in layouts of manual controls have been

noted at NPPs by the authors and by Seminara et al (1976):

1. There are inadequate means of distinguishing controls: large

numbers of identical controls are arranged on panels without any

identification other than their labels; controls are not

!

- -
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12-4 Daficiencico Noted

grouped by function, and no mimic lines are used to help

identify the functions of the controls; there is a lack of

control coding, such as color or shape, to assist in identifying

the controls.

2. Generally, the controls are not arranged in a logical relation-

ship to their displays.

3. In some cases, the distance between a control and its display

is such that the operator cannot easily see the display while

! manipulating the control.
,

!

4. In many cases, the controls are difficult to reach and the

.

operator may fail to use them if he is busy.
2

5. In many cases, the indicators on the controls do not clearly

indicate control position.

6. In many cases, there are no provisions for placement of items
i

such as procedures manuals, and the operator will be forced

to cover some controls with a manual for want of some place

to rest it.

7. Mirror-imaging of control panels presents the same problems in

the use of controls as in the use of displays.
>

8. Labeling of controls is often very terse, and the operator can

easily err in control selection.

9. Illumination levels at some control surfaces are barely adequate

to read the labels.

The defteteneles noted are such that the operator has difficulty in

locating the specifte control he requires. In only a few cases does the
.

layout of the contral panels help the operator locate and identify the

controls. In most eases, the operator has to rely on his knowledge of

|
!

- -. _ .. . __ ..
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12-5 Ricevary Fcetors
Estimatcd Probabilities

of Errors of Commission

the control room layout. In many plants, the operators are rotated

among control boards for different reactors with different layouts, and

in times of stress the operators could easily make errors.

4

Recovery Factors

In many cases, an error in control activ'ation will be promply cor-

rected by some recovery factor. For example, if an operator turns the

wrong control and observes some display that should change, he will soon

note that the display has not responded. This usually will alert him to

the fact that he did not turn the correct control. In nther cases, acti-

vation of the wrong control might result in immediate feedback from some

other source, such as an annunciator. With certain automatic controls,
,

the system may not accept a change command unless the operator places

the control in override. In other instances, the incorrect control may'

be in the position to which the correct control should be turned, and

the status lamp will cue the operator. The HEPs listed below are merely

the probabilities that an initial error will be made, without allowance

for recovery factors.

Estimated Probabilities of Errors of Commission

This section lists errors of commission only. The probabilities

of errors of omission described in Chapter 13, " Valving Operations,"

apply to controls in general. When a control is being operated in re-

cponse to an alarm, the error af omission for the control may be dis-

regarded. The benefits of tagging procedures also apply to controls in

gsneral. (The use of tags is described in Chapter 15.)

i

. _ . -_ .- - .



12-6 Estimated Probabilitisc
of Erroro of Commission

The HEPs listed in Table 12-1 apply to the steady-state operating

mode of the plant and to moderately stressful states such as anticipated

transients, refueling, and planned shutdown. For conditions associated

with high levels of stress, the HEPs should be modified as described in

Chapter 17.,

The HEPs and error bounds in the table apply to the operation of a

single control. In actual operation, only one control is manipulated at

a time. In those instances in which controls are handled as pairs, CD

is assumed between the two controls, so the HEP for a single control

will apply.

e



12-7 Table 12-1

Table.12-1. Estimated Probabilities of Errors of Commission
in Operating Manual Controls

Task HEP

Select wrong control in a group of .003 (.001 to .01)
identical controls identified by
labels only

Select wrong control from a .001 (.0005 to .005)
functionally grouped set of con-
trols

Select wrong control from a panel .0005 (.0001 to .001)
with clearly drawn mimic lines

Turn control in wrong direction; .0005 (.0001 to .001)
no violation of populational
stereotypes

Turn control in wrong direction .05 (.01 to .1);

! under normal operating conditions,
(design violates a strong popula-
tional stereotype)

Turn control in wr >g direction .5 (.1 to .9)
under high stress, sdesign violates

'

a strong populational stereotype)

Sat a multiposition selector .001 (.0001 to .1)*
gwitch to an incorrect setting.
(This error is a function of the
clarity with which the indicator
position can be determined: the
dssigns of switch knobs and their
position indications vary greatly.)

Icproperly mate a connector. .01 (.005 to .05)
(This includes failures to seat
connectors all the way and failure
to test the locking features of
the connectors for engagement.)

uThe unusually wide error bounds reflect the wide variety of designs,
ranging from good to highly unacceptable ergonomics.
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13-1 Ch. 13. Valving Operations
{ General Assumptions
|

1 -

CHAPTER 13. VALVING OPERATIONS

Inasmuch as the proper status of valves is crucial in plant oper-
o

stion and the availability of engineered safety systems, this subject is

eddressed in detail. We identify two classes of valves: locally-oper-

sted valves and motor-operated valves (MOVs). Although both are manually

operated, we will use the term manual valve in referring to locally-

operated valves and the term "MOV" in referring to valves that are oper-

sted by an electrical switch (generally in the control room).

This chapter lists the activities and estimated ilEPs associated with

(1) changing the valves from their normal operating positions to permit

testing, maintenance, calibration, or other work, and (2) subsequent

restoration of the valves to their normal operating positions after com-

pletion of the work. For convenience, we will use the term maintenance

to include testing, calibration, and all other work requiring valves to

be changed, change to mean " change the state of a valve from the normal

operating position to the nonnormal positon," and restore to mean " restore

the state of a valve to the normal operating position."

General Assumptions

The following general assumptions are made regarding plant operating
procedures:

1. Operating personnel (including unlicensed reactor operators

called " auxiliary operators") generally are responsible for changing the

state of a valve. In some instancAs the operator may valve a system in

or out at its boundaries, and ms.ntenance personnel (maintainers) will

manipulate valves within the boundaries.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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13-2 G:nnrol As:umptiens

2. The manipulation of valves for maintenance is coordinated be-

| tween operators and maintainers. Maintainers will not begin work requiring

valve changes until the work is cleared by the operators, and operators

will not restore valves until the restoration is cleared by the maintainers.

.

Communication between the operators and maintainers may be formal (through

a " chair. of command") or less formal, depending on individaal plant

policies.

3. A Level 2 tagging system is assumed. (See Table 15-3, p 15-11

for definitions of tagging systems.) If a Level 1 tagging system is used,

for errors of omission we assume CD between all items for which tags are

prepared. ZD is assumed with Level 2 and Level 3 tagging systens, except

as noted below.

In the case of MOVs, it it standard practice to open the circuit

breaker in the Motor Control Center (MCC) after changing the switch at

the control panel. The usual practice is to change and tag the control

I switch, change and tag the circuit breaker, and then tag the valve, and
a

to remove all tags when the valve is restored. With a Level 2 tagging

system, if only one valve is to be changed, assume HD between the cwitch,

circuit breaker, and valve. If several valves are to be changed, ZD 14

assumed within each set of components, (switches, circuit breakers and

valves), and also between the sets. ZD is assumed because each set of

components is handled as a list in a written procedure, and ZD is usually

assumed between steps in written procedures (p 14-9). After the spect-

fled switches are changed and tagged, the subsequent steps in the proce-

dures will specify the circuit-breakers to be changed and tagged, and so
1 forth, thus, there will be ZD between all of the steps.

-. . . _ _ , , .= -



13-3 Gannral Assumptions

4. Excapt for major shutdowns and for certain verification tests,

it is standard procedure to tag any valve when it is changed.

5. In all cases, it is standard practice to remove all tags when a

valve is restored. When a valve has been tagged out for maintenance,

there may be several tags on it, one for each maintenance job that has to

be done. As each job is completed, only the tag for that job is removed.

The valve is not restored until all the jobs have been finished, and all

tags removed.

6. Mechanical locks and chains .aay be used to lock a manual valve

in the normal operating position, but never to lock a valve in any other

position.

7. Typical NPP procedures are used without requirement for written

checkoff of each task as performed. We assume ZD between the steps in

the procedures. NPP procedures are discussed in Chapter 14.

8. Typical NPP valve labeling is used, as described on p 3-45.

9. In all cases of valve manipulation, a basic work situation is

defined as one in which a single valve is to be manipulated. The valve

is in a separate location from the work area, and it is not adjacent to

any similar valves. Intetally, the HEPs are presented for this simpli-
r

fled situation; then alternative situations are described with their

applicable HEPs.

We have omitted very unusual circumstances in the descriptions of

alternative work situations. For example, at one of the plants described

in WASH-1400, there are eight manual valves on the line that supplies

cooling water to the heat exci.ngers in the Containment Heat Removal

System (CHRS). To reach these valves, one must climb down a long, vertical

ladder. Plant personnel stated that these valves were NEVER turned.

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ . _ _ . _ -
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13-4 Spscific Tasks
,

,

Despite this assurance, we assigned a 10-5 probability that a valve
t

would be inadvertently closed; complete dependence was assumed for the ;

eight valves. Obviously, the estimate is highly subjective, but we must |

consider the possibility of such an error; and without administrative 1y

; controlled locks and keys, no recovery factor was allowed for the failure

(if it occurred). The above situation is very unusual, and no attempt

is made here to account for all the unusual situations that may be dis-

covered.
j

10. The term recovery factors is used in the limited sense of re-

!
j covery by human observation, or checking. In;most cases we are talking

I about the probability that one of the people on the job will detect a i

i
j valving error. We are not addressing the recovery factors that would

arise from mechanical or electrical sensors or from the inability of a

subsequent task to be performed because of the error. Error probabilities

for recovery factors attributable to ammunciators and other displays are

covered in Chapters 9, 10, and 11. Error probabilities for recovery

i factors attributable to different tagging systems are included in this

chapter.i

Specific Tasks s

The various functions associated with the manipulations of valves,

1

| and the recovery factors attributable to human checking, are listed

under the following headings:
;

Errors of Operators

Errors of Recovery;

Errors of Maintainers

Errors of Supervisors

The estimated HEPs for these headings are presented below.

. . - -, . -.- .-. - , .-
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13-5 Errors of Operators

Errors of Operators

Estimated Errors of Commission by an Operator Changing or Restoring Valves

1. Error in writing any item when preparing a list of valves or tags:

.003 (.001 to .01)

2. Change or tag wrong valve where the desired valve is one

of two or more adjacent, similar-appearing manual valves, and at least one

other valve is in the same state as the desired valve, or the valves are

MOVs of such type that valve sta,tus cannot be determined at the valve it-

self: .005 (.002 to .02)

3. Restore the wrong manual valve where the desired valve is one

of two or more adjacent, similar-appearing valves, and at least two are

tagged out for maintenance: .005 (.002 to .02)

4. Reversal Error: It is possible that an operator might attempt

to change a valve, switch, or circuit breaker that has already been

changed and tagged. This could arise from an error in instructions or

from any other cause. In such a case, the operator might fail to notice

that the item had already been changed and tagged because of his strong

expectancy that the valve state should be changed, and he could make a

reversal error restoring the valve instead of changing it.

a. Reversal Error: Operator " changes" a valve,

switch, or circuit breaker that had already been

changed and tagged by someone else: .0001 (.00005 to .001)

b. Reversal Error (as above): If the item had been

changed and NOT tagged: .1 (.01 to .5)

5. Failure to note that there is more than one tag on a valve

(or circuit breaker or switch) that he has decided to restore:

.0001 (.00005 to .0005)

__
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13-6 Errors of Optrators

| (Ordinarily, en operatoe would not be instructed to restore a valve

until all " holds" had been removed. However, if he were instructed to i

restore a valve before all " holds" had been removed, there would be an

expectancy to find just one tag on the valve.)

6. Change or restore wrong MOV switch or circuit breaker in a group

of similar-appearing items: (In case of restoration, at least two items

are tagged.) .003 (.001 to .01)

7. Failure to complete a change of state of an MOV of the type that

requires the operator to hold the switch until the change is completed,

as indicated by an indicator lamp: .003 (.001 to .01)

8. Given that a manual valve sticks, the operator erroneously' con-

cludes that the valve is fully open (or closed):
|

a. Rising-stem valve:

l
If the valve sticks at ebout three-fourths or more of

its full travel (no position indicator present):

.005 (.002 to .02) i

If there is an indicator that shows the full extent of

travel: .001 (.0005 to .01)

b. All other valves:

If there is a position indicator on the valve:

.001 (.0005 to .01)
,

1 If there is a position indicator elsewhere (and extra

effort is required to look at it):

|

| .002 (.001 to .01)

If there is no position indicator:

.01 (.003 to .1)
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13-7 . Errora of Operstoro
|

Estimated Errors of Omission by an Operator Changing or Restoring Valves

1. Omitting any item or tag from a list of valves or set of tags

when written procedures or tags are prepared:

.003 (.001 to .01)

2. Failure to carry out a specific oral instruction to change or

restore a valve: .001 (.0005 to .005)

For more than one valve, use Pr[F] values for specific oral instruc-

tions from Table 14-1, p 14-3.

3. If Level 1 tagging control is used (p 15-11),.the set of tags is

as compelling as a specific ora! instruction. Thus, the estimated HEP

to change and tag the first valve in a set of valves is:
)

.001 (.0005 to .005)

With Level 1 tagging control, for errors of omission there is com-

plete dependence saong all items for which tags are prepared -- if the

first step in a set is performed, all other steps will be performed.

4. Probability that an operator will omit a particular valve change

or restoration when using written procedures: see Table 13-1. If written

procedures are not used, see Table 14-1 (p 14-3).

5. Checkoff provision of procedure or checklist is misused; i.e.,

operator performs several valve operations and then checks off several

at a time in the written procedure: .5 (.1 to .9)

6. Plant procedures or policies spelling out details and practices
i

to follow in valve changing will not be followed; shortcuts or personal'

preferences will be followed instead: .01 (.005 to .05) |

Since there is ample history in NPPs of valves left in inappropriate

. positions having affected the availability of safety systems, the user
I
l must evaluate the probability that NPP personnel will not faithfullyi

!
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13-8 Ttble 13-1 ;

i

|

|

Table 13-1. Probability That an Operator Will Omit a Particular
Valve in a Sequence when Using Written Procedures |

Typical )
Short List NPP Procedures or 1

'(< 10 items) Long List (> 10 items)
I

Checkoff required * .001 (.0001 to .005) .003 (.001 to .01) 1

|

No checkoff .003 (.0008 to .01) .01 (.001 to .05)

*If checkoff is required, the HEPs must be modified by considering the
percentage of people who will follow the procedure correctly -- HEP >
.5 ( .1 to .9) . If operator performc several operations and then checks
off several items at a time, or if he postpones checkoff until job is
completed, use HEPs for "No checkoff." Some reviewers (with experience
in NPPs or flight crews) of the handbook estimates believe that the

probability of misuse of a checklist is considerably higher than .5.

.
.

.
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13-9 Errera of R covsry

follow plant policies and procedures. A probability of .99 that every

person in an NPP intends to carry out plant policies and procedures

(whether or not he makes errors of omission or commission in carrying

out this intant) would indicate a plant with reasonably good quality

control.

7. Failure to tag a valve, circuit breaker, or switch after a

change (assuming tags are required): .001 (.0005 to .05)

8. If restored valves are to be locked, this provision can reduce

errors of omission, depending upon the level of administrative control

of the keys (Table 15-3, p 15-11). Level 2 is assumed to be typical.

a. Failure to lock a valve af ter restoration (with Level 2

lock and key control): .003 (.001 to .01)

b. Failure to lock a valve after restoration (with Level 1

lock and key control): .001 (.0005 to .005)

Errors of Recovery

The only recovery factors addressed in this chapter are those of

recovery by human observation or checking. In this section all per-

sonnel who are supposed to check the work of someone else are, called

checkers, whether they are operators or maintainers. When appropriate,

a distinction will be made, and the checker will be specified as an

operator or maintainer. It is assumed that only operators will check

for restoration errors made by other operators. I

!
'

1. Ordinarily, in checking errors of commission, the HEP for the

checker is ten times the HEP of the person performing the task, with an

! upper limit of .9. (The factor of ten was derived from observations of
|

the differences in error rates between a performer of an activity and a

checker of the activity - McCornack,1961; and Harris and Chaney,1967,

1969.)

|
!
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2. In checking errors of omission, the passive nature of the task

and the very high expectancy result in a high HEP:

.1 (.05 to .5)

This does not apply when a checker is specifically told to check a parti-

cular item or group cf items, in which case the model for compliance with

oral instructions applies (Table 14-1, p 14-3).

3. Failure of checker to detect errors of omission or commission on

a list of valves or set of tags: .1 (.05 to .5)
Errors of commission in writing items in a written procedure or in

filling out tags very often will result in meaningless entries, and will

be discovered when the operator tries to use the procedure or tag. No |

estimate is offered for this recovery factor.

The operation of MOVs often provides immediate feedback in the form

of annunciator activation and the changing of indicator lamps. Thus,

although the basic HEP of .003 for selection errors with MOVs (p 13-6,

item 6) is nearly as high as for manual valves (.005) (p 13-5, items 2

and 3), the automatic and immediate feedback will usually effect prompt

recovery of such errors for MOVs. If an annunciator alarms in response

to activation of the wrong MOV, the probability that it will be ignored

is very small (p 10-9). Also, the status indicator lamps provide prompt

feedback of change in status. In those cases in which a legend indi-

cator illuminates, spelling out the designation of the valve that has

just been changed, no added recovery factor is allowed for this as a

means of detecting that an incorrect valve was selected, as the operator

ordinarily would be observing the lamp only to determine that the status

had changed.

__
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Reversal errors are less likely to remain undetected with MOVs than

is the case with manual valves, because the panel indicators provide unam->

biguous information about valve position. The same is true in the case
A

>

of the 'HOV that is not completely "home" - usually the status lamps will

indicate the condition.

4. Failure of checker to detect that a manual valve was not com-

pletely "home" after being changed: .5 (.1 to .9)

This high estimate is made because the presence of the tag is the most

compelling factor and the checker is likely merely to check that the tag
i

is there. ,

Allow no recovery factor for a maintainer to detect failure of an

| operator to fully complete change of an MOV if the status cannot be deter-

1

| mined at the valve itself. It is assumed that the maintainer would check

that the MOV is tagged and that the circuit breaker is open; he is unlikely

to check the status indications in the control room.

5. The estimated HEPs for failure of a checker to note that a valve

was not completely "home" after restoration is 10 times that of the oper-

ator who made the error, except for valves without position indicators;

with which we use a factor of 20, with a maximum HEP of .9. Unlike the

case with the comparable valve change error, there is no tag to influence

the checker.

In restoring an MOV, if the operator fails to restore a circuit

breaker, the error will be detected when he attempts to use the switch

on the control panel to restore the MOV. (The joint probability of

| failing to restore a circuit breaker and of selecting the wrong switch

on the control board is judged to be negligible.)

. - - - . . - ,
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1

6. Failure of a maintainer to detect a reversal error by an operator

changing valves: .5 (.1 to .9)

The estimate for this HEP is high because of the maintainer's very

strong e: pectancy to find the valve changed if there is a tag on it.

Even if the operator who made the reversal error followed standard pro-
.

cedures and placed a second tag on the valve, the presence of two tags

probably would not alert the maintainer, because multiple tagging is

i fairly common, and the tag is the most significant cue.

7. If an operator is assigned as checker of a maintainer, use one-

i half the HEPs of an operate: checking another operator. Our rationale is

that the dependence will be less between an operator and maintainer than

between two operators; i.e., the operator-checker is likely to take more

care when checking the work of a maintainer.

8. In some plants, recovery procedures consist of merely checking

the paperwork (or counting returned tags). This procedure can catch only

some of the possible restoration errors. To be conservative, allow no
i recovery credit.

Errors of Maintainers

1. Ordinarily, when an operator changes a valve for maintenance,

the maintainer will verify :he status of the valve before commencing work. |:

I
Failure of a maintainer to check valve status depends upon a number of I

| factors, the most important of which are:

!
Personal safety

Nature of instructions

Requirement for written checkoff

Visual accessibility of valve

_ _ - - .- . . _ _
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Personal Safety - If a particular valve or group of valves could en-

danger the maintainer if it were in the wrong state for maintenance, he

would be far more likely to check it than if there were no such safety

implications.

Nature of Instructions - Instructions covering the valves to be

checked could consist of a short list (10 items or less), a long list

(more than 10 items, or a set of typical NPP procedures), or verbal in-

structions (i.e., no written list).

Checkoff - When using written lists, there may not be a requirement

to check off each item as it is verified. The reliability of the human

is higher if checkoff is required and done properly (see Table 15-1,

p 15-3, and Table 15-2, p 15-9).

Visual Accessibility - If '.he maintainer is working without a check-

off requiresent, he is more likely to verify an item if it is in his field

of view. If checkoff is required, visual accessibility of the item is of

minor consequence.

Table 13-2 shows the hypothesized interactions of the above factors

and the estimated HEPs. The starting point for u. ae HEPs is the main-

tainer's natural concern for personal safety. If the position of a valve

is such that it would endanger him when he worked on the system, our best

I order-of-magnitude estimate is a probcbility of .001 (.0005 to .005) that

he will fail to check the valve status even in the absence of a written,

i

j list and even when the valve is not in his field of view. This is similar
|

| to the situation of an electrician checking the status of a power switch
|

before working on a circuit -- the same basic HEP of .001 applies. All

| other HEPs in the matrix are based on rank-orderings of the effects of
i s

| the listed PSFs, applied to the basic HEP of .001. They are intended
!

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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|

1
1

Table 13-2. Probabilities that Maintainer Will Fail to Check )
Valve Status Before Maintenance * i

l

Type of List Used

NPP Procedures
or

I Factor Short List ** Long List ** No List +

Checkoff Used Yes++ No Yes++ No

|

Within Field Yes No Yes No Yes No |

of View ]

Personal Safety )
Affected

Yes .0004 .0006 .0008 .0005 .0006 .0008 .0008 .001

No .001 .003 .005 .002 .005 .01 .01 .01

i

NOTES: *In view of speculative nature of the HEPs, estimates of un-
certainty bounds are even more speculative. For HEPs
8reater than 10-3, use a divisor of 5 for the lower bound
and a factor of 5 for the upper bound. For HEPs of 10-3
or smaller, use a factor of 5 for the upper bound and a
constant 10-4 for the lower bound.

** Assume ZD between valves.

+For more than one valve, Table 14-1, p 14-3, indicates the
HEPs increase as the number of items to remember increases.

++ Credit for checkoff must be modified by the percentage of
people who fail to use checkoff properly (Table 14-3,
p 14-13).

|
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to indicate the direction in which the basic HEP will be modified, rather

than the actual extent. Although the entered HEPs are not based on

actual data, they are useful approximations, suitable for many appli-

cations.

2. In certain cases, after operators have isolated a system by

valving it out at the boundaries, it is permissible for maintainers to

manipulate valves within the isolated system to accomplish their work.

The estimated probability that a maintainer will fail to restore an un-

tagged valve after his work is finished: .05 (.01 to .1)

This estimate applies even if he is working with a written list requiring

checkoff. Our rationale is that the maintainer's perceived responsi-

bility is maintenance, not restoration. (Untagged valves are stipulated

here, because tagged valves are restored by operatars.)
/

Errors of Supervisors

In addition to the errors of operators and maintainers described in

the preceding sections, supervisors are subject to errors based on reli-

ance on their staff. Two such hypothetical cases are described below.

1. Sup'ervisor believes that a specific oral instruction he gave an

operator to restore a valve was carried out, when it was not:

.90 (.80 to .99)

The high HEP for the supervisor is understandable when considering

the very low failure probability of personnel in carrying out a specific

oral instruction (Table 14-1, p 14-3). For the case of a single specific

I oral instruction, the estimated HEP is .001 (.0005 to .005). The

expectancy that any single specific oral instruction will be carried out

is so great that supervisors seldom check whether the task actually was

performed. Usually, the only indication of such a failure would be from

-
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a secondary source, which could be a matter of chance. Although we

allow no credit for recovery of the supervisor error due to checking,

we are allowing a probability of .1 that some secondary source or effect

would alert the supervisor that his instruction had not been carried

out. Hence, the HEP of .90 (.80 to .99).

In the case of an operator who was instructed to restore a valve:

(1) the supervisor just assumed that the operator did what he was told

.to do, (2) the supervisor asked the operator if he restored the valve,

and the operator erroneously said he did (because of a memory error), or

(3) some miscommunication occurred between the operator and the supervisor

(possibly via a third person) so that the supervisor believed the vabre

had been restored.

Thus, the probability that a nonrestored valve is thought to be re-

stored can be approximated by the product of .001 (the basic HEP for an

operator failing to carry out a specific instruction to change or restore

a valve) and .9 (the supervisor's error described above) = .0009. It is

known that valves are not always restored when they should be. We usually

hear only of those cases in which some serious consequence results, and

rarely hear of the cases in which the oversight was caught in time.
1

l
2. Another example of a situation in which a supervisor believed

that a task was done when it wasn't is the caso in which a main-
|
|

tainer was expected to restore a valve upon completion of his work. The |
|

estimated error probability for the maintainer is .05 (.01 to .1) (p 13-15,
|

item 2). This estimate is relatively high because the primary concern of

the maintainer is maintenance (i.e., fixing sonething), and restoration
1

of valves is secondary. Maintainers tend to be component-oriented rather I

than system-oriented. Assuming that a maintainer had not restored a

. - _ _ _ _ _ - - - -
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1

I valve, a supervisor might erroneously believe that it was restored if:

(1) the maintainer told his supervisor that he had completed his work and
i

! the latter assumed that the valve had been restored, and so informed the

i

shift supervisor, (2) the maintenance supervisor asked the maintainer if

he restored the valve, and the latter erroneously said he did (because of

a memory error), or (3) some miscommunication occurred among the three

people, so that the shift supervisor believed the valve had been restored.

In this case the probability that a nonrestored valve is thought to be

restored is the product of .05 (the maintainer's HEP) and .9 (the super-

visor's HEP) = .045.

| Note that in both of the above examples, the influence of the super-

visor's probability of recovering an error of the type described is

negligible, since normal rounding would restore the combined error prob-'

ability to the basic error probability (i.e., .0009 rounds to .001 and

.045 rounds to .05). Therefore, in cases such as these, the recovery
'

value of the supervisor would be disregarded. Without this kind of

conservative approach, an analysis can result in the overoptimistic
,

conclusion that the supervisor will detect all (or at least most) of

the critical errors made by his crew.

l

|

|

|
|

\ -

|
,
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CHAPTER 14. TASK PROCEDURES

This chapter lists the estimated HEPs and uncertainty bounds asso-

ciated with oral or written procedures and for arithmetic calculations

required for various routine tasks. Errors may occur in the preparation

of procedures, failure to use a procedure, or failure to use a procedure

as specified. Discussion of the latter two errors overlaps with the sub-

jects of administrative control and recovery factors (Chapter 15).

Oral Procedures

By oral procedures we mean short instructions given by 3,)meone in

authority to an operator or maintainer. An oral instruction may include

one or more items. A typical instruction is, " Restore the valves for

System ABC," and is designated as a special instruction item. Here, the

recipient must identify the specific valves in that system. Possible

problems are: forgetting to initiate the task, looking up the wrong

system, finding the correct system in some paperwork but misidentifying

one or more valves, and depending on fallible memory rather than writing

down the valve designations.

An oral instruction may include more detail than the general instrue-

tion above. The instruction may be, " Restore the valves for System ABC;

these are valves HC7758, MC1538, and KW8920." In this case, each valve

j is a special instruction item, and the pr ?tbility of forgetting to

initiate the task is the probability of forgetting to perform one (of

only one) special instruction item. Possible errors include those of

omission or commission by the person giving the oral instructions, the

recipient's forgetting to initiate the task or making errors if he writes

down the s21ve designations, and errors of omission or commission if he
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l
relies on memory. Table 14-1 lists estimated HEPs for some of the above

|
errors. Recovery factors will often compensate for an initial error,

i but such factors are so situacion-specific that no general estimates of

their effects can be formed.

In the above valve-restoration example, an auxiliary operator may

have been told the valve identification numbers for the three valves, but

he recalls one of the valve numbers incorrectly by the time he begins the

task. Sech an error will generally be fully recovered, since it is un-
"

likely that this error will result in an experienced operator's " restoring"

the valve with the wrong number. It is likely that the incorrectness of

the wrong valve will be obvious. However, if the operator has completely
|

forgotten one of the valves, he will not recover this error cf omission.

j If there is no readout of valve position in the control room, or if the

readout is not checked, the error will not be recovered unless it affects

other plant functions.

We have not been able to determine the ratio of tasks without written

procedures to tasks with' written procedures. Brune and Weinstein (1980a)

found no mention of a procedure in 24% of almost 1000 Licensee Event |

Reports (LERs) in the maintenance, test, and calibration areas. In

general, these LERs described relatively simple tasks commonly regarded

as falling within the skill of the craft, for which detailed written pro- |

cedures are not provided. For example, a maintainer may be instructed

to repair Valve HC1234, and it is assumed that this is all the instruction

he needs.

On the basis of their observations at five operating NPPs, Brune s wi !

Weinstein concluded that many maintenance tasks are performed without

written procedures. A detailed analysis of the LERs indicates that only

_
_
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|

Table 14-1. Estimated Probabilities of Errors in Recalling
Special Instruction Items Given Orally

Task HEP

Items Not Written Down by Recipient

Failure to recall any item, given the
following number of items to remember:

1 (same as failure to initiate task) .001 (.0005 to .005)
2 .003 (.001 to .01)
3 .01 (.005 to .05)
4 .03 (.01 to .1)
5 .1 (.05 to .5)

Unrecovered failure to recall any item
if supervisor asks if that item were
performed Negligible

Iteos Written Down by Recipient

Failure to recall each item (exclusive .001 (.0005 to .005)
of errors in writing down items)

NOTE: The above HEP estimates are rounded values taken from Table 8-3,
p 8-17.

i

l

i

I

|
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! 4% of the tests and 16% of the calibrations were performed without pro-

cedures, whereas 37% of all maintenance ves performed without procedures -- |

f

which suggests that written procedures are less available (or perhaps less

useful) for maintenance tasks.

In a substantial number of LERs, unapproved actions were taken even I

l

when a written procedure was available. Of 132 maintenance LERs classi- |
1

fled as noncompliances, 57 were considered unauthorized. These 57 involved |

failure to use or follow an available procedure, performing an action not
1

in the procedures, or performing procedural steps out of sequence.

The above data do not tell us how often oral instructions are used, !
|

or how often written instructions are ignored. However, they do suggest i

that there is much reliance on memor , especially during maintenancey

operations. Table 14-1 indicates that reliance on oral instructions has |
l

definite limitations for human reliability.

i

Written Procedures

HEP estimates related to written procedures are based in part on

our observations of several NPPs, on the Brune and Weinstein (1980a) {

study, and on the Essex study of operator performance at TMI (Malone et

al, 1980). The Essex study lists deficiencies typical of procedures in

many plants:

- Serious deficiencies in content and format

- Little consistency between nomenclature in procedures and on

panel components

- Instructions for control actions that seldom indicate the

correct (or incorrect) system response

- Excessive burden placed on operator short-term memory
!

|
,

- . . , _
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,

- Charts and graphs not integrated with the text

- Not clear which procedures apply to which situations

- No formal method for getting operator inputs into updates

of procedures |

- Grossly deficient instructions for assisting operators in

1
'

diagnosing the problems related to the TMI accident.

1

We estimate that the HEPs related to written procedures will be re-

duced by factors of 3 to 10 if the above types of deficiencies are cor-

rected. The Essex study describes in detail the effects of procedural

deficiencies on human errors during the TMI accident.

Preparation of Written Procedures

Three major problems in the preparation of written procedures are

the qualifications of the writers, the accuracy of the original procedures,

and the provisions for changing existing procedures.

Qualifications of the Writers

Written procedures used in NPPs typically are written by engineers or

other highly qualified technical personnel. It is a truism in technical

writing that engineers write for engineers, and that their written communi-

cations must be " translated" for others. It is not surprising, then, that

typical NPP written procedures do not match the capabilities, limitations,

and needs of those who use the procedures. Some of these problems are

discussed in Chapter 3 (pp 3-47 to 3-52).

Although some utilities hire technical writing organizations to pre-

pare their written procedures, samples of these materials indicate that

this practice has not solved the problem of inadequately written materials.

i

__
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!

|

} Until some standard set of specifications or guidelines for NPP written
!

! procedures can be developed, these problems will continue.
?
i

j Accuracy of Original Written Instructions

. During a simulated LOCA in a dynamic simulator, a highly skilled
] .

l.

operator became obviously flustered when he could not locate a critical

j switch. To cope with the simulated emergency, it is imperative that this

switch be operated on a timely basis. Aft 2r several minutes of running

{ back and forth between sections of the ESF panel, he realized what the

i
problem was. The four-digit identifying number for the switch was incor-

rect in the procedures. The procedures he was using came from the NPP,
|

not from the simulator facility. As he later noted, people tend to

trust the written word, and serious problems can arise when it is in-

'

correct.

| Malone, et al (1980, pp 72-74) evaluated the TMI emergency pro-

cedure, " Loss of Reactor Coolant / Reactor Coolant System Pressure," in

which several problems were found. Several steps critical to handling

the accident were not included; e.g., the procedure did not tell the

;

operator what to do if the high-pressure injection system had been 1

initiated automatically. Critical symptoms for leak or rupture, such

I as a rapid continuing decrecae of pressurizer level, were act described.

No tolerances were given for critical readings such as the pressurizer

level. Of 15 written procedures considered relevant to the accident,

only 7 were judged adequate,

There are no means to quantify the probabilities of the above types
|

| of inadequacies in written materials. Such errors reflect failure to

test the procedures in the actual situation (the simulator exercise

_-- -. - - - _ - - - - _ . - _ - - --_-- . . . . . _ - . - _ - _ _ _ -
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described above) as well as failure to anticipate the full scope of

situations in which the procedures must be used (the TMI accident). The

HEPs below apply to those written procedures that reach the working crew

for use on the job, and to errors within the sections that were actually
1

printed. We have no way of determining what.sdditional material should 1

,

be included, or whether the procedures that are presented are appropriate.

Within these limitations, we estimate a .003 (.001 to .01) prob-
~

ability that an item which is intended to be included in a written pro-

eedure will not be included, and the same probability that there

will be some error of commission-for every item that is included. These

figures are our standard estimates for errors of omission and commission;

they apply to the preparation of informal lists, maintenance tags, valve

restoration lists, etc, as well as to the preparation of formal proce-

dures.

A significant source of error in procedures is the lack of va.'ida--

tion of newly prepared or reviaed procedures. Proper validation requires

a trial (or walk-through) of the procedures before release to the users.

Often the procedures are released without such validation, and many errors

are discovered in use. Required corrections are frequently passed along

j among the users by word of mouth, and the writtan procedures themselves

remain uncorrected. The error opportunities in such a situation are

obvious.

Changes to Written Procedures

Changes to existing procedures constitute a significant source of

error. In the Brune and Weinstein (1980a) study of five plants, none of

the plants had a systematic process for identifying procedures requiring
!

. -
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revision. Reliance was placed upon human memory to identify procedures
|

that might be affected by change (there was no index relating procedures
i

to equipment). Consequently, out-of-date procedures would sometimes be
'

overlooked. We are unable to estimate the probabilities of error in

making changes to existing written procedures.

The problem of obsolete procedures is complicated by two factors:

the length of time required to update procedures, and the tendency of

users to retain " personal" copies of procedures. Some plants mandate |
1

revision and review of procedores within 10 days after a change that

affects the procedures, whereas other plants do not specify any time

requirements for revision and reissue. Obviously, the longer the revi-
.

sion period, the more likely that incorrect procedures will be in use.

IThe other factor in the use of obsolete procedures is the tendency of j

some personnel to copy procedures which they retain in their personal
l,

.

files and continue to use even after revisions have been issued. As a

result, the copy is not accessible for revision. This situation is less

likely to happen in plants where personnel must return procedures after

use.

One consequence of the above problems is that procedures with hand-

written changes will be in use for various periods of time. These hand-

written changes are frequently difficult to real, and errors are likely.

For example, a numerical value will be crossed out and the new value

handwritter. between the lines, even in single-spaced copy.

|
|

|
.
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'
Quality of Written Procedures

This section presents some estimated HEPs based on typical NPP pro-

cedures, recommends some improvements to their formats, and presents HEP

estinatas based on the improved formats.

Quality of Typical NP? Procedures

In Chapter 3, we indicated that typtcal NPP proceaures do not conform

to established principles of good writing. The typical format is a narra-

tive style with an excessive number of words to convey essential informa-

tion -- in engineering parlance, the signal-to-noise ratio is low. Steps

in these procedures often include several special-instruction items. The

; potential problem is that the user may perform one of these special-

instruction items, such as, " Check that the pressure is 40 peig + 5%,"

,

look at a gauge to verify this setting, and then return to the writtan

instructions--but to the wrong place and skip an instruction.

Another difficulty with the typical NPP written procedures is that

the low signal-to-noise ratio discourages the highly skilled person

from using them. It is boring and offensive to read so many words to;
;

pick out the few important items. We find that failure to use written

instructions properly is often related to the fact that the procedures

are poorly written. *

| Considering only the typical NPP procedures, we have developed the

assumptions and estimates described below.

ZD between the steps is assumed, unless an interaction is obvious.

For example, if the procedure is written so that Step 5 is to adjust some

rotary control, and Step 6 tells what instrument reading should result

j from that adjustment, the assumption of ZD between the two steps is
|

_ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ .. _ ___ _ _ .
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clearly inappropriate. Apart from such obvious cases, ZD is usually i

1

assumed among the steps in a written procedure.

The estimates in Table 14-2 are cade on the assumption that the pro-

cedures are being used correctly. For modifications for incorrect use,

see Table 14-3, p 14-12.

Improved Written Procedures

Several possible formats could be employed for NPP procedures. We

favor the columnar format shown in Figure 3-12 (p 3-51). The signal-to-

noise ratio is high, each numbered item has only one special instruction

item (or completely dependent set of items -- such as the four switches

in Step 2 in the figure), and there is provision for checking off each

step as it is performed. The " Check" column is placed next to the " Step"

column so that the user (or later checker) can quickly run down the two

columns and see which steps might have been omitted. Thus, while place-

ment of the " Check" column at the right side of the sheet seems logical

in view of our normal left-to-right reading, it is more convenient to

place this column as shown in Figure 3-12.*

Extrapolating from the Haney study (1969) described on p 3-50, we

estimate a factor of 3 reduction in errors of omission and commission if

the columnar format.shown in Figure 3-12 is used instead of the typical

narrative style of NPP procedures. There should also be some gain in

the number of people who use the procedurs' properly.

*As a training aid, we recommend combining the columnar format with any
necessary background or explanatory detail in a narrative format, so
that a trainee can read the text, perform the required task, and check
it off -- thus acquiring the habit of using the procedures correctly
as part of the training program.

, -- . . . -
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Table 14-2. Estimated Probabilities of Error When Using
Written Procedures Correctly

Task HEP

NonPassive Tasks Such as Maintenance, Test,
or Calibration

Errors of Commission .003 (.001 to .01)
f

Errors of Omission

- Procedures with no checkoff provisions
(assuming correct use of procedures)

- Short list ( j[ 10 special instruction .003 (.001 to .01)
items)

- Long List ( > 10 special instruction .01 (.005 to .05)
items)

- Procedures with checkoff provisions
(assuming correct use of checkoff)

- Short list ( j[ 10 special instruction .001 (.0005 to .005)
items)

,

- Long list ( > 10 special instruction .003 (.001 to .01)
items)

Passive Tasks Such as the Walk-Around Inspection
t

Failure to recognize an incorrect status when .01 (.005 to .05)
checking each item as he looks at it

4

Failure to recognize an incorrect status when .1 (.05 to .5)
checking off seve al items after looking at
several

|
i

| Failure to recognize an incorrect status if Use Walk-Around HEPs
no checking provision is required in Chapter 8

,

l

|

|
f

_
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|

Table 14-3. Estimated Probabilities of Nonuse and Misuse of
Written Procedures

Task HEP ,

i )
i

Nonpassive Tasks Such as Maintenance, Test,
. Calibration, or Control Room Tasks _

l

Nonuse of Written Procedures

- Maintenance .3 (.05 to .9)

- Valve change or restoration .01 (.005 to .05)

- Test or calibration .05 (.01 to .1) !

1- Control room .05 (.01 to .1)

Misuse of Written Procedures

- Checkoff required but misused .5 (.1 to .9)
(checking off several items
after looking at several)

- Checkoff required but not used, .01 (.005 to .05)
or checking off all items after
job is finished

(Note: Consider this action
equivalent to no pro-

vision for checkoff)

Passive Tasks Such a: the Walk-Around Inspection

Procedures available but not used .05 (.01 to .1)

Checkoff required but misused (checking .5 (.1 to .9)*
off several items after looking at
several)

Checkoff required but not used, or .01 (.005 to .05)
checking off all items after job is
finished

](Note: Consider this action
equivalent to n_o, pro-o

,

vision for checkoff) |
1

|
|

*Some reviewers of the handbook have stated that this assumption of correct i

use of a checklist 50% of the time is overly optimistic. i
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14-13 Use of Available Written
Procedures

Even if the written procedures use a narrative style, there is ample
i

room for improvement. Brune and Weinstein (1980b) have developed a check-

list for use in evaluating a plant's written procedures. Their checklist

and instructions for its use are appended to this chapter. We estimate

that if a written procedure conforms to the checklist criteria, prob-

abilities of errors of omission and commission will be reduced by a
i

( factor of 3. We further estimate that, if the columnar format is incor-
:

porated along with the checklist criteria, there will be a further re-

duction of relevant HEPs.

Use of Available Written Procedures=

. A common error in a human reliability analysis is to assume that
!

available written procedures will be used and used properly. Even in

work with severe penalties for nonuse or incorrect use of written pro-

cedures, nonuse and misuse have been observed. In the absence of such
,

penalties, it is reasonable to assume a greater frequency of such

practices. At every plant Brune and Weinstein visited, at least one

manager or supervisor expressed concern that personnel might not use or

follow written procedures as intended. The nonuse or misuse of written

procedures is obviously related to the quality of administrative control

in a plant (discussed in the next chapter). However, these problems are

also related to the quality of the written materials themselves.

Considering the usual poor quality of written materials in NPPs, we

have developed the estimated HLPs in Table 14-3. (There are no objective
:

data to back up these estimates; they are based on our experience.) As'

|

{ can be seen from the HEPs in the table, we are not optimistic about the

use of procedures by maintenance personnel.

.

- -w -
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14-14 Arithmetic Cciculaticns

Arithmetic Calculations

Planners of work operations often overestimate the accuracy with

which technical people may perform routine arithmetic calculations. The

relatively large HEP for such calculations is illustrated by a study in

which experienced inspectors measured the locations of holes in a cali-

brated steel test plate (Rigby and Edelman, 1968b). Using micrometer-

type instruments, 12 inspectors measured X and Y coordinates for each of
,

9 holes, for a total of 216 6-digit data points. Typically, each in-

spector made more than one measurement for each value, so that there

| were different numbers of opportunities for each inspector to make an

error. When taking measurements, the inspector had to read values from

a gauge and a meter and assign a plus or minus sign as appropriate. As

he read each value, he wrote it on a work sheet, and then performed addi-

tions, subtractions, and divisions to arrive at a 6-digit value for an X
l

or Y coordinate. In performing this simple arithmetic the inspectors

made a total of 9 errors in 698 opportunities, an HEP of about .01.

In earlier studies, HEPs per digit of about .002 for addition, sub-

traction, and division, and about .003 for multiplication were obtained
ifor university students acting as experimental subjects (Weldon, 1956; i
1

and Weldon et al, 1955). In another study of computational accuracy,

the performance of naval cadets resulted in HEPs per digit of about .007

for addition a d .016 for subtraction (Trumbull, 1952a and b). Obviously,

the experir ental conditions and subjects are dif ferent for the three

studies. In the studies using students and naval cadets, speed was )
1
'

emphasized along with accuracy, and their only task was the set of required

computations. In the inspector study, accuracy was emphasized, and the
|

calculations were only one part of the task performed. In this handbook,



14-15 Arithmetic Calculations

i we use an overall HEP of .01 (.005 to .05) for arithmetic computations

in general. This estimate applies to the simple arithmetic calculations

j that would be required for calibration and maintenance tasks.

.

1
:
I

<

,

l

b

i

|

,

I

i

I
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A14-1 Appendix to Ch. 14. Proccdurc3
Evcluttien Checklict for Main-
tenance, Test, and Calibration
Procedures

APPENDIX 'IO CHAPTER 14. PROCEDURES EVALUATION
CHECKLIST POR MAINTENANCE, TEST, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES

The following checklist for maintenance, test, and calibration proce-

dures and the instructions for use of sthe checklist are from Brune and

t'einstej n ( 1980b) . Most of the items on the checklist apply to all kinds of

NPP procedures, not just to maintenance, test, and calibration. However, the

cbove authors are currently developing a checklist for evaluating emergency |

procedures. 'Ihis latter checklist will be available around March 1981.

i

The procedures evaluation checklist, developed by Human Performance

Technologies, Inc. as part of an NRC/Sandia human factors study of NPP opera-
,

I

tions and procedures, can be used to identify deficiencies in maintenance,

|
test, and calibration procedures that can lead to errors in performance. The

checklist was developed on the basis of the authors' experience, detailed

observation, interviews with personnel at five NPPs, and an analysis of the

751 abstracts of LERs subnitted by all plants during the 4-year period 1975-

1978 that were attributed to procedural deficiencies.

The checklist cans

(1) Identify deficiencies in a set of procedures with the objective of

correcting them, and/or

j (2) Identify deficiencies in a set of procedures with the objective of

correcting the process that produced the deficient procedures.

Following the checklist is a set of instructiov; for its application. The

j cvaluator of a licensee's written procedures must be familiar with the pro-

|

| cedures and operations of the plant to which the checklist is to be applied.
|

|

I

-_--_ - ___ _- __ - .
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A14-2 Procedurso Evaluatien Chicklist

PROCEDURES EVALUATION CHECKLIST

(Maintenance, Test, and Calibration Procedures)

Procedure Title /No.

Revision Reviewed by Date
a

Review the procedure for each of the following characteristics. If it pos-

sesses the characteristic, chect Yes if it lacks the characteristic, check

No. Check N/A (Not Applicable) if the characteristic does not apply to the

procedure.

The ratings ( A,B,C,D) indicate the relative impact of the characteristic on

the performance of personnel using the procedures. If a procedure lacks a

characteristic rated A, performance error is most likely; if it lacks a char-

acteristic rated D, performance error is least likely.

I

Evaluation Method: Perform a document review of procedure and referenced
doctanents .

Item Rating Yes No N/A

1. Does each page provide the following identification
information?

1.1 Procedure number and/or title D 000
1.2 Date of issue D 000
1.3 Revision number D 000
1.4 Page number D 000

2. If this is a temporary procedure, is it clearly
marked with the expiration date? D 000

3. Is the last page of the procedure clearly
identifiable by markings e.g., Page
of , Final Page? D 000

4. Does the procedure have a unique and permanently
assigned number? That is, if the procedure becomes
deleted will the number be retired rather than
reassigned? D OOO

- _. , -
_ - - - -
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A14-3 ProcedurO3 Evaluaticn Chicklict

Item Rating Yes No N/A

5. Does the procedure provide a statement of purpose
or 1rief description which clearly specifies the
function it performs in an introductory section
preceding tae instructions? D 000

6. Does the procedure provide the following job planning
information in an introductory section preceding
the instructions?

6.1 Other actions or procedures which must be com-
pleted prior to use B D00

6.2 Plant, system or equipment conditions which
must exist prior to use B OGO

6.3 PrecautionJ which must be observed in the
performance of the procedure C OOO |

1

6.4 the specific equipment (by part number and/or
unique nomencla2ure) to which the procedure
is applicable D 000

6.5 Special tools and test equipnent required to
perform procedure (by part number and/or unique
nonendature) D 000

6.6 Other doceents e.g. , procedures , drawings,

schematics, required to perform procedure C OOO
6.7 Qualifications of personnel permitted to

perform procedure C 000
6.8 Number of personnel required to perform

procedure D OOO
7. Are the titles and numbers of all referanced

docunents identified correctly? C OOO
8. Are all of the documents referred to in the

instructions listed in the introductory section of
the procedure? D 000

9. Does one procedure provide all of the instructional
information necessary to perform the activity
(rather than refer personnel to other procedures
to perform parts of the activity)? C 000

10. If the procedure refers personnel to other
procedures for instructional information, does it
specify the applicable sections, paragraphs, or
pages? D 000

11. If the procedure refers personnel to other pro-
cedures for instructional information, each
reference must be evaluated as an independent
procedure starting with Step 1 of the checklist. -

12. Does the procedure provide adequate quality control
(QC) hold points? C OOO

.
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A14-4 Procedurco Evalaation Checklict

Item Rating Yes No N/A

13. Does the procedure provide for verification and
signoff of actions? B [] [] []

14. If yes, is every step signed off or initialled? D
[] [] []

15. If yes, are the verifications usually performed
by persons other than those performing the action? C

[] [] []
16. If the procedure refers to a skill-of-the-craf t

tasks i.e., is general rather than specific, go
directly to Step 34 to evaluate.

17. Evaluate the complexity of the action instructions
by determining the average number of actions
(verbs) called out per step. Base estimate on a
sample of 20% of the steps, or, if the sample size
is less than 10, use all steps.

,

Is the average number of actions per step 1.5 or
less? c 000

18. Are approximately 90% or more of the instructions
written in short, concise, identifiable steps (as
opposed to multi-step paragraphs)? C [] [] []

; 19. Evaluate the level of specificity of a procedure
' by determining the percent of steps in a selected

sample that meet all of the following criteria.,

;

19.1 The action to be taken is specifically
identified (open, close, torque, etc)

19.2 Limits (if applicable) are expressed quanti-
tatively (2 turns, 100 inch-lbs., etc)

19.3 The equipment or parts are identified com-
pletely (HPCI-MO-17, etc)

Base the estimate on a sample of 20% of the steps
in a given procedure or a minimum of 10 steps.
Do at least 90% of the steps evaluated meet all the
above criteria? B [] [] []

20. If precautions or explanations are applicable to
the performance of specific steps or series of
steps, are they placed immediately ahead of the
step (s) to which they apply? C [] [] []

21. If more than one person is required to perform the
procedure, is the procedure written to one ' primary'
user; that is, is it clear from the way that
instructions are written that one person is
responsible for coordinating the activity? C [] [] []

22. Are graphs, charts, and tables adequate for reada-
bility and inuerpolation or extraction of values? C [] [] []

.
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i

A14-5 ProcedursS Evaluation Checkligt'

!

! Item Rating Yes No N/A

i

:

1 23. Are worksheets designed to facilitate all required

j computations? That-is, are spaces provided for
recording all data and processing them (performing'

; additions, multiplications, etc)? C [] [] []
s

.
24. Does the procedure (or related data sheets or work-

! sheets) provide for the independent verification
and signoff of computations? C [] [] []

25. If qualitative acceptance criteria are used, should
| they be reatated in quantitative terms? C [] [] []
i

-

5 26. If quantitative acceptance criteria are used, are I

they stated as a range with a midpoint as opposed
to a point value? C [] [] []

: 27. Are the acceptance criteria compatible with the
; limits expressed in requirements documents? A OOO
r
j 28. If computations are required by the procedure, are

they based on technically accurate, complete, and1

up-to-date formulae? A [] [] []
'

29. If items (valves, breakers, relays, solenoids, !

janpers, fuses, switches) require alignment to

f perform the procedure, do the alignment instructions
! in the procedure meet all of the following criteria? B _' [] []

29.1 Each item requiring alignment is individually4

'

specified. (Note--It is not acceptable toi

refer personnel to previous steps)

29.2 Each item is identified with a unique number
or nomenclaturei

29.3 The position in which the item is to be placed;

is specified

1 29.4 The position in which the item is placesd is
verified and signed off

30. If any of the above alignment instructions are for
system restoration, do they meet both of the
following verification criteria? B [] [] []

: 30.1 The position of each item is verified by
signoff

|, The verification is performed by someone other30.2

than the person performing the alignment
i

31. If any follow-on action, test, or procedure must be
' performed upon the completion of this procedure,

does the procedure or a related document (e.g.,
I work order) instruct the user regarding what

follow-on action is required and whom to notify? C OOO

!

I
,

. , . . _ . . . , . . - _ - , , , . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . - _ - . _ . _ _ . _ . . _ . _ _ . . _ _
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A14-6 Procedursa Evalutticn Checklict

Item Rating Yes No N/A

32. Does the procedure provide instructions for
reasonable contingencies? For example, if equip-*

ment is operating outside the range specifi(d by
the procedure, is the person instructed what action
to take? C OOO

Evaluation Method: Perform a walk-through of procedure.

33. Are equipment numbers and/or nomenclature used in

the procedure identical to those whict. are displayed
j on the equipment? B OOO

Evaluation Methods Observe licensee representative perform
a walk-through of procedure.

34. Determine whether the amount and kind of information
(level of detail) provided by the procedure is ade-
quate for the intended users. Make this evaluation
by observing a user representative of the least
qualified personnel permitted to perform the procedure
simulate a walk-through of the procedure.
Are the following criteria met?

34.1 ran the procedure be performed in the
sequence in which it is written? A OOO

34.2 Can the user locate and identify all equip-
ment referred to in the instructions? A OOO

34.3 Where general rather than specific instruc-
tions are provided, can the user explain in
detail how to perform the general instruction? A OOO

34.4 Can the user perform the procedure without
i

,

obtaining additional information from persons i
or documents not specified by the procedure? B OOO

'

34.5 Can the user perform the procedure without
obtaining direct assistance from persons not '

j specified by the procedure? B OOO
Action: -

|

l2

..

.

T

4

, _ . . , . _ - .
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A14-7 Diccus31cn of Chicklict

Iten Rating Yes No N/A

Disposition:

DISCUSSION OF CHECKLIST

Item Format

The procedures evaluation criteria are expressed in

question form so that they can be answered by Yes or

No. They are constructed so that a Yes answer indi-

cates that the procedure possesses a desirable charac-

teristic. A No answer indicates a procedural defi-

ciency. In same cases, it will not be possible to

evaluate a procedure on a characteristic because it is

not applicable to the procedure. For example, a pro-

cedure cannot be evaluated regarding the accuracy with

which it identifies reference documents if it does not

refer to other documents. In this case, check Not

Applicable rather than leave the item unanswered.

|

Explanation of Checklist Items

The checklist items are listed below. In cases in

which the relationship between a procedural charac-

teristic and the quality of human performance might not

be apparent, an explanation is provided.

1. Does each page provide the following identifica-
tion information?

!

|
'

_ _
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A14-8 Discussion of Oncklict

Item Rating Yes No N/A

1.1 Procedure numoer and/or title
1.2 Date Of issue

1. 3 Revision number
1.4 Page nu:acer i

Explanation None

2. If this is a temporary procedure, is it clearly l

marked with the expiration date?

Explanation None

3. Is the last page of the procedure clearly identi-

| fiable by marking; e.g. , Page of Final,

Page?

Explanateon The last page of a procedure is most
vulnerable to becoming detached and lost. It

should be made obvious to the user if the last
page is missing.

4. Does the procedure have a unique and permanently
assigned number? That is, if the procedure be-
comes deleted will the number be retired rather
than reassigned?

Explanation When a procedure becomes obsolete,
sczne licensees reissue its number to a new pro-
cedure that may have entirely different subject
matter. This practice can introduce error into
their cross-referencing system as well as make it
difficult for an auditor to retrace an event.

5. Does the procedure provide a statement of purpose
or brief description which clearly specifies the
function it performs in an introductory section
preceding the instructions?

Explanation None

6. Does the procedure provide the following job plan-
ning information in an introductory section pre-
ceding the instructions?

6.1 Other actions or procedures which must be
completed prior to use

6.2 Plant, system, or equipnent conditions which
must exist prior to use

6.3 Precautions which must be observed in the l
performance of the procedure

6.4 The specific equipnent (by part number and/or
unique nomenclature) to which the procedure
is applicable

,
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A14-9 Diccussion of Ch2cklict

Item Rating Yes No N/A

6.5 Special tools and test equipment required to
perform the procedure (by part number and/or
unique nomenclature)

6.6 Other doc ments; e.g., procedures, drawings,
' schematics, required to perform procedure

6.7 Qualifications of personnel permitted to
perform procedure

6.8 Number of personnel required to perform
l procedure
,

'

Explanation None

! 7. Are the titles and numbers of all referenced

f doctanents identifi'ed correctly?

Explanation None

8. Are all of the documents referred to in the in-
structions listed in the introductory section of
the procedure?

Explanation None
f

9. Does one procedure provide all of the instruc-
tional information necessary to perform the activ-
ity (rather than refer personnel to other pro-
cedures to perform parts of the activity)?

Explanation Several studies have shown that
referencing to other doctanents is a major source
of complaint. In some cases, they may not be
obtained and used.

t 10. If the procedure refers personnel to other pro-
| cedures for instructional information, does it

specify the applicable sections, paragraphs or

!
Pages?

|

Explanation None

11. If the procedure refers personnel to other pro-
cedures for instructional information, each
reference must be evaluated as an independent
procedure starting with Step 1 of the checklist.

Explanation All doc u ents that constitute the

procedural information system should meet the same
j human factors criteria to reduce performance

; errors. In many cases, the doctaments vary greatly

| with respect to format and quality of content.
,

! 12. Does the procedure provide adequate QC hold
points?

Explanation None



A14-10 Diccus31cn c'f Ch;cklict

Item Rating Yes No N/A

13. Does the procedure provide for verification and
signoff of actions?

Explanation See item 15

14. If yes, is every step signed off or initialled?

Explanation See item 15

15. If yes, are the verifications usually predomi-
nantly performed by persons other than those
performing the action?

Explanation Verification is the primary method
for ensuring compliance with procedures. Sel f-

verification by checking, initialling or signing
steps serves as an aid or reminder to the pro-
cedure user to perform the step. However, it is

too easily subject to abuse to serve as a com-
pliance control. If it is Laportant to ensure
compliance with an action because of the
consequences of a performance error, verification
by uneone other than the person performing the
action is in order. It is required if an error
would otherwise remain undetected.

16. If the procedure refers to a skill-of-the-craf t
tasks i.e., is general rather than specific, go
directly to Step 34 to evaluate.

Explanation Many procedures that are intended for
use by skilled craftsmen lack detail. The perfor-
mance of Step 34 enables the procedure evaluator
to check the adequacy of a procedure with respect
to the qualifications of the personnel permitted
to use it.

17. Evaluate the complexity of the action instructions
by determining the average number of actions
(verbs) called out per step. Base estimate on a
sample of 20% of the steps, or, if the sample size
is less than 10, use all steps.

Is the average number of actions per step 1.5 or
less?

Explanation The complexity index (CI) of a pro-
cedure is defined as the average number of actions
stated in the instructional steps or paragraphs.
The average is computed from a random sample of
steps or paragraphs in a procedure.

Number of Actions in a Sample of Steps or Paragraphs
"

Number of Steps or Paragraphs Sampled

'Ihe number of actions is simply the number of verbs in

a step or paragraph. For example, the instruction



A14-11 Ditcuncion of Checklict

Item Rating Yes pig N/Aj

" Turn switch XXX to position No. 2, observe value on
pressure gauge XX and record value" has three actions.
The more actions that are expressed, the less likely
they will be recalled accurately, particularly if they
are unrelated actions. Ideally, a step should contain
only one action unless the actions are related, in
which case up to three actions in a step are accept-
able. Related actions are a group of actions required*

to produce a single result. The example illustrates
related actions. Their single object is to obtain a
value.

18. Are approximately 90% or more of the instructions
written in short, concise, identifiable steps (as
opposed to multi-step paragraphs)?

Explanation None

19. Evaluate the level of specificity of a procedure
by determining the percent of steps in a selected
sample that meet all of the following criteria.

19.1 The action to be taken is specifically
identified (open, close, torque, etc)

19.2 Limits (if applicable) are expressed quanti-
tatively (2 turns, 100 inch-lbs., etc)

19.3 The equipment or parts are identified com-
plotely (HPCI-MO-17, etc)

Base the estimate on the sample of 20% of the steps in
a given procedure or a minimum of 10 steps.

Do at least 90% of the steps evaluated meet all the
above criteria?

Explanation The above criteria list the basic
characteristics of a specific (versus general)
instruction. Fewer errors of interpretation or

, omission result from instructions with high speci-
l ficity.

.

20. If precautions or explanations are applicable to
| the performance of specific steps or series of

steps, are they placed immediately ahead of the
step (s) to which they apply?

Explanation None

21. If more than one person is required to perform the
procedure, is the procedure written to one 'pri-
mary' user, that is, is it clear from the way that
instructions are written that one person is re-
sponsible for coordinating the activity?

l

|
Explanation Almost all instructions examined by

! the study team did not identify the number of
1
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A14-12 Ditcussion of Checkligt

Item Rating Yes No N/A |

personnel involved in perfonning an activity. In
many procedures it was possible to infer that the

icoordinated efforts of two or more persons were
required. However, it was often difficult or

impossible to determine which party was being
instructed by a step. To the extent that the
activity is not structured, errors in communica-

tion and omissions of actions can result. *

| 22. Are graphs, charts, and tables adequate for read-
ability and interpolation or extraction of values? l

Explanation Misinterpretation of graphs, charts,
and tables has resulted in performance errors. It
is often traceable to poor readability of these
materials--which, in turn, is attributable to 1)
inadequate reproduction or 2) inadequate original

j construction. The following guidelines are pro-
'

vided to evaluate readability.

Reproduction--In some cases, copies are so many
generations removed from the original or master
copy that lines in graphs, charts, and tables have
deteriorated or disappeared, making it difficult
to track or interpolate values. Letters and
numbers can undergo similar deterioration. Also,
materials have sometimes been reduced in size so
that readability is impaired. Letters and numbers
should be at least 1/8 in. in height, unbroken and
unfilled. All lines in the reproductions should
be as visible as they are in the original or
master copies. First, compare the reproductions
to the originals or master copies. Then evaluate

Ithe readability of the' reproductions under the !conditions of illumination in which personnel use
them.

Original construction--Letters and numbers should

be typed rather than handwritten. Lines on graph
paper should be reproducible on lice'nsee reproduc-

j tion equipment. On graphs, units of measurement
used in plotted values should be canpatible with
divisions on graph paper. That is, if plotted
values progress in units of five; e.g., 5, 10, 15,
etc, it is better to separate the values by five
lines than by four lines. To facilitate accuracy {of locating values in' charts and tables look for i

such aids as 1) partitioning tables with lines, 2) ('
arranging values in subgroups; e.g., inserting

ispaces between subgroups of five values, and 3) l.

placing connecting lines between values or nomen-
i

clature and values.

4
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A14-13 Diccussion of Chicklist

Item Rating Yes No N/A

23. Are worksheets designed to facilitate all required
canputations? That is, are spaces provided for
recording all data and processing them (performing
additions, multiplications, etc)?

Explanation None

24. Does the procedure (or related data sheets or
worksheets) provide for the independent verifica-
tion and signoff of computations?

Explanation None

25. If qualitative acceptance criteria are used should
they be restated in quantitative terms?

Explanation None

26. If quantitative acceptance criteria are used are
they stated as a range with a midpoint as opposed
to a point value?

Explanation When equipment does not permit the
setting of point values, or when a range of values
is acceptable, the acceptance criteria should be
expressed in terms of ranges. However, they
should be expressed in a form to avoid errors of
addition, subtraction or conversion. Example:

Preferable

to

Best

( )
midpoint lower limit upper Ibnit

Not Preferable

2

Worst

2 %

27. Are the acceptance criteria compatible with the
limits expressed in requirements documents?

Explanation None

28. If computations are required by the procedure, are
they based on technically accurate, complete, and
up-to-date formulae?

Explanation None

29. If items (valves, breakers, relays, solenoids,j
! jumpers, fuses, suitches) require alignment to

| perform the procedure, do the alignment instruc-
I tions in the procedure meet all of the following

criteria?
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A14-14 Diccus31on of Chicklict
,

Item Rating Yes No N/A .

29.1 Each item requiring alignment is individu-
ally specified. (Note--It is not acceptable
to refer personnel to previous steps)

29.2 Each item is identified with a unique number
or nomenclature

29.3 The position in which the item is to be
placed is specified

29.4 The position in which the item is placed is
verified and signed off

Explanation Two of the primary contributors to
misalignment are lack of specificity of instruc-
tions and lack of physical verification of po-
sition. The criteria lia;ted above are aimed at
improving specificity anc verification. In some
procedures it was found that instructions were

adequate for initial alignment but shortchanged
realignment by simply directing personnel to
" Reposition valves listed in Step 5." In this
instance, personnel were not provided a means
within the procedure for verifying valve posi-
tions. The instruction should have relisted the
valves, their new positions and provided signoff
for each valve.

30. If any of the above alignment instructions are for
system restoration, do they meet both of the fol-
lowing verification criteria?

30.1 The position of each item is verified by
signoff

30.2 The verification is performed by someone
other than the person performing the align-
ment

Explanation It was found that up to three-fourths
of undetected alignment errors occur during re-
storation. Independent physical verification of

position is lees likely to be performed during
this process. We requirement for independent
verification is aimed at reducing this error. The
independent verification should involve physically
checking the positions--not be confined to simply
checking log entries and tags.

31. If any follow-on action, test, or procedure must
be performed upon the completion of tae procedure,
does the procedure or a related doctr1ent (e.g. ,
work order) i ttruct the user regarding what
follow-o .s .lon is required and whan to notif y?
Explanation None

_ _ _ _ _ ._ _ ..
--
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Item Rating Yes No N/A

32. Does the procedure provide instructions for rea-

: sonable contingencies? For example, if equipment
is operating outside the range specified by the
procedure, is the person instructed what action to
take?

Explanation Many procedures are written as though
all acceptance criteria will be met. They do not

address the exceptions. Personnel should be
instructed within the procedure what actions to
take in the event criteria are not met.

i

33. Are equipnent numbers and/or namenclature used in
the procedure identical to those which are dis-
played on the equipment?

Explanation None

34. Determine whether the amount and kind of informa-
tion (level of detail) provided by the procedure
is adequate for the intended users. Make this
evaluation by observing a user .:epresentative of
the least qualified personnel permitted to perform
the procedure simulate a walk-through of the
procedure . Are the following criteria met:

34.1 Can the procedure be performed in the se-
quence in which it is written?

34.2 Can the user locate and identify all equip-
ment referred to in the instructions?

34.3 Where general rather than specific instruc+
tions are provided, can the user explain in
detail how to perform the general instruc-
tion?

| 34.4 Can the user perform the procedure without

I obtaining additional information from

persons or (bcuments not spe,cified by the
procedure?

34.5 Can the user perform the procedure without
obtaining direct assistance from persons not
specified by the procedure?

|
Explanation It is important to evaluate whether

~ or not procedures are adequate for use by quali-
fled personnel. Because there are inadequate

i definitions of adequate procedures or of personnel
qualifications, this assessment cannot be made

j definitively. There is considerable room for dif-
ferent interpretations and disagreement between

j inspectors and licensees. The above te.c permits

j an objective assessment of procedural . lequacy.

|
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Item Rating Yes g N/A

Item Ratings

The ratings A, B,, C, or D, indicate the impact of an

item on the quality of husan performance. If a pro-

cedure is deficient with respect to the characteristic |

referred to by the item, a performance deviation is

more likely to occur than if the procedure possesses j

the characteristic. he absence of sczne procedural

characteristics is more likely to result in performance
,

1

deviations than the absence of < *hers. It is therefore 1
.

|
necessary to develop a method of rating the checklist |

|

l

items to indicate to the evaluator the relative im-
,

1

portance of the characteristic stated in the item. We |

rating considerations are shown in Table A14-1. Rese

ratings, integrated with the evaluator's own knowledge

of the consequences of error associated with the per-

|
formance of a specific procedure or action, should |

enable him to assess the importance of correcting a j

particular procedural deficiency. In general, it

should be considered mandatory to correct a deficiency

rated A,or B,. Correction of a deficiency rated C may

or may not be considered mandatory, depending upon the

evaluator's judgment regarding the consequences of

error and situational stress fact'en associated with

use of the procedure. A rating of D would not ordi-

narily be regarded as a mandatory change. However,

correction is desirable if the intent is to reduce the

_ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ .-
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Table A14-1. Rating Scale *for Procedural Deficiencies

Probability of Performance Deviation Under:

l
Rating Low Stress Moderate Stress High Stress

j

|

A Moderate High High

B Moderate Moderate Hi.gh
|

C Iow Moderate Moderate
j

D Low Iow Moderate
,

!

|
Description of Ratings

A-Errors are likely to occur during low stress (normal) conditions and will

be made frequently under moderate and high stress conditions.

B-Errors are likely to occur during low and moderate stress conditions and

will occur frequently under high stress.

C-Errors are not very likely under low stress but could readily occur under

moderate and high stress.

D-Errors are not very likely to occur under low and moderate stress but could

readily occur during high stress.

.

!

.

(

,
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Item Rating Yes No M A,

frequency of performance error to the minimum attain-

able by means of procedures.

Evaluation Methods

The checklist employs three methods for evaluating pro-

cedures. The Document Review method is used to evalu-

|
ate a procedure on Items #1 through #32. The Walk-

Through Method is used for a procedure on Item #33 and

the Observation Method applies to Item #34. The meth-

ods re described below.

Document Review This method consists of collect-

ing a sample of the procedures of interest and

their related documants and then examining their

contents and interrelationships. Typically, re-

lated documents will consist of 1) all drawings,

procedures, schematics, etc specifically referred

to by the procedure, 2) technical specifications,

Final Safety Analysis Reports (FSARs), and other

!

basic requirements documents which reasonably
1

might affect the content of the procedures, and 3)

corporation policies and station directives deal-

ing with procedures contents, development, and

implementation. These documents together comprise

the information system affecting the performance

of a maintenance, test, or calibration activity.

If an evaluator cannot evaluate a characteristic

<

.- _, _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Item Rating Yes No N/A

from the available documents alone wnen a document

review has been specified, it can be assumed that

the information system is deficient with respect

to completeness or with respect to organization.

Either deficiency will affect the quality of pro-

cedural content adversely. At the least, an in-

formation system must be auditable.

Walk-Through Some evaluations, such as determin-

'

ing the correspondence between equipment nomencla-

ture or identification numbers used in a procedure

and the nomenclature or numbers actually displayed

on equipment, can be performed only by walking

through the facility with the procedure in hand

and comparing the two. During the walk-through it

might be desired to make selected human factors

observations of the work environment, the facility

layout, and the equipment, all of which bear upon

! the effectiveness and safety of personnel perfor-

mance. For example, the evaluator might wish to

assess the readability of legends and displays

|

l from the perspective of the person performing the
l

l

procedure.

Observation Unlike the preceding methods, the

performance of this evaluation requires the direct

support of licensee personnel. 'Ihe objective of

this method is to judge whether the amount and
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Item Rating Yes No N/A

kind of information provided by the procedure is

ccanplete with respect to the information needs of

the user. Wat is , the evaluator seeks to evalu-

ate the adequacy of the " level of detail" of the

i

procedure . his attribute of a procedure is the

most difficult of all procedural characteristics

! to evaluate. Judgments of adequacy of level of

detail are based on assunptions about the qualifi-

|

cations of the person'nel for whom the procedure is '

provided. Such assumptions are often tenuous at

best because, unlike operators, documentation de-

tailing the qualifications of personnel who per-

form these procedures--particularly maintenance

procedures--is inadequate or nonexistent.

To reduce the probability of human error in the

performance of an activity, a procedure must be

designed to be usable for the least qualified

person permitted to use the procedure. This re-

quirement implies that t.5e procedure must provide

all of the information needed by persons repre-

sentative of that skill level and, furthermore,

must express the information in understandable

language (vocabulary, sentence structure) . Par-

tial evidence of the completeness of a procedure

can be obtained by observing a person who is

representative of the minimtsa skill level perform
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Item Rating Yes No N/A

a walk-through of the procedure, simulating the

actions specified in the instructions.

Typically, a procedure is composed'of general and

specific instructions. We user should be able to

|

| explain in detail how to perform a general in-

I
struction. Se user should be able to perform the

ent!.re procedure without seeking information from

other personnel, unless they are specified by the

procedures, and without referring to Soctanents

~

that are not specified by the procedures. If

either of these criteria is not met, the procedure

is incanplete.

f

{
t

|
;

|

|
,

.- - . - . _ - .-_
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15-1 Ch. 15. Recovgry F2ctora End
Administrative Control

Human Redundancy

CHAPTER 15. RECOVERY FACTORS AND ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL

There are many recovery factors that can prevent human error from pro-

ducing unwantM effects in NPPs. Scme of these are 100% effective. For

example, in some casv Aup 5 cannot be performed unless Step 4 is dones in

such a case, omission of Step 4 is always recovered when Step 5 is attempted.

In risk assessment we are not too concer med with such rec avery factors unless

time constraints are very tight.

Most recovery factors in NPPs are based on personnel interaction or on

*

information fed back to the operating personnel via displays. This chapter

primarily addresses recovery factors afforded by human interaction. We use

the term hursan redundancy to refer to various levels of self-checking as well

as to the ese of a second person to check performance. Different recovery

probabilities are estimated for different levels of htsnan redundancy. The

experimental literature and related studies behind these estimates are de-

scribed.

his chapter also addresses the very important recovery factor of admin-

istrative control. This term refers to the kinds of checking of human per-

formance mandated in a plant and the extent to which plant policies are car-

ried out and monitored, including tagging controls and lock and key controls

for valves and other components. hus, administrative control affects the

effectiveness of recovery factors as well as the likelihood of initial human

srrors.

Human Redundancy

There is no human redundancy if one person performs smte task and no one

(not even the person himself) checks his work. Usually more than one person

!
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is assigned to tasks such as maintenance, calibration, and fuel exchange.

The probability of error recovery is determined by the extent to which there

are opportunities to detect an error, the extent to which those opportunities

are exercised, and the accuracy of those who check the work that has been

performed.

We take the conservative view that not much, if any, recovery credit

should be given for a person checking his own work. Such cases should be

har ' led individually and some assessment made of the level of dependence be-

tween a person's errors and the probability that he will catch these errors ,

( see Chapter 7 ) . his chapter deals only with cases in which one person

checks another's work.

Table 15-1 presents estimated HEPs for a person who inspects or monitors

anc ther's work in an NPP. The tems in the table are defined below. In all
,

cases, we assume that the state of affairs to be monitored is 41rectly

observable -- no interpretation is required. The probability that the uni-
<

'

toring behavior will indeed be carried out is discussed uader the topic c,f

" Administrative Control" later in this chapter. (The terms checker, insper

tor, and monitor all refer to someone who checks another's work, either while

that person is doing the work or after its completion.)

With no objective data on the HEPs of checkers in NPPs, we base the

estimates in Table 15-1 on (1) extrapolations frcza a series of experknents

and studies of inspectors in industrial processes (cf Harris and Chaney, 1%7

and 1969; McCornack, 1961; McKenzie, 1958; and Rigby and Swain, 19"J 5 ) and (2)

our experience in weapons production. In the studies cited, inspectors de-

tected from 30 to 90% of existing defects, depending upon many variables.

Iower defect detection percentages are associated with low defect rates

(1% or less), passive inspection, and inspection for several types of defects

in each unit. We highest detection percentages are associated with higher

_
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Table 15-1. Estimated Probabilities of a Checker's Failure
to Detect Errors

,

Checking Operation HEP
|

Usual type of monitoring in NPP with sane .10 (.05 to .5)
kind of checklist or written procedure (in-

| cludes tasks such as over-the-shoulder
checking and checking written lists or
procedure s)

Same as above but without written materials .20 (.10 to .9)
l

Special short-term, one-of-a-kind checking .05 (.01 to .10)
(e.g., supervitor checks performance of a
novice)

Hands-on type of checking that involves .01 (.005 to 0.5)
special measuremer.ts or other activities

Repeated checking of one person's work by Assume HD among
different individoals during or after checkers; no recovery
completion of a standard or routine task credit for more than

( 2 checkers

Two-man team performs task, with one person Assume HD between doer
the doer and the other the reader / checker and reader / checker

Checking of valve status Use HEPs from Ch. 13

Walk-around checking operation Use HEPs from Ch. 8

|

|
l

!

s
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defect probabilities, more active participation in the production process, and

inspection for only one or a very few well-defined defects.

Inspection and checking in 'NPPs are generally not as passive as in typi-

cal industrial assembly tasks, and the kinds of signals the checker is looking

for are usually well-defined. In WASH-1400 we assigned a 10% error probabil-

ity to the monitoring or checking of ancther's activities and have found no

data to warrant modificati n of that basic HEP as a general approximation.

However, there are cases in which the type of inspection is "one of a kind";

e.g., when an operator asks someone else to check something. This constitutes

a break in the general work procedures, and the checker can be expected to
,

approach the task with a higher level of alertness and attention. For such

nonroutine monitoring tasks, we divided the basic HEP of .10 by 2, for an HEP

of .05. For routine monitoring performed without writtan materials, we have

doubled the basic HEP to .20 and have assigned pessimistic error bounds be-

cause errors of oversight are especially likely without recourse to written

materials. The behaviors of an operator and a monitor are not independents if

the monitor believes that the operator's work is reliable, he tends to assume

that the operator's performance will be correct. This assumption and the re-

|

| sultant perceptual set or expectancy reduce the checker's effectiveness; he is

likely to miss an operator's error because he does not expect it. Even when

the error is clearly visible and involves no interpretation, the checker will

o f ten f a il to " s ee" it .

There are cases in which the opposi_te influence between an operator and a

checker occurs; for example, when the operator is a novice the checker may

take extra care in his checking routine. This relationship cannot be pre-

dicted in the abstract, but if such a case is known to exist when performing a

human reliability analysis, the analyst may wish to regard the job of the

checker as more active, and the .05 HEP can be applied to the checker.
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In some checking tasks, the jcb of the checker is not passive and may

involve hands-on activities such as using an instrtunent for some measurement.

In such cases we regard the perfonnance level of the checker as approaching

that of the original operator. The tabled value of .01 applies to this kind
,

.

l of an active monitoring task that includes much more involvement than is usual

with a checker.

The use of several checkers in succession to check someone's performance

has limitations because the second, third, and later checkers do not expect to

| find anything wrong and may see this type of assignment as "make-work." There

|
are no studies directly related to the loss of efficiency in repeated checking

activities in an NPP. In one experiment with electronics assembly plant

personnel (Harris and Chaney, 1969, pp 79-80), 45% of the defects were detect-

ed in the first inspection, with about 15% more defects found in each of the

next two inspections. After the third inspection, further inspections were

much less ef fective, and af ter the sixth inspection essentially no further

defects were found. It would be inappropriate to generalize these results

without modification to the task of checking in NPP operations. The above

experiment was artificial in that the subjects knew it was an experiment and

~

raw it as a challenge (the subjects were experienced inspectors). In the' NPP

work situation, we believe that the motivation of the second and subsequent

checkers would not facilitate effective checking (except for abnormal circum-

stances which all recognize as important). Although we have designated HD as

, the level of dependence to assume between successive checkers, we recommend
l

that no recovery credit be allowed for more than two checkers for a routine
i

task. For analysis, then, use an HEP of .5 for the second checker. (Walk-
!
'

cround inspections are a separate case, as discussed in Chapter 8.)

I Sometimes, as when performing calibration procedures, two men Lt. as a
l

l
team, with one man responding to the other's verbal instructions, which are

.
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read from a set of written instructions. The e also acts as checker.

Because the checker's task is passive, we estimate a high level of dependence

in estimating the reader / checker's HEP. For nalysis, assume an HEP of .5 for

the reader / checker. The checking of valve status is different, and is dis-

cussed in Chapter 13.

There is a misconception about performance that is frequently expressed;

the belief that an operator's HEP will be substantially increased if he knows

that his work will be checked, and that greater reliability might be achieved

without a checker. From the HEPs assigned to checkers it is clear that such a

state of af f airs would rarely occur, if ever. The increase in the HEP of the

operator would have to be greater than the overall increase in reliability re-

sulting from the recovery factor of the checker. We do not know of any such

cases in the type of work addressed in this handbook.

The estimates in Table 15-1 apply to checking tasks that are actually

performed. The following section presents some estimates of failure to per-

form checking tasks.

Administrative Control

Administrative control refers to the checking of human performance man-

dated in a plant and the extent to which this and other plant policies are

carried out and monitored, including the use of inventory systems. Good

administrative control means that certain types of errors can be held to a

minimum. For example, as noted in chapters 13 and 14, lower HEPs are associ-

ated with proper use of written materials and with proper use of tagging and

locking systems. Good administrative control increases the likelihood of

proper use of these important job aids.

The quality of administrative control can be inferred from the extent to

which written procedures and checklists are properly used, the type and use of

.

-,
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,

tagging and locking systems for critical valves, the type of inventory system

cnd its use, and the general attitudes and practices of operating personnel.

These PSPs are plant-specific, ranging from poor to good at different plants.

Following are some examples of poor administrative control that make er-

rof s more likely than if good control is used. In one plant the use of step-

by-step written procedures was mandated by plant management with severe penal-

ties, such as loss of pay, for of fenders. Yet we frequently observed that the

highly skilled technicians performing the work made only casual reference to

the procedures. Much of the time, in fact, the page to which the written pro-

cedures were opened did not list the operations being performed. This problem

was reduced only when the procedures were rewritten so as to remove excess

wordiness, yielding a higher signal-to-noise ratio (as described in Chap-

ter 14).

At several plants, we have observed people working without mandated

checklists or using them incorrectly; e.g., performing several steps and then

i
checking them off all at once on the checklist. This same casual attitude has

been noted in the use of tags and keys. At one plant, keys for critical

valves were distributed to several operators. It cannot be said that the keys

were adninistratively controlled.
;

A final example shows the importance of evaluating the extent to which

mandated human redundancy will be used properly. This example comes from an

assembly plant where great emphasis was placed on the quality of the product

and minor emphasis on the quantity of product. At certain stages of assembly

i

in one system, the assembler was instructed by the written procedures to call;

for an "over-the-shoulder" inspection of a torquing operation. At this point,

) the inspector was supposed to consult his own procedures to determine the

value of torque to be applied. Then he was to look over the shoulder of the
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assembler while the latter applied torque by means of a torque wrench with a

builtain meter. When the assembler was finished, the inspector was to indi-

cate if he agreed with the assembler regarding the torque that had been ap-

plied.

If carried out correctly, the above procedure is estimated to result in a

90% recovery factor; i.e., one time in ten the inspector would fail to note an

incorrect torque setting. However, the manner in which the procedure was

actually carried out removed all human redundancy and amounted to just one

person's performinc without any checking. First, the assembler called to his

friend, the inspector, " Hey, Joe, I need an over-the-shoulder." Joe replied,

"What's the torque supposed to be?" The assembler informed Joe from his (the

assembler's) procedures. Then he proceeded to the torquing operation with Joe

looking over his shoulder. The assembler did not even look at the meters he

looked back at Joe. Eventually, Joe said, "OK, that's it," and the assembler

relaxed the torque wrench. If a human reliability analyst improperly allowed

the 90% credit normally assigned to this recovery factor, the joint probabil-

ity of failure would be underestimated by a factor of 10.

Clearly, in performing a human reliability analysis same estimate should

be made of the percentage of people who carry out the various procedures

properly and the percentage of those who do not. If one is performing a

reliability analysis of plants in general, without knowledge of the types of

administrative control at the plant, it is still necessary to form some esti-

mate of the extent of good or poor administrative control. Based on our ex-

perience at several plante, we list the estimated HEPs for these activities in
1

)

Table 15-2. We believe these estimates are conservative. Since there is so

much uncertainty in an across plants analysis, the conservative estimates are

intended to ensure that a human reliability analysis is not overly optimistic.

_.
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Table 15-2. Estimated HEPs Related to Failure of
Administrative Control

J

: Operations HEP

Carry out a plant policy when there is no .01 (.005 to .05)
check on a person

Initiate a dhecking function .001 (.0005 to .005)
,

Use control room written procedures under
operating conditions that are

Normal .01 (.005 to .05)

Abnormal no basis for estbaate

Use a valve restoration list .61 (.005 to .05)

Use written calibration procedures .05 (.01 to .1)

Use written maintenance procedures when .3 (.05 to .9)
available

Use a checklist properly (i.e., perform one .5 (.1 to .9)*
step and check it off before proceeding to
next step)-

* Sour. reviewers regard this as an overly optimistic estimate.

|
|

|

!

!

.
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Tagging Systems

In most plants a tagging system is used to indicate nonnormal status of

equipment; e.g., a normally closed valve has been opened to permit testing ce

maintenance. The use of tags and their management is one of the most impor-

tant methods for ensuring awareness of nonnormal equipment status and the

later reatoration of that equipment to normal status. As used here, the term

tagging system includes all administrative controls that ensure (1) awareness

of any valves or other items of equipment that are in a nonnormal state, and

(2) prompt restoration of this equipment to the normal state after the com-

pletion of test or maintenance operations. Thus, a tagging system includes

the use of tags; chains, locks, and keys; and logs, suspense forms, and any

other techniques that provide an inventory of the above items.

Obviously, the quality of tagging systems can vary widely. As a guide

for human reliability analysis, we identify three levels of tagging systems,

listed in Table 15-3. Since a system of locks and keys is considered as part

of the tagging system, Table 15-3 includes three levels of lock and key con-

trol. In human reliability analyses, we do not differentiate between tags

per se and locks and keys. If both are used, one identifies the highest level

of control and bases and the analysis on that level. ?o be conservative, no

extra credit should be allowed where both exist, even when both are the high-

est level.

Unless otherwise stated, the HEPs in the handbook are premised on a Level

2 tagging system. If tags are not used on itens changed from their normal

operating state, this practice suggests extremely poor administrative control.

As a gross approximation of the HEPs in such a " system" for tasks normally

associated with tagging, multiply each relevant HEP by 10, with a maximum HEP

of .5.

_
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Table 15-3. The Three Levels of Tagging Systems

Level Tags

1 A specific number of tags is issued for each job. Each tag is
numbered or otherwise uniquely identified. A record is kept of each

; tag. In addition, a record of each tag issued is entered in a sus-
pense #. set that indicates the expected time of return of the tag;
this suspense sheet is checked each shift by the shift supervisor.

2 Tags are not accounted for individually - the operator may take an
unspecified number and use them as required. In such a case, the
number of tags in his possession does not provide any caes as to the

,

number of items remaining to be tagged.

3 Tags are used, but recordkeeping is inadequate to provide the shift
supervisor with positive knowledge of every valve, circuit breaker,'

or other item that is in a nonnormal state.,

Level Locks and Keys *
,

1 The number of keys is carefully restricted and under direct control
of the shift supervisors a signout board is used for the keys; keys
in use are tagged out; and each incoming shift supervisor takes an

,

inventory of the keys.
,

2 The shift supervisor retains control of the keys and records the
issuance of keys, but does not use visual aids such as signout boards

,

or tags. ),

3 Keys are generally available to users without logging requirements.

" Locks and Keys are considered part of an NPP's Tagging System.

:

i

i

|

. _ ._._ _ . - _
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The rating of tagging systems must be based on a thorough evaluation of
Iplant practices, as there is a great deal of inconsistancy in the application !

of tagging practice even within individual plants. For example, at one plant

we observed a Level 1 tagging system. All tags were numerically assigned,
,

!

logged, and accounted for by a dedicated operator designated the Tagging

Controller. Before maintenance, the Tagging Controller would tag the appro- |

priate items of equipment and retain a tab ' stub in a special file. The other
j

|stub would be issued to the maintenance organization. After maintenance the -

I

maintainer would return the stub (s) for the completed job to the Tagging Con-
i

troller who would then go to the appropriate items of equipment and remove the )

tags for which he had been given stubs. If there were no other tags on those f
I

items of equipment, he would restore them. On returning to his office, the

Tagging Controller made the necessary entries in his log. He could also tell

from the log if any item of equipment was still tagged for pending tests or

maintenance.
I'

This is clearly an excellent tagging system. However, on occasion this

excellent system is circumvented. Somet.4mes the Tagging Controller is too l

busy to restore some valves, and he removes the tags from a set of valves but

leaves the valves in the nonrestored positions. He then reports to the shift

supervisor or to the senior control room operator, requesting him to assign

another operator to complete restoration by using a valve lineup sheet. The

fact that tags are removed before valves are restored creates opportunities

for serious oversights due to any number of reasons. Thus, the reliability of

the normally excellent tagging control system breaks down.

Another serious problem occurs at the same plant during shutdown, when

a great number of valves are placed in nonnormal positions. No tagging is

used at shutdown because of the very large number that would be required.
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Realignment of valves is accomplished with valve alignment lists. A single

person is responsible for the restoration of any given valve -- no human

redundancy is utilized. Such reliance on an individual in the case of valve

rcatoration is typical in NPPs, and is not unique to this particular plant.

In evaluating a tagging system, one has to estimate which level is being
J

ured, what percentage of time that level is used, and the likelihood of errors

of omission or commission in preparing tags. The probability of each type of

crror is estimated as .003 (.001 to .01) (p 14-7). Finally, in estimating the

probabilities of human errors, the use or nonuse of human redundancy must be

noted. Even if one assumes a probability of .10 for failure of a checker to
.

note an unacceptable condition, failure to check at all means that the possi-

bility of an order-of-magnitude reduction in the overall failure probability

his been lost.

(

>

!
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Data and Hypotheses About Human ;

Variability

CHAPTER 16. DISTRIBUTION OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND UNCERTAINTY BOUNDS

j This chapter treats two related topics:

(1) We present some background data on the distribution of human per-

formance in a variety of settings and offer some hypotheses about the dis-

tributions of HEPs in NPP tasks.

(2) We present guidelines for establishing uncertainty bounds around

point estimates of HEPs in NPP tasks. The estimated uncertainty bounds are

wider than the presumed variability among NPP personnel so as to include

other sources of uncertainty when assigning the nominal HEP for a task.

Data and Hypotheses About Human Variability

All human performance displays variability within the same individual

cnd among indiv'. duals. Generally intra-individual variability is small com-

| pared with the variability among different persons in an NPP. Moreover, it

is difficult (if not impossible) to predict a specific individual's day-to-

day variability. In this handbook the concern is with inter-individual vari-

cbility -- the variability among properly trained and experienced operating

i
personnel. The estimated uncertainty bounds in the handbook include both

|

| cources of variability.

Despite variability among people, managerial influences in most tech-

nical jobs tend to restrict variability under normal operating conditions.

If a person consistently performs far below the average for his group, her

usually will be retrained, reassigned, or terminated. If he performs in a

|

consistently exemplary manner, he usually will be promoted or transferred to

a more challenging and responsible position (Peter and Hull, 1969).

.

+
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The Normal Distribution

Most human traits and abilities do not conform to the Gaussian (normal)
i distribution. As pointed out by Wechsler (1952), the only human distribu-

tions that approximate the normal curve are those which pertain to the linear

measurements of people, such as stature, lengths of extremities, the various

diameters of the skull, and certain ratios like the cephalic index. Even

among these there is often a considerable departure from the symmetry of the

normal distribution.

Wechsler, a psychologist well known for his development of scales to

measure adult intelligence, measured the abilities of many people in such
1

J disparate tasks as running the 100-yard dash and assembling radio tubes in a

factory. He noted that the usual measure of human variability, the standard
1

deviation, was highly sensitive to the shape of the distribution. He there-

fore suggested a different measure of variability, which he called the total

range ratio. He defined this as the ratio of the highest score to the lowest

score of a group of people homogeneous with respect to what is being mea-
*

sured, but excluding the extreme scoress i.e. , the lowest and highest tenths

of 1% of the population (Wechsler, 1952, p 46). He discovered that when the

extreme scores were discarded, the ratio of the scores of the best performers

to the scores of the worst performers was generally on the order of 3:1 to

5:1. He further discovered that if only production tasks were considered,

the typical range ratio was rarely over 3:1 and more typically approached 2:1

(Table 16-1). He noted that this ratio was probably influenced by unwritten

__

e
By homogeneous, wechsler means that all the individuals considered were

subject to the factors which produced the characteristics that influence what
is being measured. Therefore, one would not compare persons in running speed
when only some of them were especially trained in this ability or when some
of them had some physical impairment.

_ _ _
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Table 16-1. Rangs Ratio in Production Operations *

Unit
or Subjects ,

Operation Criterion (Adults) Mean S.D. Extremes Ratio **,

Filament mounting Avg no. per 100 104.9 13.5 132-75 1.73:1
(elec. bulbs) hour

Assembling radio Number of tubes 65 99.5 16.9 132-61 2.00:1
tubes done per hour

Manipulating Avg output 120 71.8 6.85 104-51 2.04:1
automatic lathe per day<

5
Card punching Avg no. cards 113 232.2 29.0 340-160 2.10:1 0 '

punched per hour on day
shift

Checking, posting, Percent of 34 102.1 20.7 150-65 2.30:1
and listing avg femsles

e

hChecking grocery Time in 46 365.0 575-225 2.53:1--

orders seconds e
_.

Machine sewing Units per hour 101 72.4 14.3 112-43 2.55:1 I
~

(5 day avg) females 1

7.2-2.8 2.57:1Hosiery looping Dozen per hour 99 experi- 4. 0 * * ' ---

enced loopers

Typing Number of words 616 53.4 9.57 85-30 2.03:1

per minute

*From Wechsler, 1952, p 68

**The ratio is computed by discarding the extreme values in the previous column.
*** Median

____ - _.
--

- -
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|
|

1
i

agreements among workers. This peer restriction of perfomance has long been

recognized in production work, even with piecework systems, in which workers

are paid in direct relation to their output.

Wechsler's data pertain to quantity of output, not generally a concern

in NPP operations. Wechsler states , "of the two basic characteristics of

production, namely, amount and accuracy, only that of amount can be treated

unequivocally in studying range .. . If errors (or accuracy) alone are taken

as a base, they are likely to provs misleading." (p 65) |

|
'Ib study the validity oi: this limitation, L. W. Book, then of Sandia

National Laboratories, analyzed 6 months of production defect data from a
<

1arge industrial plant that manufactures electronic and electromechanical

components. (This unpublished 1962 study is described briefly in Swain,,

1980b, pp 64 and 69. ) Rook had the following hypothesis:

"In an industry where production is more important than errors, the pro-

duction process will tend to weed out those workers who produce far less

than the average worker and will tend to promote those who produce far

more; this process would tend to generate range ratios of quantity of

production of less than 3:1. But f.n an industry such as the nuclear

weapons industry where product. ion quantity is not nearly so important as

the number of defects, the production process will tend to weed out

those workers who generate more defects than the average worker and will

tend to promote those who generate far fewers this process would tend to

c'enerate a range ratio of defect frequencies of less than 3:1."

When Rook tabulated individual differences for each of several types of
l

defects, he found range ratios approximating 2:1 for ntsabers of defects, so |

|
he felt justified in saying, "It has been observed many times that, in typi-

cal situations, the best workers are almost never more than three times
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better than the worst workers. In fact, a ratio of two to one is more typi-

cal" (Rook, 1965). This ratio, known as Wechsler's Range Ratio, can bed
.

ctated as follows:;

Given a population that is homogeneous with respect to some ability that

can be measured with a ratio scale, if the extreme scores are discarded

(i.e., the lowest and highest tenths of 1%), the highest score in the

distribution will rarely be more than five times the smallest score, and

usually not more than three times the smallest score.-

Based on the above, if we have a good estimate of the mean of some abil-

ity, and if we assume a roughly normal curve, we can construct an estimated

distribution by assigning the appropriate range ratio to the 13 standard de-

viation (SD) points. For example, if we assume a range ratio of 3:1, the 13

SD points in the distribution correspond to values 50% greater and less than

the mean. The lower bound would be the point estimate of the HEP divided by

2 and the upper bound the HEP times 1.5. We have used this method to derive

estimated extremes of performance in human reliability analysis in weapon

cystems.

The Lognormal Distribution

As noted earlier, often the assumption of a normal curve is not valid.

When data are collected in experiments of human performance, different shapes

cnd types of distributions occur. Normal, lognormal, Weibull, Gamma, expo-

nential, or other distributions may closely fit the empirical distributions

(see Green and Bourne, 1972, Chapter 7, for a discussion of various distribu-

tions).

We believe that the distribution of the logarithms of HEPs for NPP tasks

is oiben normal (or approximately so), even though the distribution of the
.

-
--
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HEPs per se is not; i.e., the HEPs are lognormally distributed. Our rationale

is that performance of skilled persons tends to bunch up towards the low HEPs.

This is quite unlike the case in the typical laboratory experiment in which

the task is made deliberately dif ficult so that & high HEP can be obtained for

statistical convenience. In such cases, one is much more likely to obtain a

curve approximating the normal distribvjion of individual dif ferences. How-
' t 1

ever, in the typical industrial sett'.ng, especially with highly skilled per- |

formers, most scores fall near the low end of the error distribution.

There are data that support the use of a lognormal distribution for the

performance of skilled people. In one study, an analysis of human perfor-,

mance data revealed lognormal type distributions for simple tasks and

slightly skewed distributions approaching the normal for more complicated

tasks (Swain, 1967b). A lognormal distribution was reported in a British

study of the time taken to respond to a simulated alarm signal superimposed

on normal tasks in an NPP (Green, 1969). In an unpublished followup study in

Danish research reactors, similar results were found by Jens Rasmussen and

his coworkers at the Risd National Laboratory.

The parameters of the applicable lognormal distribution are, of course,

!
speculative. We hypothesize that for most NPP t: 4ks a lognormal probability

density function (pdf) with an SD of 0.42 would provide a suitable fit (Fig-
|
| ure 16-1). This SD of 0.42 was obtained by assuming a 4:1 range ratio be-

tween the 95th and 5th percentile on the dimension of error probabilities.

Until more data can be collected on the performance of NPP personnel, such

hypothesized curves are merely suggestive.

Relative Unimportance of Assumed Distributions

Although we would like to have data clearly showing the distributions of

human performance for various NPP tasks, there is ample evidence that the
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1

outccece of human reliability analyses are relatively insensitive to assump-
|

tions about such distributions. One example was described in the appendix to )
1

Chapter 8. |

In an experimental study, Mills and Hatfield (1974) collected distribu-

tion data on task completion times for several realistic tasks. One signifi-

cant finding was that errors resulting from assuming an incorrect form of the
;

pdf of task times were small and of little practical significance. The dis-

tributions, all unimodal, were best described by various Weibull functions,
.

but the authors state, "From a practical point of view, ... the error pro-

duced by assuming normality may not be large enough to warrant using a
l

better-fitting pdf." l

)

During the preparation of WASH-1400, a sensitivity analysis was per-
I

formed by Dr. W. E. Vesely using a Monte Carlo procedure to see if the as-
1

i

sumption of different kinds of pdfs for the human failure estimates would
1

materially affect the ave Sility of various subsystems in safety-related

systems. It was found that the predicted unavailability did not differ

materially no matter what distribution was assumed.

We can conclude that, for human reliability analysis of NPP operations, (

the assumption of normal, lognormal, or other similar distributions usually

will make no material difference in the results of the analysis. In some
1

cases, this insensitivity may result from a well-designed system which has so

many recovery factors that the effect of any one human error on the system is

not substantial. However, if some very different distributions such as the

exponential or extreme value were used, it is possible that different results

could be obtained. For computational convenience one might wish to assume

the same distribution for human failure as the one used for equipment fail-

A sensitivity analysis will reveal whether any significant differencesure.

will be obtained with different assumptions.
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Uncertainty Bounds

Generally the use of single-point estimates of task reliability are

adequate for reliability analysis work. In such work we staply ignore un-

certainty in the estimate. However, distributions must be obtained or

assumed for certain applications, as in WASH-1400 or the bounding analyses

described in Chapter 21 (p 21-20) .

The preceding sections indicate the range of variability in performance

that may be expected under routine performance of well-defined tasks such as

factory production work. In estimating the range of variability to be ex-

pected in NPPs, we have to make allowances for the greater variety of tasks,

for the less routine nature of much of the work, and for a large number of

unknowns, such as the nature of the plant, the relevant PSFs, administrative

practices, and other such variables discussed in other chapters. Conse-

quently, the range ratios used in reliability analyses of NPP tasks will be

considerably wider than the nominal 4:1 ratio described in Figure 16-1, since

there is uncertainty in the naminal HEPs assigned to the tasks as well as in

the variability of the tasks. In consideration of the many sources of uncer-

tainty, we have extended the uncertainty bounds around the estimated HEPs to

~

limits that we feel confident include the true HEPs. For example, for an

estimated HEP of .01 (.005 to .05) the numbers in parentheses represent a

lower and an upper bound of uncertainty. These bounds reflect our judgment

regarding the likelihood of various values of HEPs. We believe that the

bounds include most of the range of HEPs resulting from individual differ-

ences and other unspecified sources of uncertainty. It is difficult to

casociate an exact probability statement with the bounds. However , it is our

intention that the lower bound correspond to the 5th percentile and the upper

bound the 95th percentile of this distribution regarding HEPs. If the user

of this handbook has better estimates of the distribution of performance for
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.

some given application, he should use them. In the meantime, Table 16-2 can I

be consulted for some general guidelines in assigning uncertainty bounds.

The uncertainty bounds in the table are g nrics in several cases, the uncer- {
ltainty bounds we have assigned to tasks in the handbook are less than the
i

generic bounds in the table. In some situations the user may wish to assign

even larger uncertainty bounds than those in the table.

The relation of the estimated uncertainty bezwis to the nominal HEPs

varies among tasks. For some tasks, the divisor of the nominal HEP used to

obtain the lower bound (LB) is smaller than the multiplier used to obtain the

upper bound (UB). This would be the case when, due to human variability and 1

our knowledge of the task, the upper bound HEP is much " farther away" from

the nominal HEP than is the lower bound. For example, the estimated nominal

HEP is .01 for improperly mating a connector (last item in Table 12-1,

p 12-7). The estimated lower bound is .005 (a divisor of 2) and the upper

bound is .05 (a mu]*.1 plier of 5). For other tasks it might be judged that
i

the lower beund HEP should be " farther away" from the nominal HEP than is the

upper bound. If this were true in the above case, we might have used a divi-

sor of 5 and a multiplier of 2, yielding lower and upper bounds of, respec-

tively, .002 and .02. Until distribution data on task HEPs become available,

the user will have to use either our or his judgment in assigning uncertainty
1

bounds.

To account for the modifyin, effects of certain PSFs, the nominal HEP is

multiplied or divided by same factor. This factor is also applied to the

uncertainty bounds, with upper limits as noted.

We have assigned different divisors and multipliers for the uncertainty

bounds for nominal HEPs < .5 and > .5. For example, in Table 11-4 (p 11-21)

we use the following rule (see p 16-12):

- ._.
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Table 16-2. General Guidelines for Estimating Uncertainty Bounds
for Estimated HEPs*

t

* Uncertainty Bounds **

Task and/or HEP Guidelines
Lower Upper

HEP-Oriented

Estimated HEP < .001 HEP + 10, HEP x 10

Estimated HEP .001 to .01 HEP + 3 HEP x 3

Estimated HEP > .01 HEP + 5 HEP x 2 to
x5

Task-Oriented

Task consists of step-by-step procedure HEP + 3 to + 5 HEP x 3 to

conducted under routine circunstances x5
and essentially static (e.g. , calibra-
tion task), HEP > .001

Same as above, but estimated HEP < .001 HEP + 10 HEP x 10

Task consists of step-by-step procedure, HEP + 5 HEP x 10

but carried out in nonroutine circun-
stances specifically involving a
potential turbine / reactor trip

Task consists of relatively dynamic HEP + 10 HEP x 10
interplay between operator and system
indications, but task is done under
routine conditions; e.g., increasing

i or reducing power

'
Task performed under severe stress .03 .75

conditions; e.g., large LOCA, conditions I

in which the status of ESFs is not
perfectly clear, or conditions in which
the initial operator responses have

|
proved to be inadequate and now severe
time pressure is felt

*

| %e estimates in this table apply to experienced personnel. The perfor-

j mance of novices is discussed in Chapter 18.

** -5
he lowest lower bound is 5 x 10 and the highest upper bound is .999.

|

|

. _ _ , - - - . .
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For HEPs < .5,
,

LB = HEP x 0.2

UB = HEP x 2

For htPs > .5,

LB = 1 - 2(1 - HEP)

UB = 1 - 0.2(1 - HEP)

Reference to Table 16-2 shown that the large uncertainty bounds for HEPs

smaller than .001 reflect the greater uncertainties associa.ed with infre-

quently occurring events. 'Ihe cutoff for the lower bound at 5 x 10 is
~

based on data collected in weapona production where the lowest HEP for very

small units of behavior (e.g., cunitting a cor.ponent from a circuit board in a

well-designed assembly process) was 3 x 10" (Rook, 1962; and Rigby and

Swain, 1968). The units of behavior in t'se handbook are larger, and 5 x 10"

is used as the lowest lower bound.

HEPs in the range of .001 to .01 gr.nerally apply to reutine tasks in-

volving rule-based Mhavior. HEPs greater than .01 are uncommon and are

associated with tasks performed under conditions conducive to error, such as

performance under high stress levels or checking the status of items that

provide no indication of their correct status. Uncommon cases should be I

evaluated individually to detennine appropriate error bounds, as we have done

in developing the error bounds for many tasks cited throughout the handbook.
|
! Often, it is appropriate to use nonsynsnetric bounding with more allowance for

error probabilities larger than the estimated HEP.

.

_ - _ ,
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CHAPTER 17. STRESS
i

Chapter 3 (pp 3-53 to 3-65) presents a brief discussion of the par-
|

formance shaping factors psychological and physiological stress. This
'

chapter extends that material and presents HEP estimates and uncertainty

bounds for different levels of stress.

Objective data on the effects of stress are spotty, and there is no

comprehensive treatment of the effects of stress on performance available

at this time. In particular, there are very little data on the perfor-

mance of technical personnel under stress in an applied setting. In

this chapter we attempt to apply what little is known about stress to

the performsuce of NPP personnel. Some of these extrapolations are made

with confidence, others are frankly speculative, especially for situations

in which rule-based behavior does not apply.

In Chapter 3 we said stress results 7com a mismatch between the

external and internal PSFs acting on an individual. An everyday definition

of strees would be "any situation that causes tension within the individ-

ual." Although we usually think of tension as an undesirable state, we

will demonstrate that a certain amount of tension can be beneficial.

|

The Four Levels of Stress

The classical stress curve in Figure 17-1 indicates that stress and

performance have a curvilinear relationship and that stress is a con-

tinuum ranging from very low to extremely high. For human reliability

analysis, it is adequate to represent the entire continuum of stress by

|
the four levels in the figure:

I

-
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Figure 17-1. Hypothetical Relationship between Performance and !

Stress (based on Figure III 6-1 from WASH-1400)
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(1) Very low (insufficient arousal to keep alert)
,

(2) Optimum (the nominal or facilitative level ,f stress)

(3) Moderately high (slightly to moderately disruptive for
,

'

human behavior)

(4) Extremely high (very disruptive for most people)

|
'

The effects of the first three levels of stress can be r.pproxi-

mated by applying modifying factors to the HEPs and uncertainty bounds

in the handbook. The fourth level of stress is qualitatively different

from the other three levels; i.e., the effects of this level of stress

will outweigh most of the other PSFs. For this reason, a different set

of HEPs and uncertainty bounds is assigned to the extremely high stress'

level situatine.

Since stress is a response to some stressor (s), the curve in Figure

17-1 is only a gross approximation of reactions to situations that most

people consider stressful. There is great variability in perceived

stress - a situation that seems threatening to a novice may be perceived

as routire by a more experienced person. For example, a novice driver

: feels considerable stress when entering a busy freeway, whereas an expe-

rienced driver perceives it as a commonplace occurrence. The stress
'

curve is intended to represent the relationship of performance to the per-

ceived level of stress, and the perception of stress will vary with an
i

individual's knowledge, experience, preparation, personality, and many

other factors. The curve represents average performance for a large number

of people. The uncertainty bounds assigned to the HEPs at different

levels of stress are intended to include the middle 90% of individual dif-

ferences in response to stress.
i
!

_ _ - _ _ . --- _ - _ , . . - , _ _ _ . . .
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i

Unless otherwise stated, the HEPs in the handbook presume an opti-

mum level of stress. In some cases, the rationale for an estimate will

be based on other than the optimum atrase level; e.g., the high HEP esti-

mate in Chapter 8 for the relatively passive task and low arousal of the

walk-around inspection. In performing a human reliability analysis, it

is necessary to decide whether the stress level for a task is other than

optimum, and, if so, to modify the HEPs accordingly.

The rest of this chapter presents discussions of each level of stress

ar.d guidance in determining the stress levels associated with various

tasks and conditions in NPPs.

Very Low Stress Level

The decrease in performance effectiveness of vigilance tasks may be
I

attributed to a decline in the person's level of arousal, or alertness,

caused by a lack of stimuli.* The lack of sufficient stimuli is the con-

dition that we describe as the very low stress level. It'i-s a familiar

i phenomenon that, as people have less to do, they tend to become less
!

alert. As this period of very low stress persists, the level of alert-

ness decreases even further.

For the very low stress level, most people will manifest a minimal

level of alertness. Some control room tasks, such as the periodic

scanning of unannunciated displays described in Chapter 11, are charac-

*There is controversy in the psychological literature over the whole con-
cept of vigilance, especially on the applicability of laboratory studies
to industrial settings (Buckner and McGrath, 1963, Jerison and Pickett,
1963, O'Hanlon and McGrath, 1968, Smith and Lucaccini, 1969, Craig and
Colquhoun, 1975, and Mackie, 1977). However, Fox (1975) cites studies
which show evidence of the vigilance effect in industry. In this hand-
book, we-use vigilance merely as a descriptive term.

- - - - __ . _ , , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
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terized by such a low level of arousal. For periodic scanning tasks,

the HEP estimates have taken enis very low level of stress into account.

Arousal can occur very quickly, as when an auditory signal sounds. For

this reason, a separate set of data was developed for the responses to

auditory annunciators in Chapter 10.

Lower error r,robabilities are estimated for tasks with a specific

requirement to look at a particular display at a particular time. This

reflects the higher level of arousal generated by a requirement to do

a specific task rather than merely to look around the control room

periodically to see if everything is as it should be. In NPPs, tasks

involving detection of infrequent signals are the most likely to suffer

performance degradation due to low arousal levels.

As a working rule, we suggest that the estimated HEPs and uncer-

tainty bounds pertaining to tasks performed under the optimum level of

stress be multiplied by a factor of 2 if the tasks must be performed

under con'itions of very low arousal (or stress). To illustrate this

modification, assume the .003 general HEP for an error of omission or

commission for a task performed under optimum stress. Also assume that

HEP + 3 and HEP x 3 estimate the lower and upper uncertainty bounds,

yielding .001 and .01 (rounded). The ratio between the 95th percentile

error probability and 5th percentile error probability is .01/.001 = 10:1.

|
Now assume that this task is to be performed under the very low stress

level. Using the factor of 2, the new HEP !.s .006 with uncertainty

bruc,*s of .002 and .02. Thus, the same 10:1 ratio between the extremes

of tae middle 90% of the HEPs is maintained.

A final point: overqualified persons are more likely to experience

a very low level of stress than less qualified persons for whom the tasks
|

- - .
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would prove interesting or challenging. Traffic safety studies reveal

that very bright people make poor cab drivers -- the job is too boring

and they tend to daydream, incurring a disproportionate number of acci-

dents. Similarly, telephone answering services have found that employee

turnover was highest among those who had the highest levels of education -

again a matter of inadequate challenge (or arousal) in the task. In-

dustrial literature has many articles on the deleterious effects of

assigning a job to a person whose qualifications are far in excess of

the job demands. (For a short human factors review of this point, see

Swain, 1973.) If the analyst judges that the person assigned to a given

job in an NPP is so overqualified that the job would be regarded by him

as dull and uninteresting, the very low level of stress, and its modi-

fying factor of 2, should be assigned. Of course, the occasional

assignment of some uninspiring tasks to a highly qualified person does

not fall into this category. The key issue is whether the person per-

ceives his overall job as dull and boring.

At the opposite end of the continuum is the person with limited

capacity, who finds challenge in a job that most would consider dull. |

The utilization of slightly retarded people in simple industrial jobs,

such as elevator operations, has been very successful. The applicability

of this practice to selected NPP jobs could be investigated.

Optimum Stress Level

Unless otherwise stated, the HEPs in this handbook are based on a |

level of stress that we judge to be optimal for most people. This is

the optimum stress level in Figure 17-!, and is characterized by an i

!

active interaction between the person and his environment -- talking with
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i

others, reading displays, adjusting controls, making decisions, etc, |
i

at a pace that the person can manage comfortably. '

Examples of tasks for which we assumed an optimum stress level are:

maintenance and calibration, the initial audit of the control room, the

reading of an annunciated legend light, the decision to initiate some
i

action in response to an annunciator, and the scheduled reading and

recording of some quantitative value from a display.

Moderately High Level of Stress
(

Most people operating under a moderately high level of stress experi-,

ence some degradation in their performances. Such disruption could be

caused by a requirement to perform at a faster pace than the person is

capable of or a requirement to make prompt decisions in'a situation in

which a wrong decision could result in costly consequences. Because of

the obvious subjectivity in assessing a moderately high level of stress

?n a reliability analysis, it is difficult to state which NPP tasks fall

into this category. We adopt a conservative rule of assigning this
,

level ol stress to transients that involve shutdown of the reactor and

; turbine (bat excluding large LOCAs), to certain tasks during startup and

shutdown which must be performed within time constraints, and to work
|

| performed in a radiation environment where special protective clothing

must be worn. We can offer no detailed guidelines in making this

judgment; it tends to be situation- and plant-specific. In general, if

it is judged that most personnel will feel a good deal of time pressure

without an accompanying high level of emotional stress, the moderately

high level of stress should be presumed.

_.. , _ _ _ _ _
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A LOCA is a special case. Presumably a small or slowly developing
,

LOCA should noe be accompanied by more than a moderately high level of

stress for most people. Of course, in some incidents involving small

LOCAs, the initial stress level may not be very high, but subsequent

events may raise the stress level. For example, some operating personnel

in the TMI accident, which involved a small LOCA, were considered subject

to high levels of stress at various times by the interviewers on the |

Kemeny Commission (Kemeny, 1979) and the Rogovin Special Inquiry Group i

(Rogovin and Frampton, 1980).

We can find no objective data from which to derive the factors to

apply to HEPs and uncertainty bounds for the condition of a moderately

high level of stress. On the basis of judgment, we multiply the HEP and

uncertainty bounds for step-by-step, rule-based tasks performed under |

*
1

optimal stress levels by 2, and for tasks requiring dynamic interplay )

|
'

between the operator and system indications, we use a multiplier of 5. 1a

Thus, if one takes the .003 general HEP for a task done under optimum

stress levels, with uncertainty bounds of .001 and .01, under moderately

high stress the HEP will be .006 (.002 to .02) for step-by-step tasks

and .015 (.005 to .05) for dynamic tasks.
i

For the moderately high level of stress, the level of arousal 16 so

high that the net end effect is disruptive. For transients and other

unusual events requiring quick response, a wider distribution of operator

performe. ace may be expected than for normal plant operations. Some oper-

atore will respond to the unusual with a calm, cool approach to solving

the problem. Other operators may " freeze," mentally withdraw from the

situation, or even panic. The diversity of reaction is a function of

. - - -. __ .
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many PSFs. Perhaps the three most important are (1) the emotional

stability of the operator, (2) his skill level associated with the

unusual condition in question, and (3) the extent to which displayed

information directly supports the actions the operator should take to

cope with the situation.

Regarding the first PSF, we cannot predict the emotional stability,

of the operator. Although there are tests of emotional stability

(Hatarazzo, 1972), none have been validated in the NPP environment.
'

The second critical PSF is the operator's skill in responding to

the unusual situation. A problem here is that, apart from an operator's.

formal training, which includes practice of some simulated transients and

emergencies on dynamic simulators, he rarely receives further practice

after he is assigned to an NPP. Thus, his skill level for coping with

unusual events is expected to follow the skill decay curve in Figure 3-15

(p 3-69). Our general estimate of HEPs under moderately high stress

levels takes into account this lack of specific practice. If personnel

at a plant indeed have such frequent practice that the tasks in question

could be regarded as "second nature," the HEPs assigned' to the moderately

high level of stress will not apply, as the stress level will be closer

j to optimue. In judging whether plant personnel have the necessary skills,
I

one must determine that they really do receive the frequent practice

required. Some NPP personnel we have interviewed believe that an operator

has a high state of skill in a task as long as he performed that task at

the last training session in a dynamic simulator, even though that

session might have occurred many months ago and there has been no prac-

| tice since then. We strongly disagree with such an assessment.

.-
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|
l

Chapter 21 (p 21-14) presents an example of a human reliability

analysis in which the use of in-plant practice justifies an HEP estimate

|
of essentially zero for carrying out a well-rehearsed sequence of actions,

given that the correct decision has been made to initiate the sequence.

The third critical PSF is related to the inadequate human engineering

of equipment. According to the Rogovin Report, as long ago as 1975

Dr. Stephen Hanauer of the NRC said, "Present designs in NPPs do not make

adequate provisions for the limitations of people" (Rogovin and Frampton,

1980). This report also states, "During the period in which most large

nuclear plants have been designed, the nuclear industry has paid remark-

ably little attention to one of the best tools available for integrating

the nuclear operator into the system: the relatively new discipline of

' human factors.'" -- It continues, "The NRC gives short shrift in the

design safety review process to determining ho" well operators will be

able to diagnose abnormal events, based on what they see on their instru-

ments, and respond to them." In the TMI accident, these limitations

were manifested by the operators' incorrect and tardy diagnoses, which

worsened an already serious situation. It seems that much of the stress

experienced by the operator in an emergency may be due to his inability

to diagnose the cause of the emergency. In other words, the displays
!

do not present all the essential data in an immediately usable form, nor '

do they help the operator filter the essential from the nonessential data. |

The inability to " size up the situation" promptly is, in itself, a stress- j

ful experience, as has been observed in simulator exercises. We intended

that our conservative estimates of HEPs take these instrumentation limita-
i
1

tions into account. i

i

- , ,
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The above three variables are related. Military experience shows

that a person with a tendency to panic or freeze in an abnormal situation

is much less likely to do so if he is thoroughly skilled in diagnosing
I

'

and responding to the situation and if the information he is provided is

t

directly related to the problem at hand. The high HEPs and large uncer-

tainty bounds for performance under stress may seem pessimistic, but
3

they are justified in view of the human factors inadequacies in existing

plants.

Extremely High Level of Stress
1

>

The Data Problem

Most of the experimentation on high levels of stress deals with

artificial tasks in situations in which the experimental subjects clearly
I
' realize that nothing catastrophic will result from any ineptitude on
I their parts. See Harris et al (1956), Klier and Linskey (1960), and

Robbins et al (1961) for literature reviews. A subsequent search of the
,

literature indicates that this situation has not changed (Bell, 1980).,

!

! Another body of literature deals with the performance of military

personnel under combat stress (Grinker and Spiegel, 1963; and Marshall,

1978). The latter reference reports results of interviews with World

War 11 combat soldiers in which it was found that an average of not more
l

than 15% of the men interviewed had actually fired at enemy positions or'

i
personnel with rifles, carbines, grenades, bazookas, Browning automatic

rifles, or machine guns during an entire engagement (p 54). This
[

; suggests that most of the men were ineffective, assuming that the re-
|

maining 85% had opportunity to fire their weapons. In the best companies

- _ -- ._. . ._. - _ . _ _ - . .- -
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no more than 25% of the personnel used their available firepower even

though most of the actions occurred under conditions in which it would'

have been possible for at least 80% of the men to fire, and in which

nearly all personnel were at some time operating within firing distance

of the enemy. This suggests about 30% net effectiveness (i.e., .25 *

.80).

Comparisons of the stress resulting from a large LOCA or its equi-

valent in an NPP with the stress of combat are obviously open to error. )
|

First, in combat, the participant's life is literally and obviously at

istake, and he perceives this as fact. Such is not the case in most NPP

)
emergencies. Second, death in combat is seen and is not rare; close l

calls are numerous. In NPPs, real life-threatening emergencies are rare. ,

I

Third, much of the evidence on combat stress includes the effects of,

:

combat fatigue (i.e., the cumulative effects of unrelieved stress over

a long period of time) and therefore does not apply to an industrial

situation. Fourth, combat training emphasizes coping with emergencies;

this is a major purpose of training. In NPP training, responding to

emergencies is only a small part of the training, since nearly all of

the tasks to be performed are routine and are performed in a relatively

stress-free situation.

Despite the risks in generalizing the results of military studies on

Istress to the behavior of NPP personnel, we will consider two such studies
|

i
which are classics in the applied area of stress. In one series of

studies, performance of soldiers was measured under conditions in which

they did not realir3 that the experimental stressors were artificial.

They really thought that either their own lives were in danger or that
i
I

_,._ _ _ _ __. _ ___ , _ _ _ _
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they had caused others' lives to be endangered (Berkun et al, 1962;

and Berkun, 1964). In the other study, critical incidents were collected

. on U.S. Air Force aircrews who survived in-flight emergencies (Ronan,
J

'

1953).

Because our estimates of HEPs under very high levels of stress are

| based on these two studies, they are described briefly. The major pro-
i

blem in estimating the performance of NPP personnel under very high

stress is that very few of them have been subjected to this level of

stress. Moreover, the kind of accident that is generally considered to

represent the highest level of stress in an NPP, a large LOCA, has never
.

occurred and is unlikely to occur. The best we can do is generalize

| from other types of emergency situations that may be only marginally

related to the performance of NPP personnel under very high stress.

j The Ronan Study

In the Ronan study, aircrews surviving in-flight emergencies on the

B-50 (a propeller-driven aircraft with four reciprocating engines) were

| interviewed and critical incidents were noted. The critical incident
! technique (CIT) was used by U.S. Army Air Corps investigators in World

, War II and has subsequently seen extensive use in postwar military in-
{
! vestigations and in safety analyses (O'Shell and Bird, 1969). As defined

by Flanagan (1954), "The critical incident technique (CIT) consists of

a set of procedures for collecting direct observations of human behavior

: in such a way as to facilitate their potential usefulness in solving
i

I

practical problems and developing broad psychological principles.,

i

Fivars and Gosnell (1966) define an incident as "... any observable bit

of human behavior sufficiently complete in itself to permit inferences

. _ _ - - _ . . - - _ _ _ _ . - . . - - . . .. ___- -- -. -
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j to be made about the person performing the act." They further state

: that for an incident to be critical, "... an incident must make a signi-

ficant difference in the outcome of the behaviors; it must contribute

either positively [a positive incident] or negatively [a negative inci-

dent) to the accomplishment of the aim of the activity." Traditionally,
i

such a negative contribution has been called a " red" incident and a |

positive contribution a " blue" incident.

In the Ronan study, aircrews from several Air Force bases vece

interviewed, using a carefully structured interview with assurance that
|

all reports should be strictly confidential; i.e., no word as to who said ;
i

what would get back to the interviewee's superior officer. Dr. Ronan )

stated that there was no apparent reluctance on the part of the inter-
|

viewees to describe in detail the positive and negative critical human

1 behaviors they observed (or engaged in). The data we use are from 153

aircraft commanders (ACs). These ACs were highly trained, with an

average of 2971 flying hours. Twenty-nine categories of emergencies

were described, ranging from very serious emergencies such as engine

loss on takeoff to less serious problems such as an engine with rough

! operation. We have excluded one category, crew coordination problems,

since we wished to base the derived HEPs only on AC performance. The

ACs submitted a total of 2450 critical incidents over the remaining 28

categories. Of these, 360, or 15% of the total, were red incidents.

Thus, of the critical actions taken during in-flight emergencies, 15%

were ineffective in that the situation was not improved or made worse

as a result of them. This percentage probably underestimates all the

errors made by ACs, since nonsurvivors could not be interviewed.

- _. . . _ _ _ _ _ -. -__--_ __ _ =
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Not all the emergencies resulted in reports of ineffective behavior.

Considering the entire aircrew, there were 1229 reported emergencies and

457 red incidents, an average of .37 red incidents per emergency. Thus,

i in some emergency situations there were no red incidents (the exact data

are not presented in the Ronan report).

In WASH-1400, we equated the percentage of red critical incidents

with the error probability for tasks performed by ACs under the stress

of in-fli ht emergency situations. (In WASH-1400, we cited the median8

of the 28 ratios of red to total incidents, 16%, rather than the simple
1

mean of 15%. In view of the nature of the data, these numbers can be

i considered equivalent.) Obviously, the 15% figure is not the same kind
|

of error probability defined in Chapter 2 (the number of incorrect

responses divided by the number of opportunities for response), In the

Ronan study, the denominator is not the nuraber of opportunities, but the

number of red and blue critical incidents reported. Therefore, there is

some unknown error in considering the 15% figure as an error probability.
1

The Berkun Studies

In the Berkun studies, raw recruits and experienced soldiers were

placed in several elaborately simulated emergency situations. Data from

the few who perceived the deception were excluded from the results

reported. A Subjective Self-Report showed that those subjected to the

various experimental (stressful) conditions reported they felt " timid,"

" unsteady," " nervous," " worried," or " unsafe," whereas the control sub-

jects (those subjected to nonstressful conditions) reported that the con-

ditions "didn't bother me," or that they themselves were " indifferent"4

to the situation. Interview results indicate that the experimental
!

.- - - - . .- --- - .
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group of subjects really believed that their safety was endangered or

that their actions had imperiled the safety of others.

1 In the Berkun ditching study, subjects were passengers on an appar-

ently stricken aircraft that was forced to crash-land in the ocean.

Through a plausible fabrication of events, the passengers were led to

fill in two forms, one midway through the flight and the other close to

the presumed ditching point. That only 5 of the 20 experinental subjects

saw through the deception illustrates the realism of the study. The per-

formance scores on filling in the forms for the remaining 15 were signi-

ficantly lower than for a flying control group, showing a 10% decrement

for the first form administered and a 36% decrement for the second form.

Presumably, the stress level for the second form in the experimental

group was higher since the aircraft was very close to the presumed

ditching location in the ocean. In terms of error probabilities, the

experimental subjects had an HEP of .29 compared with .21 for the control

subjects, on the first form, an increase of 38%. On the second form, the

HEPs for the experimental and control subject were .59 and .37, respec-

tively, showing a 59% increase for the experimental group.

In three other teet situations, the subject was led to believe that

he was in immediate danger of losing his life or of being seriously in-

.

jured. The performance task required him to " repair" a defective radio

to summon help. The situations differed only in the events contrived to

cause the simulated emergency: accidental nuclear radiation in the area,

a sudden forest fire in the area, or misdirected incoming artillery shells.

In these studies, the only statistically significant differences in per-

formance scores between the control subjects and the experimental subjects
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were in the artillery study. Here there was a 33% decrement for the

latter subjects, largely because 8 of the 24 experimental subjects pan-

icked and fled the scene as the simulated artillery shells came closer.

In this study, the HEPs were 39.5% for the control subjects and 59.5%

for the experimental subjects.

1 Derivation of the Estimated HEP Under Extremely High Stress on NPP Tasks

In WASH-1400, we used data from the Ronan study and the Berkun

artillery study to establish boundaries for the error probabilities of

3 NPP personnel in a high stress situation such as 6 large LOCA. It is not

likely that NPP personnel would react as calmly or perform as reliably

as Air Force aircrews, considering the extensive practice of such crews

in simulated aircraft emergencies. Generally, there is little if any

onsite prectice in simulated emargencies for operators of nuclear power
I plants. Hence, the error probability of plant operators was estimated

to be higher than the .15 error probabilities observed by Ronan.

j On the other hand, NPP operators have been extensively trained in

| NPP operation. A newly assigned operator has learned to recognize the

potential for accidents and to be prepared to cope with them, although !

'

not at a level comparable with that of the Air Force personnel. Hence,

we judged that the operators should be better able to cope with emer-
! gencies than would raw Army recruits, and their error probability should

be lower.than the .33 probability of (completely) inadequate behavior of

the artillery subjects. Therefore, we assumed an estimate of .25 for

the average error probability for NPP personnel in a high stress situa-

tion such as a large LOCA. This estimate is based on the further

i

_ _ , _ _ _ _ , . _ _ _ _ _ _ .. . . _ .
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assumption that the perceived stress in a large LOCA situation compares

to the perceived stress in the Ronan and Berkun studies, whereas in

fact it might be lower.

It is regrettable that there are no better data available to develop

HEPs for the high stress condition in NPPs. Until better data are

collected, this kind of rationale is all we have.

.

Uncertainty Bounds for Very High Stress
1

Using the .25 HEP as the estimate of the central tendency of trained

NPP personnel under very high stress, it is necessary to assign uncertainty

bounds for some reliability calculations. In the absence of actual

| data, the following interin uncertainty bounds for errors of omission or
4

commission are offered. For the 5th percentile, we assign an estimated
!

HEP of .03. Ti.is estimate is based on our judgment that under very
,

high stress the HEP would be about a factor of 10 higher than it would
i

{ be under optimum stress, which is represented by the general HEP of .003.

The .03 permits 5% of our astimated HEPs to indicate more reliable perfoc-

mance, even exemplary performance.

For performance under extremely high stress, we judge that an HEP

of about .75 represents the 95th percentile. HEP. Using an HEP of .75,

i

i yields a range ratio of 25:1 between the upper and lower bounds. Thus, |

the estimated range ratio under very high stress is 2.5 times the largest

range ratio (10:1) assumed for tasks performed under optimum stress levels.
j

l

| TheStressPSFar;(dypLargeLOCA
,

L
l

In WASH-1400, we used a 1arte.7 %.J. as the example of a situation !

.resulting in a very high strea2 te h i 39r the operators, and we estimated

-_- - - _ _ - - . . - . - _ - . - - - .. . . - _ . . .._
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the HEPs for an operator from the first moments of a large LOCA until
|

the operating crew could establish control of the situation. Figure

17-2 shows our estimates as a function of time after the onset of the

accident. The curve is speculative since a large LOCA has never occurred.

Our rationale for the curve has not changed since WASH-1400, and was then

explainco as follows:

"Following a LOCA, human reliability would be low, not

only because of the stress involved, but also because of a pro-

bable incredulity response. Among the operating personnel the

probability of occurrence of a large LOCA is believed to be

so low that, for some moments, a potential response would

likely be to disbelieve panel indications. Under such con-

ditions it is estimated that no action at all might be taken

for at least one minute and that if any action is taken it

would likely be inappropriate.

"With regard to the performance curve, in the study the

general error [ probability] was assessed to be .9 five minutes

after a large LOCA, to .1 after thirty minutes, and to .01

after several hours. It is estimated that by seven days

after a large LOCA there would be a complete recovery to a

normal, steady-state condition and that normal error [ prob-

abilities for individual behavior would apply."

(WASH-1400, p III-61)

The solid line in Figure 17-2 indicates that the above estimates

from WASH-1400 apply if the automatic recovery systems fucction normally

to mitigate the effects of the accident. Otherwise, as indicated by

i

.- - _ ___ -
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the dotted line, the error probability will not decrease below .25 but

will remain at that value as long as the highly stressful conditions per-

sist. The large uncertainty bounds around the .25 estimate (.03 to .75)

allow for some individuals to perform well and for others "to be a part

of the problem."

It has come to our attention that some people have misapplied the

large LOCA curve to LOCAs of all types. Such an application is inappro-

priate for a very small LOCA, as in most cases people will have enough
,

time to diagnose the problem and take appropriate action. A moderately

high level of stress wduld usually be more appropriate.

The Doubling Rule

There is an important exception to the shape of t e performance curveh

in Figure 17-2 as well as to the estimated HEPs for the condition of moder-

ately high stress. This exception applies if operators are required to

take corrective action in response to a LOCA (or other stressful situation)

and the time available to take this corrective action is severely re-

stricted. In our early work on human reliability analysis (Swain, 1963b),

we developed a t.ieory of human behavior under time stress. This theory

holds that, given that an initial error has been made and perceived as

I such or that an initial action has failed to have its intended corrective

( effect, the error probability for each succeeding corrective action

doubles. Thus, if one starts out with an error probability of .2 and

fails on the first attempt at corrective action, it takes only three morei

unsuccessful attempts to reach the limiting case of an error probability

i of 1.0. This limiting condition corresponds'to the complete disorgani-

zation of an individual. Extensive clinical experience indicates that

large numbers of individuals will fail to perform assigned tasks under
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severe stress and may become completely disorganized (Appley and Trum-

bull, 1967; Grinker and Spiegel, 1963; and Marshall, 1 d). Experimental

studies of Naval alteraft pilots landing on carrier decks (Siegel and

Wolf, 1969), indicate a stress curve with repeated attempts after failure

that closely matches the doubling rule. Although the doubling rule was

developed for very high stress conditions, we now believe that it is

valid for moderately high stress conditions also.

An obvious analog to the doubling rule is the halving rule, which ;

states that, under optimum stress conditions, a person takes extra care

once he has made a mistake, and his HEP on his next attempt is half his

nominal HEP for the task. If we could identify all the important PSFs

and possible modes of human behavior for the performance of a task even

under optimum conditions, we would feel justified in using the halving

rule. With our present state of knowledge, we offer the halving rule as

interesting speculation only. We do not use it in our reliability

analyses as it could lead to undue optimism about human reliability.

Effects of Several Operators in an Abnormal Situation

In WASH-1400 (p III-68) we used an HEP of .1 for the tasks involved
1

in changing over from the injection to the recirculation mode after a
j

large LOCA. The .1 was premised on an estimate that 30 minutes after
i

the LOCA these procedures would be performed, by which time the average

| HEP would be down to .1 (Figure 17-2). We further assumed that when

these tasks were attempted thete would be at least three qualified oper-
Iators in the control room and that their joint HEP would be approximately I
l

10-3 At first glance this 10-3 seems to presume ZD among the three i

.
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operators; i.e., (10-l)3 Our rationale was that, although the assump-

tion of ZD might be inappropriate, the 10-1 estimate was gross enough

that cubing this HEP for three people would not materially affect the

results of the analysis.

We now believe this estimate may have been too optimistic; but, as'

shown in Chapter 21 (p 21-1), the more conservative approach described

below does not change the estimated impact of human errors on the tasks

evaluated. Sheridan (1980), in writing about the TMI accident, states,

" Nuclear plant operators work in teams, based on the pre-

mise that two or more heads are better than one. But there is

a great deal of interaction among team members, some of it

subtle and unspoken. Such interpersonal communication is

little understood but assuredly does affect the reliability of

human performance. For example, operators unintentionally

could reinforce one another's misimpressions, making the team

less reliable than a single operator who would be more likely

to think a matter through carefully. This means that human

error rates for individuals may differ from those for teams."

|

! In the Rogovin Report, one can see that it took some time for available
!

operating personnel to become organized to the extent that people were

stationed at strategic places rather than running around (Rogovin and

Frampton, 1980).

Until data can be gathered on the performance of more than one
7

I
operator in an abnormal situation, we of fer the following performance

rules. For the performance of any given task in an abnormal event such

|

s

,
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as a transient.

(1) Durin.; a.e first 5 minutes following the initiation of the

event, assume only one operator is present at the control

room panels for a reactor. This assumption is based on

interviews with operating personnel and on statements from

shift supervisors that the shift supervisor could be as many

as 5 minutes away from the control room. This is obviously

a worst-case situation because usually the shift supervisor

is only a ninute or less away. Five minutes is selected as

a maximum on the assumption that the plant security system

would not hold up the shift supervisor l' he happened to

be outside the guarded area. If such an assumption is not

_ reasonable for a given plant, the 5-minute estimate should

be increased accordingly. After 5 minutes into the abnormal

event, assume that the shift supervisor is present.

(2) Depending on the task to be evaluated, assume a moderate-to-

high level of dependence between the shift supervisor and the

assigned operator. Thus, the joint probability of fail-1re
I of the two to take some appropriate action will be the pro-

duct of the BHEP (modified by the factor for the appropriate

level of stress) and a conditional probability of .15 or

higher (Table 7-2, p 7-34).
4

(3) After 20 minutes into the event, assume the presence of another

qualified operator for assistance in coping with the event.

P,pending on the task, assume a high-to-complete level of

I

|

:

!
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dependence between this person and the others. The

assumption of a 20-minute delay is made for the worst-case

situation in which there is a minidum crew (as on the night

shift) and there is another reactor which must be kept

running. The assumption of high-to-complete dependence is

based on two additional assumptions: (1) the third person

may be an auxiliary operator or reactor operator with

limited experience, and (2) there may be a stressing effect'

because of the " Tower of Babel" influence mentioned by

Sheridan (1980) (see p 17-23).

(4) After 2 hours into the event, assume a conservative maximum of

three qualified personnel to be present, as we assumed in

WASH-1400. (At some indeterminate time there will be more

qualified people present; however, we know of no way to

assess their influence.) Beyond 2 hours into the event, the

presence of additional qualified people may or may not help

cope with the event. The Rogovin Report describes instances

in the TMI accident when erroneous diagnoses were still being

made beyond 2 hours into that event even though several addi-
,

tional personnel were present.

The BilEPs assigned must take into account the skill levels of tne

people involved in coping with the assumed event. For example, most

operators receive considerable training and simulator practice in coping

with a large LOCA before being qualified as reactor operators, but re-

ceive very little training or practice thereafter. If the personnel in a

given plant maintain high levels of skill in coping with a large LOCA,

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ m ,
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:

the !!EPs f rom the curve in Figure 17-2 could be reduced considerably,

in some cases by a factor of 10 or more. However, for analyses that are

not plant-specific, use the HEPs from Figure 17-2 without modification.

Chapter 21 compares the analysis in WASH-1400 for the probability of

correctly shifting from the injection to the recirculation mode with an

analysis using the above performance rules. The calculations in Chapter

21 show that if the above rules are used, the end result is essentially

the same as that obtained using the original assumptions.
;

i
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CH APTER 18. SKILL LEVEL

The skill levels of qualified NPP personnel can be represented by

a continuum ranging from acceptable to superior. (As discussed la Chapter

16, anyone whose skills were less than acceptable would not be cetained.)

To facilitate reliability analysis, we specify only two levels of skill:

experienced and novice. We arbitrarily define the novice as a person with

less than 6 months oc the job for which he has been licensed (in the case

of reactor operators, operating control rooms) or otherwise qualified

(in the case of auxiliary operators, maintainers, and technicians).
. .

Assumptions

The models and estimated HEPs in this handbook are based on the

assumption that all NPP personnel are experienced people who have been

trained and qualified for their jobs rather than novices. The uncertainty

bounds for the HEPs allow for individual differences in skill among the

experienced personnel.

This chapter presents modifying factors for novices. Table 18-1

presents modifying factors to apply to the tabled values of HEPs (and

their uncertainty bounds) for novices and experienced personnel under

different levels of stress and for different types of tasks. Although

some data (Berkun, 1964; and Berkun et al, 1962) indicate that experienced

people perform more reliably than novices under highly stressful condi-

tions, we are taking the conservative position that the difference

between their performances is negligible. Therefore, the effects of

very low and very high stress are assumed to be the same for novices and

experienced personnel. Under optimum stress, the novice is assumed to
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,

Table 18-1. Comparison of Estimated HEPs and Uncertainty
Bounds of Experienced Personnel * and Novices ** Under

Different Levels of Stress

#

Type of Task

,

Step-by-Step Dynamic
Procedures Interaction

Stress Level Experienced Novice Experienced Novice

Very low :Lainal x 2 Nominal x 2 N/A N/A

Optimum Nominal Nominal Nominal Nominal x 2

Mod. High Nominal x 2 Nominal x 4 Nominal x 5 Nominal x 10

Extremely .25 (.03 to .25 (.03 to .25 (.03 to .25 (.03 to
High .75) .75) .75) .75)

*See Chapter 20 for the tables of nominal HEPs and uncertainty bounds
for experienced personr.el which are used in this table as the basis

1

for comparison. |

**A novice is defined as a person with less than 6 months on the job in
which he has been licensed or otherwise qualified.
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be twice as error-likely when performing tasks involving dynamic inter-

action (which includes decision-making). The greatest differences

between novices and experienced personnel are expected to develop under

conditions of moderate stress, as when responding to transients. The

modifying factors la the table are based on our judgment, and may te

changed as data become available.

Control Room Operators

In the case of operators in the control room, Seminara et al (1976)

i state, "...some shifts are manned entirely with novices, with only several

months' experience." This statement refers to the manning of the control

room, primarily in the evening or night shift, and does not refer to the

shif t cupervisor, who must be a highly experienced senior reactor operator.

We judge that, for nonroutine tasks, the HEPs for the novices will be

about twice that of experienced operators. In view of the requirements

for becoming a licensed reactor operator (3 years of NPP experience

including 1 year at the plant where he is licensed, of which 6 months

shall include experience as an auxiliary operatori, it might seem that

there is no dif ference in performance between an experienced operator

and a novice operator. Our distinction is based on the following

rationale: the 3 yeart, of training prior to licensing is certainly ade-

quate for acquisition of the knowledge required to operate the plant;

however, about 6 montha of unsupervised experience is required for a

person to develop the confidence to exercise his decision-making authority

fully when he is responsible for the resolution of some unusual problem

ghat might arise.

Over a 6-month interval, the new operator will experience one or
;

more transients and will develop a " feel" for the plant which cannot be

|
!

I
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acquired in trainee status. In most industrial settings, 6 months is

1

accepted as the time required for a person to achieve full performance ;

capability after a promotion or reassignment. Thus, although 6 months

was stated as an arbitrary interval for distinguishing between novice

and experienced operators, it is based on observation in comparable

industrial settings and on the opinions of senior reactor operators

The factor of 2 difference between the HEPs of novice and experi-

enced control room operators would have most of its effect in the first

5 minutes after the occurrence of an abnormal event because, for a worst-

case analysis, one would estimate that the shift supervisor would not be

available (p 17-24). After the shift supervisor arrives, the estimated

HEPs for tasks should be based on his performance rather than on that of

the novice.
,

* Other Personnel <

For anxiliary operators, maintainers, and technicians the same factor

of 2 in estimated HEPs is used between the performances of novices and

experienced personnel. This factor of 2 may be an underestimate for

maintenance novices. Based on observations and interviews by Seminara,

Parsons et al (1979) and by Brune and Weinstein (1980a), it seems that

the training of maintenance personnel is not as complete as that of

auxiliary operators and technicians. Most of the maintainer's training

of NPP specifics is on-the-job, with considerable dependence on his
| previous background. Therefore, it is possible that the difference

between a novice and an experienced maintainer may be greater than that

| reflected by the factor of 2. However, with no objective data, the

factor of 2 will be used as an interim figure.

- _ _
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PARP IV. AN INTET- HUMAN PERFORMANCE DATA BANK

This part of the handbook consists of two chapters: Chapter 19,

" Sources of Htunan Error Probability Data," and Chapter 20, " Derived Human

'

Error Probabilities and Related Performance Shaping Factors."

Chapter 19 describes scene of the studies that were used to derive the

estimated HEPs in the handbook and comments on the shortage of objective data

on htsnan performance in NPPs. Chapter 20 stannarizes the HEPs in Part III of

the handbook. After one has used the handbook for gaveral human reliability

analyses, most problems will require reference only to the tables in

Chapter 20.

e

i

I
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Categories of the Sources Used'

CHAPTER 19. SOURCES OF HUMAN ERROR PROBABILITY DATA

|

This chapter describes some of the sources of HEP estimates used

throughout the handbook and summarized in Chapter 20. Background data which

were presented elsewhere in the handbook are not repeated.

Categories of the Sources Used

The error probabilities in this handbook are extrapolated from a variety

of sources, and the nature of these sources determines the confidence we have

in these derived HEPs. The following source categories were drawn on in

gathering the error probabilities.

1. Nuclear power plants

2. Dynamic simulators of NPPs

3. Process industries

4. Job situations in other industries and in military situations that

are psychologically similar to NPP tasks (For example, errors in

radar maintenance were used in estimating some maintenance errors in4

!

NPPs, and errors in measurement tasks in the nuclear weapons field

were used in estimating calibration errors in NPPs.)

5. Experiments and field studies using real-world tasks of interests

e.g., experimental comparisons of measurement techniques in an

industrial setting, performance records of industrial workers, etc

6. Experiments using artificial tasksi e.g. , typical university psycho-

logy studies which have limited application to real-world tasks
1

The above listing orders the sources by their rele72nce to NPP tasks.

Unfortunately, the availability of HEP data is just about the inverse of this;

order. Avr.11able human performance data relevant to estimates of HEPs for

j NPP tast.s are discussed below for each of the categories.

.-
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Nuclear Power Plants

Hardly any HEPs for NPP tasks have been recorded. In WASH-1400, we used

some data collected by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority ( Ablitt,

1969). Tb date there has been no systematic program to collect HEP data in

operating NPPs in the U.S. The only formal record of errors in NPPs consists

of the Licensee Event Reports (LERs), which do not yield probability data in

the sense of errors per opportunity for error. In some cases it may seem

possible to derive a probability from an LER. Fbr example, if an error is

made on a task and it is known that the task is performed, say, once a day

every day, we have the denominator for that task, and it seems possible to

calculate an HEP for that task. However, the HEP obtained will be the unre-

covered error probability, which will have to be adjusted for the unknown

number of times that an error is made which does not result in a reportable

events e.g., when recovery factors compensate for the error. This number

should constitute the actual numerator of the HEP.

In one study (Joos et al, 1979), " gross human error probabilities" were

derived by counting the number of each type of error reported in the LERs

submitted by operating U.S. commercial NPPs over a 25-month period. These |

)
numbers were then divided by the total number of months that the plants had )

been operating to arrive at "the number of errors per plant month." Although

such numbers do indicate the relative frequency of different types of re-

I

ported events, they do not yield the type of error probabilities required for

a human reliability analysis. In most real-world situations, recovery fac-

tors will prevent a single error from resulting in an event. We havu no way

of estimating appropriate factors by which to adjust LER data to obtain esti-

mates of the basic error probabilities.
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Dynamic Simulators of NPPs

Dynamic simulators have been used extensively--almost exclusively--for

training and recertif ying NPP operators. Although there have been no exten-

sive programs to gather HEP data, the Pimulators are readily adaptable for

this function, and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has plans to

gather error probability data in con; unction with training programs. Al-

though a simulator is not "the real thing," it is expected that HEPs obtained

from advanced trainees and from experienced operators undergoing recertifica-

tion will be very valuable.

Swain (1967a) has described a technique for combining real-world data

with simulator data in such a wey that real-world data serve as " anchor

points," permitting valid extrapolations of the sbnulator data te the real-

world situation.

Process Industries

The operation of process industries such as chemical plants, refineries,

etc, is very similar to that of NPPs. Some data have been collected in

various process industries, many of which are directly applicable to NPP

operations (e.g., Kletz, 1973, Kletz and Whitaker, 1973; and Edwards and

Lees, 1974). Extensive use has been made of this data, in some cases with

codifications to allow for differences in task details.

Industrial and Military Data

Many job situations in the nuclear weapons industry, in the military

procedures for the handling of weapons, and in other military tasks are

similar to tasks performed in an NPP. In some of these arLas reliable error

data were available which were directly applicable to LPP tasks.
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Field P:.udies

Field studies and experiments in industrial settings yielded some reli-

able data directly applicable to NPPs. A problem with many experimental pro-

cedures is that the very fact that an experiment is being conducted tends to

influence the performance of the workers. Same allowance has to be made for

this effect. Data gathered in field studies are less susceptible to this

ef fect, but these data are harder to obtain and less complete. j

Experiments Using Artificial Tasks I

Data dotained in university N'aoratories usually deal with artificial

tasks but are very precise, because all pertinent variables can be tightly
i

'

controlled and there is ample time to gather a large amount of data. The

studies carried out in university laboratories usually answer specific aca-

demic questions, and the findings may be applicable to real-world situations

1

af ter appropriate modifications are made.

A feature of academic studies is that the limits of acceptable perfor-
.

mance are often very narrow. Also, the situation is often arranged to be

artificially difficult so that the distribution of responses will be " forced"

|into same desired form (usually the normal distribution). The reported per-
1

formance of subjects under these conditions could lead to a pessimistic

evaluation of human capabilities in real-world situations, so the unnodified

data are not used. Allowances are made for the broader tolerances in an in-

dustrial situation. As an example, Payne and Altman (1962) multiplied HEPs

from laboratory experiments by a factor of .008 to derive HEPs for certain
;

maintenance tasks.

Many of the academic experiments are comparative studies to determine

how basic performance is af fected by dif ferent conditions. In such studies

we can of ten use the comparative performance data directly, since we are
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interested in the ratio of performance under the differing conditions rather

than in the absolute levels of performance.

Expert Opinion

All the data sources listed above yield numbers based on same kind of

doctanented records of performance. In addition to error estimates based on

such "hard" data, estimates are prepared on the basis of expert judcynent.

For example, in those instances in which error terms from a particular task

are modified to apply to same task in an NPP, the modification is necessarily
i

based on a judgment of the similarities and differences between tne tasks and

the extent to which these would affect the error probabilities. We uncer-

tainty of the judgments is reflected in the extent and direction of the

bounds assigned to the error estimates.

Error probability modifications based on judgment may be made informally

or formally. Informal evaluations of error estimates are usually obtained

from just a few (two or three) experts who are thoroughly familiar with the

tasks and the relevant PSFs. h eir opinions are elicited informally and

pooled to arrive at the extrapolated error probability. Formal evaluations

require a larger number of judges (up to 10) and involve standardized evalua-

tion forms. he judges may not have the intimate task knowledge required of

those who make informal judgments. Se data are analyzed by statistical ;

methods known as psychological scaling techniques (Kendall, 1948; Coombs,

! 1952; Guil ford, 1954; Ramners, 1954; trrissey, 1955; Edwards, 1957;
1

'

Torgerson, 1958; Thurstone, 1959; Gulliksen and Messick, 1%0; Blanchard

ct al, 1966; and Swain, 1967a, 1977b). Although the formal judges may not

have the thorough task knowledge that the informal judges have, their pooled

evaluat; ions can provide useful estimates of error probability modifications.

I
I

|
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In this handbook, when using expert judgnent, we have relied on informal

judges because of their greater familiarity with the tasks in question and their

ready availability. In many instances, because of the paucity of relevant

"hard" data , judgments were the only source of error probability estimates. In

all such cases the judgments were based on data from tasks that most nearly re-

semble ti.e task in question, and the error tolerances were adjusted in accord-

ance with the judged similarities or differences between the tasks.

Fbr many years, the HEP of .01 was routinely assigned to human actions by

reliability analysts in weapon systems. For lack of more specific data, the

figure of .01 was used for almost all individual actions identifiable as " units
.

of activity." It was recognized that .01 was often a pessimistic estimate of

HEPs, but this conservative estimate was used in view of the nature of the j

systems. In applying human reliability analyses to other fields , more realis-

tic of HEPs were desired, and the figures in the handbook were developed for

application to the specific actions with which they are associated.

To the reader not familiar with human reliability analysis, the HEPs in

the handbook may seem to be too conservative. It must be stressed that these

values represent the probability that the error will be made at all, not the

probability that the error will renain uncorrected. For example, let us say

that there is an HEP of .01 that a person will attempt to insert a key into a

lock upside down. hus, if a person starts his car three times a day, about

once a month he will insert his key in the ignition switch incorrectly. his

does not mean that the error will be uncorrected. In this particular situation

the error is always self-corrected, yet the basic HEP is .01 (a fairly high

probability) . Similarly, the HEPs presented throughout this handbook are the

basic HEPs; i.e., the probability that the error will occur at all. %e

ef fects of relevant PSFs and recovery factors must be considered when the

BHEPs are used.
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Some Data Related to Use of Displays

The HEPs in this handbook were drawn from all the sources described

chove as well as frcan existing tables of error data, when suitable. As an

example of the manner in which error probabilitica were derived, the follow-

ing section outlines the derivation of estimates associated with analog and

digital displays. BHEPs were derived for the following:

i

Quantitative reading errors on analog displays

check-reading errors on analog displays

(;uantitative reading errors on digital displays
,

Recording errors

Data on Quantitative Reading of Analog Displays

In one study of errors in reading and orally reporting two-digit numbers

from analog displays (01apanis and Scarpa, 1%7), a response was scored as an

crror if it was incorrect by a single digit; i.e., if either the first or

cecond digit was incorrect. Uhder these conditions, the error probability

was .05. In another study of errors in reading two- or three-digit numbers

from standard dials (Itirrell et al, 1958), the subj ects were allowed a toler-

ance of one digit for the least-significant (last) digit. mus, if the

required ntsaber was 148 and the subject read 147 or 149, the response was

counted as correct. In this study, the error probability was .024. It is

obvious that the error probability declines rapidly as the tolarance is in-

creased, which is what we would expect. In a real-world situation, an analog

display rarely has to be read to an accuracy of one digit on a scale of 100

or more. he accuracy of the display itself is usually only 3% of the full-

scale reading, so that errors of the last digit are of little consequence.

Although we do not have experimental data on the frequency of gross errors in
(
- r:4 ding analog displays, in most cases it is not important that an operator

-. - -
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obtain an exact reading, so the error probability reported in laboratory

studies can be modified on the basis of industrial requirementn.

He latter study cited above was a realistic study of analog display

reading. A group of British Naval Chief Petty Officers served as subjects,

and read aloud a variety of standard power meters at various distances. he

distance of interest to us, 30 inches, is typical of the distance at which

operators would read a meter in an NPP. At 30 inches, there were 60 errors

in 2520 trials, yielding the HEP of .024. Any error of more than one digit

was scored. ( About half the readings were two-digit ntunbers and half were

three-digit numbers.) i

The report does not indicate the magnitude of errors, but a related

study allows us to form an estimate. In a study of visual interpolation

(Guttmann and Finley, 1970), it was found that error scores were reduced by

more than an order of magnitude when the error tolerance was increased

from one-tenth to two-tenths of a scale division. In this study, one-tenth

of a scale division corresponded to one digit. Similar findings were ob-

tained in another study (Kappauf and Snith,1948).

If we apply these findings to the Murrell data and assume an order-of

magnitude reduction in error for a one-digit increase in error tolerance, we

obtain an IEP of .0024, which is very close to the .003 we used in WASH-1400

and which we have used nere. We are using this larger error probability,

.003 for reading errors per se, to allow for those cases in which people read

meters from distances greater than the 30 inches assumed to be typical.

Data on Check-Reading of Analog Displays

The HEP for check-reading of analog displays has also been studied in

laboratory settings. For the conventional single pointer display with limit

marks , the probability of a check-reading error is approximately .001. This
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Estimate is based on the AIR Data Store (Munger et al, 1962). A study by

Kurke (1956) indicates that errors occur more than twice as frequently with

teters that do not have limit marks on them as compared with meters that are

so marked. Therefore, we would expect check-reading errors of analog dis-

playt without limit marks to occur with a probability of .002. However , b e-

i

cause the check-reading conditions in an NPP are not as well-structured as

those in the Kurke study, we assumed an HEP of .003 to allow for various PSPs

that could affect reliability.

Data on Quantitative Reading of Digital Displays

For aantitative reading of digital displays, no tolerances are allowed

in scoring since no interpolation or alignment of scales and pointers is

involv ed . Digital displays are read more accurately than analog displays.

In a study of digital-clock reading (Zeff, 1963), four errors were made in

800 trials, an unmodified error probability of .005. This figure includes

errors of reading, memory, and recording. Subjects read the four-digit

digital clocks as rapidly as they could, and the display was removed from

view as soon as they started writing so there was no opportunity to review

the display. In a practical NPP situation a person would have adequate time

to read his display and could recheck his readings as desired. Also, each

rcading would be an individual act, not part of a repetitious series. We

estimate that the probability of error on the reading task alo'ne ( excluding
I

writing errors) is no greater than .001 in a realistic situation.

As stated in Chapter 11, the operator does not really check-read digital,

readouts; he must actually read the value. Therefore, whenever he is check-

ing a digital readout, we use the estimated .001 KEP for quantitative reading

of this type of display. Inaccuracies in remembering what digital value is

|
!

|
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Some Data Related to Valvin;
Operations

appropriate or in reading the desired value from a written procedure are not

included in this .001 HEP.

Errors of Recording

The HEP for entering data from a display into a log is actually a cour

posite of at le ar;t two actions--reading a display and recording the reading.
<

sometimes a third action, connunicating, is involved, as when the reader

states the reading to the writer, but this activity will be disregarded. l

I
Thus, there are two primary opportunities for error when a quantitative dis-

play indication is to be recorded. In one study, skilled machinists copied

6-digit numbers from their own handwriting onto a special form. Their HEP

for reading and recording was .004 (Rigby and Edelman, 1%8b) .

If we assume the reading HEP to be .001 (see previous page) and subtract

this from the above value, the HEP for recording per se is .003. Actually,

this value is pessimistic because the errors occurred in the course of per-

forming a series of calculations, and the subj ects were not paying particular

attention to recording individual groups of numbers accurately. In a realis-

tic NPP situation , in which a person reads a display and records it on a pre-

pared form as an individual task, without time pressure and with opportunity

to recheck his readings, errors will occur with an estimated probability no

greater than .001. Thus, the combined error probability of reading and re-

|
; cording a digital display (of four digits or less) is estimated as .002.

I

Some Data Related to Valving Operations

In developing the HEPs for Chapter 13 (Valving Operations) , many of them

were based on judgments. The BEEP of omission of a step in a procedure

( .003, derived from industrial experience , records of inspection, and, field

studies in military and industrial settings) was modified (as in Thble 13-1,
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|

p 13 8), on the basis of applicable PSFs. Similarly, in Table 13-2 (p 13-14) )

the BHEP of .003 was applied to a " standard' situation maintainer checking

valve status using a short checklist, item within field of view, no checkoff

used, and personal safety not affected. W e other entries in the table were

derived by judging the effects of relevant PSPs.

'Ib estimate the probability that a lock on a valve would not be locked

(an error of anission), the BHEr of .003 was modified downward and upward for

the situations in which PSFs are conducive to remembering or forgetting the

task, respectively.

The estimated probability that plant procedun s or policies will be

ignored (.01) is based on industrial experience--it reflects the occasional

icpse from conscientious performance that occurs in any normal, properly

cotivated group. Such lapses may occur because of time stress, fatigue, or

other causes. We figure does not consider chronic violators of plant poli-

cies--it is assuned that chronic violators will not be tolerated.

%e estimated .01 probability that plant procedures or policies will be

ignored does not apply given the proper use of checklists (Chapters 8 and

14 ) . We use of checklists is a unique case in that people may use a check-

list incorrectly without violating plant policie.s. (This could occur because

the plant training program does not stress the proper use of checklists.)

Also, the tendency to develop shortcuts in the use of checklists is of ten re-

gtrded as a step toward improved efficiency by the checklist user rather than

ec a violation of plant policies. We estimate that a checklist will be used

properly only one-half of the time is based on observations in a nunber nf

industrial settings. (Sane reviewers of the handbook have stated that the

o;timate of correct use of the checklist 50% of the time may be too optimis-

tic, and this estimate is under review.)

|

|
!

_-_--___--__-_-
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19-12 Soma Data Relcted to Manual
* Controlo

A Cbmment on Errors of Judgment

Some Data Related to Manual Controls

The HEPs in Otapter 12, " Manual Controls," are based on other data

stores and have been modified for NPP situations. The basic situation is

that of selecting a control within a group of identical controls identified

only by labels. he AIR Data Store (Munger et al, 1962) suggests an error

probability of .002 for such a situation. Our HEP of .003 allows for the

difficulty of relating controls to their functions in a typical NPP. The

error probability is judged to be reduced by a factor of 3 if the controls

are functionally grouped, and by 'another factor of 2 if clearly drawn mimic

lines are provided. Wis is consistent with the improvements expected as

PSFs are improved (Chapter 3) .

If the desired control is properly selected, the only remaining errors

of consequence are the direction of operation of the control and the final

control setting. Pbr errors in direction of operation, the estimated HEPs

are derived frcan a review of the available data stores: the Bunker-Ramo Data

Bank (Meister, 1%7 ), the Aeroj et-General Data Bank (Irwin et al, 1%4a

and b), and the AIR Data Store (Munger et al, 1962). |

1
'

For errors in setting a multiposition switch, there are ntanerous rele-

vant variables that can affect the accurancy of the setting--thus the wide

error bounds associated with the HEP. he HEP of .01 for failure to mate a

connector properly is based on records of weapons assembly work over a ntunber

of years.

A Comment on Errors of Judgment
,

l'

IAssuming that arators nave made no perceptual errors, we are unable to
I

estimate errors of judgmerJ. (decision-making errors) . We classify such errors

as sporadic (p 2-16). Wey occur infrequently, and relatively few cases have
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been reported. Because of the infrequency of such errors, we do not have

cnough data to formulate a probability of occurrence. Errors of judgment are

difficult to predict if considered apart from related factors such as display

cdequacy or adequacy of procedures and training. In aircraft accident inves-

tigations, errors have often been classified as errors of judgment when they

were obviously associated with difficulty in reading a display or interpret-

ing the meaning of a display (Hurst, 1976).

As in the aviation field, errors in NPPs are sometimes classified as

crrors of judcynent although the operators were responding in accordance with

inappropriate procedures that had been overemphasized in training. here-

fore, the handbook does not offer an HEP for errors of judgment per se.

Error bounds associated with actual tasks that could involve errors of judg-

nsnt are broad enough to include the occasional error of judgment. Until

much more data on errors in decision-making are collected from plant and

simulator experience, no such HEPs can be formulated.

.

Conunents on Data Sources

%e preceding describes the manner in which the HEPs in this handbook

wire derived. It is not intended to be exhaustive (not all HEPs are dis-

cussed); rather, it describes the approach that was followed. We expect that

experience will reveal any gross inaccuracies in our estimates, and we fully

expect inaccuracies to be discovered. '1b the extent of our knowledge, we

have attempted to err on the conservative side, so our estimates will pro-

bably be scenewhat pessimistic. In view of the potential consequences of

arrors, we felt that this was a prudent approach. When sufficient data have

been gathered to provide more reliable estimates of the HEPs, we will revise

th:m.

i
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# Performance Shaping
Factors

a

CHAPTER 20. DERIVED HUMAN ER"9R PROBABILITIES AND'

RELATED PERFORMANCE SHAPING FACTORS

This chapter summarizes the estimated HEPs and uncertainty bounds

presented in Part III. The tables in this chapter are intended for use

as quick references, and are cross-referenced to the chapters from which
.

they are drawn. The user is urged to familiarize himself with the source

chapters for the proper use of the error terms and the assumptions on

which they are based. The user may need to modify the HEPs if the PSFs

for his specific application differ from those assumed in this chapter. {

Performance Shaping Factors

All human actions are subject to the effects of PSFs. Chapter 3

describes the usual PSFs that influence HEPs in industrial settings. The
T

'

HEPs listed are premised on " average" industrial conditions. There is

considerable latitude in the word " average," but for practical purposes,

average conditions are those which do not subject a worker to an unusual
!

degree of discomfort. For example, the comfort range for temperature

is generally specified as 66 to 71*F (19 to 22'C). Although some,

discomfort is felt outside these limits, most people can function without

impairment in the range of 63 to 73*F (17 to 23*C). Therefore, we do

not apply any correction factor for the PSF temperature unless the tempera-

ture exceeds these limits. Any correction factor should be based on

judgment for the particular situation, and should include consideration

of the actual temperature, relative humidity, nature of the tast, time

spent in the situation, etc. For the particular case of temperature, two

t

, - ._ _ _ _,- - _ , . - ,
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20-2 How to Uas Data Tcbles

studies (Osborne and Vernon, 1922; and Vernon and Bedford,1931) indicate

that accident rates increase by about 40% at temperatures over 80*F (27'C).

N< all PSFs can be described as accurately as temperature. For
i

example, as discussed in Chapter 15, " Recovery Factors and Administrative

Control," it is difficult to quantify the quality of administrative

practices in a plant, or to estimate their overall effect on error prob-
!

abilities, although these practices do constitute an important PSF. In,

most cases, the user will have to be content with rating administrative

practices as " good," " average," or " poor," making a subjective decision

about the effect that this PSF may have on any particular task.

PSFs such as temperature, noise level, and others related to the
.

comfort of the worker will usually be average (or better) in NPPs since

regulatory agencies such as OSHA and organizational sectors such as
.

employee unions will promptly report deviations from recommended levels.

However, the PSFs related to ergonomics considerations in systems operation

are not subject to regulation, and large variations exist from piant to;

|

plant as well as within individual plants. The estimated HEPs summarized

here are based on the " average" conditions observed in a number of oper-

ating plants in the U.S. and Europe -- the error bounds reflect the range

of variability in performance attributable to differences in relevant

PSFs, differences between (and within) people, and our own uncertainty

about the actual HEPs.

How to Use the Data Tables

The method of using estimated HEPs in an analysis is described in

detail in Chapters 4 and 5, with further instruction and examples in

Chapter 21. The most common error in performing analyses is the failure

_ -_-. . .- --. - . - .- --
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to consider the effects of dependence between tasks and between people.

The user is urged to review Chapter 7 before using the HEPs. Finally, the

tables do not stand alone; it is necessary to read the material in each

section in this chapter which pertains to the table of interest.

The tables of error probabilities are listed in the following sequence:

Table From
Sections Table Page Chapter

Dependence (p 20-4) 20-1, 20-6 7

20-2 20-7 7

Displays (Reading and Recording) (p 20-8)

Annunciators (p 20-8) 20-3, 20-9 10
20-4 20-10 10

Annunciated Printout Equipment (p 20-8)

Quantitative Readings (p 20-11) 20-5 20-11 11

Recording Errors (p 20-11) 20-6 20-11 11

Check-Reading Displays for 20-7 20-12 11
Specific Purpose (p 20-12)

Inspection Tasks (p 20-13)

Walk-Around Inspections (p 20-13) 20-8 20-13 8

Checking Other People's Work (p 20-14) 20-9 20-14 15

Initial Audits (p 20-15) 20-10 20-15 9,10,11

Periodic Scanning of 20-11, 20-17, 9,11
Unannunciated Displays (p 20-16) 20-12 20-18 9,11

Manual Operation of Controls (p 20-19) 20-13 20-19 12

Valves (p 20-20)

Errors of Commission by Operator 20-14 20-21, 13(p 20-21) 20-22

Errors of Omission by Operator (p 20-23) 20-15 20-23 13

Errors of Recovery (p 20-24) 20-16 20-25 13

_ . . - .
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20-4 D2pandance
!

:
; Table From
4 Sections Table Page Chapter '

i

Errors of Maintainers (p 20-24) 20-17 20-26 13

Errors of Supervisors (p 20-24)
5

} Procedures (p 20-17)
>

Oral Instructions (p 20-27) 20-18 20-28 14

Preparation of Written 20-19 20-28 14,

| Procedures (p 20-28)

Use of Written Procedures (p 20-29) 20-20 20-29 7,14,15

Administrative Control (p 20-30) 20-21, 20-30 15
) 20-22 20-31 15
|

1 Stress and Skill Levels (p 20-31) 20-23, 20-32, 17,18 ,

i 20-24 20-33 17 i

! i

HEPs from WASH-1400 (p 20-33) 20-25 20-34

Uncertainty Bounds (p 20-35) 20-26 20-36 16
'

Graphic Representation of HEPs (p 20-37) Fig. 20-1 20-38,4

20-27 20-39,
20-40,

l 20-41
1

.

j From this point on we will omit the word " estimated," but it should

be understood that all listed HEPs are estimated HEPs. Confidence ini

I these HEPs is reflected in the width of the uncertainty bounds associated

with each term. As an aid to finding specific sections which provide the

rationales for the HEPs, the appropriate page numbers are cited with the

HEPs in the text or in the tables. The HEPs apply to the case of an

individual operator. The modifications of HEPs when two or more operators

are available are described in Chapters 14 and 15.

Dependence (Chapter 7)
!

Analysts are urged to estimate conditional probabilities on the basis

of data from the work situation. When such data are not available, the

. _ _ _-. - -.... . - - - - - - - .- - - - . . - . - - . - - - - - - . _ . .
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|
dependence model can be used to approximate the conditional probabilities'

I

of task success or failure. In this model, all of the conditioning'

influence on a task is assumed to originate only from the performance

of the immediately preceding task, or from some influence common to both

tasks. The continuum of dependence between two tasks is represented by

five points: zero dependence (ZD), low dependence (LD), moderate depen-

dence (MD), high dependence (HD), and complete dependence (CD). For ZD,

the conditional probability of the second task is the basic probability

of success or failure. For CD, the conditional probabilitied are always

1.0. For the three intermediate levels of dependence (low, moderate, and

high), the following equations apply (where BHSP is the basic human success

probability and BHEP is the basic human error probability):

Pr{SlS on the previous task} Pr{FlF on previous task}

Level of
Dependence

1 + 19(BHSP) LD 1 + 19(BHEP)
20 20

1 + 6(BHSP) MD 1 + 6(BHEP)
7 7

1 + BHSP HD 1 + BHEP
2 2

For BHEPs of .01 or smaller, the conditional HEPs are approximatedi

:

by the values of .05, .15, and .5 for the conditions of LD, MD, and HD,

respectively.

Tables 20-1 and 20-2 list the conditional probabilities of success
,

I

cnd failure for a range of HEPs, under the five levels of dependence.

|

I

i

,

, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ , _ _ , _ _ _
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Table 20-1. Conditional Probabilities of Success or Failure for Task "N" for
the Five Levels of Dependence, Given Failure on Task "N-1" (from Table 7-2)

Task "N" Conditional Probabilities *

ZD** LD MD HD CD
,

,

S F S F S F S F S F

.75 .25 .71 .29 .64 .36 .37 .63 0 1.0

.9 .1 .85 .15 .77 .23 .45 .55 0 1.0

.95 .05 .9 .1 .81 .19 .47 .53 0 1.0 N

|
*.99 .01 .94 .06 .85 .15 .49 .51 0 1.0

.995 .005 .95 .05 .85 .15 .50 .50 0 1.0

.999 .001 .95 .05 .86 .14 .50 .50 0 1.0

.9995 .0005 .95 .05 .86 .14 .50 .50 0 1.0
80
mm

.9999 .0001 .95 .05 .86 .14 .50 .50 0 1.0 $j
m :s

.99999 .00001 .95 .05 .86 .14 .50 .50 0 1.0 m$
?.E-

*All probabilities are rounded. Equations 7-14 through 7-18 were used to calculate the values in the
F columns. The values in the S columns sere obtained by subtraction.

L

**The conditional probabilities given ZD are the basic probabilities for Task "N."

_- _
_ _ -
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Table 20-2. Condition 21 Probabilities of Success or Failure for Task "N" for
the Five Levels of Dependence, Given Success on Task "N-1" (from Table 7-3)

i
.

Task "N" Conditional Probabilities *

ZDA* LD MD HD CD

S F S F S F S F S F

.75 .25 .76 .24 .79 .21 .87 .13 1.0 0

.9 .1 .9 .1 .91 .09 .95 .05 1.0 0

.95 .05 .95 .05 .94 .06 .97 .03 1.0 0

.99 .01 .99 .01 .991 .009 .995 .005 1.0 0

.995 .005 .995 .005 .996 .004 .997 .003 1.0 0

.999 .001 .999 .001 .s'99 .001 .9995 .0005 1.0 0

.9995 .0005 .9995 .0005 .9996 .0004 .9997 .0003 1.0 0

*

.9999 .0001 .9999 .0001 .99991 .00009 .99995 .00005 1.0 0
40

.99999 .00001 .99999 .00001 .999991 .000009 .999995 .000005 1.0 0 $$we
S.

me
?S
""

*All conditional probabilities are rounded. Equations 7-9 through 7-13 were used to calculate the values
in the S columns. The values in the F columns were obtained by subtraction.

**The conditional probabilities given ZD are the basic probabilities for Task "N."

i

|

I
1

I
i
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| 20-8 Dicplays (Rasding end
Recording) |

|

Displays (Reading and Recording)

Annunciators (Chapter 10) I

! t

The term annunciated displays includes all visual indicators that
|

are announced by a compelling auditory signal. Most of the annunciated
|
'

displays in an NPP are legend lights, but there also are printouts and

other indicators.
,
' ,

In Tables 20-3 and 20-4, the term one annunciator includes a func- |,

j tional grouping of annunciators consisting of more than one annunciator l

l
| with complete dependence among them. As the number of annunciators (or

'

functional groups of annunciators) sounding in a very brief interval

| increases, the probability of failure to respond to any one of them
i

! increases as shown in Table 20-4.
,

During the performance of certain calibration or maintenance pro-

i cedures an a)Srm will sound a number of times as adjustments are made.

1 These alarm , although anticipated by the operator, constitute " false
6

alarms," and the operator may turn off the audio and visual signals
1

.
without verifying the legend light. In such cases, the probability of

4

|
+

1 failure to respond to an actual alarm is .001 (.0001 to .01) (p 10-22).
:

: Annunciated Printout Equipment (Chapter 10)

| The llEPs for failure to respond to annunciated printout equipment

| are the same as for annunciated legend lights. The reading error for

the general sense of the message is negligible, as there is no con-

fusion about which message to read. It is. Judged that if the message
,

| is read at all, it will be read correctly. This excludes errors made
1
4

| In reading coded messages or series of numbers for which quantitative
'

r

reading errors are possible (see next section).

|
:
|

. . _ . - _ _ . . .. -. . . , .- - , _ .- --- . . ._ . _ . -
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20-9 Annunciatoro
Table 20-3

|

Table 20-3. Probabilities of Error for
Annunciated Legend Lights

Task HEP

Respond to an annunciated legend light .0001 (.00005 to .001)
(one of one) (p 10-9)s

Reading the message (this figure .001 (.0005 to .005)
includes the probability of
reading the wrong legend light)
(p 10-6)

;

Resume attention to a legend light .001 (.0001 to .01)
within 1 minute after an inter-
ruption (sound and blinking
cancelled before interruption)
(p 10-11)

Respond to a legend light if more .95 (.9 to .99)
than 1 minute elapses after an
interruption (sound and blinking
cancelled before interruption)
(p 10-11)

l

i

!

- _ _ _ - .
- -. .--
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20-10 Annunciatoro
Table 20-44

i

Table 20-4. Probability of Failure to Respond to One Randomly'
Selected Annunciator of Several (from Table 10-2, right column)

i

Number of
Annunciators HEP

1 .0001 (.00005 to .001)
i

2 .0006 (.00006 to .006)
'

3 .001 (.0001 to .01)

4 .002 (.0002 to .02)

5 .003 (.0003 to .03)

] 6 .005 (.0005 to .05)

7 .009 (.0009 to .09),

; 8 .02 (.002 to .2)

9 .03 (.003 to .3)

10 .05 (.005 to .5)

11-15 .10 (.01 to .999)i
,

l
16-20 .15 (.015 to .999)

21-40 .20 (.02 to .999)

> 40 .25 (.025 to .999)
|
:

I

-- ._. -, , , , - . - . - . - ,. - -- , - - . _ , _ ,
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20-11 Displays (Raiding and
Recording)

Table 20-5, 20-6

Quantitative Readings (Chapter 11)
i

Table 20-5. Probabilities of Errors of Commission
in Reading Quantitative Information from Displays

Reading Task H[P

Analog meter (p 11-7) .003 (.001 to .01)

Digital readout (p 11-7) .001 (.0005 to .005)

Chart recorder (p 11-7) .006 (.002 to .02)

Printing recorder with large .05 (.01 to .2)
number of parametersi

(p 11-8)

Graphs (p 11-8) .01 (.005 to .05)

Values from indicator lamps .001 (.0005 to .005)
that are used as quanti-
tative displays
(p 11-8)

Recognize that an instrument .1 (.02 to .2)
being read is jammed, if
there are no indicators
to alert the user
(p 11-11)

Recording Errors (Chapter 11)

The probability that an entry will be recorded incorrectly on some

data form is obtained by adding the reading HEPs from Table 20-5 to

the recording HEPs listed in Table 20-6.
,

Table 20-6. Frobabilities of Errors of Commission in Recording Readings
(p 11-7)

Number of Digits
to be Recorded HEP

<3 Negligible

>3 .001 (.0005 to .005)

.

- . - _ _ _
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20-12 Dicplaya (Rscding and
Recording)

Table 20-7

Check-Reading Displays for Specific Purpose (Chapter 11)

Table 20-7. Probabilities of Errors of
Commission in Check-Reading Displays

Check-Reading Task HEP

Digital indicators (these must be read -- .001 (.0005 to .005)
| there is no true check-reading

function for digital displays) (p 11-14)

Analog meters with easily seen limit .001 (.0005 to .005)
marks (p 11-12)

Analog meters with difficult-to-see .002 (.001 to .01)
limit marks, such as scribe lines
(p 11-14)

'

Analog meters without limit marks .003 (.001 to .01)
(p 11-12)

Analog-type chart recorders with .002 (.001 to .01)
limits (p 11-12)

I
)

Analog-type chart recorders without .006 (.002 to .02) |
limit marks (p 11-12) i

|

Confirming a status change on a Negligible
status lamp (p 11-15)

Checking the wrong indicator lamp .003 (.001 to .01)
(in an array of lamps)
(p 11-15)

Misinterpreting the indication on the .001 (.0005 to .005)
indicator lamps (p 11-15)

.

__
_ _ _ _ . . . ,
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Tcble 20-8

Inspection Tasks

The term inspection includes all monitoring activities for detecting

conditions that are out of limits or approaching a limit. Inspection

includes reading displays as well as all forms of verifiestion such as

the status of switches, valves, and indicators; and general observation

of plant status, as in the performance of a walk-around inspection. It

is assumed that if a deviant item is not detected in 30 days, it will

not be detected until some other attention-getting event occurs.

Walk-Around Inspections (Chapter 8)

Table 20-8 indicates the increase in the HEP for the case of a single

operator performing one walk-around daily without a checklist. The HEPs

apply to the detection of an incorrect state of an item such as a manual

valve, if there are no indicators of the correct state. For the case in

which more than one operator performs a walk-around and for cumulative

probabilities of detection, see Chapter 8.

Table 20-8. Probabilities of Error in Walk-arounds,
One Operator, No Checklist (from Table 8-1)

Day # HEP

1 .9 (.5 to .99)

2 .95 (.6 to .995)

3 .975 (.7 to .999)

4 .99 (.8 to .999)

5-30 .999 (.9 to .999)

> 30 1.0

i

!

.
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Table 20-9

Checking Other People's Work (Chapter 15)

In addition to the walk-around, the performance of operators and

others is of ten checked by people we call checkers or inspectors. -The

following table presents HEPs for some checking tasks. (See also Tables

20-21 and 20-22.)

Table 20-9. Probabilities that a Checker will Fail to

Detect Errors (from Table 15-1)

Checking Operation HEP

Usual monitoring in NPP with some kind .10 (.05 to .5)
of checklist or written procedure
(includes tasks such as over-the-
shoulder checking and checking
written lists or procedures) -

Same as above but without written .20 (.10 to .9)
materials

Special short-term, one-of-a-kind .05 (.01 to .10)
checking (e.g., supervisor checks
performance of a novice)

Hands-on type of checking that .01 (.005 to .05)
involves special measurements
or other activities

1

Repeated checking of one person's Assume HD among
work by different individuals checkers; no recovery
during or after completion of credit for more than

,

a standard or routine task 2 checkers '

Two man team, with one person the Assume HD between
'

doer and the other the reader / doer and reader /
checker checker

Checking of volve status Use HEPs from
Tables 20-16 and 20-17 I

Walk-around checking operation Use HEPs from,

iable 20-8 l

l

|

|
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20-15 Incpaction Tasks
Table 20-10

Initial Audits (Chapters 9, 10, and 11)

The initial audit is made by the oncoming shift when taking over

from the previous shift. The HEPs below apply to the case of a single

operator conducting an audit. The cases of more than one operator are

discussed in Chapters 9, 14, and 15. In the sections below on detection

of deviant indications, the following assumptions are made:

1. Detection of a deviant indication is regarded as a

simple task, with equal probabilities of detection for

all deviant indications of the same type of display.
.

2. There is no observer uncertainty associated with the

indications which direct attention to certain displays.

(There is no ambiguity as to the response required.)

3. There are no alarms operating to direct attention to

certain displays.

4. A deviation not detected in 30 days will not be detected

in later periodic scanning.

Table 20-10. Probabilities of Error on Initial Audit
No Special Alerting Cues and Only One Deviant Display

Task HEP

Deviant meter with limit marks .05 (.01 to .1)
(p 11-21)

Deviant meter without Ilmit .15 (.03 to .3)i

marks (p 11-26)

Annunciator light requiring action, .9 (.8 to .98)
which is no longer annunciating
(p 10-7)

Incorrect status of a legend light, .98 (.96 to .996)
other than an annunciator light
(p 11-17)

Incorrect status of an indicator .99 (.98 to .998)
lamp (p 11-17)

~

. . _ - . . _ _ _ . _ _ _
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For the case of more than one deviant indication, the proba'bility
'

of detecting at least one is a function of the HEP for a single deviant

indication (Equation 9-1, p 9-13). Some representa:ive probabilities are

listed in the next section. .

Periodic Scanning of Unannunciated Displays (Chapters 9 and 11)

The previousjsection lists the HEPs for the initial audit. If

additional scans are made, the probability of failure to detect a

deviant display in any given scan is listed in Table 20-11; eight hourly

scans are assumed beginning with the initial audit. Again, the 30-day
;

cutoff must be used in applying the HEPs.
,

1
i

,

1
I

1
t
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Table 20-11

Table 20-11. Probabilities of Failure to Detect at Least One of One
to Five Deviant Unannunciated Displays (Condensed from Table 9-1)

Number of Deviant Indications

1 2 3 4 5 Uncertainty Bounds

.99 .985 .98 .975 .97 For HEPs < .5,

.95 .93 .90 .88 .86 Lower Bound -
HEP x .2

.90 .85 .81 .77 .73
Upper Bound =

.80 .72 .65 .58 .52 HEP x 2

.70 .59 .51 .43 .37

.60 .48 .39 .31 .25

.50 .37 .20 .21 .16 For HEPs > .5

.40 .28 .20 .14 .10 Lower Bound =
1 - 2(1-HEP)

.30 .19 .13 .08 .05
Upper Bound =

.20 .12 .07 .04 .03 1 .2(1-HEP)

.10 .05 .03 .02 .01

.05 .03 .01 .007 .004

.01 .005 .003 .001 .001

,

. - - -- _ _ - - . .- - - -
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Tchls 20-12

;

Table 20-12. Probabilities of Failure to Detect One (of One) Deviant
Unannunciated Display * at Each Scan, When Scanned Hourly **

1

Hourly Scans

Display Type 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 )
i

Meter with limit .05 .31 .50 .64 .74 .81 .86 .'9 0 * * *
marks (p 11-21)

1

Meter without limit .15 .47 .67 .80 .87 .92 .95 .97 '

marks (p 11-26)

Chart recorders .10 .40 .61 .74 .83 .89 .92 .95
with limit marks
(p 11-26)

Chart recorders .30 .58 .75 .85 .91 .94 .97 .98
without limit
marks (p 11-26)

Annunciator light .9 .95 .95 .95 .95 .95 .95 .95
no longer
annunciating
(p 10-7)

L gend light other .98 .98 .98 .98 .98 .98 .98 .98
than annunciator
light (p 11-17)

Indicator lamp .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 03 .99
(p 11-17)

Digital readout (These are not part of the scanning model, because
(p 11-18) they must be read. See Table 20-5.)

*0ne display refers to a single display or a group of completely dependent
displays.

**For fewer than 8 hourly scans,'see the special instructions on p 9-6. j

1

***In estimating uncertainty bounds for HEPs < .5, lower bound = I
HEP x 0.2 and upper bound = HEP x 2. For HEPs > .5, lower bound = |

1 - 2(1-HEP) and upper bound = 1 - 0.2(1-HEP). I
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20-19 Manual Operaticn of
Controls

Table 20-13

Manual Operation of Controls (Chapter 12)

Manual operation of controls includes the operation of all kinds of

switches, connectors, and valves. Table 20-13 applies to controls other

than valves and lists errors of commission only. For errors of omission,

use the applicable HEPs in the subsequent tables on valves. If controls

are handled as pairs, assume CD between them. The effects of tagging

:

are described in the following section, " Valves."
.

Table 20-13. Probabilities of Errors of Commission
in Operating Manual Controls (from Table 12-1)

Task HEP

Select wrong control in a group of .003 (.001 to .01)
identical controls identified by
labels only

Select vrong controls from a .001 (.0005 to .005)
functionally grouped set of
controls

'

Select wrong control from a panel .0005 (.0001 to .001)
with clearly drawn mimic lines

Turn control in wrong direction .0005 (.0001 to .001)
(no violation of populational
stereotypes)

Turn control in wrong direction .05 (.01 to .1)
under normal operating con-

ditions (violation of a
strong populational stereotype)

Turn control in wrong direction .5 (.1 to .9)
under high stress (violation
of a strong populational
stereotype)

See a multiposition selector .001 (.0001 to .1)*
switch to an incorrect setting

Improperly mate a connector .01 (.005 to .05)

| *The unusually wide error bounds reflect the wide variety of designs,
ranging from good to barely acceptable ergonomics.

|

_ _ - . . _ - --
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20-20 Volvso

Valves (Chapter 13)

This section presents the HEPs related to operation of two types of

valves: (1) a locally-operated valve that is opened or closed by manip-

ulating a handle such as a wheel and (2) s motor-operated valve that is

remotely controlled by a switch in the control room. We designate the

first type as a manual valve and the second type as an MOV. Where appro-

priate, the HEPs in Table 20-13 (Manual controls) can be applied to

valves.

It is assumed that ehe changing of valves from their normal operating

positions and their subsequent restoration is normally performed by oper- )

ators. Operations performed by maintenance personnel within some subsystem )
|

previously valved off by operating personnel are exceptions.4

There are three levels of tagging and locking (Table 15-3, p 15-11).

U_nly s otherwise stated, the HEPs in the following tables are premised on !

the use of a Level 2 tagging or locking system. With Level 2 and Level 3

tagging, ZD is assumed between task steps. With Level 1 tagging, CD is

assumed between all items for which tags are prepared, for errors of

omission. If no tags are used, multiply the HEPs associated with Level 2

tagging by a factor of 10, with a maximum HEP of .5. 1

When both tagging and locking systems are used, one identifies the
,

|
highest level of control and bases the analysis on that level. No

extra credit is allowed for both, even when both are Level 1. |
|

The HEPs for checking tasks related to valves include the effects

of dependence, and can be used without modification.

|
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20-21 Volvos
; Table 20-14
!

a

i Errors of Commission by Operator
i

l

Table 20-14. Probabilities of Errors of Commission by;

Operator Changing or Restoring Valves
4

>

Task HEP

| Writing any one item when preparing .003 (.001 to .01)
1 a list of valves (or tags) (p 13-5)

{ Change or tag wrong valve where the .005 (.002 to .02)
desired valve is one of two or more

} adjacent, similar-appearing manual
| valves, and at least one other valve
; is in the same state as the desired I

valve, or the valves are MOVs of such
'

type that valve status cannot be

determined at the valve itself
(p 13-5)

; Restore the wrong manual valve where .005 (.002 to .02)
the desired valve is one of two or

; more adjacent, similar-appearing i

j valves, and at least two are tagged
out for maintenance (p 13-5)

,

Reversal error: change a valve, .0001 (.00005 to .001)
switch, or circuit breaker that

! has already been changed and
) tagged (p 13-5)
1

| Reversal error, as above, if the .1 (.01 to .5)
; valve has been changed and.NOT

tagged (p 13-5)

Note that there is more than .0001 (.00005 to .0005)
| one tag on a valve, switch,

or circuit breaker that he has2

! decided to restore (p 13-5)
i

Change or restore wrong MOV .003 (.001 to .01)
i switch or circuit breaker in a
'

group of similar-appearing, items
(In case of restoration, at least

j two items are tagged) (p 13-6) '

:

(Table concluded on next page.)

i

i

.. .- . . . . _ . _ - _ . . - _ . - _ - - - - . -. . -.
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20-22 Valv0
Table 20-14 (Cont'd)

Task HEP

Complete a change of state of an .003 (.001 to .01)
MOV of the type that requires the
operator to hold the switch until
the change is completed as indicated
by lamp (p 13-6)

Given that a manual valve sticks,
operator erroneously concludes that
the valve is fully open (or closed)
(p 13-6):

Rising-stem valves
!

! If the valve sticks at about .005 (.002 to .02)
I three-fourths or more of its

full travel (no position
indicator * present)

If there is an indicator .001 (.0005 to .01) ,

showing the full extent of
,

travel

All other valves |

!
If there is a position indi- .001 (.0005 to .01) |
cator on the valve '

If there is a position indi- .002 (.001 to .01) i

cator located elsewhere
|

(and extra effort is required

to look at it)

If there is no position .01 (.003 to .1)
indicator

*A position indicator is a scale that indicates the position of
the valve relative to a fully opened or fully closed position.

!

l

|
| *

, _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _
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20-23 Volv0
Table 20-15

. Errors of Omission by Operator

Table 20-15. Probabilities of Errors of Omission
by Operators Changing or Restoring Valves

Task HEP

Omit an item when preparing a .003 (.001 to .01)
list of valves or set of tags
(p 13-7)

Failure to carry out a specific .001 (.0005 to .005)
oral instruction to change or

restore a valve (for more than
one oral instruction use

! Table 20-18)
|

With Level 1 tagging, CD is .001 (.0005 to .005)
assumed between all steps in

| a task for errors of omission --
if the first step is performed,
all steps will be performed.
The only error of omission is I

the failure to initiate the
task (p 13-7)

1 Omit a particular valve change or restoration:

'
using written procedures Table 20-20
not using written procedures Table 20-18

Checkoff provision of procedure .5 (.1 to .9)
is misused (check off several items
at a time) (p 13-7)

Failure to follow established .01 (.005 to .05)
procedures or policies in valve,

changes or restoration (p 13-7)'

1

Failure to tag a valve, circuit .001 (.0005 to .05)
breaker, or switch after changing
it (p 13-9)

Failure to lock a valve after .003 (.001 to .01)
restoration (if required)
(p 13-9)

Failure to lock a valve after .001 (.0005 to .005)
restoration (if required), with
Level 1 lock and key control
(p 13-9)

!

. _ - - _ - _ _ . . . _ . . _ . . - - ._ --
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20-24 Valv:s

Errors of Recovery

The HEPs in Table 20-16 hitlow are premised on Level 2 tagging and.

locking systems -- do not use for Level 1 tagging. Assume ZD between

all items in a task except those treated as a unit.

When basic HEPs are to be divided or multiplied by some factor, so

are the bounds (with an upper limit of .999).

Errors of Maintainers,

Table 20-17 includes errors by the maintainer not included in Table

20-16. The motivation of maintainers is directed primarily at performingi

|
i maintenance (p 13-12). Restoration of valves af ter maintenance is not

part of this primary concern. The estimated probability for a maintainer

of failing to restore an untagged valve after maintenance is .05 (.01 to

.1) (p 13-15). The motivation of the maintainer to ensure that a system
|

is correctly valved out to permit maintenance is considered to be stronger

than that for restoretion, and the HEPs are presented in the table below.

Errors of Supervisors

An HEP of .9 (.80 to .99) is assigned to the case in which a super-
'

visor believes a specific oral instruction was carried out when it was

not (p 13-15). Normally, this factor is not included in a human reli-

ability analysis.

_ ___ _ _- - _ __
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20-25 Volvco
Table 20-16

Table 20-16. Probabilities of Errors by Operators or Maintainers
Checking Valve Operations Performed by Others

,

Task HEP

Failure to detect an error of Use the basic HEP times
commission (p 13-9) 10 (upper limit of .9)

Failure to detect an error of .1 (.05 to .5)
omission (p 13-10)

Failure to detect errors of .1 (.05 to .5)
commission or omission on a
list of valves or set of tags
(p 13-10)

Failure to detect that a manual .5 (.1 to .9)
valve was not completely "home"
after being changed (p 13-11)

Failure to detect that a manual
valve was not completely "home"
after being restored (p 13-11):

Valves with position indicators Basic HEP x 10
(upper limit of .9)

Valves without position indicators Basic HEP x 20
(upper limit of .9)

Failure of a maintainer to detect .5 (.1 to .9)
a reversal error by an operator
changing valves (p 13-12)

For the case of an operator checking
a maintainer, divide the above HEPs
by two (p 13-12)

|

If recovery procedures consist of
checking paper work only, alloe no
credit for recovery (p 13-12)

_ . _ _ _ _ - --
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20-26 Valvoo
Table 20-17

4

Table 20-17. Probabilities that Maintainer Will Fail to Check
Valve Status Before Maintenance * (from Table 13-2)

Type of List Used
|

NPP Procedures
or

l Factor Short List ** Long List ** No List +

Checkoff Used Yes++ No Yes++ No

Within Field Yes No Yes No Yes No

of View

Personal Safety
Affected

Yes .0004 .0006 .0008 .0005 .0006 .0008 .0008 .001

No .001 .003 .005 .002 .005 ,01 .01 .01
,

J

!

! NOTES: *In view of speculative nature of the HEPs, estimates of un-
certainty bounds are even more speculative. For HEPs
greater than 10-3, use a divisor of 5 for the lower bound-

I and a factor of 5 for the upper bound. For HEPs of 10-3
I or snaller, use a factor of 5 for the upper bound and a

constant 10-4 for the lower bound.

** Assume ZD between valves. j
l

+For more thaa one valve, Table 20-18, indicates the
llCPs increas 6= the number of items to remember increases.

++ Credit for checkoff must be modified by the percentage of
people who fail to use checkoff ptaperly (Table 2U 20).

_ _ . _ ., - _ - - -._
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23-27 Proccduros

i
'

Procedures (Chapter 14)

This section lists the HEPs associated with various types of pro-

cedures including oral, written, and administrative procedures. Many

of these HEPs apply to the tasks described in other sections in this

chapter. |

.

Oral Instructions

Oral instructions are short instructions given by soreone in
)

authority to an operator or maintainer. An oral instruction may include
1
'

one or more special items. An exaisple of an oral instruction is, " Restore

the valves for System ABC." It is up to the recipient of the instruction

to find out what the specific valves are. If the person in authority

specifies each valve to be restored, each valve is considered to be a

separate special instruction item. The probability of forgetting to
1

initiate the task is the probability of forgetting one (of only one)

special instruction item.

!
t

|

|

|

!

_ _
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20-28 Proccdurco
Tcbio 20-18, 20-19

Table 20-18. Probabilities of Errors in Recalling

Special Instruction Items Given Orally
(from Table 14-1)

Task HEP

Items not Written Down by Recipient

Recall any given ites, given the
following number of items to remember: ,

1 (same as failure to initiate task) .001 (.0005 to .005)

2 .003 (.001 to .01)

3 .01 (.005 to .05)

4 .03 (.01 to .1)
,

5 .1 (.05 to .5)

Recall any item if supervisor Negligible

checks to see that the task was done

Items Written Down by Recipient

Recall any item (exclusive of errors .001 (.0005 to .005)
;

in writing - see Table 70-19)1

Preparation of Written Procedures

In this context, written procedures include any written materials

(e.g., tags filled in prior to valve change). The errors of providing

incomplete or misleading information are not addressed in this handbook.
|

|
Table 20-19. Probabilities of Error in Preparation

of Written Procedures

Task HEP

Omitting an item (p 14-7) .003 (.001 to .01) |

|

Writing an item incorrectly (p 14-7) .003 (.001 to .01) j
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20-27 Procedur:s
Tchio 20-20

Use of Written Procedures (Chapters 7, 14, and 15)

Table 20-20. Probabilities of Errors of Omission in Use of
Written Procedures in Nonpassive Tasks

(from Tables 14-2, 14-3, and 15-2)

Task HEP

Procedures with checkoff provisions *,

; (p 14-11)

Short list f 10 items .001 (.0005 to .005)

Long list > 10 items .003 (.001 to .01)

Checkoff provision improperly .5 (.1 to .9)
used (p 15-9)

(Consider procedures sich
improperly used checkoff
provisions to be the same
as procedures with no check-
off provisions.)

Procedures with no checkoff provisions *
(p 14-11)

Short list f 10 items .003 (.001 to .01)

Long list > 10 items .01 (.005 to .05)

Performance of simple arithmetic .01 (.005 to .05)
calculations (p 14-15)

If two people use written procedures
correctly - one reading and
checking the other doing the
work - assume HD between their
performances (p 15-3)

Procedures available but not used
(p 15-10)

Maintenance tasks .3 (.05 to .9)
Valve changw or eastoration .01 (.005 to .05)

tasks

*Ascume ZD between written
steps (p 14-9)
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20-30 Administrativa Control
Table 20-21

Administrative Control (Chapter 15)

In Table 20-21 there is an entry for failure to use a checklist

properly. Such a failure can be ascribed to poor administrative control.

Table 20-22 lists the HEPs related to failure of administrative control.

These failures can have sizable effects, and must not be ignored in a

reliability analysis. See Table 20-9 for errors made by a checker and

p 20-20 for HEPs related to type of tagging system employed.

Table 20-21. Estimated Probabilities of Error in Use of
Checklists for Passive Tasks Such as the Walk-Around Inspection

(from Table 14-2 and Chapter 15)

Task MEP

Use checklist properly (p 15-9) .5 (.1 to .9)

Recognize an incorrect status when .01 (.005 to .05)
using a checklist properly (p 14-11)

Recognize an incorrect status when .1 (.05 to .5)
using a checklist improperly (p 14-11)

If two people use checklist properly,
one reading, the other inspecting, assume
HD (p 15-3)

i

.

i

i

I

, . _
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20-31 Adminictrativa Centrol
Tcble 20-22
Stress and Skill Levels

Table 20-22. HEPs Related to Failure of Administrative Control
(from Table 15-2)

Operation HEP

Carry out a plant policy when there .01 (.005 to .05)
is no check on a person

Initiate a checking function .001 (.0005 to .005)

Use control room written procedures
under operating conditions that are

Normal .01 (.005 to .05)

Abnormal no basis for estimate

Use a valve restoration list .01 (.005 to .05)

Use written calibration pro- .05 (.01 to .1)
cedures

Use written maintenance pro- .3 (.05 to .9)
cedures when available

Use a checklist properly .5 (.1 to .9)*
(i.e., perform one step and
check it off before proceeding
to next step)

*This estimate is considered by some to be optimistic.

Stress and Skill Levels (Chapters 17 and 18)
,

Estimates of HEPs for other than optimal stress levels are highly

speculative. Table 20-23 presents some values to use for bounding studies.

Table 20-24 presents some assumptions about the effects of multiple

operators in a control room following an abnormal event euch as a transient.
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| 20-32 Strsss and Skill Lsvals
Table 20-23 )

l
! Tablo 20-23. Probabilities of Error and Uncertainty Bounds
| for Levels of Stress for Experienced Personnel and Novices
! (from Chapter 17 and Table 18-1)

Stress Level HEPa* Uncertainty Bounds

Experienced Personnel (Ch. 17)

l- Very Low (p 17-4) 2 x tab'ed HEPs** 2 x tabled values **

Optimum (p 17-6) Tabled HEPs Tabled values,

Moderately High (p 17-7):

Step-by-step tasks 2 x tabled HEPs 2 x tabled values

Dynamic tasks 5 x tabled HEPs 5 x tabled values
i

Extremely High (p 17-7) .25 .03 to .75

Novices *** (Ch. 18)

Very Low 2 x tabled HEPs** 2 x tabled values **

Optimum

Step-by-step tasks Tabled HEPs Tabled values

Dynamic tasks 2 x tabled HEPs 2 x tabled values
t

Moderately High
!

i Step-by-step tasks 4 x tabled HEPs 4 x tabled values

j Dynamic tasks 10 x tabled HEPs 10 x tabled values

Extremely High .25 .03 to .75

* Absolute lowest HEP is 5 x 10-5 and absolute highest HEP is .999.

** Tabled HEPs and uncertainty bounds refer to those in the other tables in
Chapter 20.

.

*** Novices are defined as NPP personnel with less than 6 months experience
in the jobs for which they are qualified.

. _ .- .
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20-33 Strass and Skill Levalo-

Table 20-24
HEPs from WASH-1400

Table 20-24. Effects of Several Operators in Control Room
in an Abnormal Situation (p 17-24)

.

Time After Initiation Number of Operators Present and
, of Abnormal Event Level of Dependence between Theo

0 - 5 min Only on-duty control room reactor
operator is present.

5 - 20 nin Shift supervisor is now present.
Assume MD-to-HD between regular
operator and shift supervisor.
If regular operator is a novice,
assume shift supervisor takes

,

over.

20 min - 2 hr A third reactor operator is now
present. Assume HD-to-CD between
him and the other two operators.

After 2 hr Additional qualified personnel are
present. We cannot assess their
influence; it may be positive or
negative.

<

HEPs from WASH-1400

Table 20-25 is from a copy of Table III 6-1 from Appendix III to

WASH-1400. These estimates are still regarded as valid, and are repro-

duced for use in cases not covered elsewhere. (Note that this table uses

the term error rate rather than the equivalent term error probability.) ;

i

I



20-34 IIEPs from WASH-1400
Table 20-25

Table 20-25. General Error Rate Estimates from Table III 6-1 in
WASu-1400(a,b)

Estimated
Rates Activity

10-4 Selection of a key-operated switch rather than a non-key
switch (this value does not include the error of decision
where the operator misinterprets situation and believes
key switch is correct choice).

+

10-3 Selection of a switch (or pair of switches) dissimilar in
shape or location to the desired switch (or pair of
switches), assuming no decision error. For example,
operator actuates large handled switch rather than small
switch.

3 x 10-3 Ceneral human error of commission, e.g., misreading label
| and therefore selecting wrong switch.

10-2 Ceneral human error of omission where there is no display
in the control room of the status of the item omitted, e.g,
failure to return manually operated test valve to proper
configuration after maintenance.

3 x 10-3 Errors of omission, where the items being omitted are
embedded in a procedure rather than at the end as above.

3 x 10-2 Simple arithmetic errors with self-checking but without
repeating the calculation by re-doing it on another piece
of paper.

1/x Civen that an operator is reaching for an incorrect switch
(or pair of switches), he selects a particular similar
appearing switch (or pair of switches), where x = the
number of incorrect switches (or pair of switches sdjacent
to the desired switch (or pair of switches). The 1/x
applies up to 5 or 6 items. Af ter that point the error
rate would be lower because the operator would take more
time to search. With up to 5 or 6 items he doesn't expect
to be wrong and therefore is more likely to do less
deliberate searching.

10-I Civen that an operator is reaching for a wrong motor
operated valve MOV switch (or pair of switches), he fails
to note from the indicator lamps that the MOV(s) is (are)
already in the desired state and merely changes the
status of the MOV(s) without recognizing he has selected
the wrong switch (es).

- 1.0 Same as above, except that the state (s) of the incorrect
switch (es) is (are) not the desired state.

~ 1.0 If an operator fails to operate correctly one of two I
closely coupled valves or switches in a procedural step, |
he also fails to correctly operate the other valve. ;

|
'

(Table concluded on next page.)
4

1
,

I
|

.. - - _ - -



20-35 HEPs from WASH-1400
Table 20-25 (Cont'd)s
Uncertainty Bounds

Table 20-25. General Error Rate Estimates from Table III 6-1 in
WASH-1400(a,b)

Estimated
Rates Activity

10*1 Monitor or inspector fails to recognize initial error by
operator. Note: With continuing feedback of the error
on the annunciator panel, this high error rate would not
apply.

10-1 Personnel on different work shift fail to check condition
of hardware unless required by check list or written

directive.

5 x 10-1 Monitor fails to detect undesired position of valves, etc.,
during general walk-around inspections, assuming no check
list is used.

.2 .3 Ceneral error rate given very high stress levels where
dangerous activities are occi.cring rapidly.

2(n-1)x Civen severe time stress, as in trying to compensate for
an error made in an emergency situation, the initial error
rate x, for an activity doubles for each attempt, n,
after a previous incorrect attempt, until the limiting
condition of an error rate of 1.0 is reached or until time
runs out. This limiting condition corresponds to an in-
dividual's becoming completely disorganized or ineffective.

~ 1. 0 Operator fails to act correctly in the first 60 seconds
after the onset of an extremely high stress condition, e.g.,

a large 1.0CA.

9 x 10-1 Operator fails to act correctly after the first 5 minutes
after the onset of an extremely high stress condition.

10-1 Operator fails to act correctly af ter the first 30 minutes,

in an extreme stress condition.

10-2 Operator fails to act correctly after the first several ho3rs
in a high stress condition.

x Af ter 7 days af ter a large 1.0CA, there is a complete recovary
to the normal error rate, x, for any task.

(s) Modification of these underlying (basic) probabilities were made on the
basis of individual factors pertaining to the tasks evaluated.

(b) Unless otherwise indicated, estimates of error rates assume no undue
time pressures or stresses related to accidents.

Uncertainty Bounds (Chapter 16)

The tables in this chapter include both HEPs and uncertainty bounds.

Table 20-26 is included for those cases in which uncertainty bounds must

be determined for tasks not included in the handbook.

|

_ __ _ -



20-36 Uncsrccinty Beunda
Table 20-26

Table 20-26. General Guidelines for Estimating Uncertainty
Bounds for Estimated HEPs* (from Table 16-2)

Task and/or REP Guidelines Uncertainty Bounds **
Lower Upper

HEP-Oriented
.

Estimated HEP < .001 HEP + 10 HEP x 10

Estimated HEP .001 to .01 HEP i 3 HEP x 3

Estimated HEP > .01 HEP * 5 HEP x 2 to
x5

Task-Oriented

Task consists of step-by-step HEP * 3 to HEP x 3 to
procedure conducted under *5 x5
routine circumstances and is

| essentially static (e.g.,

calibration task), HEP 1 001.

Same as above, but estimated HEP * 10 HEP x 10
HEP is < .001.

_

Task consists of step-by-step HEP > 5 HEP x 10
procedure, but is carried out

in nonroutine et.rcumstances
specifically involving a
potential turbine / reactor trip.

.

Task consists of relatively HEP * 10 HEP x 10
dynamic interplay between
operator and system it. dica-
tions, but task is done under
routine conditions; e.g., in-
creasing or reducing power.

!
Task is performed under severe .03 .75
stress conditions; e.g., large
LOCA, conditions in which the

status of ESFs is not perfectly
clear, or conditions in which

the initial operator responses
have proved to be inadequate

land now severe time pressure '

is felt.

1 l

*The estimates in this table apply to experienced personnel. The perfor-
mance of novices is discussed in Chapter 18.

**The lowest lower bound is 5 x 10-5 and the highest upper bound is .999.

. _ _ _ _ .
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20-37 Crophic Rzpressntation
of HEPs

Craphic Representation of HEPs

The accompanying chart and its associated table present an overview

of the HEPs and uncertainty bounds associated with a number of typical

tasks (Figure 20-1 and Table 20-27). Only a sample of tasks is outlined.

.

I

T

i

4

I

i

_ , . _. - -_ - _ . - - . _ _ . _ . . _ . . _ . . _ .



20-38 Graphic Representation
of HEPs

Figure 20-1
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20-39 Graphic Rspresentation
of IIEPs

Table 20-27
e

!

,
Table 20-27. Legend for Figure 20-1

!

!

Task HEP

!

-Commission Errors

i

1. Walk-around inspections: 01 (.005 to .05)'
.

recognize incorrect status, using
checklist correctly-

2. ' Walk-around inspections: 1 (.05 to .5).

| recognize incorrect status, using
checklist incorrectly

i

3. Walk-around inspections: 9 (.5 to .99)'
.

recognize incorrect status, no

; checklist, first walk-around

k 4. Use checklist correctly 5 (.1 to .9).

! .
5. Follow established 01 (.003 to .03).

policies or procedures

6. Passive inspection 1 (.05 to .5).4

i
; 7. Respond to an annunciator 0001 (.00005 to .001).

(one of one)
i

1 8. Read annunciated lanp 001 (.0005 to .005).

l
9. Read digital display 001 (.0005 to .005).

J

10. Read analog meter 003 (.001 to .01)< .

I

| 11. Read analog chart recorder 006 (.002 to .02).

12. Read graph 01 (.005 to .05).

13. Read printing recorder 05 (.01'to .2).

i (cluttered)

14. Record more than 3 digits 001 (.0005 to .005).

i 15. Detect a deviant meter 05 (.01 to .1) '
.

! with limit marks during
initial audit

i 16. Check-read specific meters 001 (.0005 to .005).

with limit marks'

(Table coatinued on next page.)'

r

,.
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of HEPs 1

Table 20-27 (Cont'd) '

i
:

Task HEP

Commission Errors

17. Check-read specific meters .003 (.001 to .01) J
without limit marks

18. Check wrong indicator lamp .003 (.001 to .01)
in a group of similar lamps I

19. Note incorrect status of an .99 (.98 to .998) !
indicator lamp (in a group) i

20. Note incorrect status of a .98 (.96 to .996) |
legend lamp (in a group) |

21. Remember oral instructions, .001 (.0005 to .005)
one of one

22. Select wrong panel control:

a. Among a group of similar .003 (.001 to .01)
controls '

b. If functionally grouped .001 (.0005 to .005)

If part of a mimic-type .0005 (.0001 to .001)c.

panel

23. See a multiposition switch .001 (.0001 to .1)

24. Mate a connector .01 (.005 to .05)

25. Turn control in wrong direction:

a. If no violation of .0005 (.0001 to .001) ;

populational stereotype

b. If populational stereotype .05 (.01 to .1) i
is violated

,
26. Select manual valve from a .005 (.002 to .02)

| group of similar valves

1

(Table concluded on next page.) !
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Table 20-27 (Cont'd)

Task HEP

Omission Errors *

27. Each item on a short list **, .001 (.0005 to .005)
using checkoff

28. Each itea on a long list, .003 (.001 to .01)
using checkoff

29. Each item on a short list, .003 (.001 to .01)
not using checkoff'

30. Each item on a long list, .01.(.005 to .5)
not using checkoff

,

i

I

i

*0 mission errors include steps in any kind of procedure: valve operations,
switching operations, locking of valves, etc.

**Short list = 10 items or less; long list = more than 10 items.

'
,

!

|

|

_ - _ . . - . . .-- --_ - .-. _ .
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PART V. APPLICATION OF THE HANDBOOK AND CONCLUDING COMMENTS

This part of the handbook consists of two chapters: Chapter 21, " Exam-

ples and Case Studies ," and Chapter 22, " Concluding Censments."

Chapter 21 presents some applications of the THERP technique and of the

human performance models and estimated HEPs. Since our models are scenario-

oriented, the examples should show the user what kinds of decisions and

Thejudgments must be made when performing a human reliability analysis.

examples include actual studies made, at specific plants. The technique of
,

bounding analysis, used to derive upper and lower bounds of estimates of

human-initiated failures across all plants, is presented with hypothetical

examples.

Chapter 22 includes our comunents on the state of human reliability anal-

ysis and on what is needed to improve the accuracy of this technology.

t

|

|

.

|

|

!

.
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21-1 Ch. 21. Examples and Cass
! Studies

A WASH-1400 Analysis

CHAPTER 21. EXAMPLES AND CASE STUDIES

his chapter presents examples of the application of the models, esti-

mated HEPs , and uncertainty bounds in human reliability analysis. Although

several such examples appear throughout the handbook, the ones in this chap-

ter are presented in see detail so that the user can follow the various

rationales we mployed in actual studies. 'Ihese studies will show that the

use of the models and HEPs in a hwan reliability analysis is not as de-

limited as the steps in a cookbook.
.

Five studies are described:
4

1

1. A recalculation of a WASH-1400 human reliability analysis using HEPs

fra the handbook

| 2. An evaluation of the effectiveness of the IiCA procedures at a plant

3. A case sta iy of the availability of auxiliary feedwater at plants

! where manual switchover from main to auxiliary feedwater is required

4. A retrospective " prediction" of the probability of detecting the two
J

status lamps at 'IMI which indicated the unavailability of auxiliary

feedwater

5. A bounding analysis based on the IEEE Myrtle Beach Conference of

December 1979

For convenience, reference is made primarily to Chapter 20 for HEPs,

since it sumarizes most of the data in the handbook.

A WASH-1400 Analysis

This example is taken frm pp III-67 'to III-69 of Appendix III of WASH-

1400, which describes "a sample human reliability analysis." hat analysis
I

is repeated here with the original calculations, and with new calculations

based on the HEPs from this handbook. It will be seen that the final answers

_ -_ _ _ ~ _



21- 2 A WASH-1400 Analysis

are very close, indicating that the analysis is relatively insensitive to the

differences between assv7;;tions made in WASH-1400 and the revised ones made

here.

The analysis is concerned with the human reliability in shifting from

the injection mode to the recirculation mode samt 20 to 30 minutes af ter the

'

occurrence of a large LOCA at a IMR. In the example, this shif t-over has to

be done manually. If it is not done correctly or on a timely basis, the con-

sequences could be very serious, inasmuch as the pumps required for long-term

cooling could be destroyed by attempting to pump down an empty RWST. The

coolant in the RWST is used in the initial injection mode to keep the reactor

covered. Before this coolant is completely depleted, it is necessarv to per-

form the manual actions described below to pump water from the containment

sump and recirculate it through the reactor vessel.

The analysis is based on paragraphs 4.8 and 4 9 of the PWR's written
i
1

procedure entitled " Loss of Reactor Coolant." The two paragraphs are: |

4.8 When the RWST reaches the low level setpoint (14.5%) and CLS (Con-
1

!sequence Lbmiting System) initiation has been reset (RESET PERMIS-3

SIVE <, .5 psig) canplete the following actions:

; 4.8.1 Open MOV-860A and B, suction to the low head SI (Safety
I

Injection) pumps from the containment sump.

4.8 2 Stop the containment spray pump motors and close spray pump

turbine steam supply valves MS-103A, B, C, and D.

4.8 3 Close spray pump suction and discharge valves MOV-CS-100A,
l-

100B, 101A, B, C, and D.

4.9 When the RWST reaches the low-low level setpoint (7%) complete the j

following actions:

|

__ _ _ _- --- - _



21-3 A WASH-1400 Analysis

4.9.1 Close MOV-862, suction to the low head safety inj ection

pumps from the 16ist.

4.9.2 Open the charging pump suctions from the discharge of the

low head pmps by opening MOV-863A and B.

Our analysis is restricted to Steps 4.8.1, 4. 9.1, and 4. 9. 2. The MOV

cwitches involved are MOV-1860A and B, MOV-1862, and MOV-1863A and B. (NOTE:

The utility's written procedures drop the initial digit since it is under-

stood, for example, that MOV-860A could refer to this switch for either the

Number 1 reactor (i.e., MOV-1860A) or the Number 2 reactor (MOV-2860A)) .

Rese switches for the Number 1 reactor are shown in the bottom row in

Figure 21-1. We two rows of switches shown are the bottom two of seven rows

on the lef t-most panel of four segments of a large switchboard.

There are two indicator lamps above each switch: G stands for green

(closed condition of MOV or rap stopped), R stands for red (open condition

of MOV or pump running), and Y stands for yellow (an intermediate condition) .

Before the low level setpoint is reached, MOV-1862 is open (red lamp) and

MOV-1860A and B and MOV-1863A and B are closed (green lamps) .

Not shown in the sketch, but of importance to the analysis, is the third

row from the bottom of MOV switches. Wis row consists of five switches

identical in shape, size, and arrangement to the switches on the bottom row.

The five switches are labeled from left to right as follows ( coatinued p 21-5 ):

ID HEAD S.I. PP A DISC ISO VV
' MOV-1064A

ISO DISC FRCH COLD LEGS

ID HEAD S.I. PP A RECIRC ISO VV
MOV-1885A

I4 HEAD S.I. PP A&B RECIRC ISO VV
MOV-188 5C

' LO HEAD S.I. PP B RECIRC ISO VV
MOV-1885B

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- . _ - - . - . .
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21-4 Figure 21-1

@ @@ @@ @
$ ty CLOSE OPEN CL OPEN CL OPEN $ gy4

PULL TO PUL1 TO

~

SONON INS TK OUTLET BOAON INS TK tNLET 90 LION INS TM OUTLIT
asanc iso wa acmc iso we naanca0we

U ~ I" N ' I" D ' INE
3. si. p .|A g.sg.P.lB

@ @@ @ @ @@ @ @ @
CLOSE - OPEN CLOSE - OPEN CLOSE - OPEN CLOSE - OPEN CLOSE - OPEN

t t t t t

- - - - -
. . . - - . . . . . . .-.._T-. . . . . - - .

MOV .1860A MOV - 1863A MOV 1862 MOV .1860R
me one room se Ms.o-

\

|

I

Figure 21-1. MOV Switches on Part of the ESF Ptnel
at the PWR Used in the WASH-1400 Study
(Note: The shetch is also Figure 3-4,
and is based on Figure III 6-2 from |
WASH-1400.) |

|-
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ID HEAD S.I. PP B DISC ISO VV
MOV-1864B

ISO DISC FROM COLD LEGS

(The red lamps are lit, indicating
,

the normally open conditions of the
valves)

It is assumed that the low level setpoint (14.5%), will be reached about
,

!
20 to 30 minutes af ter a LOCA (in WASH-1400, 30 minutes was assuned) . When

the low level setpoint is reached, all actions called for in paragraph 4.8

must be accomplished within 2 minutes, because the low-low level setpoint

i
'

(7%) may be reached by then, and the operators must lie ready to take the ac-

1

tions called for in paragraph 4.9. 'Ihe approach of each setpoint is indi-

cated by meters that display the water level in the WST. Annunciators sound

when the setpoints are reached.
!

Two questions were addressed in the analysis :

(1) What is the probability that no action would be taken at the low

level serpoint (an error of emission) ?
4

(2) What is the probability that sczne pair of switches other than

MOV-1860A and B would be manipulated (an error of commission)?

In addressing the first question, Table 20-25 (p 20-34) indicates a

basic operat(d HEP of 10 30 mir.ates af ter a IDCA. It was assumed (as shown

now in Table 20-24, p 20-33) that at least three people would be present in

i
; the control room by 30 minutes after a IDCA, and that action would be taken

promptly unless all three failed to anticipate the low level setpoint. It

was judged that the meter indication of a falling NSr level--a planning cue
,!

--should remind those present to get ready to perform Step 4.8.1. If no>

preparations were made before the annunciacor alarmed at the low level set-
i

point, the chances of their completing the procedure correctly in the re-

quired 2 minutes would be greatly reduced.'

i
l

i

_ -.
- . _ . _ _ .
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In the WASH-1400 analysis we estimated that each of the three people

would have a .5 probability of failing to notice the meter indications. Our

rationale was that, although they know that during a large LOCA the coolant

from the NST is being used up, under the stressful condition of many alarms,

danger to the plant, and potential danger to the environment, the best one

could expect is about a 50-50 chance per person that he would remember to

monitor the WST level meter before the annunciator alarmed. At the PWR

studied, the meter is located on a vertical panel several feet behind the

desk-type panels on which the switches for Step 4.8.1 are located. This is

obviously not an ideal location for a cue to remind someone to perform an

action. The estimated HEP of .5 was our judgment based on this situation s no

other data related to this task were available.

In the original analysis we judged the joint probability that all three

people would fail to notice the meter indication to be .5 = .125, rounded to

.1. We also judged the joint probability that all three people would fail to

~

prepare for the low level setpoint as the BHEP of .1 cubed, '(10 ). Wus ,

the joint probability of failure to anticipate the low level setpoint and i

~4failure to notice the meter readings was taken as .1 x 10" = 10 h

10 is one of the values assigned to the first failure limb in,the event

tree in Figure 21-2. We value in parentheses is our present estimate, as

discussed next.

Using our present modeling, we still assume three operators present at

30 minutes after the LOCA, but instead of the originally assuned ZD between

operators, we now assume MD between the first two operators and HD between

the second and third operators (Table 20-24, p 20-33) . Our rationale is that

the operator on duty when the LOCA occurred would be the regul ar 7perator,

the second operator would be the shift supervisor, and that there is MD

between these two. b be conservative, we assume that the third operator
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21- 7 Figure 21-2

A

.9999 (.997) 10'4 (.003) NO ACTION UNTIL
TAKE ACTION ALARM (3 PEOPLE)

.999 (.99)
10-3 (.01) FAILURE TOTAKE ACTION

10'2 TAKE ACTION WITHIN
2 MINUTES AFTER

.99 WRONG PAIR

CORRECT PAlR OF SWITCHES ALARM (3 PEOPLE)

OF SWITCHES
.99 y

3
CORRECT
PAIR OF 10-2 STEP 4.8.1 NOT

DONE W TIME8 F SWITCHES WRONG PAIR OF1 1

SWITCHES

2 pg

|

NOTE: Where our Iresent estimates differ frcxn
the original estimates in WASH-1400, our

present estimates are shown in parentheses.

!

| Figure 21-2. Probability Tree Diagram for Step 4.8.1
in LOCA Procedure (taken from Figure III
6-3 in WASH-1400 )
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would be either a novice or an auxiliary operator, and we judge that there

would be HD between hbn and either of the other two.

To calculate the first failure limb in Figure 21-2, we take the HEPs of

.5 and .1 and apply the dependence equations, p 20-5, as follows:

Pr[ Failure of all three operators to notice meter and failure to prepare)

1 + 6(.5) 1+.5 I * I*1 * 1 + 6(.1) 1 + .1][.5 x x= *
7 2 7 2

i.

; = .00269 :: .00 3

In Figure 21-2 the .003 value is shown in parentheses following the original

WASH-1400 estLnate of 10" .

When the low level annunciator has sounded, the operators have only 2

minutes to perform the steps in paragraph 4.8. In WASH-1400 it was reasoned i

i that if no action had been planned until the alarm sounded, some degree of

disorganization was indicated, and the BHEP of .1 was assigned to each of the

-3three operators. A joint probability of .1 = 10 was estbnated for the

failure of all three operators to take action within 2 minutes af ter the

auditory alarm at the low level setpoint. This probability is shown on the

second failure branch in Figure 21-2 leading to failure event F * "93

' perform step 4.8.1 in time) .

Our new estimate for this branch is .01, derived by using the dependence

equations as above. The values for F3 using the WASH-1400 estimates and our

new estimates can now be compared. The original estimate was 10" x 10" =

10~ It was stated in WASH-1400 that any estbnated HEP of less than 10~.

should be viewed with skepticism, but it could be concluded that the proba-

bility of f ailure to perform Step 4.8.1 was relatively small. This potential

failure sequence was therefore dropped from further consideration. With the

-3 -2 -5
new estimated HEPs , F = x 0 10 = 3 x 10 , s ill a small enough

3

number as to have no major effect on the overall analysis. However, the new

,

w
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figures do provide a more conservative estimate of the human reliability for

i Pa th A + F *
3

The next step in the original analysis was to assume that at least one

of the three operators did prepare to manipulate switches MOV-1860A and B.
4

This leads to the second question: What is the probability that some pair of

,

switches other than MOV-1860A and B would be manipulated? This is repre-

sented in two places in the event tree--in the terminal limbs leading to Fj,

and F . The CHEP for this task was estimated as 10" . Our rationale was
2

that it would be highly probable that responsibility for operating the valves

would be assigned to one person, that is, no human redundancy would be avail-

able to recover an error by the person performing this task. This judgment

'

was based on observation of operators at work. Misselection of switches is

the type of error that few operators regard as a credible error. Therefore,

it was deemed unlikely- that anyone would check the operator who actually ma-

j nipulated the MOVs . The basic error probability of 10~ was assessed to be

~

too large for this act, so 10 was selected as the nearest order-of-

i

magnitude estimate. We have no reason to change the original reasoning and

j estimate.

Now it is possible to assign HEPs to all of the limbs, since the sum of

the probabilities at each branching must equal 1.0. Two paths lead to mis-'

i

selection of the switches Path A + F and A + F . Using the original
3 2

i
! estimates, the probability of going down the second path is:

10" x .999 x 10~ 3 10~Path A + F =
2

f

In WASH-1400 this small probability was eliminated from further considera-

tion.
;

Using the new estimates the probability of this path is .003 x .99 x .01
,
,

~

? 3 x 10 In most circumstances this value would also be excluded from.

i further consideration.
I

l
!

, . - , , , _ . , . - - - - -
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!

Using the original estimates, the probability of Path A + F is .9999 x
j

~ ~

10 , which rounds to 10 We comparable probability using the new esti-.

mates is .997 x 10 which also rounds to 10-2,~

! *

The rest of this section continues the WASH-1400 analysis to illustrate

further applications of human reliability analysis. As can be seen, the HEP4

{ estimates were based on judgment, as no "hard" data were available.
!

Given that the operator selects a wrong pair of switches at the low

level setpoint the question arises ae to which incorrect pairs might be se-

lected. It was judged that the most probable candidates are MOV-1863A and B:

they are in the same row, are next to the desired switches, and have sbmilar

I
MOV numbers and labels. The probability of selecting a pair of switches from

,
the second row from the bottom is lower because of the dissimilarity of

i

switch nanenclature and the different appearance of the switches themselves

(they have an Auro position). %e switches in the third row from the bottom

have labels sbnilar to those on the desired switches, but the outboard

switches (the most likely candidates for misselection) are nonnally open.

| Their red indicator lamps would furnish a cue that they are not the correct

switches. In addition, this third row is somewhat remote from the desired
'

:

switches .
,

Given the initial error of selecting some pair of switches other than

j MOV-1860A and B, it was estbaated that there was a probability of .75 that
1

i the operator would select MOV-1863A and B, and a probability of .25 that some

other pair of switches would be selected. (The .75 and . 25 split was as-

| sessed on the basis of the layout of the switches, and represents the kind of
:

| judgment that is independent of the HEPs in the handbook.) The error of mis-

selection of MOV-1863A and B has a recovery factor at the 7% (low-low level)

setpoint. In Step 4.9.2 the operator is supposed to close MOV-1863A and B.

If the error of misselection had been committed, the operator would find

|

. _ - _ ___ .. - - . . , _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ____
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these Movs already closed. his should cue him that something is wrong. An

HEP of .1 is assmed for failure to note the error, Hence the total esti-

Eated failure probability for Step 4.8.1, including failure of the recovery

~

factor, is 10 x .75 x 10~ = .00075, .which is rounded to 10~ (The HEP of.

.1 is the HEP assumed for most operator actions 30 minutes af ter a large

LOCA, as shown in Table 20-25, p 20-34. )

A similar analysis was performed for Steps 4.9 1 and 4.9.2. W e de-

tailed analytical approach described above involved sme degree of subjectiv-

ity. Wis subjectivity was not particularly crucial for the study because

the important factor that affects overall results is the order of magnitude

of the human error probability, not its exact value. We error bounds as-

signed in WASH-1400 to the final estimate allowed for uncertainties and

errors in the analysis. As a tool in itself, the detailed analytical ap-

; proach is valuable for the following reasons :

We exercise of outlining all plausible modes of operator action de-a.

creases the probability of overlooking sme important failure path.

b. Due to the lack of error probability data for nuclear power plant

tasks,- it is necessary to break down operator actions to a level at
i

which existing data can be used.

The detailed approach makes it easier for analysts making indepen-c.

dent estimates to check on the source of any disagreement and to re-

solve it.

j Case Study of a LOCA Procedure

This example is based on a study performed for the NRC as part of their

continuing evaluation of emergency procedures. We study was primarily a

qualitative analysis, and we have included it to show how the handbook can be

ured for qualitative as well as quantitative assessments.
r

!

!

_ .
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!

In this plant (a PWR), human participation would be required early in

the post-LOCA sequence of recovery actions. The most critical htsaan action

would be that of switching from the Safety Injection (SI) of energency cool-

ant to the recirculation of coolant from the stunp to the reactor. his ac-

tion is sir ilar to the action described in the previous example, except that

' the switching task would have to be done by about 8 min'ates after the LOCA

i
i rather than the 30 minutes assumed in the first example. We worst-case

analysis is based on the asstanption of the same type of guillctine break in a

large coolant pipe as assumed in WASH-1400, with further assumptions that the
!

plant is at full power and that the water level in the IWST is at the lowest

level allowed by the technical specifications; i.e., a design-basis IOCA.

Reference to Figure 17-2 (p 17-20) shows that at about 8 minutes into a
!
'

large LOCA an operator would be performing correctly only one time in four.

! Rather than rely on this speculative curve, we conducted an informal experi-

|
! ment in the plant in which the shift supervisor walked through all the ac-

tions called for by the written operating instructions. %e shift supervisor '

t

j was considered the best operator at the plant, yet starting from a "go" sig-

nal he was barely able to complete the procedures in 8 minutes. his ideal,

!

response situation did not allow for any time lost due to indecision about
,!
'

1

| the existence of a LOCA, nor was any allowance made for secondary failures of
'

j instrumentation in conjunction with a IOCA. Ebr example, if the containment I

sump level indicating lamps failed, the first warning to the operator of the 1

|
'

need for changeover to the recirculation mode would occur at 471 seconds

(nearly 8 minutes) after the LOCA, the second would occur at 500 seconds j
|

(8-1/3 minutes), and a third at 503 seconds. If the operator failed to ini- I
I.

| tlate switchover at _ the third indication, all of the available coolant would I

be gone in another 92 seconds and the feedwater pumps would be damaged. j

.,-- .. . . _ . . .- . _. - -. ._ , .-
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Durirg these 92 seconds he must perform eight switching actions at three

panels several feet apart.

We concluded that we could not be confident that the switchover muld be

cccomplisned in time in the event of such a design-basis LOCA. We identified

the basic human factors problems as those of time stress, poorly written pro-

cedures, and poor human engineering of the control room. Specific sugges-

tions were made to reduce the effects of these three problems on hunan relia-

bility.

In the first area , time stress, some reduction had already been achieved

at the plant by eliminating sane of the decision-making required of the

operator in determining whether a LOCA had occurred. 'Iheir training program

directed an operator to assume a LOCA when certain annunciated symptoms ap-

peared (pressurizer low level, pressurizer low pressure, containment high

pressure, etc). We recommended that talk-throughs like the one we conducted

be held frequently, and that the onsite NRC inspector periodically check the

readiness of an operator to respoad.

In the second area, written procedures, we noted that a number of opera-

tor actions were required primarily for economic considerations and not for

the switchover. We recommended that all such steps be postponed until the

cwitchover had been completed. This would considerably reduce the number of

cctions an operator would have to take in the critical first 8 minutes. We

further suggested changing the sequence of written steps in the procedure to

reduce travel between different panels--in link analysis tenas, to reduce the

number of required links (Figure 3-3, p 3-29) . Finally, we suggested rewrit-

ing the procedures in the columnar format shown in Figure 3-12 (p 3-51) .

In the third area, human engineering, we suggested relabeling displays

and controls in a consistent fashion, using the type of location aid shown in

Figure 3-6 (p 3-33). With these three changes, and the NRC inspector's
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frequent verification that operators selected at random could indeed carry
I

out the procedure, we estimated that substantJal gains in human reliability

would result. We did not attempt to quantify the projected human reliability

at the time, as we felt that such an evaluation could be carried out more

meaningfully after the changes had been implemented.,

Case Study of Manual Switchover to AFWS
i

As part of an NRC post-MI study of the availability of the AFWS, we

visited a PWR where the switchover from main feedwater to aux feedwater is

done manually. Plans were under way at this plant to incorporate automatic

switchover, and the question was whether manual switchover was a safe interim

procedure, not or.ly at this plant but also at other plants. At some plants,

the switchever must be made .within 5 minutes or the steam generator might run

dry. In other plants as much as 15 minutes is available, and at still others

30 minutes is available. We were asked to prepare human reliability esti-

mates for manual switchover under conditions which allowed 5, 15, 30, and 60

minutes to accomplish the switchover. (The interest in the 60-minute period
'

was not related to this particular problem.)

At the plant we visited, a second operator whose only function was to

maintain sufficient water inventory in the event of a transient was assigned

to the control room. h is operator was designated a dedicated operator (DO),

as distinct from the regular reactor operator (RO), who monitored the rest of

the control room. Se DO at this plant was required to stay within a small

designated area of the control roczn. Because this job is confining and not

very demanding, the plant assigned operators who had not yet achieved status

as fully qualified ROs, but wno wanted to achieve this status. It was judged

that their motivation would be sufficient for this confining job. All Dos

recognized that this was an interim assignment (until the automatic

.-.
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|

provisions could be incorporated) and that managennent took notice of their

willingness and ability to serve.

The plant had also adopted a procedure to eliminate the need to decide

to initiate the AWS. His procedure called for the DO to switch from main

to aux feedwater whenever a reactor trip occurred if the plant was operating

at more that 15% power. Wis plant policy had important bearing on our HEP

!
estimates.

The switchovers from main to aux feedwater were performed frequently at |
1

the plant, in both real and simulated situations, so that the manual actions
,

irstolved in switchover were very well learned by the Dos. W erefore, wei

|

could asstane that the only significant source of hunan error would be the

failure to begin the switchover procedures.

On the basis of interviews with and observations of operators at the

plant, we estimated the probabilities of errors of oversight for plants with

and withcot a DO. Our original estimates are presented in Table 21-1 along

with our revised estimates. he revised estimates are based on changes to

the dependence model made subsequent to the original analysis. We discus-

sion below presents our rationale for the original estimates and the subse-

quent changes.

We will first consider the situation without a DO, in which the RO would

htve to initiate AWS in addition to his other duties. We HEP of .05 for

the first 5 minutes is drawn from the model for annunciated displays (Table

20-4, p 20-10). In the event of the need for AWS, 40 or more annunciators

ut.y be sounding, and the RO has to integrate all the ' Srmation and make

appropriate decisions. Note that Table 20-4 indicates an HEP of .25 for 40

or more annunciators. Our rationale for using the HEP of .05 instead of .25
|

| 10 based on the followings in plants requiring manual changeover to AW S,

_ _ _ - - _ - _ - _ _ - -
_

_ ._ - . .- ...
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Table 21-1. Estimated Probabilities of Failure to Initiate APWS*

At end;

of X min Situation without Dedicated Operator

'

Regular Shift Supervisor Total Failure Probability
Operator Orig. HEPs New IEPs Orig. HEPs New HEPs

.05 .055 .05 ------- ------

15 .01 .5 (MD) .5 (HD) .005 .005

30 .005 .25 (LD) .15 (MD) .001 .001

"

; 60 No change No change No change No change No change
'

|

l

Situation with Dedicated Operator
y

Dedicated Shift Supervisor Total Failure Probability
Operator Orig. HEPs New HEPs Orig. HEPs New HE?s

;

j 5 .002 .002 .002- - - - - - - ------

i

15 .001 .5 (MD) .5 (HD) .0005 .0005 j

30 .0005 .25 (LD) .15 (MD) .0001 .0001

60 No change No change No change No change No change

l

I

* Lower and upper uncertainty bounds of a factor of 10 are assigned to each
estbmate in the " total" columns.

|

All HEP 3 are rounded.

. _ _ - . , - _- _ _ _ _ . . - - .- .-
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plant policy usually requires the changeover to be initiated any time a

turbine / reactor trip occurs. Although each of the annunciators conveys a

unique message, the messages are not independent, and we estimate that at

least 10% of them would convey indications that a trip has occurred. The EP

of .05 is the estimated probability of failure to initiate action in response

to one randomly selected annunciator of ten. If plant policy did not mandate

the switchover to APWS any time a turbine / reactor trip occurred, we would use

the .25 estimated EP associated with 40 or more annunciators.

We judged that if the time constraints were loosened from 5 to 15 min-

utes, the probability of the RO's failure would be reduced by a factor of 5;

h2nce, the .01 estimate. With about 30 minutes, we allowed another factor of

2 reduction in the EP, to .005. (These estimated EPs represent judgments

not included in the tabled values in the handbook.)

he BO's failure to initiate APWS on time could be compensated for by

th3 shift supervisor as a backup. We assuned that for the first 5 minutes

tha shift supervisor would not be available as a backup operator in the

control roan (Tablo 20-24, p 20-33) . For the period between 5 and 15 min-

utes, we estimated that he would be available but still " coming up to speed."

In our original analysis we estimated that the conditional probability of the

chif t supervisor's failure to compensate for the RO's failures was .5. In

th3 old dependence model this .5 estimate was equivalent to a moderate level
i

of dependence between the shift supervisor and the RO. We still believe the

. 5 CE P. In the new dependence model, this is equal to the assessnent of a

high level of dependence. hen, as now, we estimated the conditional proba-

bility of failure directly, without invoking the dependence model until after

th3 fact . Generally, we prefer to estimate conditional probabilities

dirtetly rather than rely on the dependence model. (Of course, if there were

b:tter data available, we would use them.)

_ _ _ _ _ _ - . - - , _.
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For the period up to 30 minutes, we reduced the shift supervisor's HEP

by a factor of 2 to .25, W11ch corresponded to an assignment of LD in the old

dependence model. We see no reason to modify this estimated reduction, but

in the new estimates we have shown the nearest HEP with the new dependence

model, for illustrative purposes. This is .15, which corresponds to MD. The

reduction of the CHEP for the shif t supervisor from .25 to .15 makes no dif-

ference in the overall assessment (the " total" colunns) .

Note that we did not estimate any further improvement at 60 minutes. It

was our judgment that if the AEWS had not been turned on by the end of 30

minutes, the operators would be heavily occupied and performance on the AfwS
|

task would not improve until things were under control.

i

For the situation with the DO, we started with the oral instructions

model (Table 20-18, p 20-28) . We considered the standing instruction for the

DO to initiate AFWS when there is a reactor trip to constitute one oral in-

struction, and the HEP assigned to this is .001, which we assigned to the 15-

minute time period. We doubled it for the first 5 minutes because we judged

that for part of those 5 minutes the RO would still be subject to the incre-

1

2 dulity response and the general reaction to many alams' sounding in a short

time. For the 30-minute period, we reduced the BHEP by a factor of 2, to

.0005. We backup estimates for the shif t supervisor are the same as for the

situation with the RO, and the values in the " total" coltaans are calculated

as before.
I

I

Our rationale for the low estimated HEP for the DO was based on the

practices at the plant we visited. First, his duties are limited. He is re-

sponsible for only a very anall portion of the control boards. Second, he

perfonns periodic talk-throughs of the procedures involved in shutting down

the main feedwater and initiating the auxiliary feedwater. Wird, he has

__ . - - -- - _. - - -
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ctanding instructions to J titiate the APWS in the event of a turbine / reactor

trip. hus, he has very little interpretation to do and his response should

b3 almost automatic. Ch the basis of this qualitative analysis, we decided

that the oral instructions model was appropriate.

Note that our estimates are pagged at the ends of certain time inter-

vcis. We did not attempt to plot a curve of HEPs vs time, as this would have

been pseudo-precision in view of the subjective nature of the estimates.

The Two Status Lamps at TMI

Part of the problem in the 'IMI accident was that two blocking valves had

not been returned to their normally open status after maintenance. Rese two

velves are MOVs controlled by two switches designated as EF-V12A and B. Each

h::s two status lamps (red for open and green for closed). We switches were
i

positioned on the control panel with EF-V12B immediately above EF-V12A. A

yallow caution tag attached to an instrinnent above EF-V12B covered both sta-

tus lamps of that switch. he fact that one of the pair of lamps was covered

would have made no difference, as the two lamps comprise one completely de-

pendent set.

Some people have expressed surprise that control room personnel did not

dstect the wrong state of the status lamps during the five shifts up to and

including the shift in which the accident occurred. (Stello, 1979, p IA-18,

curmises that the valves were not restored after a surveillance test at ap-'

proximately 10 a.m. on March 26. We denand for aux feedwater occurred at 4

a.n. on March 28.) We estimate a .99 probability of failure to detect a

ctetus lamp in the incorrect state during the initial audit (Table 20-10,

p 20-15), asstaning that the initial audit includes the requirenent to scan

tho given status lamps. If the original error of forgetting to restore the

volves occurred at 10 a.m. (i.e., after the initial audit on March 26 for the

---__- - _ ___
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day shift), there would have been four initial audits in which this ananaly

could have been detected. The estimated probability of such a detection is

4
only 1 .99 = .04.

In actual practice, the status lamps in question are not checked on any

routine basis. According to operating personnel we have interviewed, it is

assumed that the lamps are in the correct position unless something causes

operators to question this assumption. There are hundreds of such lamps that

display static status.

We can reasonably conclude that it would have been highly unlikely for

the incorrect status of these lamps to have been noticed during the routine

operations in the control room. (The causes for the original error of fail-

ing to restore the blocking valves after maintenance are another matter.)

Bounding Analyses

Often esthmates of certain potential human-initiated failures are re-

quired even when there is very little specific information to work with, and

the estimates are to be applied to NPPs in general. (This happens despite

the wide variability in PSFs across f ants.) Although only gross estimatesl

can be developed in such cases, it is possible to establish a range of proba-

bilities with fairly accurate Ibnits to the range. The method used is called

a bounding analysis. In performing a bounding analysis , one addresses same

set of potential failures affected by human errors and determines an upper

and lower failure probability bound for each failure. Typically, the upper I

bound is the 95th percentile bound and the lower bound is the 5th percentile

f bo und, so that the probabilities assigned to these two bounds include 90% of

the failure probabilities for each event. 'Ihe output of a bounding analysis |
|

is generally a statement that, for a given failure event, the analyst is l
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confident that the probability of that event is no lower than sane value and

no higher than some other value.

Each potential failure event is generally made up of several human tasks
.

(cr actions). For example, one failure event might be the probability that,

cfter a surveillance test, shift personnel fail to restore a set of valves

rolated to sone ESF, leaving it unavailable. Chapter 13 indicates that there

cre many possible scenarios for the human errors and recovery factors related

to valve restoration, and that each scenario has different combinations of

PSFs that affect the estimates of human errors.

There are different methods for estimating "no lower than" and "no

higher than." The general approach is to prepare an event tree with all the

cteps and PSFs relevant to the failure event, listing the nminal HEPs and

the ranges of the HEPs for each item. Ebr the best-case analysis one uses

tha lower bounds of the HEPs and the upper bounds of the HSPs associated with

the success paths through the tree. 'Ihe terminal values of the success paths

era sumed and subtracted from 1.0 to obtain the lower bound of the overall

failure Irobability. Obviously, this lower bound for the system no longer

corresponds to the 5th percentile bound. For the typical analysis consisting

of several events, it can be considered as a system bound much lower than the
>

Sth percentile bound. For the worst-case analysis one uses the upper bounds

of the HEPs and the lower bounds of the HSPs associated with the failure
l

j paths through the tree. The terminal values of the failure paths are sumed
i

to obtain the upper bound of the overall failure probability. As is the case

with the lower bound, this upper bound does not correspond to the 95th per-

ccntile bound. Pbr the typical analysis consisting of several events, it can

be considered as a system bound much higher than the 95th percentile bound.

| If no other variables are to be evaluated, the same results will be obtained
I

wh;ther all calculations are performed on the success paths alone or on the
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failure paths alone. However, by calculating the success and failure paths

separately, dif ferent assumptions can be evaluated more conveniently.

'Ib test for the effects of individual tasks on overall bounds, assump-

tions may be introduced regarding their HEPs, as in a sensitivity analysis.

For example, if one of the PSFs in an analysis is "the proper use of proce-

dures," and the effect of this PSF is to be estimated, one can perform the

analysis with the optimistic assumption that all personnel will use written l

Procedures correctly, and assign an HEP of zero to this item. The analysis

can be recalculated with the pessimistic assumption that none of the person-

nel will us'e the written procedures correctly, assigning an HEP of 1.0 to the

item. Such variations will be described later.

Specimen Tasks for Bounding Anr. lyses

At the IEEE Standards Workshop on Human Factors & Nuclear Safety held at

Myrtle Beach, SC, on December 2-7, 1979 (Schmall, 1980), a number of tasks

were submitted to the conferees as exercises in estimating upper and lower

I bounds for HEPs. The information was incomplete and, in scune cases, ambigu-

Such inadequacies in task description are common in preliminary relia-ous.

bility analyses. We have selected three specimen tasks from the IEEE exer-

cise, and will develop a bounding analysis for each. The three tasks are:

1.3 - Sampling or Valve Test Activity

1.4 - Maintenance , Pump, or Component Activity Involving Two Valves

1.5 - Valve Line-Up Activity

In the following descriptions of the tasks we use the wording of the

original material, anitting only acme irrelevant or misleading sentences.

Also, we substituted the tern " error probability" for " error rate" in keeping

with the terminology used in this handbcok. With these exceptions, the fol-

lowing material between the two sets of asterisks is taken verbatim from the

IEEE Workshop instructions:

_ _. ._. _ ,
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1.0 HUMAN ERRORS ASSOCTATED WITH MANUAL VALVES

1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION OR GROUND RULES

During all phases of nuclear power plant operation, the human interacts

with many different types and sizes of manual valves. Wese valves have the

following characteristics in common:

1. Wey require the person who is performing the operation to be di-

rectly at the site of the cmponent.

2. They range is size from anall (1/4" to 4") which usually are direct

acting or require no mechanical assistance for valve motion, to

large (up to 20") which usually have gearing or leverage devices to

assist the human or magnify the force he applies for valve motion.

3. They are located in piping throughout the plant (not in the control

roan or other specific location) .

4. Wey are not instrinnented with position indicatogs and are not

capable of signaling position or motion except at their specific

location, although secondary indications such as process pressure,

tmperature or flow may be interpreted as position for certain

specific valves.

It is assumed that in all cases, the activity is carried on by equipment

operators or maintenance workers, who have less training and systens knowl-

edge than licensed reactor operators, but presumably more experience with

operation of individual manual valves.

In all cases, it is assumed that the manual valve involved was in the

correct position prior to the activity indicated, and was left in the wrong

; position as a consequence of this activity. Also we assume that " correct"

|

position is the same for both normal and energency operation, since a plant

- _ . __
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should not be designed to require movement of a manual valve during an

emergency.

1.2 FACTORS CONSIDERED

With the ground rules outlined above, the major factors which are con-

sidered to potentially affect htsnan errcr probabilities for manual valves are

as follows:

1.2.1 Types of Activity

Type of activity, of which three significantly different types have been

identified. These are sampling or valve testing; maintenance, pump, or other

component testing; and operational valve lineup. W e differences are out-

lined in paragraphs 1. 3, 1.4, and 1.5 below.

1.2.2 Valve Location

Location of the valve, of which two different categories are listed.

Ono location is "near" the equipnent or component affected when more than one

valve is involved in tne cctivity. his would include valves directly on the

discharge or inlet to a ptunp, within view when standing at the pump and eas-

ily accessible from the pump (i.e., no climbing or going into another space

or enclosure is involved). Another condition required for this "near" cate-
:

gory is the absence of environn. ental discomfort or hazard (i.e., no special

clothing or precautions involved due to radioactivity or climatic hazard).

Typically a "near" valve is located within 10 feet of its associated compo-

nent (ptunp, heat exchanger, etc) in the same space or compartment, both

located in an area with a comfortable shirt sleeve atmosphere.

The other category, " remote", is either far from the associated compo- |

nent (ovar 20 feet), located in another space (hidden from view from the com-

ponent affected), and/or requires specjal clothing or precautions because of

its location.
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1.2.3 Valve Size

Valve size is considered a factor, and for simplicity has been divided

into two distinct categories, small and large. Small sizes are those which

can be moved directly by one man and lend themselves to grouping or manifold-

ing; assune 2" diameter. Larger sizes usually require mechanical leverage or

gearing to operate, and location is usually determined (y piping layout, not

accessibility; assune 18" diameter.
i

,

1.2.4 Type of Procedure

Procedure used which may be divided into written procedure or oral
,

directive.

The written procedure may be a test, maintenance or operating procedure

written order with as many as 100 steps. For our purposes, we will assume 50

steps. he s~ceps which affect a particular valve are usually limited to one

or two steps dispersed throughout the procedure. He assune here that the

operator is required to check off N steps he has performed on the written

procedure.

Tha oral directive is usually given to the equipment operator by another

equipnent operator or reactor operator in the course of normal plant opera-

tion. We assume here that tre operator giving the directive is following a

procedure known to him, but the operator accomplishing the activity does not

have a written procedure to guide him. We assume in this case that there is

no initialing or checking off of any written list.

i

! 1.3 SAMPLING OR VALVE TEST ACTIVITY

This activity, for our purposes, is defined to be tests of 12 valves.

| The test is of short du ation (say, about 30 minutes), and involves a single

operator from start to finish. h e person involved prepares himself for the

location beforehand (properly dressed and equipped), so that location factors

- . -.
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j do not affect the outcme of the activity. Typically, as for the quarterly

valve tests prr.Arired by the ASME code, the equipment operator is sent out

to various locations on a definite schedule, with a list of valves and a test
,

I procedure for each valve or group of valves. We will assume here that tne
|

test requires changing position to prove operability and returning it to the

correct operating position. We assume that 12 valve tests are performed in

sequence inanediately af ter one another. The error considered is forgetting
,

to return one or more of the valves to the correct position. The operator

i

must record the action taken on a data sheet.

I 1.4 MAINTENANCE, PUMP, OR COMPONENT TEST ACTIVITY INVOLVING TWO VALVES
.

This activity is typified by maintenance or test of in-line components

such as pumps, heat exchangers, filters, etc, and usually involves two or

more valves. For our purpose we assme two valves are involved. One or more

equipment operators are given a written job order or procedure and a specific
,

schedule to accomplish the work. This usually involves valving a spare com-

ponent on line (in the flow path) and volving the affected component off line

(out of the normal flow path). The valvec ucy be located within sight of the

affected components, in a comfortable shirt sleeve atmosphere (near loca-

tion), or they may be in another space and/or require special clothing or

equipment (i.e., a ladder) in order to operate them (remote location). After

empleting the maintenance or test on the affected cmponent (e.g. , pap),

( the valves must be returned to their original " correct" operating position.

We assme that a written checkoff is required of the results of the actions

taken. 'Ihe errors we considered are again limited to acts of anission, i.e.,
,

forgetting to returr: either of the two valves involved to their " correct"

operating position.

. _ . _ _ . -- - - .
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In addition to location, valve size is another factor considered poton-

J
tially affecting error rates.

Variations of this activity include removal and replacement of compo-

nsnts in a flow path, or at the end of a flow path (tanks), normal mainte-

nince such as recharging catalyst, replacing filters, etc.

1.5 VALVE LINE-UP ACTIVITY

In the normal course of operations, it is frequently required or desir-

cble to remove frm service and return to service active ccanponents such as
|
1

I pumps or heat exchangers. Rese activities usually involve re-positioning of

ceveral valves and may be scheduled such as the normal rotation of active

pumps to equalize wear and usage, or they may be unscheduled such as the

; Eubstitution of a leaking heat exchanger or filter. In the latter case the

activity may be accomplished without a written order or procedure, usually

under oral directive fr m the reactor operator. Again, the error of interest

hare is the one of omission or failure to position all the valves involved to

their " correct" operating position. To be specific, we asstune two manual

velves are involved and the error % leaving both manual valves in the incor-

rset position. The error associata with the manual valves that we are ex-

caining here is usually not discovered until some subsequent action in the

control rom is performed (i.e., opening a valve in series with the manual

valve). We location and size factors are still variables as in the previous

groups , in addition to the procedure used, written or oral.

(End of IEEE Workshop Instructions)

|
' ***********e * * *

Bounding Analysis of Sampling of Valve Test Activity (Example 1.3)

| The procedure followed in our analysis is as follows:
i
I

e , ~- , --m
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(1) Identify the failure event ( s) of int-rest.

(2) List the major human actions related to the failure event.

(3) List the relevant PSFs, ignoring those likely to have only a minor

effect on the estimated HEPs . (In a bounding analysis, emall ef-

fects can be ignored.)
i

,

(4) Select the type of best- and worst-case analyses to use. (In these

'

examples we will use more than one type.)
!

i 'Ib illustrate how the bounding analysis was originally performed, we

will go through the steps in our original rough draft, without ordering them

! in any logical fashion. I

'
The failure event of interest is the failure to return one or more

valves to the correct position after testing. Two major errors are possible:

i

forgetting to test any one valve, and failing to return any one valve to its

fully restored position. In this analysis, if a valve is not tested, resto-

ration errors are not possible. 'Iherefore, we can ignore the error of for-

getting to test a valve.

|

| Af ter determining the failure event to be analyzed, we listed the rele-

! vant PSFs as we thought of them:

1. Written procedure required - assume 50 steps : whether or not it is

used |

2. Checkoff required for each step in the procedure s whether or not

it is used

3. A data sheet used to record action (but details not specified)
1

4. Whether or not valvec are in same perceptual area

15. Size of valves - small (2" diameter) or large (18" diameter) j

1
'

6. May or may not wear special clothes

7. Single operator (not a maintenance person)

8. Initiating cue for tests a schedule

_ _ - -. - _ - - - . ,_ - - -
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9. Whether the valves are all up, all down, or mixed when in correct |

position

10. Whether any valve to be tested is among other valves and, if so,

whether any of the other valves are initially in the same position

as the desired valve

11. Whether a valve sticks as it is returned to its normal position

12. Whether valves are locked, and type of administrative cor. trol

13. Whether each valve is changed and immediately restored, or all
'

valves are first changed and then all restored. Assune it is plant

policy to use the logical (first) procedure, and assume no tagging

because of the nature of the test.

14. Quality of labeling on valves

15. Whether valve labels are the names used in the written list of

valves

16. Whether any of the 12 valves is anitted from the list

17. No radiation envirorsnent

We then reviewed the list to see if there were any overriding factors,

and it was clear that PSF 13 was such a factor. If the logical procedure of

changing and then restoring each valve in turn was followed, we concluded

that the only credible error would be failure t.o restore a valve fully. If

the operator forgot a valve entirely, it would not matter for this analysis,

since he could not make a restoration error on that valve. If he changed a

valve, he would always restore it, since there would be no break in his se-

quence of rotating the valve to one position and then innediately returning

it to its original position.

If the illogical procedure in PSF 13 were followed, errors of omission

would be possible. For our worst-case analysis, we will assune that the

operator was using the written procedures, but only as a list of valves to be

i
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tested, and for some reason was not abiding by that part of the procedures

that states that each valve shall be restored before proceeding to the next.

That is, the operator would change all the valves listed in the procedures,

and then would have to restore those he had changed. The're is no entry in

the handbook for following an illogical procedure, but the entry in Table

20-22 (p 20-31) is close Failure to carry out a plant policy when there is

no check on a person. The estimated probability of this error is 301 (.005

to .05).

From Thble 20-20, p 20-29, the HEP for errors of omission when using a

long list with checkoff is .003 ( .001 to .01), and when using a long list

without checkoff , .01 (.005 to .05), the probability that the checkoff pro-

vision will be used improperly is .5 ( .1 to .9) . If checkoff is used Lapro-

perly, the HEP and uncertainty bounds for a long list with checkoff are used.

If a valve sticks for same reason as it is restored, the HEP for failure

to restore the valve completely is .005 (.002 to .02) (from Table 20-14,

p 20- 21 for rising stem valves without position indicators). On the basis

of component reliability estimates, the probability of a valve sticking is

.001 (.0001 to .01). Assume zero probability of more than one valve sticking.

With the above HEPs, we are able to construct the event tree and deter-

mine upper and lower error bounds under a variety of assumptions. The sever-

al steps and PSFs will be designated alphabetically. Tb calculate the upper

bound for a worst-cove analysis, we calculate the sum of all the failure

paths in Figure 21-3, using the most pessimistic probability bound for each

limb; i.e., the upper bound of the EEP and the lower bound of the HSP.

(Notes For purposes of this chapter, we are u-ing all of the limbs in each

failure path. Ordinarily, when success probabilities are greater than .95,

the success limbs may be ignored; i.e., set to 1.0, in calculating the values

of the failure paths.)

_ __. - --_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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21-31 Figure 21-3

,1 = .95 TO .995 A = .005 TO .05

d = .99 iO .9999 A = .0001
| TO.01

S
3

e = .98 TO .998 E .002
TO.02

8
| 2 F

3

b = .1 TO .9 8 .1TO.9

c = .99 TO .999 C =.001
TO.01

F2
d = .99 TO .9999 A = .0001

TO.01

S3 c' = .95
e = .98 TO .998 E = .002 TO.995 C' = .M5 TO .05

TO.02
F

S 3 g
4 4

d = .99 TO .9999 A = .000i TO .01
S

S

e = .98 TO .998 E = .002 TO .02

S F6 5

EVENTS HEPs (BOUNDS)

A = FAILURE TO FOLLOW LOGICAL PROCEDURE .01 (.005 TO .05)
B = FAILURE TO USE CHECK OFF PROVISION PROPERLY .5 (.1 TO .9)
C = ERROR OF OMISSION USING CHECK OFF PROPERLY .003 (.001 TO .01)

#C = ERROR OF OMISSION USING CHECK OFF IMPROPERLY .01 (.005 TO .05)
A = VALVE STICKS DURING RESTORATION .001 (.0001 TO .01)*
E - FAILURE TO RESTORE A STICKING VALVE COMPLETELY .005 (.002 TO .02)

'TO SIMPLIFY THE CALCULATIONS, WE WILL ASSUME THAT NO MORE THAN ONE VALVE IN A GROUP
STICKS WHEN BEING RESTORED.

(
:

( Figure 21-3. Event Tree for Example 1.3
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Note that the limb, a, leads directly to event " A," as we have made the

assumption that Orors of caission could be disregarded if the logical pro-

cedures were followed.
,

The five failure paths * are:

F a-A-E = .95 x .01 x .02 = .00019
3

F A-b-C = .05 x .1 x (1 .99 ) .000568=
2

F. A-b-c-A-E = .05 x .1 x .99 x .01 x .02 = .0000009
3

1
F. A-B-C' = .05 x .9 x (1 ~ .95 ) .0207=

4

F. A-B-c' A-E = . 05 x .9 x .95 x .01 x .02 = .0000049
5

.0214638

hus, the upper bound for failure %.02.

For a best-case analysis, we calculate the sum of all the success paths,

using the most optimistic bound for each limbs i.e., the upper bound of the

HSP and the lower bound of the IMP. Se success paths are:

S a-6 = .995 x .9999 = .9949005
3

S a- A-e = . 995 x .0001 x . 998 = .0000993
2

S. A-b-e-6 = .005 x .9 x .999 x .9999 = .0044459
3

S. A-b-c-A-e = .005 x .9 x .999 x .0001 x .998 = .0000004
4

S A-B-c'-6 = .005 x .1 x .%5 x .9999 = .0004708
S.

S. A-B-c'-A-e = . 005 x .1 x .995 ri .0001 x .998 = .000000047
6

.9999169

Subtracting .9999169 from 1.0 yields a lower failure bound of .0000831 % 1

10 .

1

|

l
i

*To calt.ulate C or C' (errors of caission), the nmber of items must be

considered. In this case there are 12 valves, and the task is failed if one
or more are omitted. %e probability of success is raised to the 12th power
and subtracted from 1.0 to obtain the probability of failure.
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he above analyses can be modified by making any assmptions that are of

interest. Pbr example, one might want to make the ultra conservative assump-

tion that at least one valve will always stick, in which case the probability

' of a becomes 1.0, and the A and 6 limbs can be recalculated accordingly. For

the worst-case analysis, the probabilities of failure paths 1, 3, and 5 would

be increased by a factor of 100, yielding a new total of 2.041 for the upper

bound. For the best-case analysis, success paths 1, 3, and 5 would be elim-

inated, and success paths 2, 4, and 6 would be increased by a factor of

10,000, yielding a new lower bound of .003.

Depending tpon the situation, the nominal values of the HEPs may be used

instead of their upper or lower bounds, and any other asstanptions may be made

regarding the probabilities of the events. Mus, the bounding analysis can
,

be performed at various levels, each of which must be evaluated for credibil-,

ity. he method is flexible, allowing any assumptions to be evaluated.

Clearly, there is no single " correct" method of performing a bounding

analysis . It remains a matter of judgment as to which assumptions are credi-

ble and as to the range of situations to be explored. Note that we did not

use all the error terms originally listed; we selected those with the largest

estimated effects. Such a selection is adequate for a bounding analysis.

i

Bounding Analysis of Maintenance, Pump, or Component Test Activity Involving

Two Valves (Example 1.4)

The failure event for which bounds are to be estimated is failure to

rsturn either valve (or both) to the correct position after maintenance or

tsst. Were are two major types of possible errors completely forgetting
.

cny valve, and not returning any valve to its fully restored position.

The following PSPs were listed:
I

1. The valves are changed, testing or maintenance is done, and then the

valves are to be restored. Fbr a worst-case analysis, asstzne a

-- - _ . , - _ .
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|
,

maintenance job since maintainers are oriented toward the details of j

a maintenance task and any other work (e.g., restoring valves) may

be regarded as secondary. Fbr a best-case analysis, asstane a test- ;

ing job and the use of operators.

2. Asstane ona or more operators or maintainers. For a worst-case anal-

ysis assume one maintainers for the best case assume two operators, I

|

! one of whcun will check the other.

3. Written procedures are required by the plant; assume 50 steps as per
,

instructions.

4. If the valves are in a remote location, special clothing (for a ra-

diation envirorunent) may be required. We requireunent for special

clothing would reduce the probability of forgetting the restoration

task, but would increase the probability of errors of connaission.

For a worst-case analysis we increase the estimated probabilities of

errors of commission and ignore the possible reduction in the proba-

bilities of errors of omission. Pbr a best-case analysis we con-

sider both influences and select the.most favorable. hus, for the

! bect case , if special clothing is required, we equate the probabil-

ity of forgetting to initiate the restoration task with the proba-

bility of failing to carry out an oral instruction, that is, an HEP

*'

of .001 (.0005 to .005) (Table 20-18, p 20-28). his is the proba-

bility of failing to restore the first valve. Ibr the worst case, q

we use the HEP for a maintainer, .05 ( .01 to .1) (p 20-24).

5. ne valves may be large and 6eparated or anall and grouped. For

large valves, if the first valve is restored, with the asstanption of

ZD between steps in a written procedure (Table 20-20, p 20-29), the
1

above HEP of .05 ( .01 to .1) is assigned to the maintainer's failure

to restore the second valve as well. Pbr an operator, we asswne an

_ _ _ ..
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,

HEP of .003 (.001 to .01) for failure to restore the second valve
1

(Table 20-20, p 20-29) . For mall valves that are grouped, we as-

sume that they are operated as pairs, so that errors of omission are
i

completely dependent. For this example, the probability of forget-

| ting large or small valves is estimated as .5 each.

l
'

6. Probability of a sticking valve is .001 (.0001 to .01), and assume

i sero probability of more than one valve sticking.
J

j 7. Fbr failure to restore a sticking valve completely, HEP = .005 (.002

i

to .02) (from Table 20-14, p 20-21) for a rising stem valve with no

i

position indicator.

We will begin the bounding analysis by drawing the event tree for main-

tainers. In both cases (maintainers and operators) we will assuse that spe-

cial clothing is required and that errors of commission are increased by a

factor of two when special clothing is worn. Rus, the probability of fail-

I ure to restore a sticking valve completely will be taken as .01 (.004 to

|
.04). Se event tree begins with the requirement to restore the valves after

a completion of the maintenance or test. As stated above, the HEP for this

crror of amission As .001 (.0005 to .005) for operators. Pbr maintainers

this HEP is .05 (.01 to .1), as we are not allowing credit for the alerting

offect of special clothing.

In Figure 21-4, note that the first success path terminates at the end
i

! of branch 8. Two assumptions are made:

' 1. If the valves are small and grouped, there will be CD between them,

so that if the person restores one he will always restore the other;
i

therefore , branch "C" is not required.

2. If the valves are maall and grouped, if one of them was sticking it
,

; would be immediately obvious, and recovery would have a probability

i

| of 1.0; therefore, branches " A" and "E" were not appended.
l

I
|

- - . - - - - - . . .-. . _ - . - . - . .- -
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a = .9 TO .99 A = .01 TO .1

F g

p = .5 B = .5

S g

c = .9 TO .99 C = .01 TO .1

F2

d = .99 TO .9999 A = .0001 TO .01

S2

e = .% TO .996 E = .004 TO .04

S F3 3

EVENTS HEPs (BOUNDS)

A = FAILURE TO INITIATE RESTORATION .05 (.01 TO .1)
B = VALVES ARE LARGE AND SEPARATED .5
C = FAILURE TO RESTORE SECOND VALVE .05 (.01 TO .1)
A = VALVE STICKS .001 (.0001 TO .01)
E = FAILURE TO RESTORE A STICKING VALVE COMPLETELY, .01 (.004 TO .04)

WEARING SPECIAL CLOTHING

Figure 21-4. Event Tree for Maintainers, Example 1.4

__ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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These assumptions also apply to the event tree for operators (Figure 21-51.

To calculate the worst case, we will proceed as previously, using its most

pessimistic values of the HEP error bounds for maintainers. The failure

paths for Figure 21-4 are:

F. A= .1

F a-B-C = .9 x . 5 x .1 = .045
3

F. a-B-c- A-E = . 9 x .5 x .9 x .01 x .04 = .000162
3

.145162

Upper failure bound 2.15.

The event tree for an operator (which we are using for the best-case

cnalysis) is abnilar to the tree for maintainers in Figure 21-4, with the

cddition of a checking operation by a second operator, and different values

for event "C." Pbr this analysis, we use the following success paths from

Figure 21-5:

S. a-S = . 9995 x .5 = .49975
g

S. a-B- -6 = .9995 x .5 x .999 x .9999 = .4992003
2

S. a-B-c- A-e = .9995 x .5 x .999 x .0001 x .996 = .0000497
3

S a-B-c- A-E-e' = .9995 x .5 x .999 x .0001 x .004 x .92 = .0000002
4

S. a-B-C-c' = . 9995 x .5 x .001 x .95 = .0004748
S

S A-a = .0005 x .95 = .000475
6

.99995
!
,

Iower failure bound 2.00005.I

As discussed in Example 1.3, the assumptions are flexible. The analyst

may know that the proportion of valves that are small and large is other than

h21f and half, or he may wish to assume the nominal values of the HEPs in

|
calculating the best case. If we recalcula+e the best case for Figure 21-5,

u ing the nominal values for all events in the cuccess paths, the total



21-3B Figure 21-5

a = .995 TO .9995 A = .0005 TO .005
s

s' = .5 TO .95 A' = .05 TO .5

S F6 3

= .5 B = .5

I
l

e = .99 TO .999 C = .001 TO .01 !

c' = .5 TO .95 C' = .05 TO .5

F2

d =.99iO.9999 A = .0001 TO .01

S'2

L = .9E TO .996 E = .004 TO .04

S
3

e' = .2 TO .92 E' = .08 TO .8

S F
4 3

,

|
| SOURCE

EVENTS HEPs (BOUNDS) (TABLE *)

A = FAILURE TO RESTORE FIR'J VALVE .001 i.0005 TO .005) 20 18
(P20 28)

A' = FAILURE OF CHECKER TO DETECT ERROR "A" .1 (.05 TO .5) 20 16
(P20 25) |

|B = VALVES ARE LARGE AND SEPARATED .5
C = FAILURE TO RESTORE SECOND VALVE .003 (.001 TO .01) 20 18

(P20 28)
C'= FAILURE OF CHECKER * u ECT ERROR ''C" .1(.C5TO.5) 20 - 16 |

(P20 25)
A = VALVE STICKS .0011K41 TO .01)
E - FAILURE TO RESTORE STICKING VALVE .01 (.004 TO .04) 20 14

COMPLETELY (HEPs DOUSLED) (P20 22)
E' = FAILURE OF CHECKER TO DETECT ERROR *-E" .2 (.08 TO .8) 20 - 16

(P20 - 25)

Figure 21-S. Event Tree for Operators, Example 1.4
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f

cuccess probability will bo .9997492, yielding a lower bound of .00025 which

cay be more credible than the first figure. Similarly, the worst-case bounds

can be recalculated using whichever asstanpticas seem reasonable.

Bounding Analysis of Valve Line-Up Activity (Example 1.5)

The event for which bounds are to be estimated is the failure to return

both of two manual valves to their correct positions af ter maintenance or

rotation of ccusponents. As in the other problems, there are two major types

of possible errors: forgetting any valve completely, and not returning any

valve to its fully restored position. We will assume that special clothing

is not required, and use the basic HEPs for errors of commission.

According to the instructions for item 1.5 (p 21-27), there are two

possibilities : the activities are either scheduled or unscheduled.

For the best-case analysis we asstane a scheduled activity, performed by

cn auxiliary operator, using tags, and checked by a second operator. With

these assumptions the probability of failure becomes negligibly small, re-

gr.rdless of valve size and location. She scheduled activity is regarded as

cn oral instruction, with an HEP of .001 (.0005 to .005) for failure to ini-

tlate .the task. With only two valves, the HEP for failure to restore the

escond valve is .003 (.001 to .01) (Table 20-20, p 20-29) . The probability

of failing to restore a sticking valve is also negligibly small, as estab-

lished in Example 1.4. Figure 21-6 is the event tree for operators. Even

using the nominal values of the HEPs (instead of the most optimistic values),

the summed probabilities for the success paths are (see p 21-41):

i

___- -_ - - _- -
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21-40 riguro 21-6

i

a = .999 A = .001

a' = .9 A' = .1 !

!

S 3 1
5

b = .997 8 .003

|
I

b' = .9 B' = .1 i

F

i S 2
4

i

y = .999 f=.001

S
1

d = .995 D =.005

32
,

d' = .9 D'=.1

f
6 F

3 g

EVENTS HEPs (BOUNDS)

A = FAILURE TO RESTORE FIRST VALVE .001 (.0005 TO .005) ,

'

A' = FAILURE OF CHECKER TO DETECT ERROR "A" .1 (.05 TO .5)
B = FAILURE TO RESTORE SECOND VALVE .003 (.001 TO .01) !'

'

B' = FAILURE OF CHECKER TO DETECT ERROR "B" .1 (.05 TO .5)
f = VALVE STICKS .001 (.0001 TO .01) !

'

D = FAILURE TO RESTORE A STICKING VALVE COMPLETELY .005 (.002 TO .02)
D' = FAILURE OF CHECKER TO DETECT ERROR "D" .1 (.04 TO .4) |

,

l-

Figure 21-6. Event Tree for Operators, Itx ample 1. 5

-_ . . _ _ . _ - - _ -- _ ._ _---__ _ _ _ _ , _ - - - - - __
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S. a-b-y = .999 x .997 x .999 = .995007

S. a-b- T-d = . 999 x . 997 x . 001 x . 995 = .0009912

S. a-b-T-D-d' = .999 x .997 x .001 x .005 x .9 = .00000453

S. a-B-b' = . 999 x . 003 x .9 = .00269734

S. A-a' = .001 x .9 = .0009S

.9995998

Iower failure bound % .0004.

For the worst-case analysis we assume unscheduled activities, that

there has been an oral directive to do the maintenance job, that there are not

written procedures, and that the restoration itself is part of the overall

job but is not specifically called out. The maintenance supervisor may ask,

"Did you complete the job 7" but he will not ask specifically about the two i

valves. Uhder these circumstances, we assume a single maintainer (no check-

! ing) and assign the HEP of .05 (.01 to .1) from p 20-24 to either valve for

failure to restore the valve af ter work in finished. The worst-case analysis

would yield a probability of .9 x .9 = .81 = .8 that both valves will be

rsstored, which is the upper bound for this problem. The probability of a

cticking valve has only a minor effect and will be ignored.

Final Comment on Bounding Analysis

The level of bounding to be used is up to the judgment of the ane',yst.

Clearly, the bounds can be manipulated to yield results that are unrealisti-

cally optimistic or pessimistic. A realistic analysis must consider all the

relevant factors and must evaluate the credibility of the various sequences

of events in the probability diagrams. If only extreme values are used,

c1most any worst-case analysis will 2. ild unreasonably low success estimates

for the typical circumstances in NPPs, and almost any best-case analysis will

result in the unrealistic conclusion that all human errors will be completely

rscovered.

- __ _ _ _ , _ _-
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here are no rules for the level of boundings the appropriate levels
,

i

must be determined on the basis of the application of the analysis and the

requirements of the ultimate users.
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What the Handbook Is
Need for the Handbook

CHAPTER 22. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

This chapter briefly assesses the state of technology in human reliabil-

ity analysis for risk assessment and for design hnd development work. The

possible uses of and precautions in using the handbook are described.

What the Handbook Is

This handbook presents a human reliability method, THERP, and perfor-

cance models and estimated HEPs for estimating the probabilities and effects

of human errors on reliability and safety in large systuns like NPPs. THERP

is a conventional reliability analysis method that uses event trees. The

codels and HEPs are based on experience, theory, and limited data.

The handbook represents a heuristic approach--admittedly imperfect but
!

intended to stimulate further thinking and investigation. Since many of the

values listed in the handbook must be regarded as hypotheses, users are urged

to test the models and HEPs empirically. R eir findings should be reported

in the open literature, to the authors, or to the Division of Systems and

Reliability Research, Of fice of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. NRC, so

that the handbook can be updated over time.

Need for the Handbook

we prepared this handbook at the request of the NRC because no such tool

for the performance of in-depth htanan reliability analyses existed. The

Rogovin Report states, "The best way to improve the existing design process

(in NPPs] is by relying in a major way upon quantitative risk analyses, and

by emphasizing those accident sequences that contribute significantly to

risk. W e design review can then focus on those plant systems that con-

tribute to risk, identify weak points, and upgrade various requirements
1

_ _ _ _ - - . , - - -
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(maintenance, for example) to eliminate them" (Rogovin and Frampton,

1980, p 150).
.

Ideally, a handbook such as this should be based on data gathered from

actual operating experience in NPPs. Although the need for such a data base

is well-recognized, the data have not been gathered. Because of the pressing

need for htsnan reliability analyses in NPPs, we prepared the handbook as a

working guide until data based on NPP experience becomes available. 'Ihere

are gaps in the coverage of NPP tasks, and even experienced analysts will

have uncertainties about predicting performance under all the conditions that

could develop in NPPs. We hope to fill such gaps as more experience and data

,
are gained.

1
<

This handbook addresses 2,rtal-world problans. 'Ib be useful in ''auman re-

liability analysis, certain asstanptions had to be made about the models and

l estimated HEPs, and some corners had to be cut. We don' t believe that the
4

shortcomings of,this handbook will offend those with practical problems to

| solve, since our most important objective is to introduce the user to the

methodology of quantitative and qualitative evaluation of htsnan reliability.
i
4

At this point, sound methodology is more important than the degree of accu-

! racy attainable.

We are familiar with academic models of human behavior, beginning with

. the work of Hull (1943 and 1950) and including more recent efforts in hinnan
|

reliability ' summarized by Meister, 1971). We find that these models are not

very useful. It is still a standard joke in university psychology depart-

ments that the theories and models can predict anything after the results are

in. Regrettably, most models of behavior substitute "postdiction" for pre-

diction, or are addressed to problems of very narrow scope.

Our approach is different. The performance models and estimated HEPs

are unusual in the field of behavior technology in that they can be used to

_ ._ . . . - . . _ . - . _ _ . _. . . _, _ . . _
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predict probabilities of human errors for identifiable real-world tasks and

in that these predictions are verifiable. However, there are limitations.

Limitations in Use of the Handbook

The limitations of this handbook were described in Chapter 1. At this

time we reemphasize two of those Ibnitations: the dearth of "hard" data, and

the possible misuse of the handbook.

The most obvious limitation is that the HEPs have wide bounds of uncer-

tainty. In same cases, the HEPs might be off by as much as a factor of 10

either way. There is another standard joke in psychology departments that

" correct within an order of magnitude" means " wrong." Yet, for some applica-

tions, even this degree of latitude is tolerable. One reason thu uncertainty

j bounds are wide is that they are generic, not plant-specific. When the

models and HEPs are applied to a specific plant where the analyst can iden-

tify and evaluate the relevant PSFB, the uncertainty bounds can be narrowed.

Finally, the uncertainty bounds are wide because the nominal HEPs are
!

based to a large extent on our experience (aided by psychological theory) and
;

| what little data could be found that related to NPP tasks. Thus, the maj or

1Laitation to accuracy in human reliability analysis continues to be the pau-

city of objective probability data collected in applied settings, and in

realistic simulations of these settings. Previous reviews of human reliabil-
,

ity analysis have indicated that there is no scarcity of models, but that

data are hard to find (Swain, 1964b, 1969b, and 15 7bs and Meister, 1971 and

1978; and Babrey, 1976).

A second limitation, or risk, is that the handbook may easily be misused

to a " cookbook" by inexperienced " chefs." In Chapter 1 we cited Jens;

Rasmussen's concern about a ship's captain trying to perform surgery using a ~

hindbook. It is inevitable that the handbook will be misused by some, or
|

. - _
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used by others to " justify" inadequate designs or procedures. However, any

text or handbook requiring judgment and interpretation can be misused. Ther9

is no easy renedy for this.

If the reader wishes to use the handbook in an evaluation but feels that

his preparation is inadequate, there are a number of short courses offered in

human factors which will introduce him to the field and help him to develop

an awareness of the methods used by specialists. A most valuable benefit

derived from these courses is the opportunity to meet people experienced in

the field, whom one may contact for help with problems.

When to Use the Handbook

As indicated in Part II, human reliability analysis should be used in

all stages of a large system, from inception to retirement. Early in the

design stages of a new system, one will not have specific human performance

requirements, and very wide uncertainty bounds must be used. However, even

in the earliest design stages, the handbook can be used to help identify any

human factors weaknesses and to provide gross estbnates of risk in alterna-

tive design concepts; e.g. , control room layout or automatic versus manual

modes of operation. This approach has been used in military systems and NASA

programs and is strongly recommended for the nuclear industry.

When a plant is operating, it is much easier to obtain accurate informa-

tion on plant-specific PSFs. Often, a new design is based on an existing

i
plant. The personnel at that plant can provide valuable suggestions regard- !

ing the overall design, plant policies, practices, procedures, training, etc, !

i

that can improve the human reliability of the new plant. In such a situa- |

|

tion, the handbook can serve as a guide to asking the right questions and to

evaluating the relative hnportance of suggestions received.

The uses of the handbook in evaluation of existing facilities are obvi-

ous. We hope that utility management personnel will use it to conduct
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i in-house evaluations to aid in determining the adequacy of their established

policies, procedures, and designs.

Although the handbook was written primarily for the nuclear power indus-

try, it applies to many other industries as well. For most industrial cases,
4

the material can be applied with only minor changes, if any.

1 Needs for Further Research to Improve HEP Estimates

j From the preceding it is apparent that research is needed to collect

i

both objective and subjective human performance data that are applicable to

NPP tasks. Some years ago a plan for developing a human performance data

bank was developed for the U.S. Navy, but, despite some initial enthusiasm,

the plan was not Laplemented (Swain, 1971). Later tue elenents of this plan

ware repeated in the context of NPP operations (Swain, 1975). More recently,

the NRC has sponsored some studies of the Licensee Event Reporting (LER) sys-

tem (Joos et al, 1979; and others in progress) and is taking other steps to

dsvelop a useful system of collecting human performance data. A Paris-based

; organization, the Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations, Nuclear

Ensrgy Agency, Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development, spon-

sors a " Group of Experts on Human Error Data and Assessment" (Chairman, Jens

Rasmussen, Risd National Laboratory, Denmark) that includes U.S. representa-

tives. This group is seeking to develop consensus methods for collecting

estimates of human performance probabilities.

Although the status of human performance data collection should improve

in the future, there are problems at present. In addition to the need for

controlled experiments to answer specific questions about behavior dynamics,

thsre is a need for data based on the experiences of NPP personnel. The

i present LER system does not provide such data. The LERs do provide valuable
i

| information about errors that are reported, but rarely are the important
|
t

. _ , . _ _
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performance shaping factors related to these errors reported or described in

sufficient detail for complete analysis. Also, many errors are not reported

at all--these include, but are not limited to, the ones that did not result

i- events designated by the NRC as reportable. Thus, the nunerator informa-

i
tion needed for HEPs is inadequate (HEP = errors made + opportunities for

error). The denominator information is totally lacking, although in some
1

- cases it can be approximated from knowledge of schedules or interviews of '
'

personnel. ,

l

When abnormal occurrences have serious consquences (e.g. , the Brown's

Ferry Accident or the TMI Accident), plant personnel should be interviewed by

people skilled in interviewing as well as in hwnan factors. This was not

done in either of the above incidents until long after memories began to fade

or were influenced by other considerations. Without proper interviews by

people qualified in the human factors area, valuable information is likely to

be lost. If we are to predict how NPP personnel will perform under stress,

it is essential to obtain this information as soon as possible af ter an ab-

normal event. Without such data to modify the HEPs collected in simulations

of abnormal events, the use of simulator data in reliability analysis will

continue to be suspect.

For seme tasks, the best available source of objective data is the dy-

namic simulator. Tb date this source has been neglected in collecting HEPs i

|'
;

| for routine or dynamic tasks. The potential use of simulators for such pur-

poses has been recognized in the last few years, and studies are being under-

taken for this purpose by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) .
e |

Studies that simulate tasks performed outside the control room are also |
|

needed. WASH-1400 risk assessments indicated that most of the human error l

impact on the availability of BSFs arose from maintenance and calibration

-
- . - ,
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! tcsks and the errors associated with restoring ESFs to their normal operating

ctates, rather than from control room activities. This area of research has

not yet been addressed.

Clearly, it will take time to collect the large body of human perfor-

cence data needed. In the meantime, the NRC is investigating an interim

solution that involves the use of expert judgment. In his article on the use

of ordinal scaling for human reliability analysis, Rook (1964) noted that,

although people are not good estimators of absolute error probabilities, they

can reliably rank-order human tasks in terms of some single dimension such as

task difficulty, error-likeliness, or danger. Psychological scaling, as this

msthod is called, is not new. The basic techniques have been in use since

the 1920s. A more recently developed technique, called the Delphi Technique

(Dalkey and Helmer, 1963), is an attempt to have experts directly estimate

the failure probabilities of various events. There are serious drawbacks to

this technique (Sackman, 1975, and Swain, 1977b). For example, in one appli-

cation (Shooman and Sinkar, 1977) 12 subject-matter experts made estimates of

tha probabilities of 10 hazardous events. The difference between the lowest

and highest estimates for each of the 10 events ranged from a low of a |

fcctor-of-?00 difference on up to a factor-of-50000 difference--clearly dem-

onstrating that this technique is not a highly reliable scaling device.

Despite such problems, the value of having experts directly assign probabili-

tiss of failure to system events (including human errors) is obvious. Thei

NRC is sponsoring research to see if the method's reliability can be im-

proved. If the variability among judges can be reduced to a reasonable

1svel, the approach should be useful at least for bounding analyses and for4

comparative evaluations of different design concepts. Bor those skeptical of

using subjective data in risk assessments, Meister (1978, p 383), in his

|

. _ . _ _ _ _
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|

!

article on the use of subjective data in human reliability estimates, makes

two relevant points:

l "(1) One should not think of subjective and objective data as an

irreconcilable dichotomy. The subjective ... data bank will com-
,

plement the objective one and may be able to solve design problems

for which presently available data are not suitable. (2) Efforts

to validate and revise the subjective .. . data bank should proceed

concurrently with its use. Ultimately the subjective data bank may

be transformed into an acceptably objective form. Until that time

comes, it will help us to do what needs to be done." .

What is needed, then, are objective and subjective data banks of human

performance. The objective data bank will consist of HEPs observed "on the

job" and the PSFs associated with the tasks. The subjective data bank will

consist of expert opinions quantified by psychological scaling techniques.

Each of the above research areas can provide data that relate errors to

different ergonomics features of equipment and to different types of proce-

dures, thereby reducing the uncertainty of our estimates. Some people have

said that ergonomics changes are frosting on the cake and represent an un-

affordable luxury. We hope that no one will use our imperfect data to jus-

tify less than the best available ergonomics in a future plant, or to justify

failure to implement reasonable ergonomic improvements to existing plants.

Our human performance models are not suf ficiently fine-tuned to quantify the

reduction in error to be derived from incorporating every recommended prin-

ciple of ergonomics. But we know from experience that a system which does

not incorporate standard ergonomics practices is a system at risk.

--
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G-1 Glo:ccry

GLOSSARY

rollowing are definitions of the technical terms used in the handbook and

their abbreviations, if commonly used. A separate List of Abbreviations is

clso provided. %e page number where each term first appears in the handbook

is listed. Additional page numbers are listed where the term is defined or

discussed more fully. In some cases it is convenient to use one of the de-

fined terms from this glossary in defining another term. In such case, this

i referent term in tmderlined. %e definitions are not intended to represent
|

the last word in technical accuracy, but to provide the reader with enough

understanding for purposes of this handbook. For more technical definitions

; of the psychological terms, see English and English (1958).

|

| Abnormal Operating Conditions (2-26) - a general term to designate nonnormal
,

plant conditions; e.g., the occurrence of a transient.

i

Accident-Prone Person (2-21) - one who statistically has "more than his share"

of accidents canpared with people with the same degree of exposure to

accident-prone situations.

Accident-Prone Situation ( APS) (2-21 ) - a situation that fosters human errors

; likely to result in injury to people or damage to equipment.

!

Administrative Control (15-1) - a general term referring to the kinds of

checking of htanan performance mandated in a plant and the extent to which

plant policies ar.e carried out and monitored, including tagging control

and lock and key control for valves and other components.

Annunciated Display (2-27, 10-1) - a legend indicator with an auditory alarm

to announce that a change of state has occurred.

Annunciator Tile (2-27) - an individual annunciated legend indicator.

Anticipated Transient Events (10-22) - anticipated perturbatiens in the normal

operating condition of a nuclear power plant that may require rapid reac-

tor shutdown.
l
1

. _ _ . , _ , - - ___ . _ _
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l

Anticipated Transient Without Scram ( A1WS) (2-26) - an anticipated transient
'

event not accompanied by an automatic reactor trip (or scram) .

Approximate Failure Equation (7-40) - the se of the end products of the fail-

ure paths in a system, assigning a probability of 1.0 to the success

probabilities in these paths. For most reliability analyses, this ap-

proximation is sufficiently accurate when none of the failure probabil-

ities of events in a path is greater than 10" .

Arousal - see f acilitative stress.
,

!

Automatic Control (12-1) - an arrangenent for the response of components or
i.

I systemc to signal frcan sensors or computers, without human intervention.

Auxiliary Feedwater System ( AFWS) (11-3, 21-14) - a standby system to provide <

1 water to the secondary side of the steam generator in case the main
I
1

1 feedwater system fails. Depending on the NPP, switchover to the AEWS may
1

' be autcznatic or manual.

; Auxiliary Beactor Operator (3-14) - an unlicensed reactor operator trainee who

assists the licensed operators.
;

Availability (2-2 ) - the probability that a system or component is available

for use when needed.

I Average (Industrial) Conditions (20-1) - conditions which do not subject a

worker to an unusual degree of discomfort or distress.

Average Downtime (6-2 ) - the average time that transpires between the initial

failure of a systen or component and its return to an available state.

| Balance of Plant Panals (3-26) - the panels of controls ar.d displays for func-
|

tions other than Reactor Centrol and Engineered Safety Features; e.g.,

power distributior..

Barrier Limit.s (2-16) - a type of human tolerance limit consisting of physical

restraints that limit the range of a control or controlled element to

prevent out-of-limits performance.

. _. - - - - -- _ _. - - -
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Basic Htanan Error Probability (BHEP) (2-11) - the probability of a human error

on a task which is considered as an isolated entity; i.e., not influenced

by previous tasks.

Basic Human Success Probability ( BHSP) (7-7) - the complement of the basic

human error probability.

Basic Walk-Around (8-1) - a type of relatively passive inspection, usually by

an auxiliary reactor operate.r, in which he walks through the plant to de-

tect any unusual condition, including deviant conditions of equipment.

Any instructions to note a specific itan of equipment are not part of the

basic walk-around.
I

Basic Work Situation ( for Valve Changing or Restoration) (13-3 ) - one in which

a single valve is to be mainpulated, which is in a separate location from
i

the work area, and is not adjacent to any similary valves.

Best-Case Analysis (II-3, 21-21) - an analysis in which consistently low

estimates of human error probabilities s.9EPs ) (e.g., the lower

uncertainty bound for each HEP) are used to present an overly optimistic

assessment of the role of the human. Of ten this analysis is part c,f a
bounding analysis.

Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) (2-22) - a type of light water reactor in which

steam is generated in the reactor vessel and used to drive a turbine;

thus, the water in the turbine is radioactive.

Ibunding Analysis (II-3, 21-20) - an analysis in which best- and worst-caser

system reliability estimates are obtained by using, respectively, the

) lower and upper error bounds for the htanan ccanponents of the system. See

best-case analysis and worst-case analysis.

Cause-Consequence Diagram (5-9) - a graphic representation of events in a sys-

tem, combining elenents of event trees and fault trees.

. _ . - -
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|
4

Caution Limit (2-17) - a human tolerance limit given by warnings, signs, or

other indications.

Change (of valve status) (13-1) - change of the state of a valve fron its nor-
.

mal operationing po'aitica to a nonnormal position.

Checker (13-9, 15-2) - one who is assigned to verify the accuracy of another's

work, either while that person is doing the work or after its completion.

The terms inspector and monitor are used interchangeably with checker.

Closed Icop System (3-1) - a syctem in which information about its outputs are

fed back to become part of the system's inputs, so that system error can

be responded to. Human error is part of the system error. his type of

system can be contrasted with an "open loop" system in which this feed-

back is absent.

Common cause Dependence (7-2) - A situation in which the performance of two or

more tasks is related to see comanon influence s e.g. , stress. See

writers eml oy the term " common aode."l

Comon-Cause Failure Event (5-14) - a failure in which common cause dependence

results in the failure of two or more system components.

Comission Error - see Error of Commission.

Complete Dependence (CD) (between two tasks) (2 -19, 7-17) - a situation in

which, if the relationship between the tasks is positive, failure on one

task will result in failure on the other with certainty. Similarly, if

success occurs on one task, success will occur on the other. We

opposite results will occur if the relationship between the tasks is

n egative .

2mplete-Failure Path (5-7 ) - the only path through an event tree in which all

tasks are performed incorrectly.

Complete-Failure Path Dependence (7-7) - the dependence among tasks that are

all performed incorrectly.

- -
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Casplete-Success Path (5-7) - the only path through an event tree in which all

tasks are performed correctly.

Completa-Succcas Bath Dependence (7-7 ) - the dependence among tasks that are

all performed correctly.

Complexity Index (CI) ( A14-10) - the average number of actions stated in the

steps or paragraphs of written instructions.

Conditional Human Error Probability (CHEP) (2-11) - the probability of human

error on a specific task given failure, or success , on seme ot.her task.

{ Consequences ( to a system) (2-20 ) - the uffects on a system of a human error

that is not racovered.

Containment Sump (3-38) - bottom of the containment building in which the

reactor vessel is located. Water from a loss-of-coolant accident flows

to the sump by gravity.

Concinuous Manual Controls (2-28, 12-1) - manual controls without detentsi

which can be adjusted to any point within their range (e.g., a potentio-

meter) .

Continuous Task (2-28) - a task which involves some sort of tracking activity

such as monitoring a changing situation. The control action in a contin-

uous task can be either continuous (as in rod control) or discrete (as in

stopping a ptanp when the water reaches sane level) .

Controls - see manual controls.

Control coding (12-3 ) - specific identification of a manual control (e.g., a
i

switch) by the use of such cues as color, shape, size, or position.

Control Labeling (12-3) - labels which identify function, possible positions,
i
'

and other information related to a manual control.

Conventional Limits (2-17) - a human tolerance limit in which the limits of

variability in human performance are instilled by training or custom,
|

often without further reinforcement in the work situation.
i
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,

Coupling (2-19) - a term used in WASH-1400 in lieu of dependence.

Critical Incident Technique (CIT) (17-13) - a set of procedures for collecting

direct observat. ions of human behavior in such a way as to facilitate |
;

their usef ulness in solving practical problems and developing broad psy-
|

chological principles. Tb be critical, the incident must make a signifi-

cant dif ference in the outcme of the behaviors. Thus, a critical inci-

dent may be negative or positive in terms of its influence.

Danand Probability (2-10) - the probability that a given human action will be

performed correctly when required.

Dependence (between two tasks) (2-19) - the situation in which the probability

of failure (or success) on one task is different depending on whether a

success or failure occurred on the other task.

Dependent Tasks (2-11) - two tasks are dependent if the conditional human
,

error probability of the ,second task is dif ferent, depending on whether
<

the first task was performed successfully or incorrectly.'

Derived Data (1-6) - Data on human performance which are extrapolated from
4

related performance measures.

Derived Human Error Probability (HEP) (19-1) - estimated human error proba-

bilities (HEPs) based on extrapolation from HEPs collected in different

situations from the one of primary interest.

Design-Babis LOCA (3-57, 21-13) - a loss-of-coolant accident in which there is

a guillotine break in a very large coolant pipe to the reactor vessel,

with the plant at full power and the water level in the primary recepta-

cle for emergency coolant at the lowest level allowed by the NRC techni-

cal specifications.

Deviant condition (8-1) - an unacceptable condition of some component or func-

tion in an NPP.

Deviant Display (9-2) - a visual display showir.g an unacceptable indication.

_ _ . _ _ . . - _ _. ._.
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Deviant Item (8-2 ) - any NPP component in an unacceptable condition.

Deviant Manual Control (9-2) - a manual control in an unacceptable position.

Direct Dependence (7-2) - the situation in which the outcome of one task

directly affects the outccane of a second task.

Directly Related Displays (9-3 ) - two or more displays that are closely re-

lated by function s e.g. , reactor vessel temperature and pressure.

Discontinuous Manual Controls - see discrete manual controls.

Discontinuous Task (2-28) - one in which each task element is a discrete step
,

(e.g., a calibration task). Synonym: discrete task.

Discrete Manual Controls (2-28, 12-1) - Manual controls that have a fixed num-

ber of positions, such as switches with detents.

Discrete Task - see discontinuous task.

Diccrimination (4-14) - the process of detecting differences among signals to
I the sense organs.

; Display (2-27) - any instrtunent or device that presents information to any

sense organ (visual, auditory, or other) .
,

Disruptive Stress (3-53 ) - the bodily or mental tension resulting from the re-

sponse to a stressor that threatens a person, frightens, worries, or

angers him, or increases his uncertainty, so that usually he performs at

a decreased level of effectiveness _or efficiency.

Doubling Rule (17-21) - when an operator is required to take some corrective

action in moderately to extremely high stress conditions with very

limited time available to take the corrective action, if the first action,

is ineffective his ncaninal human error probability for each succeeding

corrective action doubles (up to the limit of 1.0).

Bapircal (or Measuranent) Limit (2-17) - a human tolerance limit checked by

observation or measurement during or after performance.
i
|

l
,

--
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Engineered Safety Feature (ESP) ( 1 -2 ) - a system, device, or component de-

signed to lhnit the adverse consequences to an NPP or surrounding envi-

ronment in the event of abnormal operation or conditions; e.g., an emer-

gency core cooling system to keep the nuclear reactor covered with water

should there be a break in a coolant pipe.

Engineered Safety Feature (ESP) Panels (3-26) - the control room panels which

house most of the controls and displays related to ESFs.

Engineering Psychologist (2-2) - a person working in the human factors area,

generally a person with an advanced degree in experimental psychology. t

Ergonomics (2-1) - the discipline concerned with designing machines, opera-

tions, and work environments so that they match human capacities and

limitations .

!
i Ergonomist ( 2 -2 ) - a synonym for Engineering Psychologist; this term is most

frequently used outside of the U.S.

i'
Error - see human error.

Error Bounds - see uncertainty bounds.

Error Correction (5-3 ) - the detection and correction of incorrect task per-

fonnance in tLae to avoid any undersirable consequences to the system.

Error-Likely Person (2-21) - a person who consistently makes significantly

more errors than others performing the same task (or tasks) under the
,

!

same conditions, or a person who temporarily makes "more than his share"

of errors due to temporary conditions such as fatigue, emotional upset,

etc.

Error-Likely Situation (2-21) - a work situation in which the performance

shaping factors are not compatible with the capabilities, limitations, or

needs of the person performing a task.

Error of Commission (2-8) - incorrect performance of a task (or action). |

l
Error of Omission (2-8) - failure to perform a task (or action) .

.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ ,_
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Error-Prone Person - see error-likely person.

Error-Prone Situation - see error-likely situation.

Event Tree ( 5-4 ) - a graphic form of task analysis in which actions are desig-

nated by limbs in the tree, and the sequence moves forward in time. 'Ih a

event tree is an inductive model whereas the fault tree is a deductive

model.

Experienced Person (18-1) - one who has at least 6 months' experience on the

job for which he is qualified and/or licensed.

External Performance Shaping Factor (PSF) (3 -4 ) - a performance shaping factor
i

which is outside the individual and defines the work situation for him.

Extraneous Act (2-8) - a special category of error of commission whereby a

person introduces see task or step that should not have been performed.

( Extremely High Stress Invel (3-55, 17-11) - the level of perceived stress that

for most people will be extranely disruptive to system-required behavior.
|

| Facilitative Stress (3-55) - the bodily or mental tension resulting from the

response to a stressor that alerts a person, prods him to action, thrills

him, or makes him eager, but not too much, so that usually he performs at

a optimum level of effectiveness or efficiency.

Fault Tree (5-9) - a graphic representation of system events staring with some

deviant condition and working backwards in time. The fault tree is a de-

ductive model whereas the event tree is an inductive model.

Fasdback (3-23) - the knowledge of results that one receives about the status

or adequacy of his outputs.

First-Order Human Failure (5-1) - a situation in which a single human error

will cause systen failure. This is a type of single channel failure

mody

Fixed Limit (2-17) - a human tolerance limit which is clearly and permanently

established; e.g., a red line on a meter to indicate safe maximum RPM.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ __ _ -- _ _ . . , __. _. ., _,_
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.

1

; Forensic Limit (2-17) - a human tolerance limit, usually determined af ter the
i

fact, arrived at after debate (often legal) for the usual purpose of

! assigning blame for a human error that resulted in undesirable conse-

quences.

Funneling of Attention (11-11) - the concentration on one source of informa-

I tion (e .g., a particular display) to the exclusion of other sources of

i in formation .
(

Halving Rule (17-22) - complanent of the Joubling rule whereby under an opti-
,

mum stress level, a person takes extra care once he has made a mistake, I

and his human error probability (HEP) on his next attempt is half his
,

) n minal HEP for the task. 'Ihis rule is not used in our analyses.
1

High Dependence (HD) ( 2 -2 0 , 7-17) - a level of dependence that is approxi-

mately mideway between zero and complete dependence on the continutsn of

dependence. (See Equations 7-12 and 7-17 in Table 7-1, p 7-30.)

High Pressure Indet*1on System (HPIS) (5-13) - an engineered safety feature in

i a light water reactor to inject water into the primary loop when it is

under high pressure, but losing relatively anall amount of coolant, as,

i

.

from a small loss-of-coolant accident.
i

! Haan-Caused Error (HCE) (2-5) - an error whose primary causal factors are

related to some human characteristic rather than to characteristics of

| the work situation.

Human Engineering (2-1) - see human factors.

Haan Error (1-1, 2-4) - any member of a set of htsnan actions that exceeds

some limit of acceptability; i.e., an out-of-tolerance action, where the

limits of htsman performance are defined by the system. Synonym: error.

Human Error Probability (HEP) (1-1, 2-9) - the probability that an error will

occur when a given task is performed. Synonyms: hinnan failure probabil-

ity and task failure probability.

.

.__- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . , - - .- - . , _. - -- . , _ _ . - - - - - .
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Hunan Error Probabiilty (HEP) Per Ibur (2-10) - the calculated probability of

at least one error (for a given task) per hour, regardless of the abso-

lute frequency of errors in any given time period. 'Ihis is a measure |

often used in unavailability calculations.

Human Error Rate (HER) (2-9) - the number of errors of a given type divided by

the number of opportunities for the error. 'Ihis term is not used in the

handbook, but can be used interchangeable with human error probability.

Human Factors (2-1) - a discipline concerned with designing machines, opera-

tions, and work envirorsnents so that they match hunan capacities and

limitations . Anong human factors practitioners, the term is considered

the general term which includes human factors engineering, procedures,

training, selection, and any technical work related to the human factor

( in man-machine systems. In this handbeak, the term is used interchange-

ably with human engineerty, human factors engineering, and ergonomics.

Human Factors Engineering (2-1) - See human factors. Anong bman factors

practitioners, the term is often restricted to design os equipment . In

this handbook, the term is used interchangeably with human engineering,

human factors, and ergonomics.

Human Factors Specialist (2-2) - a person working in the human factors area.

Synonyms engineering psychologist and ergonomist.

Human Failure Probability - see human error probability.

Hunan Performance Models (1-7, III-1) - descriptions of estimated hunan per-

formance in a variety of NPP tasks presented as mathematical statements,

with uncertainty bounds when appropriate. Ihe models involve consider-

able extrapolation from availabJ e data and experience , and should be re-

garded as hypotheses.

Human Redundancy (2-20) - the error recovery factor resulting from the use of

a person to check another's work.
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:

Htanan Reliability (2-2) - the probability of successful performance of the

human activities necessary for either a reliable or an available system,

specifically, the probability that a system-required human act, task, or

job will be completed successfully within a required time period, as well

as the probability that no extraneous human actions detrimental to system

I reliability or availability will be performed.

Human Reliability Analysis (2-3) - a method by which human reliability is

estimated.

Human Feliability Model (2-4 ) - a schematic representation or abstraction of

htanan events and related system events and their interactions in a man-

machine system. When probability values are assigned to the elements in

the model, mathematical estimates of the probabilities of achieving (or

not achieving) certain combinations of events in the system may be ob-

tained.

Human Success Probability (HSP) (2-10 ) - the ccanplement of human error proba-

bility; i.e., 1 - HEP.

Human '1blerance Limit (2-16) - a limit placed on human responses to keep the

variability of human behavior within system-acceptable tolerances.

Importance of Ef fects (5-4 ) - generally a qualitative judgment of the relative

importance of undesirable effects to a system in terms of cost or other

system criteria.
.

Incredulity Response (3-57) - inability to accept or interpret evidence that

sane strongly undesired event has occurred, usually an unexpected event

for which there has been little, if any, rehearsal of coping responses.

Independence (between two tasks) (7-1) - the situation in which the probabil-

ity of failure or success on one task is the same regardless of whether

failure or success occurred on the other. Synonym: zero dependence.

|
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Independent Tasks (2-11) - two tasks are independent if the conditional human ,

error probability of the second task is the same regardless of whether

success or failure occurred on the othat task.2

Individual Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs) - see internal PSPs.

Initial Audit (9-2) - the oncoming shift operator's scanning of the control

boards to assess the operating status of the plant and to detect any

deviant conditions. Synonym initial survey.

Initial Survey - see initial audit.

Inspection (20-13 ) - all monitoring activities for detecting conditons that

are out of limits or approaching a limit. Inspection includes general

observation of plant status, reading displayr, and all forms of veri-

fication such as the status of switches , valves, and indicators.

Inspector (15-2 ) - one who inspects. Synonyms: checker and monitor.

Inspector Flinching (2-15) - an inspector's concern with only one limit of a

range of acceptability, often resulting in a systematic error.

4
Intentional Error (2-6) - an error that occurs when the operator intends to

perform a>me act that is incorrect but. that he believes to be correct or

to represent a superior method of performance. This type of error is not

malevolent behavior.

Internal Performance Shaping Factors (FSFs) (3-4 ) - the characteristics of a

htanan which affect his performance in a job, including personality char-

| acteristics, bodily structure, level of skill, attitudes, and so on.

Job and Task Instruction (3-4) - peformance shaping factors connected with the

instructional materials used in jobs, and the manner in which job opera-

| tions are intended to be carried out.

Joint Itman Error Probability (JHEP) (2-11 ) - the probability of human error
|

| on all * asks which must be performed correctly to achieve some end re-

|
l sult.

- - - _ . .
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Labeling of Controls - see control labeling.
t

Licensee ( A14-1) - the public utility that is licensed by the NRC to operate a

nuclear power plant.

Licensee Event Report (LER) (3-20) - an event in an NPP which the NRC requires

each licensee to describe. LERs are intended to include identification

| and evaluation of any human errors related to the reportable events.
i

I Light Water Reactors (LWRs) (1-3) a type of nuclear power plant in which con-

ventional water (as distinguished from heavy water) is used to remove the

heat generated in a reactor vessel.

Link Analysis (2-26 ) - a form of task a salysis in which movements'of operating

} personnel (or movements of any bodily parts e.g. , eyes) are plotted over

some period of time.
1

Locally-Operated Valve - see manual value.

Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) (2-27) - a loss of reactor vessel coolant re-

sulting fran same defect such as a pipe break or leaky valve.

Low Dependence (LD) (between two tasks) (2-20, 7-16) - a Jevel of dependence

that is greater than zero dependence, but not very far up the continuum

of dependence. (See Equations 7-10 and 7-15 in Table 7-1, p 7-30. )

Maintainer - see maintenance personnel.

Maintenance (of Valves) (13-1) - any testing, calibration, or other work

requiring valves to be changed from their noomal positions.

Maintenance Personnel (13-1) - NPP personnel who maintain or repair components

such as valves and electrical or mechanical devices.
!

Malevolent Behavior (1-6) - deliberate behavior calculated to produce a harm-

ful effect, thus , not a human error.

Man (2-2) - this term is used in its generic sense; i.e., pertaining to humans

of either sex.

_.

__
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Man-Machine Interface (2-2) - any point of interaction between people and com-

ponents in a system; e.g., a display, a manual control, or any other item

a person observes or manipulates.

Man-Machine System (1-1, 2-2) - a system in which people have a monitoring

ancVor control function.

Man-Machine Systems Analysis ()MSA) (II-1) - a general method used to identify

and evaluate existing or potential htman performance problems in man-

machine systems. The method includes task analysis and either qualita-

tive or quantitative human reliability analysis.

Manual Control (2-28, 12-1) - the component with which the human enters his

imputs to a systems e .g., switches , connectors , tools, etc.

i

Manual Valve (13-1) - a valve which is manually operated; in this handbook the

! term is restricted to locally-operated manual valves.

I Measurement Limit - see empirical limit.

Mediating Processes (4-15) - the internal responses of a person, such as

thinking , deciding, and worrying.

Mimic Lines (12-4 ) - lines on a panel to show the flow of energy or to indi-

cate the desired sequence of htman actions.

Model (2-4 ) - a model of a system is an abstraction that represents symboli-

cally the way in which the system f unctions operationally; generally, not

all characteristics of a system will be included in a model.

level of dependence between low andModerate Dependence (MD) (2-20, 7-16) -
,

!

high dependence. (See Equations 7-11 and 7-16 in Table 7-1, p 7-30.)

Moderately High Stress Level (3-58, 17-7) - the level of perceived stress that

will be moderately disruptive to system-required behavior for most

people.i

Monitor (15-2 ) - one who inspects. Synonyms : checker and inspector.

|

. _ __ __ _ _ _
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Motor Cbntrol Center (MCC) (13-2) - a room in an NPP in which circuit breakers
'

fand parallel switches for certain control roan functions are located.

Motor-Operated Valve (MOV) (2-28, 13-1) - a valve which is closed or opened by;

the action of a motor, uaually controlled by a switch in the main control

room.

Motor Responses (4-14) - those outputs of the operator with which he performs

an action (usually with hands or feet) .
4

Negative Dependence (7 3) - the situation in which failure on a task reduces

the probability of failure on another task, or success on a task reduces

the probability of success on another task. The handbook does not ad-

i dress negative dependence, but is restricted to positive dependence.

No-Cost Error (2-7) - a human error that does not result in undesirable system
i

4

consequences .

I !

Nominal Human Error Probability (HEP) (2-12, 5-12) - the central tendency of

error probabilities for a task, used for single-point estimates of a

human error probability.

,

Normal Control Room Operations (2-24) - planned operator tacks in the control
.

roan which include startup, shutdown, power level control, and calibra-

tion and testing.

Normal Operating Conditions (2-26) - a general term to designate plant condi-
i

tions within nonnal limits, as distinct from abnormal operating condl,,

tions.

Normal Power Generating Condition (3-42) - a general term indicating that the

plant is supplying power to the electric power grid. Synonym: steady- |

state operating mode.

Novice Personnel (18-1, 20-32) - NPP personnel wish less than 6 months'

experience in the job following qualification or certification.

Omission Error - see error of Omission.

_ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ - - - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - - . _ _
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One Annunciator (10-8, 20-8) - a single annunciator display or a functional

group of annunciator displays with complete dependence among them, which

are the equivalent of a single annunciator display.

One Display (9-5, 20-18) - a single display or functional group of displays

with completo dependence among then, which are the equivalent of a single

display.

One Item of Equipnent (7-14, 8-14 ) - an individual item such as a display,,

control, valve, etc or sczne functional group of items that are completely

dependent and are the equivalent of a single item with regard to errors

of emincion.

!

Operational Sequence Diagram (4-8) - type of event tree which presents

information-decision-action sequences in a man-machine system.

Operator - as used in the handbook, the reactor operator in an NPP.

Optimun Stress Level (3-57, 17-6) - the level of perceived stress that is con-

ducive to opimun performance. bbst of the estimated human error proba-

bilities in the handbook are predicated on the assunption of an optimum

stress level.

Oral Procedures (14-1) - short verbal instruction given by someone in author-
9

ity. See special instruction item.

Organismic Factors - see internal performance shaping factors.

Perceptual Set (7-2) - what a person expects to see or happen.

Perforinance Shaping Factors (PSFs) ( 2 -18, 3-1) - internal or external factors

that affect performance in a job context.

Physiological Stressor (2-23, 3-62 ) - stressors arising from physiological

conditions such as fatigue, discomfort, high temperature, etc.

Populational Expectance (2-23) - a type of populational stereotype that refers

specifically to displays which do not involve directional movement.

|
|

[
.-. _ _ .
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Ibpulational Sterotype (2-23 ) - the way in which members of a population ex-

pect things to behave especially with respect to directional movements..

Position Indicator (20-22) - scale that indicates the postion of a valve rela-

tive to a fully opened or fully closed position.

Positive Dependence (7-4) - the situation in which failure on the first task

increases the probability of failure on the second task, and success on

the first task increases the probability of success on the second task.

This is the only type of dependence considered in the handbook.

Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) (3-26) - a type of l_ight water reactor in

which heat in the primary cooling loop is used to produce steam in a

secondary loops only the primary loop is radioactive.

Probability Density Function (pdf) (16-6) - in rough terms, a mathematical

l
,

expression that gives the probability that a variable X will take values
'

,

between two neber X and X + X for all values of X. We pdf 1.s often I

shown as a plot of events in a histogram representing proportionate fre-

quency (i.e., the ratio of the nmber of events of interest to the total

number of events) instead of actual frequency.

Probability Wee Digram (5-4 ) - an event tree in which the limbs designate

hwan and other events as well as different conditions or influences upon

I

these events. We values assigned to all the tree limbs (except those in

the first branching) are conditional probabilities. he first limbs may

also be conditional probabilities if thny represent a carryover from eme

other tree. In any branching in the tree, the sm of the limbs is 1. 0.

Psychological Scaling (19-5, 22-7 ) - techniques whereby the opinions of

subject-matter experts are collected and pooled to determine the appro-

priate weights to assign to factors that influence human performance in a j
1

well-defined situation.

- . . . . . . -- - _- _
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-

Psychological Stressor (2-23, 3-53) - stressor arising from external or inter-

nal factors that cause mental tension, (e.g. , task load, threats, sensory

!deprivation, etc.). Psychological streasors can results in disruptive

! stress or facilitative stress.

1 Randan Error (2-13) - out-of-tolerance actions that follow no predictable pat-

tern but occur when the variability of behavior results in perfomance

7

that is beyond system-acceptable variability.

!
Range Ratio (5-12) - the ratio of the highest score to the lowest score as-

t

signed to an event. In this handbook, a typical range ratio is the upper
\

uncertainty bound of a human error probability (HEP) divided by the lower

uncertainty bound of that HEP.

Reactor Control Panels (3-26) - panels housing the displays and manual con-
,

1

| trols associated with the reactor and associated components.

I

Reactor Operator (RO) (3-14) - personnel who are licensed to operate a control

!
room in an NPP.

)
i

| Reactor Trip (2-26) - a scheduled or unscheduled event in which the reactor
i

vessel is rendered subcritical by insertion of all control rods. Syno-

nym: scram.
,

Recovered Error (2-8, 4-19) - an error that was detected and corrected in time
-,

so that no undesirable consequences to the system were possible.

1

Recovery Factors (2-20) - factors which prevent or limit the adverse conse-
~

Iquences of a human error.

Reference Limit (2-17) - a human tolerance limit consisting of a standard of

acceptable performance with which a person can ccznpare his own perfor-

mance.

Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) (3-38) - a tank in a pressurized water
i

reactor which holds part of the emergency core cooling water, and is also
i

used to supply water to keep the fuel rods covered during refueling.

- _ _ _ ._ _ . _ - . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ , - _ . . _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _
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j Reliability (2-2) - the probability of successft-1 performance of function.

Response Perseveration (3-59) - the tendency to sake same incorrect response !
!

(or a very limited number of such responses) repeatedly.
*

Restore (valve status) (13-1) - returning the state of a valve to its normal

operating position.

] Rule-Based Behavior (III-2) - behavior associated kth tasks for which the

appropriate actions are specified in step-by-step procedures; e .g. ,

calibration and preventive maintenance tasks.

Scram - see reactor trip.
i

Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) (3-14) - a licensed reactor operator who has had

j sufficient ecperience and who h&a passed the examinations for the senior

desig nation .

-|
Sensitivity Analysis (II-3, 4-20, 7-41, 21-22) - an analysis in which one or |

'

,

|
'

more estimates of various parameters are varied to observe their effects
|

*

"

on a system or some part of it (e.g., in a reliability analysis, esti-

mates of human error probabilities would be varied to observe their ef-
:

fects on task or system reliability) .
,

4

{ Sequential Error (2-8) - perfonmance of some task or step out of the specified

sequence.

Simple N1tiplicative mdel (5-8) - a performance model in which task proba-

| bilities are multiplied with the assumption that no dependence exists

among the tasks. This model is rarely used in human reliability analy-
,

sis.

Single Channel Emilure Modes (5-14) - a situation in which one failure (e.g.,

I a single human error) can result in system failure.
|

|
l Single Point Human Error Probability (HEP) (5-11) - the use of a single point,

ordinarify the nominal human error probability, to represent the entire

distribution of human error probabilities for a task.

,
__
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Situation-Caused Error (SCE) (2-5) - an error whose primary causal factors are

related to the design of the work situation.

Cituational Characteristics (3-4 ) - those performance shaping factors that are

of ten plant-wide in influence, or that cover many dif ferent jobs and

tasks in the plants e.g., ambient temperature, peer relationships, etc.

Skill of the Craf t (14-2) - a teon describing those tasks in which it is

assumed that the workers know certain aspects of the job and need no

written instructions; e.g., a plumber replacing a washer in a faucet.

Special Instruction Item (14-1) - a specific or general item of instruction

given in writing or orally; e.g. , " restore the valves for System ABC."

Sporadic Error (2-15) - infrequent actions that are outside the tolerance

limits for a system, despite small variability in performance.

Steady-State condition (of a display) (9-4) - the situation in which displays

are not rapidly changing, lamps are not blinking, and the auditory sig-

nals for annunciators are quiet.

Steady-State condition ( statistical) (6-2) - the probability of being in a

failed state is independent of tbme.

Steady-State Operating Mode - see normal power operating condition.

Stress (2-23) - the human response to a stressor.

Stressor (2-23) - any external or internal forces that cause bodily or mental

tension (i .e. , stress) .

Subject-Matter Expert (4-12) - Arperienced people on a job.

Systematic Error (2-14) - out-of-tolerance actions characterized by a perfor-

mance dispersion pattern offset from a desired norm, indicating a con-

sistent bias.

Tagging System (15-10) - all those administrative controls that ensure (1)

awareness of any valves or other itsas of equipment that are in a non-

normal state, and (2) prompt restoration of this equipment to the normal
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state after the completion of test or maintenance operation. A tagging

syst e includes the use of tager chains, locks, and keys; and logs, sus-

pense forms, and any other techniques that provide an inventory of the

above items.

Talk-Through (3-68, 4-12) - a task analysis method in which an operator de-

scribes the actions required in a task, explains what he is doing and his

mental processes during each action in actual or simlulated performance

of a task. If the performance is simulated, the operator touches the

manual controls he would operate and describes the control action re-

quired. He points to displays and states what readings he would expect.

He describes any time delays and feedback signals, and the implications

to the plant function of his actions. Synonym: walk-through.

Task Analysis (2-25, 4-4) - an analytical process for determining the specific

behaviors reqaired of the htsman components in a man-machine system. It

involves determining the detailed performance required of people and

equipment, and the effects of environmental conditions / malfunctions, and

other unexpected events on both. Within each task to be performed by

people, behavioral steps are analyzed in terms of (1) the sensory signals

and related perceptions, (2) the decisions, menory storage, and other

mental processes, and (3) the required responses.

Task and Equipnent Otaracteristics (3-4 ) - those performance shaping factors

that are specific to a given task and/or to the equipnent required for

completion of that tasks e.g., the design of a tool, a display, or some

other man-machine interface.

Task Ef fects (5-3 ) - gene, rally the task effects of interest in a human relia-

bility analysis are those undesirable consequences to a systen resulting

from incorrect and uncorrected task performance. Task effects can, of

course , be positive.

|

. - - . ._
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Task Failure Probability (2-10) - used interchangeably with human error proba-

bility.

Task Reliability (5-3 ) - used interchangeably with human success probability.

Task Success Probability (2-10) - used interchangeably with human success

probab'.lity.

Task Thxonomy ( 2-24 ) - a classification scheme for tasks.

Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP) (5-2) a method developed at.

Sandia National Laboratories to assess quantitatively the influence of

human errors in a system. It is the method employed in this handbook.

Tiles - see annunicator tiles.

Time Error (2-8) - failure to perform a task or step within system-alloted

tLme; i.e., completion of the actions either too early or too late.

Total Range Ratio (16-2) as defined by Wechsler (1952), the ratio of the

highest score to the lowest score of a group of people hanogeneous with

respect to what is being measured, but excluding the extreme scores de-

fined as the lowest and highest tenths of 's of the population.

Transient (2-26) - an abnormal operating condition in which some NPP f unction

departs f rom normal limits ; e .g. , loss of main feedwater.

Typical NPP Procedures (3-48, 13-3, 14-5) - written procedures that are narra-

tive in style, with a low signal-to-noise ratio, and which require at

least a Grade 12 reading level.

Unannunciated Displays (2-27) - meters, digital readouts, chart recorders,

g raphs , indicator lights, camputer printouts, and video presentations not

accompanied by auditory alerting signals.

Unanticipated Transient (10-22) - a transient which has not been anticipated

in design of safety fertures in an NPP.

Unavailability (2-12, 6-1) - the probability that a system is not available

for use when needed.

- -. _ _ _ _ . _
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Uncertainty Bounds (2-11) - the upper and lower bound of human error probabil- '

itles (HEPs) that reflect the uncertainty in the estimation of a nominal

HEP. The bounds include the variability of people and conditions and the

uncertainty of the analyst in assigning HEPs to a task are judged to in-

clude the middle 90% of the HEPs for that task.

Unintentional Error (2-7) - a mistake that was not intended; e.g., dropping a

tool, inadvertently tripping a switch, forgetting a step in a written

proced ure .

Unrecovered Error (2-8, 4-19) - an error which is not detected and corrected, I

and which could result in some undesirable consequence to the system.
,

,

Very Low Stress Level (3-55, 17-4) - the level of perceived stress that does |

not produce sufficient arousal to keep alert.
1

vigilance Ef fecc (3-60, 17-4) - the loss of alertness that results When a

person is not sufficiently aroused. (Note: The handbook uses this term
l

merely in the above descriptive sense.)

Walk-Around Inspection (8-1) - a scheduled inspection tour of a specified area

in an NPP for which the inspector is required to report anything unusual

or any deviant condition. In addition, he may be given same specific in-

structions; e.g., "Make sure that the main isolation valve on the letST is
open." (See also basic walk-around.)

WalksThrough - see talk-through.

| Wechsler's Range Ratio (16-5) - Given a population that is homogeneous with

respect to some ability that can be measured with a ratio scale, if the

extreme scores are discarded (i.e., the lowest and highest tenths of It), j

the highest score in the distribution will rarely be more than five times I

the smallest score, and usually not more than three times the smallest
1

score. This is s!111ar to Wechsler's (1952) definition of total range |
|

ratio, except that this ratio can also apply to distributions of human

error probabilities, as discussed in the text.
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|

lWork Situation Approach (WSA) (2-6) - an approach to identifying and analyzing |

|
error-likely situations in which it is assumed that the primary causal '

factors behind most human errors in a well-structured work situation are

more closely related to such system elements as operating procedures,
.

equipment design, and management practices than to the individual charac-

teristics of trained personnel.

Worst-Case Analysis (II-2, 21-21) - an analysis in which consistently high

estimate of human error probabilities (HEPs) (e.g., the upper uncertainty

bound for each HEP) are used, yielding an overly pessimistic assessment

of the role of human error. Often this analysis is prt of a bounding
analysis.

Zero Dependence (ZD) (between two tasks) (2 -19, 7-14) - the situation in which

the probability of failure or success on one task is unaffected by fail-

ure or success on the other. Synonyms independence.

I

I

|
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ABBREVIATIONS

Following 12 a listing of the abbreviations used in the handbook. For

definitions of any of the terms, see the Glossary.

AC Aircraft Commander

AFWS Auxiliary Feedwater System

ANN Annunciator

APS Accident-Prone Situation

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineert

ATWS Anticipated Transient Without Scram

BHEP Basic Human Error Probability

INSP Basic Human Success Probability

|

| EWR Boiling Water Reactor

CD Complete Dependence

CHEP Conditional Human Error Probability

CHRS Containment Heat Removal System

CI Complexity Index

CIT Critical Incident Technique

CLS Consequence Limiting System

DO Dedicated Operator

ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System

ELS Error-Likely Situation

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

| ESF Engineered Safety Feature

|

| FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report

|
| HCE Human-Caused Error

| HD High Dependence

HEP Human Error Probability

.
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HER Human Error Rate

HPCI High Pressure Containment Injection

HPIS High Pressure Injection System

IEEE Institute of Electricci and Electronic Engineers

IREP Interim Reliability Evaluation Program

I
JHEP Joint Human Error Probability j

LB Lower Bound

LD Low Dependence

LER Licensee Event Report j

)
LOCA Loss-of-Coolant Accident , )

LWR Light Water Reactor
I
,

MCC Motor Control Cente i

MD Moderate Dependence

MMSA Man-Machine Systems Analysis

NPP Nuclear Power Plant

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Act

pdf Probability Density Function

PSF Performance Shaping Factor

PWR Pressurized Water Reactor

QC Quality Control

| RO Reactor Operator

RWST Refueling Water Storage Tank

SCE Situation-Caused Error

SD Standard Deviation

SI Safety Injection

THERP Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction

TMi Three Mile Island

--
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UB Upper Bound

U'8' United States

A Work Situation Approach ,

\

!,ZD Zero Dependence

o

|

!

)
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EQUATIONS

Following are the equations used in the handbook. 'Ihe equations are

licted by equation ntamber and page number.

i

Equation
Number Equation Page

| (6-1) A = , -. 6-1
. u+d
1

(6-2) U= 1-A=1- 6-1=

U+3 6+3

|

(
| (6-3) U = d- 6-2

Y

(6-4) p = ER 6-2

(6-5) 3 = h, + C h92+CCh1 2 3 + ... + C C ***C -

32 m

(7-1) Pr [S | ZD] = ab . . .n 7-25

(7 2) Pr[F| ZD] = AB. . .N ?~'4

(7-3) Pr[S|ZD] = a" 7-25

(7-4) Pr [F| ZD] = A "- 7-25

(7-5) Pr[S|CD) = a 7-25

4
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Equation

Number Equation Page

(7-6) Pr[F|CD) A 7-25=

* *** + "(7-7) Pr[S|CD) 7-26=

S

+ + * * * +(7-8) Pr[F|CD) = 7-26
3

( 7-9 ) Pr[S"N" "N-1"
"" ~

(7-10) Pr[S,y,|S, g ,, LID] = ~

20

' "(7-11) Pr [S,,,,, l S,y, g ,, l MD) 7-30=

(7-12) Pr [S,y,,l S"N-1" " ~

2

( 7-13 )
Pr [S''N"| S"M '' |CD) = 1. 0 7-30

(7-14) Pr [ F,, | F,, ,g ,, | ZD] = N 7-30

(7-15) Pr[F, ,, | F''H- 1 '' | LD] ~=
20

(7-16) Pr ( F,, y,, [ F"N-1 " " ~

7

>

a ,,
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Equation
Number Equaticn Page

(7-17) Pr (F'' N'' | F,,g ,, | HD] 7-30=

( 7-18 ) Pr [F'' N'' | F,, , ,,|CD) = 1.0 7-30

(8-1) Pr[S * ' "'"130 days ~

= 1 - Pr(F ] Pr(F } Pr(F 3) Pr(F 4} Pr(FDay 5

1 - (.9 x .95 x .975 x .99 x .999 )
=

= .1959 ~~ . 20

i

| (C-2) Pr[Sf30 days | 8 8, n8Pecurs| ZD betwen Mts] 8-6

n8Pector]N1 - {1 - Pr[S= 8 e130 days
'

1 .8041 = .480 m .5=

,

(8-3)4

Pr[S)30 days 30 days " ~

(8-4) Pr[S * n8Pectors] 8-8'130 days

= 1 - Pr(F g]

30
= 1 .9 .96

i

(8-5) Pr[S s s, 90 inspec6 rs] 8-8f30 days

= 1 - {1 - Pr[S n8Pectors)N* '130 days
= 1 .042 % .9999

i

(8-6) Pr(S s , nsp rs, each maMng 1 inspedon 8-13f30 days
per shift]

1 - Pr(F y|30 days] Pr[F 2|30 days)
=

1 .8041 2 .35=

- - - _ _ _ - _ _ - - - - -
--.
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E-4 Equations

i

Equation j4

Number Equation Page |,

I

(8-7) Pr[S 0 days |3_ shifts, 6 it.spectors, 2 per shift, each 8-13

making 1 inspection per shift)

= 1 - Pr[F<30 days | 1 shif t, 2 inspectors, each making 1

inspection per shif t)

1 .6466 R$.73' =
,

4

~ #I l 1/2 proper use and 1/2 improper use 8-20
for any deviant item

of checklist]

. 5 x ( . 99 + . 9 ) = . 94 5 ~ . 95 |=

1

!d

deviant items \ 1/2 proper use and 1/2 improper use 8-20(8-9) Pr[S,77 n

of checklist) = .5 x (.99E + . 9")

I |

(8-10) D = . 5 x ( 1 - Pr [F ] ) A8-1

,

I

(8-11) Pr[F ] = Pr [ F ] + D x (1 - r) AB-2

t

i

* ~

one or more deviant displays *9 *~ #

'1 + Pr[F "*] E~
~

li

| 1 - Pr [F ] ,n55 .
' =

. _

i

I

|

(9-2) Pr[F 1** * ' ~

both operators both operators
l

+ . 5 x Pr [ F ] , n j, 5
9 , ,

|

'
-4

10 i=1,

2 - x 10" 1 < 1 3,10 10-18(10-1) Pr [F ] = ,

. 2 5, i > 10
,

__ . - _,.
- - . . . - _ , _ _ _ - - , -
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Equation
Number Equation Page_

"

-{ Pr[F ]
i(10-2) Pr[r ) 10-tr,

g ,
_

1

.

O


